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1.

INTRODUCTION
The Highthorn proposals seek the approval to extract 3 million tonnes of coal
over a 7 year period from an area of 250ha located between Widdrington and
Cresswell, Northumberland.
The site will be restored to a mixture of agricultural and ecologically beneficial
uses.
Some works are proposed outside the site boundary which could be secured
through a legal agreement or planning condition.
The proposal will deliver significant economic benefits that are much needed in
this part of the UK. The ecological benefits proposed seek to complement the
existing features within Druridge Bay.
The proposals within this application have been formulated in close dialogue
with the local community and the organisations who have an existing interest in
Druridge Bay.
The Highthorn site has been a long term prospective scheme that has been
promoted previously, with its potential development publically discussed since
the 1980s.

1.1

The Highthorn Surface Mining Scheme is proposed as the next logical step forward in
the development of a modern surface mining industry on the Northumberland Coalfield.
The proposed scheme for Highthorn builds on the experience, the innovations and the
investment which The Banks Group has brought to this important industry in
Northumberland allowing a nationally significant coal reserve to be worked while
delivering long lasting benefits for residents and visitors to this part of the
Northumberland Coast.

KEY ELEMENTS OF THE HIGHTHORN SCHEME
1.2

The key elements of the Highthorn scheme include :
a)

3 million tonnes of indigenous coal to be supplied to national power generators,
industrial and domestic users.

b)

The removal of the Hemscott Hill sand extraction permission thereby helping to
protect 13% of the total Druridge Bay beach and dune system.

c)

A significant programme of Restoration First operations, securing the creation of
new habitats (49ha), access routes (7.9km) and other improvement works
(remediation of Hemscott Hill sand extraction and the Chibburn Preceptory
preservation works). These works will be undertaken over the first 4 years of the
sites operation.

d)

The creation of 100ha of new habitats to complement and enhance some of
those currently in place within the existing Nature Reserves within Druridge Bay.
This area is the same equivalent size as the Druridge Bay Country Park and the
Hauxley, Cresswell Ponds and Druridge Pools Nature Reserves combined.
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e)

The investment of £400,000 into the “Discover Druridge” initiative, a long term
sustainable plan to attract visitors and investment into this part of
Northumberland .

f)

On site restoration including the planting 10km of new native species mix
hedgerows, 5100 trees over a 3.4ha area and the creation of over 50ha of
wetland habitats and 5.7km of permissive access routes suitable for pedestrians,
cyclists and horse riders.

g)

50 new jobs, the continuation of at least 50 existing Northumberland jobs, and
the continuation of an established apprenticeship programme in conjunction with
Northumberland College.

h)

An additional estimated £48,000,000 economic contribution into the local supply
chain.

i)

Contribution of £1,500,000 in business rates for Northumberland.

j)

Community benefit fund.

BACKGROUND TO THE HIGHTHORN SURFACE MINING PROPOSALS
1.3

Initially called Hemscott North when it was first promoted by the then national Coal
Board in 1980, the Highthorn site is located on the Northumberland Coastal Coalfield
in South East Northumberland between the A1068 and Druridge Bay. Drawing PA01
shows the location of the site and a recent aerial view of the proposed site is shown on
drawing PA03.

1.4

Coal was first extracted from the Druridge Bay area of Northumberland by surface
mining techniques in the 1940s. Since that time the majority of the land between the
A1068 north of Widdrington and the bay has been worked for its coal reserves. As a
consequence, the character of the landscape in certain parts of the bay reflects this
large scale former use, with coniferous shelterbelt tree plantations, rectilinear field
patterns and limited amounts of solid and continuous hedgerows.

1.5

While the restoration of many of these previously worked sites reflected the emphasis
at the time for maximising long term agricultural productivity many of the sites have
also been responsible for creating the majority of the nature reserves and public access
areas now in place within the Bay (see Figure 1 for details).
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Fig 1 – Previous surface mine in Druridge Bay, Nature Reserves and Parks
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1.6

Prior to Banks Mining’s involvement with the Highthorn project, proposals for coal
extraction at Highthorn were widely known. The site had been a long standing British
Coal prospect, and has subsequently been promoted by UK Coal, for inclusion in the
local development plan. At that time the site lay within a policy “constraint area” where
the County Council would only allow surface mining to take place in exceptional
circumstances. The constraint area policy approach is in the process of being replaced.
The Highthorn proposals contained in this application have been designed to comply
with current and emerging planning policies for coal.

1.7

The matter of future minerals planning policy in the county is currently being addressed
as part of the new Northumberland Core Strategy. An assessment of the Highthorn
proposals against relevant National and local planning policies for surface mining is
contained in Chapter 9.

1.8

Details of how the final package of proposals for Highthorn came together, including
how the proposals have been influenced by feedback received from communities
around the proposed site are set down in Chapter 11 on design evolution.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE HIGHTHORN PROPOSALS
1.9

As noted above, the Highthorn proposal consists of more than just the method of
working and restoring the Highthorn site. The package of measures which comprise
the Highthorn proposals builds on Banks Mining’s experience, innovations and
investment in the Northumberland coalfield.

1.10

The Highthorn site is of significant importance to Banks Mining’s continued operations
in Northumberland and North East England. Currently the company has two
operational surface mines in the north east, both of which are nearing completion and
final restoration. Highthorn will help maintain and add to the company’s current levels
of employment, planned investment and coal supply. It is envisaged that the Highthorn
site will employ approximately 100 people on site for the 7 year duration of working.
Around 50 of these jobs will be newly created, the remainder being filled by
experienced staff transferring from the company’s other sites.
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Fig 2 – Highthorn Planning Application Key Figures

1.11

The Highthorn site is also potentially of significant importance to the people who live
and who visit the area around Druridge Bay. The package of measures which the
working site will support have the potential to make a significant contribution to the
environmental, social and economic wellbeing of a part of the Northumberland coast
which has possibly not received the same levels of investment or attention as the more
well known areas such as Alnmounth and Bamburgh. Through the Discover Druridge
initiative Banks Mining are looking to work with a range of organisations with interests
in the Druridge Bay area including Northumberland County Council, The National
5
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Trust, RSPB, Northumberland Wildlife Trust and Local Parish Councils to ensure that
the proposed working site can be a catalyst to establish a long term sustainable
management framework for Druridge Bay.
1.12

1.13

The Highthorn site is also important to the UK economy and national balance of
payments. Every tonne of coal produced at Highthorn can replace a tonne of coal which
would otherwise be imported from outside the UK. By mining the UK’s indigenous coal
reserves Highthorn can


Support local employment and businesses,



Keep money within the UK economy,



Reduce the distance coal has to travel, saving on carbon emissions from
transport



Ensure coal is mined in a safe manner and to the highest environmental
standards and increase the UK’s energy security.

Despite the difficulties faced elsewhere in the British coal mining industry, the
Highthorn site remains an economically viable source of indigenous coal, which will be
attractive to a wide selection of customers in a variety of markets within Britain. The
Highthorn site represents a significant opportunity to deliver social, environmental and
economic benefits at the national and local level. In this way the proposals can
justifiably claim to deliver the aims of sustainable development.

THE PROJECT TEAM
1.14

This statement has
been collated by Banks
Group staff on behalf of
the applicants H J
Banks & Company Ltd
(also known as Banks
Mining Ltd). The inhouse
staff
were
supported
by
consultants who have
undertaken work in their
specialist
area
of
expertise. In line with
the Group’s wish to
support
local
businesses
wherever
possible (see Appendix
1 for details of Banks
Mining’s commitment to
increase its support for
local businesses), the
majority of specialists
are based in the north
east
of
England,
benefitting
in
fees
totalling over £800,000:
Fig 3 – Project team locations
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a)

DAB Geotechnics –Geotechnical, hydrological, hydrogeological and mine gas
assessments, based in Ellington, Northumberland

b)

Fairhurst – Transport and highways impact assessment, based in Newcastle

c)

Wardell Armstrong – soil assessment and agricultural land classification survey,
based in Newcastle

d)

Enlighten Design – Lighting assessment and advice, based
in Swalwell, Gateshead

e)

Argus Ecology and Wardell Armstrong – Ecological survey and assessments and
are based in Annfield Plain, Durham

f)

Durham University – Archaeological and cultural heritage advice, based in
Durham City

g)

Banks Group in-house team

h)

Enviromine – Air quality assessment, based in Selby

i)

AEG drilling - Geotechnical drillers, based in Chester le Street

j)

Accent Distribution – Leaflet distributors based in Prudhoe, Northumberland.

k)

Lintons Printers – Printers of leaflets and promotional literature, based in Crook
in County Durham.

l)

Legal representatives – Newcastle

m)

Vibrock – Blasting vibration specialists, based in Heanor, Derbyshire.

THE PROJECT VISION
“To use Banks Mining’s experience, innovations and the investment in Northumberland
to sensitively extract a nationally significant coal resource and deliver long lasting
benefits for Druridge Bay and the local community.
Through careful design following a thorough assessment of the potential environmental
effects, the site will be able to operate without any negative impacts upon valued
habitats and features of Druridge Bay.
The scheme will act as a catalyst and will inject significant economic input over the
long term into an area where it is most greatly needed. The economic benefits
generated by the site will be focussed within the local communities and aim to benefit
the long term economy of Northumberland.
The scheme will represent the culmination of several years’ worth of engagement with
the local community and specialist organisations, many of which have influenced the
contents of this statement, the design of the working site and the package of measures
proposed.
The ecological enhancements proposed will be complementary to the existing
important habitats and species using Druridge Bay and will be delivered before, during
and after the sites operational phase, allowing significant benefits to be realised year
on year.
7
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STRUCTURE OF THIS STATEMENT
1.15

Many planning applications for mineral extraction projects have to be accompanied by
a statutory Environmental Statement (ES). An ES must describe the impact of the
proposed development upon the environment, in accordance with the requirements of
the Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations. This combined environmental
statement and planning application supporting statement consists of the following:
a)

Part 1: Background and context to the Highthorn proposal, a description of the
site, working proposals and restoration strategy

b)

Part 2: The Environmental Impact Assessment

1.16

The colour document at the front of this Volume is a non-technical summary which
describes, in non-technical language, the proposal, the main features of the proposed
development, and any likely effects.

1.17

Part 1 – contains 8 chapters; a general introduction providing a background to the
Highthorn Project including the Groups’ Vision for the project, an overview of the key
elements which make up the Highthorn proposals, information on the need for
Highthorn and the benefits the proposed development will deliver, including the
Discover Druridge initiative, detailed descriptions of the application site, the method of
working and restoration strategy.

1.18

Part 2 – contains 18 chapters starting with an appraisal of the proposed development
against relevant planning polices and other considerations material to the
determination of the planning application. The following chapters deal with individual
potential environmental impacts. The standard format for each of these sections is a
description of the relevant features of the site and the available information arising from
the baseline monitoring undertaken, a description of the likely effects of the
development on the environment and where potential adverse effects are identified,
measures to avoid or mitigate the effects are proposed.

1.19

Although Part 2 is titled the Environmental Statement, it does not contain a section
describing the application site or the proposed development. This is to avoid excessive
repetition of information contained in the supporting statement to the planning
application. The sections in Part 2 are fully cross referenced to the description of the
proposed development in Part 1 and make use of plans, drawing and diagrams initially
referred to in Part 1.

1.20

Original reports that have been used in the preparation of the Environmental Statement
have been included as appendices and are reproduced in full across subsequent
volumes. Each chapter and corresponding appendix contains its own definition of what
is defined as a significant effect for the purposes of the Environmental Assessment
Regulations.

1.21

A table to help distinguish between supporting information and elements of the
proposed development for which planning permission is being sought is included at
the start of the drawings and appendices sections of this statement.
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2.

THE MARKET FOR COAL FROM HIGHTHORN
In the first quarter of 2015 energy from coal provided 31.3% of the electricity
used in the UK, 19% of this was produced using indigenous coal.
Government projections show coal playing an important part of the energy mix
until at least 2030.
Alongside electricity generation, coal of the quality mix at Highthorn is regularly
used in the manufacture of steel and cement, in industrial boilers, and in
domestic household fires.
The coal from Highthorn will allow Banks Mining to continue to meet a rolling
programme of contractual obligations with national electricity generators and
industrial coal users.

INTRODUCTION
2.1

This chapter explains why there remains an important market for coal of the type and
quality present at the Highthorn site, the role the Highthorn coal may play in satisfying
that market and the economic and social benefits likely to accrue.

2.2

Banks Mining currently supply national electricity generators and major industrial coal
users with coal from its operational surface mines in Northumberland through a
programme of rolling contracts. The Highthorn site has been designed to fit into this
programme and allow the company to maintain and build upon current levels of
employment and investment on the Northumberland Coalfield.

COAL USE WITHIN THE UK
Overview and current position
2.3

The market for coal in the UK is currently approximately 50 million tonnes per year
(2014 figures) with the majority being used by the power generation sector but
significant demand also comes from industrial users and the domestic sector.

Fig 4 – Electricity generation in the UK Q1 (2015)
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2.4

Approximately one third of the electricity generated in the UK is produced by coal fired
power stations, although this can increase up to 50% during the winter periods. This
electricity is essential to power the nation’s homes, hospitals, works places and
industry.

2.5

As a consequence of this need, the power generation sector currently has a demand
for between 35-45 million tonnes per annum of coal (based on coal usage from the last
five years).

2.6

As a result of the planned retirement of existing coal fired power stations, coupled with
the effect of new emission regulations, the demand for coal is anticipated to fall to a
level of 15 to 20 million tonnes per annum by the mid-2020s. This will be used to supply
the remaining coal fired power stations and other industrial and domestic markets.

2.7

There are a number of reasons why coal use will continue. Coal generation has a
number of benefits compared to other forms of electricity generation which is why it
remains an important and resilient element of the UK power market. These benefits
include:
a)

Coal is one of the cheapest forms of energy generation and plays a significant
role in reducing energy costs to consumers;

b)

It can be easily stored, without the need of major costly and specialist
infrastructure;

c)

Coal can be easily transported, primarily using established existing rail and
freight networks;

d)

Energy generated from coal is flexible. When energy demand is high or low, coal
usage can be tailored accordingly. For example, during recent cold winters, when
there has been very little wind, coal use has been increased to up to 50% of the
total, providing an energy supply at often the coldest time of the years.

e)

As a result of its flexibility, coal can be used much more efficiently to ensure it
matches demand. For example, energy generated from nuclear which maintains
a constant output regardless of need.

f)

Coal meets the energy needs of a wide variety of business sectors:

Medium to long term position
2.8

UK Government Energy Policy is aimed at decarbonising the power sector, plus others
including transport and heat. In relation to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
CO2 emissions there is little specific policy that relates to coal, although there is an
aspiration to end unabated coal generation in the UK in the long term.

2.9

In July 2011 the UK Government published Energy White Paper “Planning Our Electric
Future” One of the key aims of this document was to stimulate investment to meet the
future challenges of ensuring secure, low carbon and affordable electricity. The White
Paper noted that “coal and gas fired plants will continue to play an important role in our
electricity mix as the UK makes the transition to a low carbon economy”.

2.10

In 2013 the Energy Minister Michael Fallon reiterated the importance of coal to the UK
in a Parliamentary Written Statement, stating;
10
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“Coal is a flexible and reliable source of generation that [the] Government expects will
continue to play an important role over the coming years during the transition to a low
carbon economy.”
2.11

Although no date has been set for the end of unabated coal fired power generation all
of the economic and commercial modelling, coupled with government policy roadmaps
and third party analysis confirms that there will be unabated coal burn into the mid to
late 2020’s and possibly beyond. This position has been confirmed by DECC
(Department for Energy and Climate Change) projections for the country’s energy mix
between 2008 and 2035.

2.12

During this transitional period up to 2030, which includes the proposed lifespan of the
Highthorn scheme, coal will continue to play an important part of the UKs energy mix
through the remaining operational coal fired power stations.

2.13

As an indication of the medium term importance of coal in the generation mix, a key
strategy in the Energy Act 2013 is the introduction of the capacity market. This is a
mechanism to ensure that generators guarantee a certain level of capacity four years
into the future and to ensure that intermittency from renewable energy generation is
managed effectively. The first of these auctions was held in December 2014 for energy
capacity from 2018/19. Further auctions are expected to take place.

2.14

As part of the first auction in early 2015, 8.9GW of electricity capacity was awarded to
several of the UK’s coal fired power stations (including Cottam, Radcliffe on Soar, Drax
and West Burton – all of which are currently supplied with Northumbrian coal from
Banks existing sites at Brenkley and Shotton).

2.15

These contracts ensure that these power stations will remain active and in receipt of
indigenous coal for a minimum of least three years beyond 2018. It should be noted
that it is anticipated that these plants will remain operational beyond that initial three
year period and extend into the 2020s. This guarantees that for at least the next six
years there will be a significant need for indigenous coal for power generation (these
predictions match those put forward by the DECC roadmap for energy generations).

NORTHUMBRIAN COAL AS AN INDIGENOUS RESOURCE
2.16

Having previously been self-sufficient, the UK is now a net oil and gas importer. The
past 3 governments have all issued policy statements highlighting concerns around
the country’s exposure to crises in the global energy market. The majority of the oil and
gas imported into the UK is used for energy production.

2.17

Recent events in eastern Europe have highlighted the potential instability of the gas
market in Europe. Although the quantity of gas which comes from eastern Europe to
the UK is not presently large, the UK is linked to the wider gas network of mainland
Europe via pipelines. Any reduction in the supply of gas from Russia into mainland
Europe will leave the UK competing for scarcer gas supplies and likely to pay a higher
price to secure supplies. With consequential effects for UK businesses and
households.

2.18

Coal is a ready substitute to supply electricity to the UK consumer and the coal seams
of the Northumberland coalfield are a proven resource which meet the quality
requirements of UK consumers.

2.19

We believe it is more sustainable to use the UK’s own reserves of coal to meet UK
demands than use imported coal. Of the coal used within the UK, 80% of it is imported,
and of this 81%, 95% is sourced from three countries, United States of America,
Colombia and Russia. (which accounts for the largest proportion)
11
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2.20

By mining and using an indigenous source of coal, the country


Supports local jobs and businesses



Keeps investment within the UK and the north east region



Reduce the distance coal has to travel, therefore saving on carbon
transportation



Ensure that it is mined in a safe manner to the highest environmental standards



Increase the security of the UK energy supply.

2.21

The Northumberland coalfield has historically played an important role in providing
indigenous coal supplies to UK markets. Figures for coal production from the English
coalfields indicate that even as coal usage levels fall nationally, the relative contribution
of coals from the Northumberland coalfield in meeting UK demand is increasing.

2.22

As noted above, Banks Mining has a long track record of working surface mining sites
on the Northumberland coalfield going back over 30 years. Throughout that time the
company has supplied a number of different markets including the major UK electricity
generators, the power station at the Alcan smelter as well as a continuing household
market. In doing so, the company has developed its experience and knowledge in the
blending of coals from the different coal seams in Northumberland to meet the
particular requirements the various UK markets. That experience leads the Company
to be confident that the range of coals which will be produced from the Highthorn site
can be blended to produce a product which will be suitable to meet the current, and
future requirements of the UK market.

THE GENERAL NEED FOR MINERAL EXTRACTION IN THE UK
2.23

2.24

Surface coal mining is an important part of the wider UK minerals extraction industry,
an industry which is responsible for the following important outputs:
a)

37,000 people directly employed in the mineral extraction industry

b)

A further 3.2 million jobs are supported through the supply chain that are linked
to minerals industry

c)

£217bn – Total gross value added generated by minerals, including minerals
extraction, products, manufacture and first markets

d)

15% share of the UK total economy directly attributable to minerals.

The Highthorn proposals also include an anticipated allowance for the extraction of up
to 10,000 tonnes of fireclay and 10,000 tonnes sandstone. These minerals will be
removed in conjunction with the coal extraction.
Conclusions

2.25

Coal remains an important part of the UK energy mix and is likely to do so for the
foreseeable future. In the first quarter of 2015 energy from coal provided 31.3% of the
electricity used in the UK, 19% of this was produced using indigenous coal.

2.26

There is still a requirement for coal fired generation during the transition to a low carbon
economy and there is every indication that a future for coal into the long term with the
development of CCS technology.
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2.27

Indigenous coal can contribute to a secure and diverse energy supply which can
respond to fluctuations in both UK demand and foreign supply. It is more efficient in
terms of carbon dioxide emissions from the transportation of coal to consume UK
produced coal, transported predominantly on the UK rail network, to UK power stations
and large industrial users than to import coal over large distances from countries such
as the United States, Colombia and Russia.

2.28

The coal seams of the Northumberland coalfield are a proven resource which meet the
quality requirements of UK consumers. Banks Mining currently supply a national
electricity generators and major industrial coal users with coal from its operational
surface mines in Northumberland through a programme of rolling contracts. The
Highthorn site will fit into this programme allowing the company to maintain and build
upon current levels of employment and investment in Northumberland.
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3.

BENEFITS OF THE HIGHTHORN PROPOSAL
The benefits of the Highthorn scheme comprise the following:
-

Supply of indigenous coal for UK power generation, responsibly extracted

-

Displacing imported coal, therefore avoiding the creation of transportation
CO2 and exporting environmental effects

-

Supporting the current and future economy of Northumberland through the
provision of jobs, apprenticeships, investment with local suppliers and
community funding

-

Enhancing Druridge Bay with the removal of the Hemscott Hill sand
extraction permissions, implementation of Restoration First actions, onsite
restoration and the creation of the “Discover Druridge” Partnership.

3.1

This chapter will look at the benefits which working the Highthorn site will bring about.
As noted in Chapter 1, the proposals for working the Highthorn site are accompanied
by a package of other measures which, although all directly attributable to the financial
revenue generated by the working site cover a wide area and a range objectives.

3.2

The benefits can be broadly split in to three separate themes:

3.3

a)

Supply of indigenous coal for UK power generation, responsibly extracted

b)

Supporting the current and future economy of Northumberland

c)

Enhancing Druridge Bay

Although described separately, there are areas where the three themes will inevitably
overlap e.g. by addressing the UK’s balance of payments through the supply of
indigenous coal displacing imports, UK government has more money to invest in
regional economies. Social benefits arising from improved access and visitor
attractions at Druridge Bay will also bring about benefits to the Northumberland
economy. By delivering the benefits discussed further under the heading of these three
themes, the Highthorn proposal can be seen to be delivering on the three elements of
sustainable development, social, environmental and economic benefits. This is
discussed further in the planning policy assessment in the context of the NPPF.

SUPPLY OF INDIGENOUS COAL FOR UK POWER GENERATION,
RESPONSIBLY EXTRACTED
A national benefit of great weight
3.4

As explained in the preceding chapter coal from the Highthorn will be used in the UK
electricity generation market. Electricity generated from the burning of coal is an
important part of the supply of energy within the UK and is forecast to continue at least
until the mid-2020’s. As a result demand for coal will continue throughout the period
that the Highthorn site will be in production.

3.5

Currently, the majority of coal burned in the UK is imported from countries including
Russia, Colombia, Ukraine and USA. Relying upon coal supplied from these countries
leaves UK customers exposed to rapid fluctuations in supply and cost.
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3.6

The provision of an indigenous coal supply would represent a secure reliable source
of coal to be used by UK energy generators. This would reduce the exposure that
energy suppliers and their customers have to variances in supply and the possible
resultant increases in costs.

3.7

Government policy (National Planning Policy Framework 2012) and most recently reaffirmed in the Bradley appeal decision (appeal ref: APP/X1355/A/11/2150277 June
2015), states that the supply of coal represents a national benefit that carries “great
weight”.

3.8

The supply of approximately 3 million tonnes of high quality Northumberland coal
recovered from the Highthorn site will therefore be a national benefit.
Reduction in transportation CO2 emissions

3.9

Coal imported from Columbia will travel over 5000 miles to the UK, USA coal over 3500
miles and Russian coal over 1300 miles. As a result, coal from these countries will
have a larger transportation carbon footprint than coal supplied from within the UK.

3.10

As highlighted in the preceding chapter, the burning of coal is necessary to meet the
energy requirements of the UK and is likely to remain necessary for the foreseeable
future. This process does generate CO2 and will continue regardless of the Highthorn
site generating coal, as supply would inevitably have to be met from imports.

3.11

An indigenous approach to using and burning coal is more sustainable than the
alternative of reliance upon imports, and should be seen as the most sustainable way
to recover and use the coal within the UK. This represents a further national benefit of
the Highthorn proposal.
Use of rail transportation

3.12

The majority of the journey that the coal extracted from Highthorn will take to the end
user will be undertaken on rail. HGVs will take the coal extracted at Highthorn over a
relatively short distance to either the Port of Blyth or to the Butterwell disposal point.
From these locations the coal will travel to the national power generators in Yorkshire
and further south.

3.13

Compared to the equivalent journey undertaken on road haulage, transporting bulk
goods via rail produces 76% less carbon (Network Rail report “Importance of rail
freight” April 2013). Maximising the use of rail helps the Highthorn proposal to be as
sustainable a possible.
Avoiding exporting environmental and social effects of extraction

3.14

The UK benefits from one of the strictest mining development and permitting regimes
in the world. Separate approvals and notifications need to be gained from bodies such
as the local planning authority (LPA), the Environment Agency (EA), Natural England,
the Coal Authority, and the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). We cannot be certain
that coal sourced through imports and used in this country will have been subject to
the same scrutiny as coal recovered from within the UK.

3.15

With a heavy reliance on imported coal the UK is not in a position to take responsible
actions to ensure that the coal it uses has been sourced in an ethically, socially and
environmentally sound manner.
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SUPPORTING THE CURRENT AND FUTURE ECONOMY OF
NORTHUMBERLAND
Jobs
3.16

The Banks Group currently employ over 200 people on our operational surface mines
of these, currently 91 live within 10 miles of the Highthorn proposal.

3.17

A total of 100 jobs will be created on site, which will be a mixture of machine operatives,
site administration and support staff. 50 of the jobs will be positions that will need to be
filled by new members of staff. The remaining 50 positions will be transferred from
existing surface mines in Northumberland (Brenkley Lane & Shotton).

3.18

The Highthorn site lies on the Northumberland coalfield, an area that has had a number
of individual surface mines with separate operators. There is a local pool of people who
have the requisite skills and understanding of mining operations, which is why a
relatively high proportion of the Banks Groups current employees are Northumberland
residents. The relative importance of the mining, quarrying and manufacturing sectors
to employment levels in Northumberland was noted in the recently published Economic
Strategy which also noted that of those employed in these sectors, a significant
proportion were trained as machine operatives. It is therefore entirely reasonable to
assume that positions on the Highthorn site will be taken by residents that are local to
the site.

3.19

Banks Mining estimate that the
Highthorn site, alongside other
existing
operations
within
Northumberland will contribute a
total of £17,000,000 in wages to the
local economy.
Skilled Apprenticeship
programme

3.20

In partnership with Northumberland
College starting in 2012 Banks
Mining began a bespoke training
programme
to
allow
four
apprentices to gain valuable on the
job training to become mechanics
and welders. Based at Banks
Mining’s existing Brenkley Lane
and Shotton sites, the apprentices
have been able to gain up to a
NVQ level 3 qualification, and gain Fig 5 – Location of existing Banks staff
important experience that they can
use in the rest of their working lives. A partnership with Northumberland College
ensures that these apprenticeships are taken by people who live in the local
community.

3.21

In September 2015 Banks Mining took on four further apprentices to undertake the
same plant maintenance course. In addition to this, Banks Mining are currently in the
process of working on a programme with Northumberland College and the local
community to develop an apprenticeship scheme to cover plant operators as well as
plant maintenance and welder positions.
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3.22

This programme of apprenticeships can only be made possible if there are sites
available for young people to work on and gain valuable practical experience. The
Highthorn proposal is being pursued as a replacement scheme for the company’s
current operations in Northumberland at Shotton and Brenkley Lane.

3.23

The Highthorn proposals will ensure that this apprenticeship programme continues to
grow and offer valuable practical on the job training for young people in a part of the
country that has one of the higher youth unemployment rates.
Investment into the north east and Northumberland

3.24

Based on the expenditure of the existing Banks Mining operations within
Northumberland, it is anticipated that approximately £48,000,000 will be spent with
local suppliers as a result of the Highthorn operations.

3.25

The soon to be launched “Connect to Banks Mining Charter” sets out how Banks
Mining will support the local economy in the areas that our mining sites operate. This
will be achieved by :
a)

Maximising contracting opportunities for local firms around our proposed and
operational surface mines

b)

Giving priority to placing local businesses on tender lists wherever possible

c)

Making local benefits and the employment of local labour a material
consideration when awarding contracts

d)

Developing direct training and employment opportunities for local people on our
surface coal mines

e)

Working in partnership with the local council and agencies to support improved
access to further education, employment and training for local people

3.26

With the implementation of this charter, it is hoped that expenditure with local suppliers
in the north east will exceed the predicted level of £48,000,000.

3.27

It is estimated that during the lifetime of the Highthorn proposal approximately
£87,000,000 in total will be invested into Northumberland. This is made up from the
following:
a)

£1,500,000 in business rates to the local authority

b)

£13,200,000 in wages to staff supporting Northumberland and North east staff
and their families

c)

£48,000,000 contribution to local suppliers

d)

Estimated £800,000 saving for the local authority through Banks negotiating the
cessation of sand extraction at Hemscott Hill (see Chapter 3 for details)

e)

£700,000 external expenditure spend on development costs

f)

£50,000 on sponsorship of local events

g)

Continuation of Shotton and Brenkley during the overlapping period while
Highthorn becomes established, this will generate £22,000,000 in terms of
wages paid and continued expenditure with local suppliers.
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h)

£400,000 towards the creation and running of the “Discover Druridge”
partnership

i)

£450,000 community fund for communities closest to Highthorn. This fund will be
split between:


£225,000 for good causes via the community benefits fund (see below)



£225,000 for the learning, working earning fund (see below)

Community funding
3.28

For every tonne of coal extracted from Highthorn, 15p will be placed into a central
funding pot. On the basis of a 3 million tonne site, a total of £450,000 will be placed
into this fund over the life of the site.

3.29

This amount will then be split evenly into two separate funding pots, both of which will
have two separate purposes. Firstly, the community benefit fund will operate in a
similar way to those previously operated by Banks Mining in Northumberland, the most
recent of which is currently operational at Brenkley Lane. Secondly, there will also be
a new type of funding steam called a “Learning, Working, Earning Fund” (see below
for details).

3.30

The community benefits fund, to be known as the “Highthorn Surface Mine Community
Fund” will be established to provide financial assistance to community groups,
voluntary organisations and the local community in the area of the Highthorn Surface
Mine.

3.31

To date, Banks Mining have donated over £2 million to organisations within the vicinity
of its proposed or operational sites. These funds have been accessed to finance a wide
range of benefits and improvements, including these projects within Northumberland
and Newcastle:


Replacement pathway for Holy Trinity Parish Church of Widdrington



A new splitter and roller for pitch maintenance for Cramlington Cobras FC



New benches for Ellington Allotment Association



Roof repairs for ATAC Community Hall, Widdrington Station



New furniture for Widdrington Community Centre



New Pit Wheel Monument for Lynemouth Parish Council

Draft guidelines for the operation of the community fund are contained in Appendix 1.
Learning, Working, Earning Fund
3.32

Alongside the community benefits fund a unique opportunity will be taken to establish
a skills and opportunities fund. This fund has been labelled as a “Learning, Working,
Earning Fund” as its main priority is to help people access work.

3.33

The aim of the fund is to increase the number of local people able to access
employment within the area around the Highthorn surface mine. The fund will reduce
the financial barriers that local unemployed people may be experiencing by giving them
the opportunity to access grant funding to support them with an apprenticeship or work
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based learning. It can also provide support to local small businesses looking to take on
apprentices or trainees. Support will be available for applicants seeking support for
employment and training in any sector although priority will be given to applicants
seeking support for training and workplace learning in the local environment,
conservation and tourism sectors. The draft guidelines for the Learning, Working
Earning Fund are contained in Appendix 1 of this application.
Tourism opportunities
3.34

One of the key aims of the site restoration strategy and the Discover Druridge
Partnership will be the creation of new ecological and recreational features throughout
Druridge Bay. All of these actions are aimed at increasing the number of visitors to the
Bay and improving its popularity as a tourist destination over the long term.

3.35

Banks Mining has a proven track record of delivering high quality projects aimed at
attracting more people to visit an area as part of their operations. For example, the
Northumberlandia project, which was created alongside the development of the
Shotton surface mine was constructed by Banks Mining and was formally opened in
2012.

Fig 6 - Northumberlandia

3.36

Since its opening, Northumberlandia has attracted over 100,000 visitors to this part of
Northumberland. Working closely with local partners, such as the Blagdon Estate,
Northumberland Wildlife Trust and the Land Trust, a plan for the long term
management for the project was agreed, ensuring that it remains a sustainable and
viable asset to the county. The restoration and Discover Druridge elements of the
Highthorn proposal will benefit from the experience gained through the development
of the Northumberlandia project.

3.37

The growth of tourism opportunities across the whole of Northumberland is recognised
by several bodies as being a key part of developing sustainable economic growth for
the county over the long term. Druridge Bay has the potential to be a bigger part of
what Northumberland has to offer visitors, many of whom bypass this part of the coast
in favour of continuing north to the AONB and beyond.

3.38

The proposals within this application are aimed at pulling together all of the existing
points of interest in Druridge Bay, creating new visitor attractions and supporting the
marketing of the Bay as a destination. Without this investment it is likely that the Bay
will continue as an under used and underappreciated tourism asset.

3.39

The growth in tourism will inevitably create more job opportunities associated with it.
These will be new, sustainable and long term roles created in an area that has a higher
than the national average employment figures. This will be a significant long term local
and regional economic benefit.
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Enhancing the UK balance of payments
3.40

Through the displacement of imported coal, there would also be a beneficial impact
upon the UKs balance of payments, ensuring the money spent in the country stays
within the country and that overall, the UK Government has more money to invest in
the economics of the English regions.

3.41

It is estimated that by not importing the 3 million tonnes of coal that Highthorn will
produce from other countries, £120,000,000 will be kept within the UK economy and
available for reinvestment.

ENHANCING DRURIDGE BAY
Hemscott Hill sand extraction removal
3.42

Since 1960 the extraction of sand and gravel from around 40ha of the dunes and
foreshore at Hemscott Links (location is shown on drawing PA21) has been permitted
(NCC planning permission reference numbers: X59/134 and 97/CC/17).

3.43

This is the last remaining permission for sand and gravel extraction from the coastline
in Northumberland and the consented extraction area covers approximately 13% of
the total beach and dune system in Druridge Bay.

3.44

Long standing mineral permissions which remain extant are required to be reviewed
(a process called the Review of Old Mineral Permission or ROMP) every fifteen years
in accordance with the Environment Act 1995. The purpose of this is to update the
planning conditions to incorporate modern standards and good practice. A ROMP
application for the Hemscott sand extraction was submitted to NCC in September 2013
and remains undetermined following requests for further information.

3.45

The current sand extraction operation at Hemscott Hill has permission to undertake
the following actions :

3.46



Removal of all sand from the dunes and beach (to mean low water) down to a
level of 4m AOD (see Figure 7).



There are no limits on extraction rates, the 62,000 tonnes of sand could be
removed over a relatively short period.



There are currently no limits on the number of permitted daily haulage
movements



The main site access point would be on to the C110



HGVs serving the site would travel north on road C110 past the properties at
Druridge and then on to the C116 through Widdrington village to join the A1068.

The recently submitted ROMP notes that the following effects will occur as result of the
continued extraction at Hemscott Hill:


Sand can be removed from the Northumberland Shore SSSI, an intertidal zone
designated as an important site for bird populations.



The dunes and beach that form part of the Heritage Coast landscape designation
will be removed down to a height of 4m AOD.
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The extraction of the sand from the dunes would have a major significant effect
upon the dune processes and morphology within the bay. This is likely to result
in the lowering of beach levels, particularly during winter storms.



The character of the landscape of the beach will change and will give rise to
significant adverse effects. There would be significant visual effects on users of
the Northumberland Coastal Path, the C110 (National cycle route 1).

Fig 7 – Hemscott Hill sand extraction existing computer model

3.47

Under the terms of the Environment Act 1995, should NCC decide to refuse the ROMP
application, the council would be liable to pay compensation to the operator, which is
estimated at being over £800,000. Similarly if NCC wished to impose new conditions
that could affect the financial viability of the operations, they could also have to pay
compensation.

3.48

The current operator of the sand extraction, Mr Bell, is also a landowner for part of the
Highthorn site. In agreement with him, Banks Mining propose that subject to the
approval and commencement of the Highthorn scheme there will no longer be any
sand extracted from the beach. This obligation would be secured through a Section
106 legal agreement.
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3.49

Following the cessation of sand extraction, Banks Mining will undertake restoration
works to stabilise and promote the recovery of the dunes in the areas that have already
been worked.
“Discover Druridge”

3.50

Discover Druridge is the working title for a
long-term partnership to secure a positive
lasting legacy for Druridge Bay,
stimulated by the operational Highthorn
site.

3.51

Discover Druridge is proposed to provide
a collection of improvements such as new
habitats, attractions and recreational
facilities all aimed at helping people to
discover what Druridge Bay has to offer.

3.52

Discover Druridge will be designed to
attract people to the area and keep them
at Druridge Bay, exploring the trails,
playing in parks and beach, exploring
nature and the Northumberland coast and
spending money in Druridge Bay.

Fig 8 – Draft “Discover Druridge” logo

3.53

The Highthorn site will provide an initial funding resource of £400,000 which will be
used to wholly fund or unlock match funding from other organisations for a wide variety
of improvement works across the bay.

3.54

It is proposed that any planning permission for the Highthorn site contains an obligation
upon Banks Mining to agree a constitution and funding mechanism to ensure that the
Discover Druridge proposal is successful. The various elements of Discover Druridge
are explained further in the following Chapter.
Restoration first

3.55

Banks Mining have been at the forefront of implementing the principle of ‘Restoration
First,’ which seeks to provide some of the benefits associated with mineral extraction
and restoration in the early stages of operations, rather than waiting until the site has
been completed.

3.56

The Highthorn proposal seeks to deliver significant “Restoration First” benefits
throughout the working life of the site, starting prior to the commencement of extraction
and continuing throughout until the site is completed. This approach will deliver the
following significant benefits year on year alongside working of the site (see Chapter 8
and drawing PA12 to PA14 for further details):
Year 0 – at the commencement of site operations


Remedial works to the dunes previously subject to the Hemscott sand extraction



2km of new public access route alongside the A1068

During Year 1


23ha of new wetland habitats spread over two sites south and north of Druridge
Pools
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During Year 2


16ha of new wetland habitats west and north Druridge Pools



1.5ha wild flower meadow surrounding the Chibburn Preceptory



1km of new public access route parallel to the C116



Upgrade footpath between Chibburn Preceptory

Year 3


Improvements of 5ha around Hemscott Ponds



Further improvement works around Chibburn Preceptory

Year 4


Landscape improvement works to the coniferous shelterbelts plus creation of
hedgerows north of the Chibburn Preceptory



5500m of new native species rich hedgerow planting

Onsite restoration
3.57

The parts of the site that will be directly affected by mining operations, such as the
overburden and soil storage areas, the compound and the excavation void, are
currently subject to relatively intensive agricultural practices. The restoration of these
areas proposes the creation of significant new areas of important new habitats that will
be retained alongside the continued agricultural use of the site (see Chapter 8 and
drawing PA12 for further details). These improvements will consist of:
a)

The creation of 50ha of wetland habitat corridor either side of the re-instated
Hemscott Burn

b)

4.3km of new multi-user access routes creating circular routes between the coast
and existing settlements and ecological attractions.

c)

Creation of wildlife islands or skylark plots within restored arable fields

d)

10km of new native species hedgerow planting

e)

Five separate field corner copses totalling 3.4ha of native, broadleaf tree
planting. This will involve the planting of an estimated 5,100 trees (1500 per ha)

Conclusions
3.58

Under the heading of three themes, the Highthorn proposal will demonstrably deliver
a range of social, environmental and economic benefits in line with national planning
policy expectations.

3.59

The proposed scheme for Highthorn builds on the experience and investment which
The Banks Group has brought to this important industry in Northumberland allowing a
nationally significant coal reserve to be worked while delivering lasting benefits for
residents and visitors to this part of the Northumberland Coast.
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3.60

The track record of Banks Mining, the skills and experience base of the work force of
South East Northumberland and the aspiration of various organisations and groups
with interests in seeing the best for Druridge Bay mean there can be every confidence
that the benefits described in this chapter will be delivered by the working of the
Highthorn site.
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4.

“DISCOVER DRURIDGE”
Discover Druridge is the working title for a long-term partnership between Banks
Mining and organisations/groups with interests in the area designed to secure
a positive lasting legacy for Druridge Bay, stimulated by the working of the
Highthorn site.
A Draft Delivery Strategy (inc. suggested Management Structure) and
Masterplan demonstrates how Discover Druridge could be realised.
Kick start funding of up to £400,000 will be generated by the working of the
Highthorn.
Discover Druridge offers the opportunity to establish linkages both physical e.g.
footpaths, hedgerows and organisational e.g. steering group and advisory
groups that aim to improve green infrastructure in areas of the Bay and its
hinterland from High Hauxley to Cresswell

INTRODUCTION
4.1

This chapter explains how the working of the Highthorn site could re-energise and
prompt a range of initiatives and activities aimed at making a significant contribution to
the environmental, social and economic wellbeing of an under used and less well
known part of the Northumberland coast.

4.2

A draft delivery strategy and Masterplan for the Discover Druridge initiative has been
prepared by the Highthorn project team, the text of which is reproduced at Appendix
16 and illustrated on Drawing PA14. The strategy and masterplan aim to demonstrate
how Discover Druridge will deliver long term protection and enhancement of Druridge
Bay and its hinterland for the benefit of the environment, its communities, visitors and
wildlife.

WHAT IS “DISCOVER DRURIDGE”?
4.3

Discover Druridge is the working title for a long-term partnership to secure a positive
lasting legacy for Druridge Bay, stimulated by working of the Highthorn site.

4.4

Druridge Bay is the area of the Northumberland coast and plain lying broadly between
the town of Amble in the north and the village of Lynemouth to the south. As illustrated
by Figure 1 in Chapter 1, the area has a history of surface mining, with a series of sites
worked between 1940 and the 1990s. The character of the landscape in certain parts
of the bay reflects this large scale former use, with coniferous shelterbelt tree
plantations, rectilinear field patterns and few hedgerows. The working sites have
however also been responsible for creating the majority of the nature reserves and
public access areas now in place in the bay.

4.5

As noted in Chapter 13, which deals with landscape and visual effects, the character
and appearance of the dunes and beach itself at Druridge Bay differs significantly from
that of its hinterland.

4.6

The strategy and masterplan focus primarily on the areas of the bay and its hinterland
from High Hauxley to Cresswell and illustrate the potential to create stronger linkages
between existing features as well as opportunities to enhance the use of the beach
and dune system.
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4.7

Banks Mining have
termed this proposal
“Discover Druridge”
as the project team
feel this phrase best
represents
the
common goals of
many
of
the
organisations which
are currently involved
in Druridge Bay (see
following pages). It is
aimed at getting
people to discover
what the area has to
offer in terms of
wildlife,
recreation
and landscape.

4.8

It is proposed that in
conjunction with the
specific
proposals
described in chapter
8
including
the
removal
of
the
Hemscott Hill sand
Fig 9 – Draft “Discover Druridge” logo
extraction, footpath
creation and restoration first elements aimed at protecting and enhancing the character
and natural habitats of the bay, the initial financial investment Banks
Mining will provide to Discover Druridge will act as the catalyst to establish a long term
sustainable management framework for the Druridge Bay area.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
4.9

The draft vision statement for Discover Druridge reflects the above approach:
“To encourage people to explore the inspiring destination of Druridge Bay, drawing on
the heritage of the area, connecting people with places and wildlife whilst providing
opportunities for education, employment and tourism. To promote traveling inland to
discover how the past and present come together to produce the Druridge Bay identity”

4.10

The draft Discover Druridge delivery strategy outlines a number of high level strategic
objectives aimed at delivering this overarching vision. These objectives are outlined in
Figure 10.
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Deliver a
strong brand
and identify
for Druridge
Bay
Create a
continuing
commitment
to deliver a
positive legacy

Safeguard and
enhance
existing
Sustain and
ecological
boost the local
habitats
economy

Discover
Druridge

Promote
conservation
of historic
sites and
features
Provide
balanced
environment
for people and
wildlife

Promote
health and
wellbeing

Work in
partnership to
deliver long
term vision for
Druridge Bay
Create new
and improved
access for all
throughout
the Bay

Promote and
attract new
and existing
visitors

Fig 10 – “Discover Druridge” objectives

4.11

The draft Discover Druridge Delivery Strategy expands on these objectives (shown in
fig 10), explaining in broad detail how the objectives can be achieved.

POTENTIAL PARTNERSHIP ORGANISATIONS
4.12

Banks Mining cannot deliver Discover Druridge in isolation. There are several
independent bodies and organisations which have been operating in Druridge Bay for
many years and will have their own aspirations for the area. Historically, there have
been attempts to create and pursue a single vision for Druridge Bay, this vision has
not been able to be fully realised.

4.13

Bodies and organisations such as The National Trust, Northumberland Wildlife Trust,
Northumberland County Council, SUSTRANS, Northumberland and Tyneside Bird
Club, RSPB, landowners and local parish councils all have interests in the bay.
Through discussions with many of these parties, it is clear there is still an aspiration for
a coherent management strategy for the bay and its hinterland.

4.14

Previous attempts to create a singular partnership (the “Druridge Bay Partnership”) for
the Bay occurred in the early 2000’s. However, due to a lack of funding, this partnership
has not achieved its original vision and objectives. Some of the original members have
however pursued their own plans for the area. The creation of a Discover Druridge
partnership offers the opportunity to help establish linkages both physical (in the form
of footpath improvements and hedgerows) and organisational (through the formation
of an overarching management group, see below for further details) to help realise
some of these plans. Bringing together key parties will provide a coordinated approach
to achieving the strategic objectives shown in Figure 10.
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WHAT IS PROPOSED AS PART OF THE HIGHTHORN SCHEME?
4.15

A significant financial investment (£400,000) will be made by Banks Mining to be
earmarked for setting up and delivery of some of the works agreed by the Discover
Druridge Partnership. Whilst this funding pot can wholly finance a number of actions,
in order to ensure that the maximum can be achieved, the resource should be used to
unlock match funding revenue streams that will be available to partnership members.
Through this mechanism, the local planning authority can be confident that the benefits
discussed in this chapter will be delivered.

4.16

Alongside the significant works that form Restoration First and onsite restoration
activities, Banks Mining will make a commitment to establish the Discover Druridge
Partnership. This will be achieved through establishing a funding pot which could be
secured through an S106 agreement alongside planning consent for the Highthorn
scheme.

4.17

Prior to the commencement of operations, a draft constitution will be submitted for
approval by NCC as the local planning authority. The constitution will contain the
following details:
a)

The geographical extent of the area covered by the partnership.

b)

The nature of the projects that will qualify for funding from the revenue stream

c)

An agreed statement of intent from all parties – to ensure that all parties
understand their role within the partnership

d)

The structure of the partnership – the potential roles of the Steering group,
Working group, members of public and project officer/ranger (example structure,
see below)

e)

Member representation – which organisations will be represented their potential
level of involvement

f)

Fund administration and monitoring – formal methods for releasing the funds and
reporting.

g)

Outline of the process for agreeing partnership objectives – Appendix 16
contains a draft strategy, which to the date of the planning application submission
has been prepared in isolation by Banks Mining. The objectives outlined by the
Discover Druridge Partnership should be updated with the involvement of all
representative members

h)

Approval mechanisms for fund expenditure

4.18

The submission of this constitution could be secured by condition of the planning
permission or by way of a
legal agreement.

4.19

The draft delivery strategy
at Appendix 16 describes
a
draft
management
structure of the Discover
Druridge Partnership. The
provisional
structure
illustrated in Figure 11.
Fig 11 – “Discover Druridge” draft structure
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4.20

It envisages a provisional Steering Group will be established consisting of the following
organisations:
a)

Northumberland County Council (significant landowner throughout the bay,
including Druridge Bay Country Park)

b)

The National Trust – Significant landowner at Druridge

c)

The RSPB – National experts on landscape conservation and operators of
several nationally significant nature reserves. The RSPB are also the land
owners of Coquet Island which is located offshore of Druridge Bay.

d)

The Northumberland Wildlife Trust – Local conservation group with significant
land holdings throughout Druridge Bay at Cresswell Ponds, Druridge Pools, East
Chevington and Hauxley.

e)

Local Parish Councils

f)

Landowners from within the application site

g)

Northumberland Tourism

h)

Banks Mining

4.21

A high level Steering Group will be created to act as collective decision makers to
translate the aims and objectives of the strategy into realised actions, capitalising on
the initial investment of Banks Mining as well as identifying other potential funding
streams.

4.22

Advisory groups, which will feed into the decisions made by the steering group, will be
created with relevant representatives from the steering group organisations, local
parish councils, other amenity groups and any other interest groups (such as
Northumberland and Tyneside Bird Club and SUSTRANS). The purpose of these
working/advisory groups will be to enable ideas and future projects to be formulated
and discussed, ultimately allowing the steering group to make informed decisions.

4.23

Representatives of local residents and members of the public will also be able to feed
into the decision making process and propose any further improvements. It is
envisaged that as the Discovery Druridge Partnership becomes established, Banks
Mining’s involvement will reduce. The proposed improvement works delivered as part
of Restoration First and on site restoration will require the input of Banks Mining
working with the Discover Druridge Partnership. It is intended that beyond this point,
the Partnership will be capable of sustainably managing its affairs using its own
revenue streams.
Examples of potential specific actions

4.24

From initial discussions with the key organisations it is apparent that there is an
aspiration and justification for a dedicated project officer or ranger who is charged with
co-ordinating and delivering the “Discover Druridge” strategy. Potentially, with
agreement from the Steering Group, the Banks Mining funding could be used to finance
a dedicated project officer, who in turn would provide input into the Steering Group.

4.25

During the project team’s discussions with various organisations and groups many
ideas and suggestions for improving the bay were raised, most of which fit in with the
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overall vision for Discover Druridge and the strategic objectives set out in the draft
delivery strategy in appendix 16.
4.26

In addition to discussions with local groups, Banks Mining has also sought examples
of best practice design from a number of nationally significant attractions, such as the
RSPB reserve at Minsmere and the Welsh Coastal path. Alongside this, Banks Mining
has also applied the extensive experience and learning points gained from the
development of the Northumberlandia project.

4.27

The draft Discover Druridge Masterplan depicted on Drawing PA14 has been prepared
by the Highthorn project team based on feedback received, taking into account the
findings of the various assessments which make up the Environmental Statement and
landowners aspirations. The masterplan highlights a number of actions that could be
undertaken by the Discover Druridge partnership, these include:
a)

Improved hide facilities

b)

Wider access (cycling/horse riding, walking) route improvements based on
separate themes (see below)

c)

Funding for an improved formal coastal path

d)

Improved car parking facilities at Druridge

e)

The establishment of bay wide grazing regime on the dunes to improve
biodiversity

f)

Improved visitor facilities at the Country Park

g)

Gateway features to the bay and dunes

h)

World War 2 features to have improved signage and interpretation

i)

Dark skies facilities

j)

Promotion and advertising of Druridge Bays assets

k)

Dedicated management officer or ranger

l)

Board walk through the dunes to allow disabled access to the beach
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4.28

One of the significant improvements that will be
delivered by the Highthorn proposal is the
creation and marketing of a series of
separately themed access routes. With the
growth in cycling in particular, Druridge Bay is
naturally placed to provide a wide network of
quiet, traffic free and flat cycle routes that can
be used by all abilities.

4.29

Appendix 16 contains a draft brochure that
illustrates these new routes. The routes shown
combine existing rights of way or will be
created as part of the Restoration First or
onsite restoration activities.

4.30

Set around 4 separate themes of Play,
Heritage, Nature and Geology, the routes
combine to create a wide network of new trails.

4.31

The routes have been designed to allow users
to create their own circular routes depending
upon their mode of transport and ability. With a
large number of routes with different themes
that can be varied in a number of different
ways, it is envisaged that there will be sufficient
variation to encourage multiple return visits to
Druridge Bay.

4.32

The proposed themed access routes are just
one example of the significant benefit that can
be created by having a coherent strategy for the Fig 12 – Draft “Discover Druridge” leaflet,
entire Druridge Bay area. This approach front cover
applied to ecological networks, land management, signage and interpretation should
help deliver long-term positive impacts.

NEXT STEPS
4.33

Prior to commencement of site operations, a draft constitution will be submitted for
approval by NCC as the local planning authority. Immediately following approval of the
constitution, funding will be released and initial meetings of the Druridge Bay
Partnership will be held, with a view to agreeing a schedule of immediate works.

4.34

All of the details contained within this section of the application, with the exception of
the firm commitment of funding and the obligation to produce a constitution to manage
that funding stream, will need to be subject to agreement with the future partnership
members.

CONCLUSIONS
4.35

“Discover Druridge” is a draft title for a programme of works within Druridge Bay aimed
at improving opportunities for wildlife, recreation and tourism in an overlooked section
of the Northumberland coast.

4.36

This chapter has set down how the working of the proposed Highthorn surface mine
can be the catalyst to start Discover Druridge with the creation of new habitats as part
of the Restoration First and on site restoration, alongside the provision of kick-start
funding and drafting of a legal constitution for the partnership.
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4.37

Specific actions identified by the Highthorn project team and key local groups have
been brought together into the restoration proposals and draft Discover Druridge
Masterplan. Some actions will be delivered quickly whilst others are longer term
projects and some of which are aspirational at this stage.

4.38

Building on the legacy of previous surface mining schemes in the area and the
continuing aspirations of key parties with interests in Druridge Bay, the draft Discover
Druridge Delivery Strategy sets down how, by working collaboratively, the wider
partnership could deliver a lasting, positive legacy for Druridge Bay, its surrounding
areas and the county of Northumberland.
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5.

EXISTING SITE FEATURES
The proposed working area of the site is located in generally flat and featureless
landscape.
The site is predominantly used for agricultural purposes. The soils within the
site are not of best and most versatile quality
The site is generally devoid of mature landscape features, many hedgerows are
in an unfavourable condition.
Relatively better quality trees and hedgerows around the perimeter of the site
will be retained. One tree copse, Fox Covert is located in the centre of the site.
The site is crossed by one small stream, Hemscott Burn, and by one public
footpath, both will need to be diverted to allow the site to be worked.

SITE LOCATION
5.1

The Highthorn site is centered at national grid reference NZ269948 and is located in
south east Northumberland (see drawing PA01), approximately 6km (3.7 miles) north
of Ashington, east of the A1068 and the villages of Widdrington and Widdrington
Station and to the south of the C116 and the hamlet of Druridge. The site lies to the
north of the villages of Cresswell and Ellington.

5.2

The distance between proposed working areas of the proposed Highthorn site and
nearby residential properties and settlements is listed below.
Location*

Distance
to
boundary (m)

Hemscott Hill Farm

site

Distance
to
nearest working
area (m)

Distance to
excavation
(m)

Within the site boundary

280

440

Highthorn Cottages

18

140

180

Houndalee Cottages

20

260

600

Druridge Cottages

280

600

770

Blakemoor Farm

620

720

850

Ellington Caravan Park

670

770

890

Stonecroft

180

320

930

High Chibburn

160

320

910

Ramsey, Mile Road

510

510

1010

Hagg Cottages

550

690

740

Cresswell village

1640

1700

1780

Widdrington village

670

680

1830

Ellington village

1390

1400

1500

*for locations with multiple premises, distance to nearest property used
Fig 13 – Distances to site
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5.3

In accordance with design principles for the Highthorn site set down by the project team
at the start of the
project,
the
separation distances
between
active
working areas of the
site and residential
properties has, where
possible,
been
maximised. A similar
approach has been
applied
to
the
Druridge Bay beach
and dune system. The
proposed
working
areas are set back
from the coast as
illustrated below. The
distance from the
coast (taken as the
top of the beach) to
the
proposed
Highthorn
working
area are shown in
Figure 14. The entire
working area is over
500m from the coast
and the majority of the
proposed extraction
area and all the
overburden storage is
over 1km from the beach. Fig 14 – Distance from top of beach

THE APPLICATION SITE
5.4

The extent of the planning application is show in detail on drawing PA02. The area
within the red line totals 325ha of which 250ha will be directly affected by mining
activities. The remaining 75ha is either undisturbed or will be used for enhancement
and mitigation activities.

5.5

A recent aerial photograph of the site is included as drawing PA03 and drawing PA04
depicts the results of an accurate survey of the existing features of the site. Over 90%
of the application site is currently in agricultural use, comprising mixed arable and
pastoral improved grassland uses. The remainder is made up of a block of commercial
woodland (Fox Covert) and the residential properties at Hemscott Hill Farm.
Topography

5.6

The site sits in a flat open landscape that has a slight slope from west to east, from the
A1068 to the C110 (as is illustrated in Figure 19). To the east of road C110 sand dunes
form the dominant landscape feature that sit at a height of between 8m to 15 m AOD.
The A1068 sits at predominantly 26m AOD between Lances Hill and Houndalee
Cottages. Between Druridge and Cresswell Ponds the ground level on the C110 varies
between 2m AOD north of Hemscott Hill Farm and 9m AOD on top of Hemscott Hill.
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Fig 15 – Site topography

Field enclosures
5.7

The field pattern extending to the north of the site is generally more rectilinear in nature,
as a result of the restoration of previous surface mines. South of Houndalee Cottages
and Hemscott Hill Farm the field patterns are more irregular, reflecting their age. The
majority of the field boundaries within the site are defined by post and wire fencing and
fragmented hedgerows with relatively few solid hedgerows. All fields within the site are
managed for agricultural purposes.
Trees

5.8

Trees found on the site are mostly restricted to field boundaries. A few stands of
predominantly coniferous plantation woodlands exist along the northern site boundary.
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A total of 123 individual trees and eight tree groups were surveyed on site, the results
of this survey are reported in Appendix 3 (drawing NT11270/11/001) and illustrated in
Figure 17. A summary of the relative quality of the trees surveyed is given below.
Category

Qualities

No. trees

A

High quality and value with significant life expectancy,
normally over 40 years

1 individual tree

B

Moderate quality and value
expectancy, at least 20 years

life

14
individual
trees and 7 tree
groups

C

Low quality and value and are currently in an adequate
condition to remain until new planting can be established

83 and 1 group
(G1 Fox Covert)

with a reasonable

Fig 16 – Summary of quality of trees within the site

5.9

Most of the individual trees within the site are considered to be category C, of low
retention value. A number of common factors influence this categorisation such as poor
form, heavy leaning of the main stem, minor cavities, stripped bark, die back in the
canopy, suckering growth, and/or maturity.

5.10

The majority of tree groups are classified as being Category B, the exception being
Fox Covert which is category C. Fox Covert is the only tree group proposed for
complete removal as part of the proposed working method.
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Fig 17 – Tree groups within the site

Hedgerows
5.11

Many field boundaries within the site are either fenced, or support fragmented
hedgerows consisting of predominantly scattered hawthorn shrubs. The site has a
relatively low hedgerow density considering the rural location (3.25km per km2
compared to a good hedgerow density of 10km2 based on surveyors experience). Many
of the hedgerows present are poorly connected, which limits their value as movement
and foraging corridors for wildlife and effectiveness for stock control. A detailed
hedgerow survey accompanies this application and can be found in Appendix 3.
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Fig 18 – Hedgerow locations & condition within the site

5.12

A total of 9.77km of hedgerows were surveyed. This includes all hedgerows within and
around the site area (see Figure 18). 2.95km are located on the site periphery outside
of proposed operational areas and will remain intact (except in the location of the main
site access point, see drawing PA24).

5.13

Based on UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UK BAP) targets, almost 80% of the hedgerow
length within the site is categorised as being in an unfavourable condition.
Agricultural land classification

5.14

With the exception of parts of the site which contain tree planting and buildings, all
arable and pastoral agricultural fields are classified as being of a moderate quality (ALC
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grade 3b). For more details regarding the soils and agricultural land classification for
the site please see Appendix 13.
Drainage
5.15

98% of the site is drained by the Hemscott Burn which flows from the south west around
Lances Hill in a north easterly direction, passing Hemscott Hill Farm before discharging
into the North Sea. Very small portions of the catchment areas for both Cresswell Pond
and Druridge Pools (0.6% of each catchment area) lie within the Highthorn site (see
figure 19).

5.16

The majority of the site lies within Flood Zone 1, an area that is assessed as having
less than a 0.1% annual exceedance probability of flooding. Hemscott Burn, one of its
minor tributaries and the adjacent agricultural land are subject to extreme coastal
flooding (Flood Zones 2 and 3). The extent is illustrated in figure 19. This is because
marine water can, on occasion, flow up the burn and overtop the various channels
during extreme conditions (i.e. high spring tides). The area of flooding within the site
appears to be defined by the 4m AOD contour.

5.17

For further details on drainage, flood risk and hydrology please see the hydrology
assessment included in Appendix 5 of this application and Chapter 16.
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Fig 19 – Site drainage & flood zones

Rights of way and recreational routes
5.18

A 2.5km (1.5 mile) length of public footpath, official titled by NCC as Widdrington
footpath 428/011, crosses the application site between Houndalee Farm and Hemscott
Hill (see the green dashed line in figure 20 for location). This route will require a
temporary diversion for the duration of the Highthorn mining operations.

5.19

The path runs in an east-west direction along an unsurfaced route following a number
of field boundaries and Hemscott Hill Burn. Discussions with NCC Rights of Way
Department and a week-long survey conducted by Banks Mining in August 2014
indicate that this route is currently not frequently used, and can be difficult to pass due
to the presence of a deep drainage ditch part way along the route north of Fox Covert.
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5.20

All of the existing statutory public rights of way that surround the site are shown on
drawing PA20 (based on the Northumberland County Council definitive map).

Fig 20 – Location of footpath 428/011

5.21

The Northumberland Coastal Path runs north south on the beach at Druridge Bay, and
will not require diverting to allow coal extraction (route outlined by pink diamonds on
Figure 21).

5.22

SUSTRANS National Route 1 runs between
Newcastle and Edinburgh (“Coast and Castles”
route) and in the vicinity of the Highthorn site
follows the C110 in a north south direction. This
route is shown as solid green circles on Figure
21, and will not require diverting to allow coal
extraction.

5.23

With the exception of the main proposed site
access point on road A1068 (see Chapter 22 for
details) the adopted highways (C110 and C116)
around the site will remain unaffected by the
proposals.
Services

5.24

The working area of the Highthorn site is directly
affected by two separate lengths of overhead
electricity cable, one of which has a voltage of
66kv (westernmost) and the other has a voltage
20kv. Both cables are attached to wooden
poles and will need to be diverted by the Fig 21 – Location of Coastal Path
infrastructures owner (Northern Powergrid)
prior to the site commencing. There are other services in place around the site’s
perimeter that supply local residential and agricultural properties, these are shown on
the services plan PA23.

5.25

There are no private water supplies or groundwater abstraction points within the
proposed working areas.

SOILS
5.26

Trial trenching investigations indicate that soils covering the site generally comprise:
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5.27

a)

Topsoil - a stoneless to slightly stony, brown coloured clay or clay loam extending
to a depth of 30cm.

b)

Subsoil - stoneless sandy clay, clay, rarely heavy clay loam to a depth of 120cm.

Further details are included in the soil assessment at Appendix 13.

GEOLOGY
5.28

The geology of the Highthorn site has been established through:
a)

On site drilling undertaken by Banks Mining

b)

Historical drilling information collected by the former National Coal Board, and
British Coal and UK Coal

c)

British Geological Survey information

d)

Coal Authority information

e)

Historical ordnance survey maps and reports

5.29

The geological setting of the proposed site is shown on the site geology plan PA05.

5.30

Around 1,700 air-flush boreholes were drilled on the site by the National Coal Board
and British Coal in the 1980’s and H J Banks drilled 43 boreholes from 2013-2014 to
prove the structure, volume and quality of the coal seams, the overburden volumes
and superficial deposits.

5.31

Geotechnical drilling of 15 holes by Allied Exploration & Geotechnics Limited in 2015
has further proved the superficial deposits, the results of which are addressed in DAB
Geotechnics’ report contained in Appendix 6 of this planning application.
Findings: coal resource and geological structure

5.32

The underlying geology of the site comprises bedrock of Westphalian B strata of the
Pennine Middle Coal Measures of Upper Carboniferous age, including mudstones,
siltstones, sandstones, coals and seatearth. The target seams along with associated
seam codes are listed below:
a)

Ashington (4D)

b)

Diamond

c)

Top Main (F200)

d)

Bottom Main (F100)

e)

Top Yard (G200)

f)

Bottom Yard (G100)

(E00)

The geological structure at the Highthorn site is dominated by the Grange Moor Fault,
shown on the geology plan PA05. It extends across the northern part of the proposed
excavation area in a west-east direction and downthrows to the south by up to 45m.
The strata within the excavation area dips towards the east, south-east and north-east
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at an angle between 1 (vertical) in 56 (horizontal) (2%) and 1 in 12 (8%).
Overburden and interburden
5.33

The bedrock on site is overlain by superficial deposits in the form of ‘glacial clay’, with
occasional thin sand/gravel layers and averages around 12m in thickness.

5.34

Areas of backfilled opencast workings are present in the northern and to the northeast
of the site, which will have undergone self-weight compaction over the intervening
period of 50 to 60 years.

5.35

The strata in-between the coal seams comprises typical coal measures strata, which
include siltstones, mudstones, shales, sandstones and seatearth.
Coal quality and quantity

5.36

The results of the drilling show that approximately 3 million tonnes of good quality coal
lie within the application area down to a depth of around 60m – 70m.

5.37

Laboratory analysis shows that Highthorn coal seams typically have good calorific
values and moderate sulphur values and confirm that the coal to be extracted is
particularly suitable to supply coal fired power stations for electricity generation,
industrial users and potentially the household markets.

5.38

As noted in chapter 2 Banks Mining currently supply national electricity generators
and major industrial coal users with coal from its operational surface mines in
Northumberland through a programme of rolling contracts. The Highthorn site has been
selected and designed to fit into this programme and allow the company to maintain
and build upon current levels of employment and investment in the Northumberland
Coalfield.

Previous old workings
5.39

Previous opencast workings are present within and close to the site boundary, and are
labelled on the geology plan (PA05) and Figure 22. These sites comprise the following:
a)

Ferneybeds and North Linton – Operational between 1943 and 1951

b)

Druridge – Operational between 1951 and 1954
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5.40

c)

Wallis
–
Operational
between 1951 and 1954

d)

Chibburn and Radar North –
Operational between 1952
and 1956

e)

Radar North – Operational
between 1953 and 1973

f)

Radar South – operational
between 1954 and 1962

Records show that there are
abandoned underground workings
in the Ashington (4D), High Main
or Diamond (E00), Top Main
(F200),
Yard
(G210/G120),
Bottom Yard (G120/G110) and
Little Wonder (J300/J200) seams
within the site boundary. The
workings extend from the former
Linton, Ellington and Ferneybeds
Collieries. There are no recorded
mine openings (shafts or adits)
within the site boundary.

Fig 22 – Previous surface mines around Highthorn

Comprehensive Working
5.41

As illustrated by Figure 22, the lateral extent of the Highthorn site is substantially
determined by the presence of previous surface mining to the north and west which
has worked the economically viable shallow coal reserves. Road A1068 also forms a
significant barrier to further working in a westerly direction. To the east the dunes and
beach of Druridge Bay form a clear constraint to further working. To the south, the
seams to be worked within the site are significantly affected by old workings, primarily
associated with working from the former Ellington Colliery during the 1970s and 80s.
(see the geotechnical assessment at Appendix 6 for further detail). Banks Mining
estimate that the level of old workings in these areas are such that remaining coals
cannot be economically recovered.

5.42

Within the site, as noted in Chapter 11, the proposed depth of working has been
amended, in part to reflect a greater understanding of the viability of working the deeper
seams within the site, but also, in response to iterative design process which sought to
minimise the amount of overburden material which needs to be stored above ground
in mounds.
Other mineral

5.43

Onsite drilling has proved that there are sandstone and fireclay deposits present within
the application area that may be commercially viable but will require more detailed
analysis and market testing. Based on experience elsewhere on the Northumberland
coalfield, it is anticipated that a proportion of the deposits at Highthorn may be
extracted on a commercial basis. As a result a figure of around 10,000 tonnes of
sandstone and 10,000 tonnes of fireclay is being applied for extraction from the site.
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5.44

Fireclay is currently supplied to local brick makers in Throckley, Newcastle upon Tyne,
from the company’s existing surface mines at Brenkley Lane and Shotton. There is the
potential that this supply could be continued from the Highthorn site.

5.45

Sandstone on dimension stone, as it can be known, is used for a variety of architectural
and conservation uses. Stone excavated from the operational Shotton site has been
used in a variety of applications including local historic building repairs, church
renovations in Cramlington and Blyth and providing a feature for the Olympic Park in
London.

5.46

The quality of the dimension stone can vary significantly due to factors such as water
staining and erosion. It is only once the stone has been fully uncovered that a decision
can be made as to whether or not the resource is commercially viable and suitable for
masonry and decorative uses.
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6.

WORKING METHOD
The proposed working method reflects and builds on Banks Mining experience
successfully working sites in Northumberland.
Nine key design principles established based on experience, feedback from
communities and consultees and environmental assessments.
Soils will be removed and stored in separate mounds around the site according
to their type. Mounds will be designed to minimise visual intrusion.
The extent of extractive operations (including depth) has been influenced by the
extent of economically viable reserves.
Overburden will be stored in two mounds designed and located to maximise
screening effect of existing features and minimise visual intrusion.
Some coal seams are proposed to be augured. Blasting is also proposed to
remove certain overburden strata. The site access is directly on to road A1068.
A maximum of 150 loaded HGVs will leave the site each day and travel to either
the Port of Blyth or the Butterwell disposal point where the coal will be placed
on to a rail transport.

KEY DESIGN PRINCIPLES

a) No negative
effects upon the
beach
b) Use the
existing landform
to limit visual
effects

i) Avoid the use
of, and disruption
to, minor roads

h) Limit visual
effects only on
the dunes

Highthorn

c) Comply with
identified limits
for environmental
effects

Key Design
principles
d) Safe
responsible and
efficient
operation

g) Benefits
delivered up front

e) Compound
operations away
from the coast
and close to main
site access

f) Significant
standoff from
SSSI, LWS and
nature reserves
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6.1

Following discussions with communities local to the proposed site, interest groups and
statutory consultees, the Highthorn project team identified the following key design
principles for the proposed working scheme:
a)

No negative effects on the beach
The operations at Highthorn should be designed with the aim of being
imperceptible from the beach at Druridge Bay. This applies to all potential
environmental effects from the site.

b)

Use the existing landform tree belts to limit visual effects
Although the site is generally flat, there are some minor undulations in the
landform and 8-10m high coniferous tree belts south of Widdrington village. The
site design should seek to use these features where possible to provide screens
for the working areas of the site, reducing the visual effect of the proposals.

c)

Comply with identified limits for environmental effects for noise, air quality,
vibration and lighting
There are prescribed limits for noise, air quality and vibration effects upon
residential properties within national planning guidance. As a minimum Highthorn
should comply with these levels. In relation to the effects of lighting there are no
prescribed limits for mining activities, however the Highthorn scheme has been
designed to meet the more stringent limits placed on other forms of development.

d)

Safe, responsible and efficient operation
Using Banks Mining’s extensive experience gained from working and restoring
113 surface mines, the layout of the Highthorn scheme needs to ensure that the
coal resource and other suitable available minerals are extracted in the most
efficient way possible and with reduced potential effects on the environment and
local residents
The site design should take account of the extensive geological investigation that
has been undertaken. This information will be used to ensure that the site is
designed to work in the safest possible manner taking account of all of the
physical constraints on the operations. The site should also seek to ensure that
the coal reserve is worked in the most comprehensive manner possible, avoiding
potential coal sterilisation.

e)

Compound operations away from the coast and close to main site access
The compound is static element of the site design and should be located in a
suitable position, away from the quieter areas of the site towards the coast. The
environment close to the A1068 is subject to a higher background noise due to
road traffic and at night has higher levels of background light.

f)

Significant standoff SSSI, LWS and nature reserves
Cresswell Ponds and Northumberland Shore SSSI, Warkworth Lane Ponds LWS
and Druridge Pools nature reserve are all in close proximity to the site (see
drawing PA22). The site design should include sufficient separation from these
locations to ensure there are no negative effects upon the species or habitats
located within them or upon the visitor’s enjoyment of these areas.
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g)

Benefits delivered up front
Where possible the Highthorn scheme should look to deliver real benefits before
during and after the commencement of site operations, rather than waiting until
the completion of site restoration. The delivery of a comprehensive Restoration
First programme will ensure that significant benefits are delivered from the
commencement of coal extraction.

h)

Limit visual effect on the dunes
The dunes are relatively elevated within the flat coastal landscape and as such,
it will be possible to view the Highthorn site from locations on the landward side
of the dunes. The Highthorn scheme should be designed to ensure that there are
no direct views of the working area from any locations on the dunes and that the
mounds closest to the coast are designed with shallower gradients to reduce the
visual effect.

i)

Avoid the use of and disruption to minor roads
The minor roads surrounding the site (C110, and C116) should be avoided for
haulage traffic. Any disruption to these routes by other mining operations should
also be avoided to ensure that the current level of access to the coast is not
restricted.

WORKING PROPOSALS
Description of proposals
6.2

This planning application and supporting environmental statement seeks approval to
extract approximately 3 million tonnes of coal and around 20,000 tonnes of other
associated minerals over a 7 year period, alongside the creation of offsite ecological
enhancement areas and recreational routes located in and around the Highthorn site
in south east Northumberland.
Working Hours

6.3

The proposed site working hours are as follows:
Activity

Mon-Fri

Saturday

Sunday

Soil Stripping

7am - 7pm

7am – 1pm

None

7am - 10pm

7am – 1pm

None

Coal processing

7am - 10pm

7am – 1pm

None

Coal dispatch and HGV loading

7am - 7pm

7am – 1pm

None

Plant maintenance

24 hours

24 hours

24 hours

Blasting (to be undertaken at
agreed set times)

10am – 4pm

None

None

Auger

7am - 10pm

7am – 1pm

None

Water drainage (if required)

24 hours

24 hours

24 hours

Excavation
extraction

and

mineral

Fig 24 – Site working hours
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DRAINAGE AND WATER CONTROL
Perimeter drainage ditch
6.4

On commencement of site activities cut off ditches will be installed around the site to
ensure that any surface water runoff from exposed areas (bare soil or overburden
without a vegetation coverage) is collected and treated to remove sediment before
entering any water course. This will be achieved by using “v” cut ditch which will be
approximately 0.75m deep and 1.5m wide and will be located on the outside of the
perimeter soil mounds around the entire site. This ditch will be installed in tandem with
the perimeter fencing operations.
Hemscott Burn diversion

6.5

An approximate 1600m stretch of the Hemscott Burn will need to be diverted to
maximise the recovery of the available coal reserves. The burn will be diverted in two
stages, the eastern most 800m will be diverted within Phase 1 (see drawing PA07) and
the remaining western 800m will be diverted in Phase 3 of operations (see drawing
PA09)

6.6

The burn will be diverted along a route immediately inside of the eastern perimeter soil
mounds (diversion route shown on site drainage plan PA18). The diversion is
staggered to ensure the perimeter screening mounds become fully established with a
grass cover prior to the burn being diverted reducing the risk of sediment laden surface
water run-off from the mounds reaching the diverted watercourse.
Water treatment areas

6.7

Prior to any surface water being discharged from the site, it will pass through a number
of settlement lagoons. The location of the lagoons are shown on the site drainage plan
PA18. The lagoons primary purpose is to slow the flow of surface water to allow any
suspended solids to fall to the bottom of the lagoon. The outfall of the lagoon is located
at a high level to ensure that only the clear water at the surface is released into either
a further treatment area or into the approved discharge point and meets EA & LLFA
discharge consent requirements.

6.8

The draft site Environmental Management Plan (Appendix 15) outlines how the water
treatment areas will be managed on site, including the use of appropriate flocculants
to further reduce sediment.
Discharge points

6.9

Once the surface water has passed through the treatment areas it will then be
discharged into an existing water course. There are two proposed discharge points for
the site operations, both locations are shown on drawing PA18. The southernmost
location will discharge directly into Hemscott Burn. The northernmost position will
discharge into an existing unnamed surface water drainage channel which flows in a
southerly direction, eventually joining the Hemscott Burn east of the southern
discharge point.

6.10

A separate discharge consent will need to be gained from the Lead Local Flood
Authority and the Environment Agency which will cover the discharge rate and the
quality limits to be adhered to for any water leaving the site and entering into existing
watercourses.
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SOIL REMOVAL AND STORAGE
6.11

Soil will be handled when it is in a suitably dry and friable condition in accordance with
DEFRA best practice. This normally occurs between the months of March and
September but can extend beyond these periods depending upon weather conditions.

6.12

Topsoil (the upper 30cm layer of soil) will be removed first and stored in lower perimeter
mounds. The remaining sub soil (soil that occurs down to a depth of 120cm below
ground level) will be lifted and stored separately in perimeter mounds (see Figure 25).

6.13

The soil assessment in Appendix 13 finds that all of the soil on site is of a similar quality
and type with no large areas of degraded or contaminated soils. The site does not
contain any best and most versatile agricultural land.
Soil handling strategy

6.14

Soil resources will be protected against damage during stripping, handling, stockpiling
and restoration by adoption of appropriate up to date guidance measures. Working
methods and techniques used to protect topsoil resources include the following:
a)

The handling of soil resources only when sufficiently dry, generally limiting soil
operations to the months May to September (although this period may be
extended during dry periods);

b)

The stripping, handling and storage of topsoil (top 30 cm) separately from subsoil
movements;

c)

Appropriate seeding of soil storage mounds required on site for a period longer
than 6 months, to prevent erosion and to maintain soil structure, nutrient content
and biological activity;

d)

Subsoil, overburden and other superficial materials handled during operations
would only be stockpiled in areas previously stripped of topsoil;

e)

The handling of all soils by low ground pressure bulldozer, 360° excavator and
dump truck;

f)

Minimising the number of machine movements across topsoil;

g)

Adoption of a bed/strip system for soil stripping, to minimise compaction; and

h)

The definition of all site haul roads and storage areas.
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Fig 25 – Soil mounds

6.15

The locations of the separate top soil and sub soil mounds are illustrated in Figure 25
and the phasing of their construction shown in detail on the working method drawings
(PA06 to PA11). All mounds are located outside of the extraction area and are
generally on the site’s perimeter and will not require rehandling until restoration.

6.16

The soil will be progressively removed and used to form the mounds in phased manner
over the first two phases of working (drawings PA07 and PA08), which will be
conducted over a 2 and half-year period.

6.17

Once constructed, the mounds will be grass seeded to ensure that a grass sward is
established as soon as possible. The grass seeding of all mounds on site creates a
number of benefits:
a)

The green coverage created by the grass seeding reduces the visual effect of
the mound when viewed from the outside of the site. The grass seeding on the
mound will also generally match the land use within immediate surroundings of
the site (see existing features drawing PA04 for information on neighbouring land
uses).

b)

The grass coverage consolidates and stabilises the outer face of the mound.
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c)

It provides a habitat for local wildlife, for example voles use many of the mounds
on existing sites, and these then attract birds of prey to use the habitats around
the perimeter of the site.

d)

The quality of the soil will be maintained as without the grass coverage the soil
mounds can become eroded and stored soil quality could deteriorate.

6.18

In addition to the
above
benefits
created
by
grass
seeding, the perimeter
soil mounds will have
a significant mitigating
impact on reducing the
noise, and air quality
effects of the scheme.

6.19

The size and slope of
outer face of all of the
mounds on site will
vary depending upon
their position. Mounds
facing
the
more
sensitive locations to Fig 26 – Soil mound gradients
the east will have
slacker gradients, such as 1 in 5. The shallower gradient on some of the mounds will
lessen the visual effect of those bunds upon the surrounding landscape. The difference
between the various gradients is illustrated in Figure 26.

COMPOUND
6.20

The site compound is immediately adjacent to the access point and sits outside of the
proposed excavation area. This location was chosen in line with the design principles
to minimise the risk of disturbance from light or noise pollution on the beach and dunes
and to minimise potential visual intrusion. The compound will contain the following
facilities:
a)

Site administration offices

b)

Staff car parking

c)

Main site access point

d)

HGV loading and dispatch facilities

e)

Wheel wash and weighbridge

f)

Coal stocking (both “run of mine” and processed coal)

g)

Security cabins

h)

Plant vehicle parking

i)

Plant maintenance workshop

j)

Fuel and oil storage
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k)

Welfare facilities

Fig 27 – Compound layout

6.21

Figure 27 illustrates the layout of the compound, see drawing PA16 for detailed design.

6.22

The offices consist of portable building single
storey structures and will be used to
accommodate on site administration, plant and
management staff. The car park available will
cater for all on site staff and visitors. The
offices will be similar to those currently on site
at the company’s operational surface mines at
Brenkley Lane and Shotton. The offices will be
coloured (generally either green or brown or
wooden clad see Figure 28) to ensure that they
do not stand out within the environment.
Indicative details of the office buildings to be
used on site are shown on drawing PA16.

Fig 28 – Office building

6.23

The compound will be surfaced to ensure that no dirt or debris is carried out on to the
surrounding road network. All highway traffic will be kept separate from site traffic for
site safety reasons and to make sure that
the surrounding road network is kept clean.

6.24

The plant maintenance area will contain a
maintenance/fitting shop. This building will
be a similar size and specification as those
sheds currently used on the Shotton and
Brenkley Lane sites (see Figure 29). The
maintenance/fitting shed will cover an area
of approximately 25m by 20m and will be
11m high at its tallest point.
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6.25

The coal processing area is where the run of mine coal from the extraction area is
processed before being loaded onto HGVs serving the site. Processing will include
coal sampling, laboratory analysis, crushing, screening, stockpiling and blending.

6.26

All operations within the compound will be screened from views by perimeter sub soil
mounds to the north and west (to heights of 10m and 12m) and by overburden mound
2 to the south. A 6m high topsoil mound will be placed on the eastern side of the
compound between the haul road and the compound itself. This has been included to
screen longer distance views of the compound from the east (primarily the road C110).

EXTRACTION
6.27

The extraction void will be worked progressively from north to south in a series of east
to west cuts. The proposed excavation will commence with a “box-cut” in the northern
portion of the site. The box cut will generate the initial volumes of overburden material
that will need to be stored within OBM1. As the excavation progresses southwards into
the deeper coal reserves the box cut volume from the excavation void will become
larger and so the overburden storage will become greater.

6.28

The maximum depth of the excavation varies across the site, from 71m below ground
level in the east, to 13m in the west.

6.29

The Bottom Yard is the basal seam across the majority of the site. The exception to
this is in the south western and south eastern sides of the later phases (Phase 4 and
Phase 5) where the Top Main and the Diamond are the basal seams (see Figure 30).
This is due mainly to the presence of old workings within the deeper Main and Yard”
seams (see the Geotechnical assessment in Appendix 6 for locations) which render
the deeper extraction in these locations economically unviable.

6.30

A geological cross section shown on drawing PA05 illustrates the relationship between
the seams that have been worked and those that are proposed for extraction as part
of this application.

6.31

As noted above, Banks Mining has a long track record of working surface mining sites
on the Northumberland coalfield going back over 30 years. In that time the company
has developed its experience and knowledge in the blending of coals from the different
coal seams in Northumberland to meet the particular requirements the various UK
markets. That experience leads the Company to be confident that the range of coals
which will be produced from the Highthorn site can be blended to produce a product
which will be suitable to meet the current, and future requirements of the UK market.

6.32

In addition to coal extraction it is proposed to excavate around 10,000 tonnes of
sandstone and 10,000 tonnes of fireclay. Coal will be the primary resource and its
recovery will govern the progress of the site, the extraction of other minerals will be
undertaken in tandem with coal extraction when suitable reserves are encountered.
Stockpiles of fireclay and sandstone block will be retained in the excavation or
compound pending discharge to the customer.
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Fig 30 – Total excavation area with basal seams noted

6.33

It is proposed that a coal
auger will be employed on
site to maximise the
efficient recovery of coal.
The auger is used to
extract coal from the
seams exposed in the
excavation walls. The
auger
drills
regularly
spaced holes into suitable
seams to retrieve further
coal (see Figure 31). The
auger can only be used on
selected seams that are
Fig 31- Initial cross section of auger operations
sufficiently thick and
level. These areas are highlighted on the composite working method plan (PA06) and
in Figure 32 (shown as a red hatch).
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Fig 32 – Auger areas (hatched in red)

6.34

Limited blasting to remove some of the overburden is likely to be required to allow the
efficient recovery of coal from the Highthorn site. The blasting will be required to
remove some consolidated strata such as sandstone and some mudstones that sit
above the coal seams.

6.35

Blasting at surface coal mines is significantly different to that at hard rock quarries in
that it is much smaller operation but occurs on a more frequent basis. The purpose of
the blast is simply to fracture the rock that lies above the coal, without damaging the
coal, so that it is easier to lift with hydraulic excavators. The blasts generally have a
much lower charge weight than those often used in hard rock quarries, which are
designed to displace large vertical blocks of stone and break the material down into
much smaller fragments for processing.

6.36

For an assessment of the effects of blasting induced vibration see Chapter 21 and
Appendix 11. Control measures used when blasting is undertaken are included within
the draft EMP contained in Appendix 15.
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OVERBURDEN STORAGE
6.37

Excavated overburden material will be stored in two overburden mounds (see Figure
40). Overburden mound 1 (OBM1) will be located in the northern portion of the site and
will store material up to a height of 25m above ground level. Overburden mound 2
(OBM2) will be located in the south of the site and will store material up to a height of
27m above ground level. In line with the design principles set down at the start of this
chapter the final locations and design of the overburden mounds at Highthorn have
sought to minimise visual intrusion. As explained in Chapter 11 on the evolution of the
site design for Highthorn, the size and location of the overburden mounds have
changed significantly throughout the design process in order to meet the design
criteria.

6.38

The overburden material comprises a mixture of glacial till, mudstones, sandstones
and siltstones.

6.39

These locations of the overburden storage were chosen as they were located away
from the coast and could be accommodated within the local landscape without causing
any significant negative effects.

Fig 33 – Overburden mound locations
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6.40

OBM1 will be constructed initially within Phases 1 and 2 and the majority of OBM2 will
be constructed during Phase 2 (9 months and 8 months respectively, weather
depending) (see drawing PA08 for details).

6.41

In line with the design principles, the outer faces of both mounds will be constructed
first to create a ring shape to help screen the mounding operations undertaken behind.
OBM1 will have an access point to the south west on to the main site haul road, OBM2
will be accessed from the north east via the same haul road. Both of these positions
will be sufficiently screened from views outside the site.

6.42

Detailed contour plans showing the construction and deconstruction phasing and
timing of both overburden mounds are shown in drawing PA19. Once the outer faces
of both mounds have been established using rock material, these outer faces will be
graded and dressed with finer material and then they will be grass seeded.

6.43

The removal of the overburden mounds will be undertaken over a similar timescale to
their construction (OBM1 – 9 months, OBM2 – 8 months). Reversing the construction
methodology of the mounds, the inside of the mounds will be removed initially with the
outer faces remaining to screen the majority of the operations.

TRANSPORT
6.44

Coal excavated from the site will be delivered to local rail loading facilities at either the
Port of Blyth or the Butterwell Disposal Point west of Linton Colliery. The proposed
haulage routes to these locations are shown in detail on drawing PA17. Both locations
will require all HGVs to head south on the A1068 when departing the site.

6.45

During the coal extraction phases of the site (PA07 to PA11) a maximum of 150 loaded
haulage vehicles will leave each day. It is likely that the average daily movements will
be significantly less than this level due to the normal variations in the quantity of coal
being recovered and processed. For example at the Shotton site where up to 190
loaded lorries a day can leave under the approved planning conditions, the average
daily dispatch figure has been 95 lorries a day over the site’s operational period.

6.46

The site could draw journeys from up to 150 staff (100 site based staff and 50 other
staff members visiting the site) in total across the working week depending on the shift
pattern employed. Not all staff would be on site at the same time and typical daily shift
would be around half of this number, including 10-15 administrative staff, who typically
work shorter shifts generally between 8:30 and 17:30.

6.47

From data collected from a similar sized Banks mine in May 2015, it is anticipated that
approximately 20 visitors per day, including deliveries would visit the site. These trips
would be spread across the working day.
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PROPOSED PLANT FLEET
Machine Type

Model*

Operations

Number*

Large excavator

RH200

Main overburden excavation

2

Large excavator

CAT 6030

Main overburden excavation

3

Large dump truck

CAT 785

Main overburden haul

18

Large bull dozer

CAT D9

Shaping overburden and working within the
excavation void

3

Smaller excavator

CAT 365

Soil removal

2

Smaller dump truck

Volvo A40F

Coal and soil haul

12

Smaller bull dozer

CAT D6

Shaping soil mounds

1

Wheeled dozer

CAT 824

Maintenance of excavation area

1

Smaller excavator

CAT 323

Coal extraction and loading

4

Tractor and water tank

N/A

Dust suppression

1

Water bowser

CAT D400

Dust suppression

1

Large water bowser

CAT 777

Dust suppression

2

Fuel bowser

CAT D400

Refueling plant

2

Maintenance truck

CAT D400

Lubricating and power washing plant

2

Grader

CAT 16

Maintaining haul roads, excavator areas and
overburden tips

2

Four wheel drive vehicles

Land Rovers

Site supervisors and plant maintenance vehicles

5

Coal processing

Powerscreen

Crushing and screening within the compound

1

Wheeled loading shovel

CAT 980

Loading coal and other minerals onto HGVs and
coal blending and processing

3

* Or similar machines and numbers depending upon availability.
Fig 34 – Indicative plant fleet

WORKING PHASING
6.48

As illustrated in the evolution of the site design for Highthorn explained further in the
following chapter, the extent of the site and the amount of overburden material needing
to be stored above ground in mounds has been reduced significantly.

6.49

The working of the Highthorn surface mine will be undertaken as a continuous
operation but to help illustrate how this will operate the scheme has been broken down
into seven distinct phases. The phases represent the key stages in the overall ongoing
site operations.
a)

Preliminary works

b)

Phase 1 – Commencement of coal extraction – PA07

c)

Phase 2 – Completion of overburden mound 1 – PA08

d)

Phase 3 – Maximum void, where overburden storage is at its largest –overburden
mounds 1 and 2 complete – PA09

e)

Phase 4 – Beginning the removal of overburden mound 1 – PA10

f)

Phase 5 – Beginning the removal of overburden mound 2 – PA11

g)

Restoration and aftercare (covered in Chapter 8) - PA13
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6.50

In addition to the detailed phasing drawings shown in plans PA06 to PA11, drawing
PA19 illustrates the construction phasing and timings of the two proposed overburden
mounds.

6.51

The composite working method plan (drawing PA06) shows the overall extent of the
extraction void and overburden storage areas. The scheme will be worked on a phased
basis which will result in significant parts of the application site being either undisturbed
as operations have not yet reached them or progressively restored behind the working
void as the site progresses southwards.

6.52

A breakdown of the land use within each of the planning application phases is
illustrated within Figure 35.

Land use activity within each phase
Phase 5
Phase 4
Phase 3
Phase 2
Phase 1
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Operations

50%
Undisturbed

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Restored

Fig 35 – Land use within each phase

Description of Site Phasing
6.53

The final section of this chapter provides a description of works which will take place
in each of the proposed working phases. The text below should be read in conjunction
with the detailed phasing drawings PA06 to PA11.
Preliminary Works - 0 to 6 months into site operations

6.54

There will be a series of preliminary works that will start in advance of the major
earthwork operations, these operations will include:
a)

Site access point - This temporary access point on road A1068 to the south of
Houndalee Cottages is at the location of an existing access to a narrow track that
runs north to the Cottages (see Figure 36 for images of access location).
The access point is on the outside of a gentle bend on the A1068 where visibility
is good and the verges within the public highway are wide, as show in Figure 43.
The access is the only vehicular access to the site and will be used by all staff
and commercial vehicles. Approximately 15m of hedgerow (which is currently
classified as being in an unfavourable condition – see Appendix 3) will need to
be removed to accommodate the access point.
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The access point has been designed in full accordance with the Design Manual
for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) guidance, the details of which are shown on
drawings 100073/1001 (access layout and signage details) and 100073/1002
(construction details) that are contained in Appendix 12.
The existing road markings on the A1068 will need to be altered to accommodate
a 30m long turning lane on the north bound carriageway, this will be long enough
to accommodate 2 HGVs waiting to turn right. All road markings will comply with
The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2002 manual.
It is proposed that when exiting the site all HGVs will turn left and avoid crossing
traffic.

Fig 36 – Existing condition photographs of proposed access location

b)

Footpath diversion - An approximate 1.5 mile (2.5km) length of public footpath
will need to be temporarily diverted in order to keep footpath users safely away
from site operations. The route will be fenced off and located on the site’s working
periphery (on the outside of site drainage ditches and screening mounds).
The indicative route of the diverted footpath (Footpath reference number 428/01,
which currently runs between Houndalee Cottages and Hemscott Hill) is shown
on the Rights of Way drawing PA20.
It is proposed that once the site has been restored the footpath will be returned
to its original alignment.
The temporary diversion of the footpath will be subject to a separate legal
process undertaken by Banks Mining and Northumberland County Council.
For more details on the proposed access improvements at restoration please see
Chapter 8.

c)

Transport of machinery – During the initial stages of the site’s development,
the plant and machine complement will be transported to and constructed on site.
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Machinery will be brought to the site by HGVs, some of which, due to its size, will
need to be abnormal loads, which may need to be escorted or placed on to low
loader HGVs. All abnormal loads will be notified to the local highway authority
and police. The route for abnormal load deliveries has been assessed in the
transport Chapter 22 and Appendix 12.
d)

Service diversion and installation – There are two overhead electricity lines
crossing the site (location shown on drawing PA23). Both of these lines will need
to be diverted away from the operational areas prior to the start of operations.
Connections into the existing services will be required for the site compound
(electricity, water and telecoms where possible).

e)

Perimeter fencing – The site working areas will be securely fenced to prevent
unrestricted access to the site and to maintain site safety. Fencing will generally
consist of a standard post and wire arrangement that will be in keeping with the
rural location of the site.

f)

Establishing compound - Construction of the compound will begin from the
outset of the site.

g)

Establishment of water treatment areas – Selected water treatment areas will
be constructed in advance of the main site operations to ensure that all surface
water run-off collected during the initial phase of development can be managed
effectively.

Phase 1 – Commencement of Coal Extraction (PA07) – 6 to 12 Months
6.55

Key actions in this phase:
a)

6.56

Soil will be removed from the following areas of the site:


The compound



Overburden mound 1 (OBM 1)



The initial box cut excavation area



Beneath the proposed perimeter sub soil and drift screening mounds



Areas to be used for water treatment



A limited area of overburden mound 2 (OBM 2), which will be used to screen
the compound from the south



The main haul road

The following mounds will be created from the stripped soil and drift material :
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Mound
name

Type

Max height

Outer face
gradient

Location

TSM1

Topsoil

6m

1 in 4

Northern edge of OBM1

TSM2

Topsoil

6m

1 in 5

North of initial excavation

TSM4

Topsoil

4m - 5m

1 in 2

Eastern perimeter

TSM5

Topsoil

5m

1 in 2

Eastern perimeter

TSM 6

Topsoil

5m

1 in 3

Western perimeter, next to A1068

TSM7

Topsoil

4m

1 in 2

North of the compound

TSM8

Topsoil

6m

1 in 2

Eastern side of compound

TSM9

Topsoil

6m

1 in 2

Southern boundary

SSM1

Subsoil

8m-10m

1 in 5

North of initial excavation

SSM2

Subsoil

12m

1 in 3

Between the compound and OBM1

SSM3

Subsoil

9m

1 in 5

Eastern perimeter

SSM4

Subsoil

10m

1 in 3

Between the car parking and offices
and plant maintenance areas in the
compound

SSM7

Subsoil

10m

1 in 5

A southern extension to SSM1

SSM8

Subsoil

10m

1 in 3

Western side of the compound

DRM1

Drift

9m– 11m

1 in 5

Eastern perimeter

Fig 37 – Phase 1 soil mound details

6.57

In addition, a drift mound will also be created on the eastern boundary of the site
(DRM1). To screen views of the site from road C110 and the dunes at the top of the
beach. The mound is immediately to the north of TSM4.The drift material used is found
beneath the soil layers in parts of the site, and once excavated it can be used as a
substitute for subsoil in the construction of screening mounds.

6.58

A small section of OBM2 will also be constructed from overburden material (which is
anticipated as being primarily finer grained glacial till material) will also be constructed
to screen views of the compound from the south.

6.59

OBM1 will be approximately two thirds complete at this stage, with the visually sensitive
northern, eastern and western flanks being constructed as a priority.

6.60

Initial excavations, or box cut, will have progressed in the northern portion of the site,
and by Phase 1 the excavation void will have encountered the first coal seams that will
be available for extraction (The Ashington, Diamond, and Top Main) from a depth of
approximately 5m onwards.

6.61

The main internal haul road will be in place between the compound, OBM1 and the
initial excavation area. Limited smaller access routes will be created behind the
perimeter mounds to allow access for construction and maintenance.

6.62

At this stage the initial north eastern length (800m) of the Hemscott Hill Burn will also
be diverted eastwards to the sites perimeter.
Phase 2 - Completion of OBM1 (PA08) - Approximately 18 Months

6.63

Key actions in this phase:
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a)

6.64

Additional soil will be removed from the following areas :


Advanced extraction areas, including the removal of the Fox Covert tree
plantation



OBM 2



Beneath additional perimeter sub soil and drift screening and storage
mounds

The following mounds will be created or extended as a result of the soil removal in this
phase:
Mound
name

Type

Max height

Outer
face
gradient

Location

TSM3

Topsoil

4m

1 in 2

Within the site boundary to the
east of SSM 2

TSM4

Topsoil

4m – 5m

1 in 2

Eastern perimeter, additional
soil added

TSM5

Topsoil

5m

1 in 2

Eastern perimeter, additional
soil added

SSM2

Subsoil

10m -12m

1 in 3

Additional soil added in this
phase to existing mound

SSM5

Subsoil

8m

1 in 3 and 1 in
2

Southern perimeter

SSM6

Subsoil

6m

1 in 2

Southern perimeter

Fig 38 – Phase 2 soil mound details

6.65

OBM1 will be completed in this phase and will remain undisturbed until it is dismantled
in Phase 4 (PA10) and a grass sward established to improve the visual amenity of the
mound.

6.66

OBM2 will have commenced construction with the southern, northern and western
sides of the mound being created first to reduce any visual effect from sensitive
viewpoints and locations (see drawing PA19 for phasing details).

6.67

The excavation void will continue to progress southwards, extracting the available coal
resources down to the Bottom Yard seam.

6.68

Significant back filling operations will be in progress, with the first section of progressive
restoration nearing completion. The overburden excavated within this phase will be
immediately placed into the worked areas that are being restored as opposed to being
placed into the above ground overburden storage mounds.

Phase 3 – Maximum Void (PA09) - Approximately 2.5 Years
6.69

Key actions in this phase:
a)

Additional soils will only be removed from the advanced extraction areas of the
site, all perimeter screening mounds have been created by this stage.

b)

Soils taken from the advance operations will be used directly to complete the first
phase of progressive restoration in the northern portion of the extraction area.
Any excess sub soil will be stored to the interior (eastern) side of mound SSM2.
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c)

Both overburden mounds will be completed and grass seeded. Once finished
they will remain undisturbed until the commencement of restoration.

d)

The excavation void and therefore the overburden storage will reach its largest
volume in this phase.

e)

The remaining western 800m of the Hemscott Burn will be diverted early in this
phase.

Phase 4 - Dismantling of OBM1 (PA10) - Approximately 4 Years
6.70

6.71

Key actions in this Phase:
a)

Further soils will only be removed from the remaining extraction areas of the site.
All perimeter screening mounds have been created by this stage.

b)

Soils taken from the advance operations will be used directly to continue the
progressive restoration in the northern and central portions of the extraction area.
Subsoil and topsoil from mounds SSM2 and TSM3 will also be removed and
used for restoration.

c)

The excavation void will narrow and the working void will become smaller. This
means that the overburden contained in OBM1 can begin to be removed and
restored.

d)

OBM 1 will be dismantled first, as leaving it later in the scheme will mean a longer
haul route for the material further south to the final void and mean that the
operations move further away from the properties at Druridge and allow
restoration of the northern part of the site.

OBM 1 will be accessed from the main site haul road on the southern side of the
mound, and will be “hollowed out” before the outer flanks are removed. This process
will allow the majority of the overburden to be removed whilst maintaining the outer
faces of the mound as a screen for the operations.
Phase 5 – dismantling of obm2 (PA11) - Approximately 5 Years

6.72

Key Actions in this Phase:
a)

Excavations will progress to the southernmost extent of the operational area.

b)

Backfilling restoration operations will have commenced in the final void using
material taken from the restored OBM1.

c)

The footprint of OBM1 will be restored to overburden levels (restoration ground
level minus soil depth)

d)

At this stage removal of OBM2 will begin and the material used to restore the
remaining void once OBM1 has been fully restored.

e)

Similarly to the restoration of OBM1, OBM2 will be accessed from the main site
haul road on the southern side of the mound, and will be “hollowed out” before
the outer flanks are removed.

f)

The perimeter screening soil mounds will remain in place for the majority of this
phase to screen the final operations. Soil mounds located within the site
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boundary not being used for screening will be restored first, these comprise all
of SSM1, and TSM3 and part of SSM2 and TSM4.
g)

6.73

The remaining perimeter soil mounds and will first be removed adjacent to the
overburden mounds, then the excavation areas and then finally, the mounds
around the site compound will be last to be restored.

Following the completion of Phase 5, the site operations will then progress into the full
implementation of onsite restoration (plan PA13)
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7.

SITE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
The site environmental management plan (EMP) contains measures to ensure
that the operation of Highthorn adheres to the highest environmental standards.
The site biodiversity action plan (BAP) outlines a number of actions undertaken
in and around the site to improve opportunities for the protection and
enhancement of key target species and their associated habitats during the
sites operation and restoration phases.

7.1

Banks Mining aims to operate to the highest environmental standards on all of its sites
and operations. This is achieved through ensuring that the site is designed to be the
best it possibly can be, is kept up to date with recent legislation and also monitors
closely how the scheme performs once the development has commenced. This is
achieved through regular surveying and auditing of the site’s operations and its effects,
the results of which are openly shared with the local community and Northumberland
County Council.

7.2

It is proposed to operate the Highthorn site in accordance with both a site specific
Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) (see
Appendices 15 and 14 respectively) for clarity of both documents.

7.3

In consultation with NCC and other interested stakeholders, both documents will be
refined and agreed prior to the site commencing, it is for this reason that both
documents are in a draft form accompany this application. Both documents will be
reviewed throughout the working life of the site.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
7.4

The EMP sets the standards of environmental performance in respect of the following
areas:
Air quality

Mine gas

Oil storage

Noise

Fencing

Fuel storage

Blasting

Security

Wildlife

External
appearance of
the site

Water
Management

Waste
Management

Archaeology

Lighting

Soil
Management
Lorry
Movements

7.5

For each of the topic areas, the EMP sets out a principle objective and a series of
actions designed to achieve it. These objectives will form the basis against which the
site will be measured during the environmental audits, which will be undertaken at least
4 times a year during the operational life of the site.

7.6

Planning officers from NCC as well as members of the liaison committee, the
environmental health department and nominated representatives from the local
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community will be invited to take part in the audit. The
results of each audit, together with the results of all
environmental monitoring, will be reported to each
meeting of the liaison committee.
7.7

The framework of the environmental management
procedures outlined above have now been in operation
at Banks surface mining sites for over 20 years.
Through experience they have provided a transparent
and effective means of ensuring satisfactory
environmental performance of a site.

7.8

Banks Environmental Management System is certified
to the BS EN ISO 140001:2004 standard and is subject
to regular internal and independent external audit.

7.9

The EMP (Appendix 15) outlines the measures
proposed to cover the following key matters that
normally arise within a minerals planning application;

7.10

Fig 39 – Highthorn draft environmental
management plan front cover

a)

Air quality action plan – How air quality will be
monitored around the site and what measures will be put in place to reduce dust
emissions.

b)

Noise action plan – How noise will be monitored around the site and what
abatement measures will be put in place on operations to reduce noise emissions

c)

Blasting and vibration management plan – How blasting will be undertaken and
what measures will be put in place to ensure that vibration and the effects of air
over pressure are minimised

It is proposed that the EMP forms part of the list of approved documents. See Chapter
26.

BIODIVERSITY ACTION PLAN
7.11

Both of Banks Mining’s existing
working sites in Northumberland
operate a site-specific biodiversity
action plan (BAP). The BAP outlines
a number of actions to be undertaken
in and around the site to improve the
opportunities for the protection and
enhancement of key target species
and their associated habitats.

7.12

Annual surveys and reports are
carried out to monitor the effect of the Fig 40 – Oyster Catchers on Shotton overburden
mining operations upon the local mound
wildlife. This process has consistently proven that key wildlife species have not simply
vacated the operational areas, but that the habitats created on a working site prove to
be attractive to a wide variety of important species. For example, the overburden
mounds at Brenkley Lane have become an important habitat for brown hare, a priority
species in the UK Biodiversity Action plan. This is just one example of a number of
different habitats that are created on site which prove popular with key species.
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7.13

As a result of the BAPs on the existing sites, all target species have been maintained
on site throughout the lifetime of the project. Re-population of target species is
expected to grow as land is restored and areas of ecological habitat are created.

7.14

A final list of target species will be subject to agreement with key conservation bodies
as well as the NCC ecology officers. At this stage the target protected species at
Highthorn are suggested to include:
Brown hare

Bats

Red Squirrel

Otter

Lapwing

Yellow Wagtail

Barn Owl

Skylark

Yellowhammer

Reed Bunting

Tree Sparrow

Grey Partridge

Pink Footed Goose

Whooper Swan

Twite

Marsh Harrier

Avocet

Curlew

Golden Plover

Wigeon
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8.

RESTORATION AND AFTERCARE
The working areas of the site will be restored to predominantly agricultural use
with improved opportunities for biodiversity, targeting specific Northumberland
Biodiversity Action Plan species
Restoration First will deliver significant ecological and recreational
improvements in areas around the site early into the operational phase of the
scheme
Overall a total of 100ha of new wetland and wet grassland habitats will be
created. (linked to but larger than the combined size of existing Druridge Pools,
Cresswell Ponds and Hauxley Nature Reserves.)
A total of 7.9km of new multi user access routes will be created across the
restored on site areas and the areas subject to Restoration First
The site will be progressively worked, as a result some areas will be restored
from year 2 of operations onwards.
All areas subject to mining operations will be subject to a 5 year aftercare period
from the replacement of topsoil.

8.1

The restoration and wider enhancement works can be split into three distinct phases;
a) Restoration First, b) restoration of areas directly affected by coal extraction and c)
Discover Druridge. This chapter explains the works that will be directly undertaken by
Banks Mining as part of the onsite restoration and Restoration First proposals, Chapter
4 explains the Discover Druridge element of the scheme.
Restoration principles

8.2

Following discussion with communities local to the proposed site and groups and
organisations with interests in Druridge Bay, the Highthorn Project Team identified the
following key principles for the restoration strategy at Highthorn.
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a) Balance
agricultural
production with
improved
biodiversity

e) A wide variety
of new access
routes for all

b) Large-scale
net increase
habitat creation
and connectivity

Highthorn
Restoration
Principles

d) Small/human
scale landscape
design features

c) Long future
protection

Fig 41 – Restoration design principles

a)

Balance agricultural production with improved biodiversity
The Highthorn site will be returned to a predominantly arable and pastoral
agricultural use alongside significant new areas of wetland and wet grassland
habitat. The agricultural practices (such as stewardship agreements, restricting
grazing densities and seeding within field margins and hedgerows) on the site
will be adjusted to ensure that they protect and enhance the newly created
habitats and promote biodiversity within the wider landscape. The creation of
“wildlife islands” within some of the agricultural fields will provide robust long term
important habitats for targeted species.
The restored agricultural areas will be designed to provide habitats that aim to
increase the use of the site by species such as Skylark, Grey Partridge and Reed
Bunting, species which are targeted by the Northumberland Biodiversity Action
Plan.

b)

Large–scale net increase habitats and connectivity
Over 100ha of increased habitat will be created with the objective of delivering a
net benefit for wildlife within Druridge Bay. Through discussions with local
interest groups and organisations such as the NWT and the RSPB large-scale
creation of wetland and wet grassland habitats were agreed as being one of the
most beneficial habitats for the important species that currently use Druridge
Bay.
Habitat creation will be focused on encouraging the spread of important
Northumberland Biodiversity Action Plan species (including but not limited to
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Twite, Curlew, Avocet and Marsh Harrier) onto the site and into the surrounding
area (Cresswell Ponds, Druridge Pools and Warkworth Lane ponds).
The areas of the wetland and wet grassland habitat created at the Restoration
First stage (49ha) of the Highthorn scheme will be approximately the same
combined size as the Druridge Pools and Cresswell Ponds Nature Reserves,
effectively doubling the habitat provision within the Druridge Bay area.
In total, including on site restoration and Restoration First habitat creation,
Highthorn will deliver the new wetland and wet grassland habitats that are
approximately the same combined size (100ha) of the existing Cresswell Ponds,
Druridge Pools and Hauxley Nature Reserves.
c)

Long term future
The new features will be secured for the long term beyond the completion of the
Highthorn scheme. Commitments will be made by the landowners to ensure that
all new habitats are retained and protected as long term features in the
landscape. These features could be secured through the use of legal agreements
connected to Section 39 of the 1981 Wildlife and Countryside Act or through
Environmental Stewardship regimes or other voluntary arrangements.

d)

Small scale landscape design features
Despite being located close to areas of higher landscape quality on the coast,
the area of the proposed working area is currently assessed as being of a low
landscape value. Sporadic, isolated and outgrown hedgerows are frequent, with
large numbers of field boundaries having no hedgerows. Existing field patterns
follow a rigid rectilinear pattern. The restoration design will replace these features
with improved alternatives, such as open swales for drainage, new fields patterns
and species rich hedgerow planting with hedgerow trees on all field boundaries.

e)

A wide variety of new access routes for all
Currently the majority of recreation routes (footpaths and bridleways) around the
Highthorn site are limited to the coast, either along the beach or on the C110
road. Highthorn will create almost 8km of new multi-user access routes that will
connect into this existing network to form a series of circular routes that link the
coast with nearby settlements, existing and proposed points of ecological
importance and other points of interest.

RESTORATION FIRST
8.3

The offsite Restoration First element will commence before the main site operations
(see Figure 42) and will continue through to a point when a significant proportion the
operational site will be progressed restored. The areas of the site that are directly
affected by operations (overburden and soil mounds, excavation void, compound and
water treatment areas) will be restored progressively from phase 3 onwards.

8.4

The following table provides an indication of the extent of restoration works that will be
completed and when (the location of these works is show on drawing PA12 and PA13):
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Year 1

Restoration First

Progressive
restoration

At start of
coal
extraction

Hemscott Hill sand extraction permission removed

None

Remediation and stabilisation works to the areas of the dunes
that have been previously disturbed
2km of new off road multi user route will be created parallel to
the A1068 linking with Ellington Bridleway 011

Year 1

18.6ha of new wetland habitat at Druridge Ponds

None

6ha of new habitat created to the immediate north of Druridge
Pools
Condition Survey of the Chibburn Preceptory
Year 2

11ha of new wet grassland habitat created at Chibburn Pools
4.5ha of wetland habitat created to the immediate west of the
Druridge Pools

19ha
progressively
restored
by
Phase 3

Chibburn Preceptory improvement works, footpath surfacing,
setting and general condition (Route E)
1km of new multi user pathway parallel to the C116 between
High Chibburn and Druridge (Route B)
Year 3

Improvement works to the Hemscott Hill ponds (5ha)
Sowing of a wildflower meadow in the field immediately
surrounding the setting of Chibburn Preceptory

Year 4

Landscape improvement works to the coniferous shelter tree
belts north of the Preceptory
5500m of new native species rich hedgerow planting north of
the Preceptory

Year 5 to
7

58ha
progressively
restored
by
Phase 4
101ha
progressively
restored
by
Phase 5

Remaining 149ha of the working areas restored, which will include the creation
of:
50ha of new wetland habitat created alongside the Hemscott Burn
4.3km of new multi user routes to create a circular routes to the coast and
existing settlements and ecological attractions (Route A & Route D)

Fig 42 – Restoration First schedule

8.5

Banks Mining have been at the forefront of implementing the principle of “Restoration
First”, seeking to provide significant benefits associated with mineral extraction and
restoration in the early stages of operations, rather than having to wait until the site
has been completed, as has tended to be the traditional approach.
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8.6

The Highthorn proposal seeks to deliver significant “Restoration First” benefits
throughout the working life of the site (see Figure 42). The scheme has been designed
from the outset to deliver the restoration benefits year on year alongside the
operational phases of the site.

Year 0 – At the commencement of excavation operations
Removal of Hemscott Hill sand extraction planning permission
8.7

The current planning permission for sand and gravel extraction at Hemscott Hill will be
permanently subject to the approval of the Highthorn planning application. The full
details of the sand extraction are explained in Chapter 3.

8.8

The permission for sand extraction currently has no restriction on the rate of sand that
can be removed, and covers an area of broadly 40ha of beach and dunes, this is the
equivalent of approximately 13% of the overall beach and dune system within Druridge
Bay.

8.9

Alongside the removal of the planning permission, the area that has been subjected to
sand extraction will be restored and the dunes re-stabilised. This will include the
removal of any operational equipment and machinery from the site and planting of
dune stabilising species such as marram grass to support the recovery of the site. If
necessary, limited landscape works may also need to be undertaken.
Creation of cycleway and footway parallel to the A1068 – “Route C”

8.10

There is currently no separate footway
or cycleway between the junction of
Mile Road and Houndalee Cottages on
the A1068. A new 2km stretch of
segregated route will be created off the
highway and will provide a safe parallel
route to the A1068 for a portion of this
route. This off road route will connect
into the existing Ellington bridleway 011

8.11

At Mile Road users will be able to use
the footway to the west that connects to
Widdrington Station. Part of this route
will form a section of the proposed
diversion course for a potential
Widdrington footpath 428/011 (see
drawing
PA20
for
details).
Year 1
Creation of “Druridge Ponds” – Year
1
Fig 43 – Druridge Ponds

8.12

Located opposite the entrance to the
Druridge Pools car park on the corner of the C110 and C116, a further 18ha of wetland
habitat will be created. Similarly to “Chibburn pools” created in year 1, the “Druridge
Ponds” will help to create a linking habitat between the existing wetland areas at
Druridge Ponds to the north with the Hemscott Ponds, Cresswell Ponds further south
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8.13

Initial works in this area will include altering the drainage regime of the site through reprofiling of the landform. The amended profile is illustrated in Figure 43, this shows the
site being raised or lowered by a maximum of 1.5m from existing levels. Banks Mining
have undertaken similar habitat creation on the Brenkley Lane site (see image in Figure
44) using a mixture of small excavators and dozers to sculpt the revised landform. Due
to the majority of the re-profiling works taking place within the soil layer, this operation
can only be undertaken in suitably dry conditions.

Fig 44 – Wetland scrapes created at Brenkley

8.14

The re-profiling will help to establish a variety of small scale habitats including wetland,
open water, wet and drier grassland. Once the small scale earthworks have been
completed the area will be re-sown with a nectar rich grass species.

8.15

Where practical, these new areas will be subject to low intensity grazing similar to that
currently undertaken at the nearby Druridge Pools Nature Reserve. This level of
agricultural use is essential to ensure that these new wetland habitats develop the
highest value in terms of biodiversity. The use of livestock within these areas will
perform two important functions, firstly cattle will break up the grass sward to provide
a variety of micro relief and habitats and secondly they manage the sward to create
space for new species to establish.
Druridge Pools northern extension

8.16

4.5ha of land to the immediate north of the boundary of the Druridge Pools Nature
Reserve will be taken out of its current level of agricultural production and changed to
more ecologically beneficial uses.
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8.17

Due to the proximity of this area
to the Northumberland Wildlife
Trust’s Druridge Pools Nature
Reserve, the final design for this
part of the Highthorn proposal
should be complementary to the
NWTs aspirations for their
existing site. The Druridge Pools
Nature Reserve was formed as
part of the Radar North surface
mine and consists of two wet
fields to the south and deep lake
to the north, and is particularly
popular with wintering wildfowl.

8.18

Through discussions to date with
Fig 45 – Druridge Pools North
the NWT management staff
responsible for the reserve, a
number of potential areas of improvement have been suggested. For example, the
northern edge of the lake is relatively steep and subsequently is of little use to the key
target species of wildfowl that use the reserve. A suggested remedy to this would be
the creation of a much shallower margin to the deep northern edge of the lake. This
action could be achieved using the area proposed for inclusion within the Highthorn
proposals. In addition to works to the lake, further wetland and wet grassland similar
to that proposed at “Chibburn Pools” would also provide a net improvement for
biodiversity around the reserve.

8.19

Due to the scale of the proposal for the northern (and western extension) to Druridge
Pools, the final design for these areas would be prepared, if possible, in discussion
with the NWT prior to any Restoration First works taking place.
Condition survey of Chibburn Preceptory

8.20

The Low Chibburn Preceptory is on the Historic England Heritage at Risk Register,
owing to its isolated location, general condition and vulnerability to anti-social
behaviour. As part of the Highthorn proposals a series of measures are being put
forward aimed at improving its condition, accessibility and its setting, with the objective
being to secure the property’s removal from the “at risk” register.

8.21

In year 1 a condition survey will be undertaken of the Preceptory to establish the
general state of the monument, and if any emergency works are required to prevent
further deterioration of the structure. The results of this survey will then be used to
inform the proposed improvement works proposed for year 2 and year 3, if necessary.

Fig 46 – Chibburn Preceptory
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Year 2 - Creation of “Chibburn Ponds”
8.22

11ha of new wetland and wet grassland will be created
between Dunbat Burn and Chibburn Mouth forming an
area which has been provisionally termed as “Chibburn
Pools”. This feature will form an important linking habitat
between the East Chevington nature reserve and
Druridge Pools.

8.23

The creation of these ponds will follow the same method
as is outlined in relation to “Druridge ponds”. As with the
other wetland areas, minor earthworks will be undertaken
to allow a damp grassland sward to develop and a variety
of nectar rich plant species will be sown. Once the area
has become established the wetland will be grazed by
livestock in order to maintain the biodiversity value of the
habitat.

Fig 47 – Chibburn Pools

Druridge Pools western extension
8.24

6ha of improved grassland to the immediate west of
the existing boundary of the Druridge Pools nature
reserve, will be taken out of a solely pastoral use and
re-profiled and re-seeded to allow the development
of species rich wet grassland and wet land habitat.
Chibburn Preceptory improvement work

8.25

Following the completion of the condition survey the
previous year and alongside the works to the
adjoining western extension to Druridge Pools the
following actions will be undertaken:
a)

b)

c)

Although there is a formal right of way
(Widdrington footpath 428/013) exists to the
Preceptory, it is not clearly marked or surfaced
(it currently consists of a grass path with
stiles). A 2.5m wide and 660m long surfaced
path will be created from the existing surfaced
path at Druridge Pools to the Preceptory.
Current stiles in place on the route will also be
removed and replaced with gates. These works
are labelled as “Route E” as part of the
restoration proposals.
A formal circular stone path will be created
within the Preceptory grounds. Currently there
is no formal route, with much of the monument
being overgrown with vegetation (see Figure 52)

Fig 48 – Druridge Pools West

Fig 49 – Chibburn Preceptory wildflower
meadows

Signage to the Preceptory will be improved from the new circular route and
existing rights of way in the area.
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d)

New interpretation boards will be installed to update and replace the
existing weathered notices.

e)

Metal parkland fencing will be
installed around the perimeter of the property in order to highlight its prominence
in the landscape.

Creation of segregated multi user route parallel to the C116 – “Route B”
8.26

A new 1km length of traffic free route will be created running parallel to the south of
the C116, between High Chibburn and Druridge. The route will eventually connect with
“Route A” at High Chibburn which will be created at the completion of the site. From
Druridge users can then connect into the Sustrans Route 1 or walk along the beach or
dunes.

8.27

“Route B” will form an important
part of a series of traffic free
walking, cycling and horse riding
routes between the coast and
settlements
immediately
surrounding the site (Widdrington,
Ellington,
Cresswell,
and
Widdrington Station).

8.28

“Route B” will be set within the Fig 50 – High Chibburn to Druridge access route
fields to the south of the C116
separated from the road. This will provide a safe off road route that will mean that
cyclists, pedestrians and equestrians can access the coastal routes without having to
navigate the potentially dangerous blind corners of the C116 west of Druridge.

Year 3
Improvement works to Hemscott Hill Ponds
8.29

The existing two ponds at Hemscott Hill are located in an important position linking
Cresswell Ponds to the south and Druridge Pools to the north (see Figure 59). It is
proposed that the perimeter of the ponds will be re-seeded with species rich wet
grassland mix and new ponds will be added to the southern edge. The ponds will be
fenced off to prevent heavy poaching occurring on the water’s edge. These works will
allow the development of shallow wetland margins that are used by many of the
important species around the site.
Remaining improvement works to Chibburn Preceptory

8.30

The following remaining improvement works will be undertaken in year 3, these
include:
a)

The sowing of a wildflower meadow in the 1.5ha field immediately surrounding
the Preceptory

b)

A new woodland screen will be planted to block views of the modern agricultural
buildings at High Chibburn to the south.
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Year 4
Wider landscape improvement works
Shelter belts and hedgerows
8.31

As part of the restoration of previous surface mines in Druridge Bay and previous
agricultural policy, approximately 3.8km of coniferous tree belts were planted. This was
created in order to meet the priority at the time of helping improve the agricultural
production in the area by screening the fields from the prevailing winds. These tree
belts have developed into dominating linear features that are very obvious manmade
elements that detract from the coastal landscape.

8.32

It is proposed that some of these shelter belts are felled or selectively thinned (leaving
a deciduous trees) and allowed to regenerate (new planting if required) into areas of
native scrub. These shelterbelts
are highlighted in dark green in
Figure 51.

8.33

A survey will be undertaken of the
selected tree belts to establish
the
best
locations
for
thinning/removal and replanting.
All of these works will be in liaison
with the local interest groups,
landowners and tenant farmers to
ensure there are no unacceptable
effects
upon
ecology,
or
agricultural operations.

8.34

Alongside the improvement
Fig 51 – Hedgerow & tree belt improvements
works to the shelterbelts a
comprehensive programme of new hedgerow planting will be undertaken in the same
area. An additional 5.5km of new native species rich hedgerows will be planted in year
4 (locations show in light green in Figure 51)

ONSITE RESTORATION
8.35

Progressive restoration of the areas directly affected by mining operations will
commence towards the end of year 2 of operations and will continue until the
completion the site. The restoration principles that are outlined at the start of the
Chapter will apply to the onsite restoration as well as those areas subject to Restoration
First.
Landscape character

8.36

The restoration of the working area of the site aims to create a new mixed agricultural
landscape that provides a secure and protected network of new, diverse ecological
habitats.

8.37

A medium sized field pattern that is typical of the pre-mining landscape in this part of
Northumberland will be created. Irregular shaped fields bounded by species rich
hedgerows that have simple direction changes to avoid uniform rectilinear shapes in
the landscape. Broad leaved trees will be included in new hedgerows and be allowed
to grow into hedgerow trees.
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8.38

Small field corner copses and areas of rough grass and broader hedgerows will be
designed into the field pattern to add to the diversity of habitats and ensure space for
nature in an agricultural landscape.

8.39

The reinstated Hemscott Burn will be set within a wider corridor containing wetland and
wet grassland habitats. This will form a shallow valley that will provide a link between
the ecologically important habitats at the coast with newly created and existing damp
grassland at Warkworth Lane ponds and the restored Hemscott Burn.
Small, human scale landscape features

8.40

A number of human scale landscape features will be created to give detail and interest
in the restored site. These details will include:
a)

Double hedgerows along sections of the new access routes – this will create a
“green lane” effect, similar to that of the existing Warkworth Lane (bridleway
403/001 and bridleway 405/011 see drawing PA20) which is located off site.

Fig 52 – Double hedgerow created on former Banks site – Gardners Houses

The hedgerows and associated species rich grassland within the corridor will
create important wildlife linkages across the restored site outside of the
agricultural areas.
b)

Swales – Currently the agricultural areas of the site are drained using relatively
deep, steep sided “v” ditches. It is proposed that open drainage channels will be
in the form of naturalistic swales, which have an open profile and will be seeded
with species rich seed mix. The profile of the swales allows more light in to the
channel making them more beneficial to a greater number of species.
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These features will encourage the development of a greater level of biodiversity
through the provision of new habitats some of which will be seasonally wet and
other that will be permanent open water.

Fig 53 – Wetland created on Brenkley

c)

Traditional features of older landscapes – details such grassed banks on field
margins and hedgerow banks provide diversity of habitats which will improve
opportunities for a greater variety of species to utilise the site.

Fig 54 – Pre working hedgerows on Brenkley

8.41

It is proposed that these restoration details will need to be provided (by way of a
planning condition) prior to the completion of the first phase of progressive restoration.
Restoration topography

8.42

The Highthorn site will be restored to broadly its current landform level, due to the fact
that the material to be excavated will have a low bulkage factor.

8.43

Bulkage is a ratio that is applied to excavated material that provides an indication of
how much of its volume will increase or “bulk up” following excavation as a result of
solid rock being broken up and air pockets being created. Factors such as quality and
type of rock and extraction methods can influence this ratio.

8.44

At Highthorn, due to the relatively finer grained nature of the material that occurs on
site (i.e. drift and boulder clay) and its subsequent low bulkage value, when taking
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account of the coal removed from site, the extracted overburden material can be
replaced and the site returned to near its current landform levels
8.45

The restoration strategy (drawing PA13) illustrates the proposed restored contours
which show the landform tying in with the existing levels around the site.

8.46

A number of existing topographical details will be recreated at restoration including:
a)

The shallow valley of the Hemscott Burn and other subtle drainage features

b)

The gentle rise in levels across the site, from a low level of 4m AOD in the east
at Hemscott Hill Farm to 28m AOD at the A1068

c)

The rising landform towards Widdrington village

Land use split
8.47

The land use of each field compartment shown in the restoration drawing PA13 is
outlined in Figure 55 below:
Ref.

Size
(Ha)

land use

Ref.

Size
(Ha)

Land use

A1

31.2

Restored agricultural land

A15

22.3

Restored agricultural land

A2

13.7

Restored agricultural land

A16

4.2

Restored agricultural land

A3

25.1

Restored agricultural land

A17

7.7

Restored agricultural land

A4

7.4

Restored agricultural land

A18

6

Restored agricultural land

A5

10.2

Restored agricultural land

A6

15

Restored agricultural land

W1

0.7

Restored woodland

A7

3.5

Restored agricultural land

W2

0.6

Restored woodland

A8

13.7

Restored agricultural land

W3

0.8

Restored woodland

A9

16.3

Restored agricultural land

W4

0.8

Restored woodland

A10

11.5

Restored agricultural land

W5

0.5

Restored woodland

A11

11.2

Restored agricultural land

WH1

50.5

Restored wetland habitat

A12

6.8

Restored agricultural land

A13

14.6

Restored agricultural land

A14

7.9

Restored agricultural land

Fig 55 – Land use at restoration

8.48

The areas identified as being used for agricultural production may be split between
arable and pastoral use, this is likely to vary on a seasonal basis as is currently the
case with the landowners.
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Fig 56 – Wildlife island on restored Brenkley Lane

8.49

Within fields A3 and A1 it is proposed that a series of wildlife islands, are created. This
is an initiative that has been developed at the existing Brenkley Lane site within arable
fields. These are areas roughly 30mx10m where the topsoil is left off to create
depression forming an “island” of damp rough grass within the arable field. This creates
new habitats suitable for a variety of species including Skylark and Snipe as well as
important invertebrate and plant species.
Drainage

8.50

All restored surface water drainage routes will be directed through a series of open
swales towards the Hemscott Burn.

8.51

All fields to be used for agricultural production will have new under drainage systems
installed, the outfalls from which will be linked into the open swales.

8.52

The proposed areas of species
rich grassland and woodland will
not be under drained.
Wetland habitats
Hemscott Burn

8.53

50.5ha of new wetland habitat will
be created inland on either side of
the channel of the Hemscott Burn.
This is located adjacent to the
existing Local Wildlife Site at
Warkworth Lane Ponds and aims
to create a similar habitat that will
become equally as valuable in
terms of biodiversity.

8.54

Many of the existing wetland
habitats within Druridge Bay are
positioned in areas vulnerable to Fig 57 – Restored Hemscott Burn
coastal erosion and flooding,
factors that will ultimately affect their long term viability. The Hemscott Burn proposed
wetland will be sufficiently distanced from the areas at risk, that it can become an
alternative habitat for important species as the coastal habitats potentially become
inundated.
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8.55

The restoration of the Hemscott Burn through the southern part of the site would form
a core element for a network of connecting wetland habitats. The overall aim of this
will be to create a wetland habitat that links the Warkworth Lane ponds to the south
and the Hemscott Hill ponds next to the farm.

Fig 58 – Indicative wetland details

8.56

A number of off-stream ponds and scrapes would be created along the watercourse
with a variety of depths and profiles some of which will be seasonal (see Figure 57).

8.57

The restored burn will sit within a very open channel, similar to the Brenkley Lane
example shown in Figure 53. This area would be seeded with a species rich wet
grassland mix on subsoil to ensure a low nutrient seed bed. The long term
management of this area will be through low intensity grazing with stock that will be
carefully controlled.
Hemscott link

8.58

Between the Hemscott Burn
wetland area (WH1 on drawing
PA12) and the Hemscott Ponds
(year 3 Restoration First works,
see Figure 59), the Hemscott
Burn will pass through a linking
habitat shown on drawing
PA13. Either side of the stream
channel, a species nectar rich
grass mix will be sown to allow
an 30m wide corridor to be
formed that encourages the
movement of wildlife between
the habitats at the coast and
the new and established areas
(Warkworth
Lane
Ponds)
further in land.
Woodland

Fig 59 – Hemscott Ponds

8.59

A total of 5 separate field corner copses, totalling 3.4ha, will be created adjacent to the
agricultural fields. These will all be located over 1km from the beach to ensure that
there is no conflict with the important bird species that use the coast and naturally avoid
wooded areas.

8.60

The woodlands would be planted with native broadleaved species such as oak, alder,
beech, and lime. It is proposed that the final planting specification will be subject to
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agreement by way of planning condition with NCC as part of the approval of final
restoration details.
Hedgerows
8.61

An estimated 10km of new hedgerows will be created on site. The hedgerows will
contain a carefully selected mix of species (including hedgerow trees) that is in keeping
with the coastal location.

8.62

Hedgerow management would follow Natural England guidance cutting sides of the
hedge on alternate years so that one side is allowed to fruit each year and allowing the
hedge to grow taller over a 5 year period. A 1-2m strip on either side of the hedgerow
will be seeded with a hedgerow herb mix.

8.63

Single hedgerows will be placed on most field boundaries, and double hedgerows will
be created at selected locations either side of some of the new proposed access
routes. Broad (5m wide) species rich hedgerow will be created between fields A15, A9,
A10, A8, A11, A6, A5 and A7. Existing hedgerows on the site’s periphery will be
retained (the exception being in the location of the site access).
Public access routes

8.64

Throughout Druridge Bay the majority of the public access routes are located close to
or on the beach or the dunes. These routes will remain unaffected by the Highthorn
proposals, however the new routes will be created with the dual purpose of providing
new attractions and facilities for visitors and local residents and also is improve the
visitor experience of Druridge Bay.

8.65

Including Restoration First, a total of 7.9km of new or upgraded public access routes
will be created in and around the Highthorn site. These are listed in the schedule shown
in Figure 60.
Route
number

Route detail

Distance
(m)

Onsite restoration or
Restoration First

Route A

Runs north to south through the site
between Highthorn and High Chibburn

3.7km

Onsite restoration

Route B

High Chibburn to Druridge parallel to C116

1km

Year
First

2

Restoration

Route C

Traffic free A1068 parallel route to connect
with Ellington bridleway 428/013

2km

Year
First

0

Restoration

Route D

Houndalee Cottages to a connection with
Route A

630m

Onsite restoration

Route E

Existing adopted route Widdrington
428/013 between Chibburn Preceptory
and Druridge pools

660m

Year
First

2

Restoration

Fig 60 – Access route details
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Route features
8.66

All routes to be created to a standard that allows easy access for walkers, horse riders
and cyclists. The routes will be surfaced with crushed stone to ensure that they do not
deteriorate. It is proposed that the full specification for all of the access routes is agreed
by way of condition prior to restoration works commencing.

8.67

All new routes will be permissive. This approach has been acceptable at recently
approved schemes associated with the Brenkley Lane and Shotton surface mines.

8.68

In addition to the creation of these routes, which will include surfacing and fencing,
accompanying way marking signage, interpretation and points of interest will be
installed at regular intervals along all of the new routes. These points of interest will
relate to the ecology, history and people of the Druridge Bay as well as being possible
locations for the installation of artwork.

8.69

The final design and content of these points of interest will be prepared in conjunction
with the partnership that will be formed to progress the long term Discover Druridge
(see Chapter 4), but funding can be committed to the installation of these features by
Banks Mining.
Route A

8.70

Route A is a 3.7km link connecting Ellington bridleway 11 with the C116 at High
Chibburn that will run through the newly created wetland habitat at Hemscott Burn.

8.71

The starting point of this route at Highthorn can be easily accessed by pedestrians,
equestrians and cyclists who can use the existing bridleway and footpath network
coming from Cresswell and Ellington. Ellington bridleway 11 also connects into
Warkworth Lane, which in turn connects to the C110, dunes and beach at Blakemoor
Links.

8.72

North of the new wetland habitat to be created at Hemscott Burn the route will stay on
the eastern side of the retained tree belts before moving north eastwards to meet the
C116. Here users will then be able to use the C116 to access the shop and pub facilities
at Widdrington village to the west, head east towards the coast, or head north on the
existing Widdrington 428/014 footpath. See drawing PA13 for the location details of
this route.

8.73

This new pathway has been designed to complete a generally flat and largely off road
circular route, totalling approximately 3.7km that can easily be accessed by visitors
and the local residents at Ellington, Cresswell, Widdrington, Widdrington Station and
Druridge.
Route D

8.74

The existing Widdrington footpath 11 will need to be diverted during the 7 years of the
sites operation. At restoration the footpath will be restored onto its original alignment.
At restoration it is proposed to upgrade a 630m stretch to bridleway standard from
Houndalee Cottages eastwards to connect to the connection with ” Route A”.
Progressive restoration

8.75

The working area will be progressively restored with 19ha in Phase 2, 58ha in Phase
3, 101ha at Phase 4 and the completed (149ha) following Phase 5.
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8.76

Overburden material will be restored first in a series of layers to ensure minimal
settlement. Once the required overburden material has been replaced to the approved
levels, sub soil will be replaced first then top soil, each soil type being replaced
separately. As part of the replacement of each soil layer, inspections will be undertaken
to ensure that no large stones are present that may have an effect upon the drainage
and agricultural use of the land. After these soil replacement stages have been
checked by NCC officers, cultivations and formal aftercare will commence.

8.77

The formal entry of restored field parcels into aftercare will need to be agreed with NCC
on a field by field basis annually. This could be undertaken depending on viable field
areas being created. A programme of regular site inspections undertaken by NCC
minerals monitoring officers will allow NCC to track the progressive restoration and
agree the release of areas into aftercare.

AFTERCARE
8.78

8.79

Aftercare will commence at the completion of final restoration i.e. the replacement of
topsoil). The aftercare period will extend for a minimum of 5 years beyond the
completion of restoration, in which time the following actions will be undertaken:
a)

Drainage works, including underdrainage

b)

Field boundary treatment, including fencing

c)

Cultivations and seeding

d)

Woodland and hedgerow planting

e)

Footpath, tracks and roads and stiles, gates and signage

f)

Ponds and wetlands

The progress of the site through the aftercare period will be monitored through the
production of annual monitoring reports and site meetings with representatives of NCC,
Natural England and the landowners.
Site Drainage

8.80

On completion of the soil replacements and where possible before cultivation works, a
surface drainage scheme will be designed and installed to control water flow and
erosion.

8.81

The initial drainage will comprise open water channels and will be indicated on a
detailed restoration plan. Where possible, these will direct water into the wetland areas
within the site.

8.82

Ditches and watercourses will be formed as naturally as possible, with a variety of
turns, profiles, widths and depths.

8.83

A comprehensive field underdrainage and water trough installation scheme will be
designed and installed in year two of aftercare to land proposed for arable and
grassland (permanent and temporary grass) production. A detailed design for the
underdrainage proposals will be agreed with Northumberland County Council and the
landowner beforehand.
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8.84

On completion of the underdrainage, the land will be subsoiled 90 degrees to the
laterals, carried out to a depth of 450mm at 600mm centres. Cultivations and stone
picking will be carried out to produce a suitable seedbed.
Boundaries, fencing and signage

8.85

The fencing will be erected on completion of the topsoil replacement, initial site
drainage works and cultivation and seeding works.

8.86

Arable agricultural field boundaries will comprise of hedgerows. Fencing to the pasture
land will have pig-netting and two strands of barbed wire. This will provide a total fence
height of 1065mm above ground level.

8.87

Field gates will be 4.6m wide and constructed from metal. Field stiles or kissing-gates
will be fitted to footpaths as necessary and all enclosure details will be located at
positions as shown on a detailed restoration plan, to the specifications and details
agreed with NCC and land owners.

8.88

Signage to be installed where necessary within the footpath and bridleway network,
this will be achieved by a combination of way-marking and finger posts in conjunction
with stiles, gates and fence posts. Interpretation boards will also be provided at
appropriate locations agreed with NCC and land owners, so as to inform the public of
the key features within the restored site.
Cultivations and seeding

8.89

The aim of the restoration of the agricultural land is to restore it to at least its former
agricultural potential and where possible with the installation of a modern
underdrainage scheme improve the productivity of the land. This will be done to ensure
that after the extraction of coal there will not be any long term detrimental effect on the
agricultural productivity of the land.

8.90

The agricultural land will be sown with a temporary grass seed mix until the
underdrainage scheme is installed in year two. On completion of the underdrainage
scheme the agricultural area will be reseeded, the details of this will be agreed with the
mineral planning officer and the landowner/tenant as part of a more detailed
programme produced nearer the time and will relate to the landowners/farmers
agricultural policy at that time.

8.91

The seeding of non-agricultural areas on completion of soil replacement will be sown
with a grass seed mix to be agreed with NCC. A seeding mix for areas to be planted
with trees and shrubs will also be agreed. In the conservation areas and wetlands; a
seed mixture containing a percentage of nectar rich wildflowers and herbs will be sown
onto a cultivated seedbed. If available, wildflower seed will be collected from around
the site to be used for vegetation establishment. If this is not the case then a UK
provenance seed mix is to be used.
Ponds and Wetlands

8.92

It is proposed that once formed and completed; the areas around the ponds will be
seeded with a mix to be agreed with NCC, with the areas immediately surrounding the
ponds being allowed to colonize naturally with local vegetation.

8.93

It may be necessary to give some of the ponds an initial “kick-start” with some silt and
vegetation translocated from other ponds on the site. Locally sourced cell-grown plants
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may also be planted to assist with early establishment. It will be ensured that no
invasive or exotic species are introduced during this operation and its implementation.
Woodland and Hedgerow Planting
8.94

It is proposed to establish a total of approximately 3.4 hectares of woodland with the
aim of creating a good quality visual landscape and to establish areas for nature
conservation.

8.95

Native deciduous species will be selected to both enhance the wildlife value of the site
and their potential success on the newly restored land. The trees and shrubs will be
predominantly planted as 45-60cm transplants.

8.96

The main climax/canopy trees, such as oak and beech will be random planted in
groups of 5-20 number at 1500 plants / hectare (after allowing for up to 10% open
space). Shrub species will be concentrated on the woodland edges and small groups,
3-5 number, will be dispersed within the main woodland and interior glades in
accordance with Forestry Commission best practice. During establishment the
woodland planting will be maintained with a 1m diameter weed free area around
individual plants, utilising a suitable herbicide.

8.97

Hedgerows will be set out and planted as shown on the restoration strategy drawing
PA13. New hedgerow plants will be planted in a double staggered row at 30cm centres,
the rows being 30cm apart. Hedgerow plants will be 45-60cm.

8.98

Hedgerow trees will be randomly spaced within the hedge line in single species groups
of between one and three, with an overall average of 3 trees per 100 metres. Planting
will be undertaken during the first winter planting season following cultivations and
seeding of the woodland seed mixture above. The species mix for the woodlands and
hedgerows will be subject to agreement with NCC by way of condition.
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9.

PLANNING POLICY ASSESSMENT
The Highthorn proposals comply with national and emerging local planning
policies for coal extraction.
In the absence of an up to date local plan the Highthorn scheme should be
determined in accordance with the NPPF.
The scheme satisfies the test for coal extraction outlined in paragraph 149 of
the NPPF by demonstrating that the site is environmentally acceptable.
The proposed benefits delivered through the site’s operational, restoration,
Restoration First and Discover Druridge phases will deliver many key policy
objectives of the NPPF and emerging local policy.

THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
9.1

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 1990 states that the local
planning authority should determine planning applications in accordance with the
development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

9.2

The Development Plan for the Highthorn site consist of the following documents:
a)

Northumberland Minerals Local Plan (NMLP) (Adopted 2000)

b)

Castle Morpeth Local Plan (CMLP) (Adopted 2003)

9.3

Both the NMLP and the CMLP contain polices that were “saved” in 2007 to allow for
the preparation of new, up to date development plan documents. In the period since
2007, while progress has been made on the preparation of a new development plan,
significant delays have occurred. As a consequence, these saved polices remain in
place until the adoption of the Northumberland Core Strategy, which is planned for
autumn 2016 according to the latest NCC Local Development Scheme.

9.4

The NMLP covers minerals and waste relevant planning polices whilst the CMLP
covers more general designation polices surrounding the Highthorn site. The NMLP
was adopted in 2000 following a period of preparation which began in the mid-1990s
and set down NCCs polices and proposals that would guide minerals development to
the year 2006. Similarly the CMLP set down policies and proposals for the
development of land and buildings within the former district up to 2006.

9.5

Both elements of the development plan for Highthorn are therefore now approaching
being a decade out of date. The relevance of the saved policies to the consideration of
the Highthorn proposal and the weight they are given must therefore be seen in the
context of more recent policy statements and more modern surface mining standards
and expectations.
The approach to supply of coal from Northumberland

9.6

The NMLP set down an approach to the supply of coal from the Northumberland
Coalfield which was based on the identification of allocated sites, areas of constraint
where exceptions may be allowed, and general criteria policies. The Highthorn site lies
within one of the areas of constraint identified in the NMLP (Policy C3).
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9.7

The NMLP contained a commitment that the approach to the supply of coal from the
County would be regularly reviewed over the plan period. For several reasons, these
reviews did not take place. Consequently, when the constraint area approach was
subsequently tested by a Government Inspector at the Shotton Public inquiry, the
weight to be given it was substantially diminished.

9.8

This view was further re-enforced by NCCs own legal advice in the determination of a
planning application at Potland Burn in 2008 which noted that the policies of the NMLP
relating to coal should only be afforded limited weight and could not be relied upon to
determine the application.
Relationship with the NPPF

9.9

The 2012 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) reiterates the starting point for
the consideration of all applications is an up to date local plan and planning applications
are to be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise (Paragraphs 196 and 197 of the NPPF).

9.10

Paragraph 151 of the NPPF states that local plans must be prepared with the objective
of contributing to sustainable development and need to be consistent with the NPPF.
Neither the NMLP, nor the CMLP were prepared with the explicit objective of
contributing to sustainable development and as such the development plan for
Highthorn is fundamentally inconsistent with the NPPF.

9.11

Paragraph 157 and 163 of the NPPF state that Local Plans should plan for the long
term (15 year period) and should be kept up to date. Neither development plan
documents planned for a period beyond 2006. In addition, neither document have been
maintained, a point that was supported by Government Planning Inspector in relation
to the determination of the Shotton surface mine. In this respect the development plan
is not consistent with the NPPF.

9.12

As a result of this fundamental inconsistency with the more recent NPPF, it can be
clearly demonstrated that the current development plan is significantly out of date and
cannot be relied upon to guide the determination of planning applications. This material
consideration means that the Highthorn proposals should be determined in the context
of the NPPF, rather the development plan.

9.13

This position is further supported and clarified by paragraph 14 of the NPPF which
states that where relevant policies within the development plan are out-of-date (as is
in this case), permission should be granted for the proposal, as long as the benefits
outweigh any adverse effects and that the proposal is not restricted by other polices
within the NPPF.

9.14

Paragraph 149 of the NPPF addresses coal extraction, and is discussed in more detail
below, however the assessment finds that the Highthorn proposal is in compliance with
that policy statement. The Highthorn proposals will deliver national and local benefits
that will outweigh any adverse effects of the proposed scheme. The Highthorn scheme
therefore meets these criteria, and in the absence of an up to date local plan, the
scheme should be granted permission in accordance with the NPPF.
The Emerging Northumberland Local Plan

9.15

The inconsistency between the current development plan and the NPPF is further
underlined by the approach of the emerging Northumberland Local Plan. The
Northumberland Core Strategy issues and options paper produced in May 2012 noted
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in particular that the previous approach of defining constraint areas (as outlined in the
NMLP as Policy C3) for coal extraction was an unacceptable approach. Subsequent
consultations on the local plan, including the latest draft of the Core Strategy (Presubmission) produced in September 2015, have further supported this position.
Determination of the Highthorn proposals
9.16

In the absence of an up to date development plan that is sound and consistent with the
NPPF, the Highthorn proposals should be determined in accordance with the policies
contained within both the NPPF, with some weight also being attached to the relevant
policies within emerging Northumberland Local Plan.

NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK – (NPPF)
Paragraph 149 – Coal extraction test:
9.17

The NPPF contains a specific policy test for surface mining of coal; this is set out in
paragraph 149 as the following:
““Permission should not be given for the extraction of coal unless the proposal is
environmentally acceptable, or can be made so by planning conditions or obligations;
or if not, it provides national, local or community benefits which clearly outweigh the
likely impact to justify the grant of planning permission”

9.18

The environmental assessments contained within this planning application
demonstrate that the proposed coal extraction at Highthorn is environmentally
acceptable. The mitigation measures outlined in each assessment ensure that the
scheme remains environmentally acceptable and, the implementation of these
measures can be controlled by condition. The Highthorn proposal therefore passes the
first test of paragraph 149.

9.19

Despite complying with the first part of this policy, the Highthorn proposals provide
significant national and local benefits and community benefits. Please see Chapter 3
for full details of the benefits proposed, in summary these include:
a)

3 million tonnes of indigenous coal to be supplied to national power generators,
industrial and domestic users

b)

50 new jobs and the continuation of at least 50 existing Northumberland roles,
overall providing 100 jobs on site

c)

An additional estimated £48,000,000 economic contribution into the local supply
chain

d)

The continuation of established apprenticeship programme undertaken by Banks
Mining in conjunction with Northumberland College

e)

The removal of the Hemscott Hill sand extraction permission thereby helping to
protect 13% of the total Druridge Bay beach and dune system.

f)

The creation of 100ha of new habitats to complement and enhance some of
those currently in place within the existing Nature Reserves within Druridge Bay.
This area is the same equivalent size as the Hauxley, Cresswell Ponds and
Druridge Pools Nature Reserves combined.
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g)

7.9km of new safe multi user access routes, improving the traffic free links
between the local community and the coast and giving people more reasons to
visit Druridge Bay.

h)

A significant programme of Restoration First operations, securing the creation of
new habitats (49ha), access routes (7.9km) and other improvement works
(removal and remediation of Hemscott Hill sand extraction and the Chibburn
Preceptory preservation works). These works will be undertaken over the first 4
years of the sites operation.

i)

On site restoration proposes the planting of 10km of new native species mix
hedgerows, 5100 trees over a 3.4ha area and the creation of over 50ha of
wetland habitats and 4.3km of permissive access routes suitable for pedestrians,
cyclists and horse riders.

j)

£450,000 of community funding available, the equivalent of 15p per tonne of coal
extracted:


£225,000 will be earmarked for local community initiatives



£225,000 will be set aside to provide a “learning, working, earning” fund to
help people in the local community to access employment

k)

Contribution of £1,500,000 in business rates for Northumberland and a tax
contribution of £6,000,000

l)

£17,000,000 in wages to staff supporting Northumberland and North east staff
and their families

m)

The investment of £400,000 into the “Discover Druridge” initiative, a long term
sustainable plan to attract visitors and investment into this part of
Northumberland

The table on the following pages assesses the Highthorn proposals against a number
of relevant polices from throughout the NPPF.
NPPF Policy

Assessment of Highthorn proposal

Core planning principles
Second bullet:
“Not simply be about scrutiny, but
instead be a creative exercise in
finding ways to enhance and
improve the places that people live
their lives”

The Highthorn proposals have been developed through
a creative dialogue with a large number interested
consultees and the
local community. The
enhancements and restoration proposals contained
within this application aim to deliver long lasting
benefits for Druridge Bay and its residents.
For specific details relating to benefits and restoration
proposals of the Highthorn scheme see Chapters 3 and
8.

Fifth bullet:
“Take account of the different roles
and character of different areas,
promoting the vitality of our main
urban areas, protecting Green
Belts around them, recognising the
intrinsic character and beauty of

The Highthorn site lies in a landscape character area
which has a moderate sensitivity to surface mining.
The Discover Druridge proposals aim to put in place
finance and a management structure which will deliver
significant benefits for nature conservation and local
communities at Druridge Bay and its hinterland. For
specific details relating to benefits and restoration
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NPPF Policy

Assessment of Highthorn proposal

the countryside and supporting
thriving rural communities within it”

proposals of the Highthorn scheme see Chapters 3 and
8.

Sixth bullet:
“Support the transition to a low
carbon future in a changing
climate, taking full account of flood
risk and coastal change, and
encourage the reuse of existing
resources, including conversion of
existing buildings and encourage
the use of renewable resources”

Coal plays a significant role in generating electricity
within the UK, accounting for up to 40% of the energy
used at peak times. In the absence of alternative
energy sources capable of providing electricity in the
same capacity that coal current does, there will be a
continued need for energy from coal. Coal will be used
in the transition period whilst new low carbon energy
sources come on stream.
In addition extracting an indigenous coal resource,
transporting it to power generators within the UK is
more sustainable than the alternative of relying upon
imported coal, which will have a much higher
transportation carbon footprint.
The potential effects of the proposal upon local flood
risk and coastal change have been assessed and are
included in Chapter 16.

Ninth bullet:
“Promote
mixed
use
developments, and encourage
multiple benefits from the use of
land in urban and rural areas,
recognising that some open land
can perform many functions (such
as for wildlife, recreation, flood
risk, mitigation, carbon storage, or
food production).

Currently the Highthorn site is primarily used for
agricultural
production.
The
restoration
and
enhancement proposals contained within Chapters 4
and 8 demonstrate the multiple benefits that will be
created alongside the sites working and upon
completion. Significant improvements will be made for
wildlife and recreation opportunities alongside
agricultural production.

Tenth bullet:
“Conserve heritage assets in a
manner appropriate to their
significance, so that they can be
enjoyed for their contribution to the
quality of life of this and future
generations”

A series of works have been proposed to the Chibburn
Preceptory Scheduled Ancient Monument with the aim
of removing it from the Heritage at Risk Register.
There are no significant effects upon the setting of other
heritage assets that are located in close proximity to the
site (see Chapter 15).

1. Building a strong, competitive economy
Paragraph 19
“….significant weight should be
placed on the need to support
economic growth through the
planning system”

Highthorn represents one of the largest potential
investments into the local economy of south east
Northumberland.
It is anticipated that approximately £48 million will be
spent with local contractors and suppliers over the life
of the site. In addition to this, the site will support 100
local jobs.
For more detail on the significant economic benefits of
the proposal please see Chapters 3 and 12.

3. Supporting a prosperous rural economy
Paragraph 28, third bullet
“Planning
policies
should…Support sustainable rural
tourism and leisure developments
that benefits businesses in rural
areas, communities and visitors,
and which respect the character of

The restoration and enhancement details contained
within Chapters 4 and 8 are aimed at increasing the
overall tourism interest in the site, with a view of
creating sustainable attractions which will support the
existing businesses in the area and encourage new
ones to be developed.
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Assessment of Highthorn proposal

the countryside. This should
include supporting the provision
and expansion of tourist and visitor
facilities in appropriate locations
where identified needs are not met
by existing facilities in rural
services centres”

The development of the Highthorn proposals has been
compiled in conjunction with the Northumberland
Destination Plan, and helps to deliver some its key
objectives for tourism growth within the county
(improving opportunities for cycling, walking,
experiencing the county’s heritage and wildlife). See
Chapter 4 for more details.

4.Promoting sustainable transport
Paragraph 32,
“All developments that generate
significant amounts of movements
should be supported by a
Transport Statement or Transport
Assessment

Chapter 22 contains details relating to the impact of
transport movements generated by the site upon the
surrounding road network. A copy of the Transport
Assessment produced by specialist consultants
Fairhurst is contained within Appendix 12 of this
planning application.

Paragraph 32, first bullet:
“the opportunities for sustainable
transport modes have been taken
up depending on the nature and
location of the site, to reduce the
need
for
major
transport
infrastructure”

The majority of the journey taken by coal extracted from
Highthorn will be via existing rail loading infrastructure
at either the Butterwell disposal point or the Port of
Blyth. Compared to road transport (HGVs) the same
equivalent rail journey will generate significantly smaller
carbon footprint (approximately 76% less).
Please see Chapter 22 of this planning application for
further details regarding the transport arrangements for
the Highthorn proposal.

8. Promoting healthy communities
Paragraph 75,
“Planning policies should protect
and enhance public rights of way
and access. Local authorities
should seek opportunities to
provide better facilities for users,
for example by adding links to
existing rights of way networks
including National Trails”

The proposed site will have no effect on the
Northumberland Coastal Path
The Highthorn proposal will create an additional 7.9km
of footpath, bridleway, and cycleway in and around the
site.
To facilitate the working of the Highthorn site, a 2.5km
stretch of public footpath will need to be temporarily
diverted outside of the working areas during the
operational phase of the site. The footpath will then be
re-instated on to its original alignment at restoration.

10. Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change
Paragraph 106
“Local planning authorities should
reduce risk from coastal change by
inappropriate development in
vulnerable areas or adding to the
impacts of physical changes to the
coast…”

The Highthorn proposals include the removal of the
Hemscott Hill sand extraction permission (Chapter 3).
If fully implemented this permission could have a
significant negative effect upon the coastal change in
this area.

11. Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
Paragraph 109, third bullet:
“The planning system should
contribute to and enhance the
natural and local environment
by…minimising
impacts
on
biodiversity and providing net

A central aim of the Highthorn restoration and wider
enhancement proposals has been creating a net gain
for ecology in and around the site. The restoration
proposals aim to secure a significant benefit for species
and habitats already included in the Northumberland
Biodiversity Action Plan (see Chapter 7)
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gains in biodiversity where
possible, contributing to the
government’s commitment to halt
the overall decline in biodiversity,
including by establishing coherent
ecological networks that are more
resilient to current and future
pressures”

A draft site specific biodiversity action plan is contained
in Appendix 14.
The full details of the restoration and enhancement
proposals for the site are contained in Chapter 8.

Paragraph 112,
“Local planning authorities should
take into account the economic
and other benefits of the best and
most versatile agricultural land.
Where significant development of
agricultural is demonstrated to be
necessary,
local
planning
authorities should seek to use
areas of poorer quality land in
preference to that of a higher
quality”

No part of the Highthorn site is classified as being best
and most versatile agricultural land.
For further details relating to the agricultural land quality
the site, please see Chapter 24 and Appendix 13.

Paragraph 114, second bullet
“Local
planning
authorities…maintain
the
character of the undeveloped
coast, protecting and enhancing its
distinctive landscapes, particularly
in areas defined as Heritage Coast
and improve public access to and
enjoyment of the coast”

The major operational areas of the Highthorn scheme
are located out with the Heritage Coast.
The landscape and visual impact assessment notes the
Highthorn site lies within the Coastal Coalfield
Landscape Character Area and out with the more
sensitive Druridge Bay Landscape Character Area.
The LVIA contained in Chapter 13 and appendix 2
notes intervisibility between the proposed site and the
Heritage Coast and the beach is very limited.
Improvement to rights of way in and around the site, will
improve public access to, and enjoyment of, the coast.

Paragraph 117, third bullet
“To
minimise
impacts
on
biodiversity and geodiversity,
planning
policies
should…
promote
the
preservation,
restoration and re-creation of
priority
habitats,
ecological
networks and the protection and
recovery of priority species
populations, linked to national and
local targets, and identify suitable
indicators
for
monitoring
biodiversity in the plan”

The design of the Highthorn restoration and
enhancement proposals have been aimed at delivering
local targets of Northumberland Biodiversity Action
Plan (see Chapter 14).
For full details on the restoration and enhancement
proposals for Highthorn please see Chapters 4 and 8.

Paragraph 118, first bullet:
“If significant harm resulting from a
development cannot be avoided
(through locating on an alternative
site with less harmful impacts),
adequately mitigated, or, as a last
resort, compensated for, then
planning permission should be
refused”

The ecology assessment contained in Appendix 3 and
Chapter 14 demonstrates that significant harm can be
avoided and adequately mitigated.
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Paragraph 118, second bullet:
“Proposed development on land
within or outside a Site of Special
Scientific Interest likely to have an
adverse effect on a Site of Special
Scientific
Interest
(either
individually or in combination with
other developments) should not
normally be permitted. Where an
adverse effect on the site’s notified
special interest features is likely,
an exception should only be made
where the benefits of the
development, at this site, clearly
outweigh both the impacts that it is
likely to have on the features of the
site that make it of special scientific
interest and any broader impacts
on the national network of Sites of
Special Scientific Interest”

The Highthorn proposals are located in close proximity
to the Northumberland Shore and Cresswell Ponds
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (locations are shown
on the planning factors drawing PA22).
The ecology assessment contained in Appendix 3 and
Chapter 14 demonstrate that the scheme will not have
an adverse effect upon the nearby SSSIs.

Paragraph 120,
“To prevent unacceptable risks
from pollution and land instability,
planning policies and decisions
should
ensure
that
new
development is appropriate for its
location. The effects (including
cumulative effects) of pollution on
health, the natural environment or
general amenity, and the potential
sensitivity of the area or proposed
development to adverse effects
from pollution, should be taken into
account. Where a site is affected
by contamination or land stability
issues, responsibility for securing
a safe development rests with the
developer and/or landowner.”

A geotechnical assessment has been undertaken of the
site following extensive investigative works and is
included in Appendix 6 of this planning application. The
assessment describes the stability of the proposed
workings and confirms that the site should not generate
any adverse land stability or pollution issues.
The draft site Environmental Management Plan
contained within Appendix 15 outlines the measures
undertaken on site to ensure that adverse effects from
pollution do not occur as a result of the site operations.

Paragraph 123, first bullet,
“Planning policies and decisions
should aim to… avoid noise giving
rise to significant adverse impacts
on health and quality of life as a
result of new development”

A noise assessment detailed in Chapter 19 and
Appendix 9 demonstrate that the proposed Highthorn
scheme will not generate any significant adverse
impacts on health and quality of life.

Paragraph 125,
“By encouraging good design,
planning policies and decisions
should limit the impact of light
pollution from artificial light on local
amenity,
intrinsically
dark
landscapes
and
nature
conservation.”

A specialist consultant has been employed to produce
a specific site lighting design for Highthorn. The effect
of this design upon the existing lighting levels around
the site has been undertaken and is included within
Appendix 10 of this application.
The assessment demonstrates that the site design and
lighting arrangements proposed will limit the temporary
impact of lighting generated by the proposals.
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12. Conserving and enhancing the historical environment
Paragraph 128,
“In determining applications, local
planning authorities should require
an applicant to describe the
significance of any heritage assets
affected, including any contribution
made by their setting. The level of
detail should be proportionate to
the assets’ importance and no
more than is sufficient to
understand the potential impact of
the proposal on their significance.
As a minimum the relevant historic
environment record should have
been consulted and the heritage
assets assessed using appropriate
expertise where necessary. Where
a site on which development is
proposed includes or has the
potential to include heritage assets
with archaeological interest, local
planning authorities should require
developers
to
submit
an
appropriate
desk-based
assessment
and,
where
necessary, a field evaluation”

An archaeological and heritage assessment has been
undertaken by Durham University and Banks Mining’s
Landscape Architect is discussed in detail in Chapter
15 of this planning application. The methodology of the
assessment complies with the guidance outlined.

Paragraph 135,
“The effect of an application on the
significance of a non-designated
heritage asset should be taken into
account in determining the
application.
In
weighing
applications that affect directly or
indirectly non designated heritage
assets, a balanced judgment will
be required having regard to the
scale of any harm or loss and the
significance of the heritage asset.

There are several non-designated heritage assets
within close proximity to the Highthorn site. The impact
upon these structures is addressed in archaeological
assessment in Appendix 4 and visual impact
assessment contained in Appendix 2 as well as
Chapter 15.

Paragraph 137,
“Local planning authorities should
look for opportunities for new
development within Conservation
Areas and World Heritage Sites
and within the setting of heritage
assets to enhance or better reveal
their significance. Proposals that
preserve those elements of the
setting that make a positive
contribution to or better reveal the
significance of the asset should be
treated favourably.”

The Chibburn Preceptory is a Scheduled Ancient
Monument and is currently on the Heritage at Risk
Register. The Highthorn proposals seek to implement a
number of improvement works aimed at opening up
access to the asset and enhance its setting, encourage
more visitors to it and better reveal the significance of
the asset. As a result the Highthorn proposals should
be treated favourably in this respect.
For more information relating to the proposals at the
Chibburn Preceptory please see Chapter 8 and 15.
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13. Facilitating the sustainable use of minerals
Paragraph 142,
“Minerals are essential to support
sustainable economic growth and
our quality of life. It is therefore
important that there is a sufficient
supply of material to provide the
infrastructure, buildings, energy
and goods that the country needs.
However, since minerals are a
finite natural resource, and can
only be worked where they are
found, it is important to make best
use of them to secure their longterm conservation”

The coal extracted from Highthorn will help to meet the
country’s energy needs and will support sustainable
economic growth and quality of life.

Paragraph 144, first bullet,
“When
determining
planning
applications,
local
planning
authorities should… give great
weight to the benefits of the
mineral extraction, including the
economy”

A comprehensive list of benefits of the Highthorn
proposal are discussed in detail in Chapter 3 of this
planning application. Great weight should be applied to
these benefits.

Paragraph 144, third bullet,
“ensure, in granting planning
permission
for
mineral
development, that:
There are no unacceptable
adverse impacts on the natural
and historic environment, human
health or aviation safety, and take
into account the cumulative effect
of multiple impacts from individual
sites and/or from a number of sites
in a locality;”

This planning application establishes that the Highthorn
proposal will not have any unacceptable impacts on the
natural or historical environments. This application also
demonstrates that the proposal will not have an
unacceptable effect upon air quality, noise, lighting and
vibration levels (see Chapters 18 to 21 respectively).

Paragraph 144, fourth bullet,
“Ensure that any unavoidable
noise, dust and particle emissions
and any blasting vibrations are
controlled, mitigated or removed at
source, and establish appropriate
noise limits for extraction in
proximity to noise sensitive
properties;”

An assessment of the effects of the proposal upon air
quality, noise and lighting levels are discussed in the
chapters noted above.

Paragraph 144, sixth bullet,
“Provide for restoration and
aftercare at the earliest opportunity
to be carried out to high
environmental standards, through
the application of appropriate
conditions, where necessary.

Details on the timing of and content of the restoration to
be undertaken on site is included within the working
proposals, enhancement and restoration chapters of
this planning application (Chapters 6 and 7
respectively).
Banks Mining currently has bonds in place on all of its
surface mining operations. It is anticipated that

Highthorn is not located within an area that is within
close proximity to an operating airfield, and as such will
not have an unacceptable effects upon aviation safety.
The cumulative effects of the proposal are discussed,
where relevant, within the individual chapters and
appendices. Each of these conclude that there will be
no unacceptable cumulative adverse impacts.

Details on how those environmental effects are
proactively managed on site are explained in detail in
the draft site Environmental Management Plan
contained within Appendix 15 and Chapter 7 of this
planning application.
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Bonds
or
other
financial
guarantees to underpin planning
conditions should only be sought in
exceptional circumstances;”

Northumberland County Council will request a similar
arrangement to be continued on Highthorn.

Paragraph 147, fifth bullet,
“Minerals planning authorities
should also…provide for coal
producers to extract separately,
and if necessary stockpile, fireclay
so that it remains for use”

It is anticipated that up to 10,000 tonnes of fireclay
suitable for making bricks will be extracted separately.
A suitable area on site will be used for stockpiling the
material to ensure that it is not visible from outside the
site boundary.

As well as meeting the specific planning policy tests set down for surface coal mining
contained in the NPPF, the Highthorn proposals as a whole satisfy the social, economic
and environmental expectations of the NPPF. As a consequence, the proposed
development can be regarded as achieving the aims of sustainable development and
gains significant support from the NPPF.

LOCAL PLANNING POLICY
9.22

The Castle Morpeth Local Plan (Adopted 2003)
Castle Morpeth local plan
(Adopted 2003)

Assessment of Highthorn proposal

Saved (September 2007) policies designated within the proposed working area.
See Planning Factors drawing PA22 for locations unless stated otherwise
RE5 – Area liable to flooding
(not on drawing PA22)

The hydrological and hydrogeological assessment
contained within Appendix 5 demonstrates that the
Highthorn site will not have an unacceptable impact upon
flooding, or will increase the risk of flooding at other
locations. Any excess water that enters the site will be held
by site drainage lagoons, where the discharge rate will be
controlled to ensure no impacts upon flooding.
Discussions have been held with the Lead Local Flood
Authority who are based within NCC at Morpeth and the EA
in relation to surface water and coastal water flooding. Both
bodies have indicated that the design of the Highthorn
proposal will not create any unacceptable effects in relation
to flooding.

C3 – Area of high landscape
value (AHLV)

An 11.5km stretch of the coast between Lynemouth and
Amble is designated as an AHLV. Of this area, 32 ha lies
within the operational section of the Highthorn site. It is
proposed to temporarily locate top and sub soil mounds and
the excavation areas within this designation.
The landscape and visual impact assessment contained
within Appendix 2 and discussed in Chapter 13 considers
the impact of the proposals upon the AHLV designation, and
demonstrates that the scheme will not have an unacceptable
effect upon this designation.
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Saved (September 2007) policies designated out with the proposed working area
adjacent to the site
See Planning Factors drawing PA22 for locations
C4 - Landscape Corridor

The landscape corridor is located approximately 1.5km to
the south of the site along Cresswell Road (C110) and
Lynemouth Road (C122). The Highthorn proposals are
sufficiently far removed from this designation that there will
be no conflict with this policy.

C9 – Local Nature Reserve
and SNCI

The Druridge Pools Nature Reserve and the Warkworth
Lane Site of Nature Conservation Importance are located
within 1km of the Highthorn site. An assessment of the
proposed working upon the habitats and species present in
these locations has been considered in the ecology
assessment contained within Appendix 3 and summarised
in Chapter 14 of this planning application.

C10 Site
of
Local
Conservation Interest (now
known as “Local Wildlife
Sites”)

The assessments explain that the proposed Highthorn
working will not have an adverse effect, either directly or
indirectly upon the integrity of the nature reserve or the
SLCI.
C12 – Wildlife Corridor

This Wildlife Corridor designation runs along the beach at
Druridge Bay and is approximately 600m to the east of the
proposed working areas. The proposed Highthorn working
is sufficiently distanced from this strip that it should not affect
its function as a wildlife corridor.
For more detail please see the ecology assessment
contained within Appendix 3 and summarised in Chapter 14
of this planning application.

T6 – Cycle Path

The route of the Cycle Path designation runs north to south
along the route of the C110. The route forms part of the
Coast and Castles long distance cycle way between
Edinburgh and Newcastle.
The Highthorn proposal will not negatively affect the
continued use of the route.

EMERGING PLANNING POLICY
9.23

The full draft of the Northumberland Core Strategy was placed before NCC Cabinet in
September 2015 and public consultation on the preferred options is expected to take
place during winter 2015/16. The document included draft policies addressing the
future approach to planning for surface coal mining in the County. An initial assessment
of the Highthorn proposal against these emerging policies is set down below.
Northumberland Local Plan – Presubmission Draft Core Strategy as of
September 2015

Assessment of Highthorn proposals

Policy 52 – In plan-making and This planning application provided detailed
assessing development proposals, coal
extraction will be permitted where the
applicant can demonstrate that the social,
economic and environmental benefits
which accrue from the workings,
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outweigh any adverse impacts on local
communities and the environment, taking
into account the potential effects on:
Local amenity, landscape character and
sensitivity,
conservation
and
enhancement of nature and geological
sites, AONBs, cultural heritage, soils and
ALC, transport capacity, public rights of
way, flood risk, groundwater, light
pollution, land stability, aviation safety,
any cumulative effects.

The
findings
of
these
assessments
demonstrate that the social, economic and
environmental benefits of working the
Highthorn site do outweigh the adverse effects
identified.

Policy 53 lists the benefits to be The benefits of the Highthorn proposal are
mineral

discussed in detail in Chapter 3. As noted
above, these benefits do outweigh any adverse
effects identified.

56 - The environmental
acceptability of individual proposals will
be assessed against the criteria in Policy
52 and particular weight will be given to
the following matters within each of the
following sub-areas:
North of Morpeth and Ashington and
south of Amble (the location of
Highthorn):
The cumulative effects arising from the
proposals in the context of an area that
has experienced widespread, large-scale
surface coal extraction over a number of
decades;
The effects of the proposal on the
enhancement or restoration of the
character of the landscape in this area;
The effects on the conservation and
enhancement of the nature conservation
interest and landscape character along
the Druridge Bay coastal strip; and
Impact on the openness of the Green Belt
around Morpeth

This policy identifies criteria specific to this part
of the Northumberland coalfield. Taking each
criteria in turn :
The cumulative effects of the Highthorn
proposals are discussed within each of the
relevant chapters of this planning application.
The Highthorn site represents the last
substantive area available to be worked
between road A1068 and the coast within
Druridge Bay.
Previously worked site have had lasting
landscape and ecological effect. The
Highthorn proposal has been designed to
minimise the potential for cumulative effects
with these past sites while delivering a package
of measures which will re-energise and prompt
a range of initiatives aimed at making a
significant contribution to environmental, social
and economic well being on this part of the
Coastal Coalfield
The landscape and visual impact assessment
notes the Highthorn site lies within the Coastal
Coalfield Landscape Character Area which has
a moderate sensitivity to surface coal mining.
The LVIA contained in Chapter 14 and
Appendix 2 concludes that restoration of the
Highthorn site will provide medium and long
term improvements to the landscape. The
Discover Druridge delivery strategy will also
provide a range of projects which could further
enhance landscape character on this part of
the coalfield.

considered in determining
planning applications.

Policy

The effects on nature conservation are
assessed in Chapter 14. The assessment finds
that the proposed development will not have
any substantive effects of the nature
conservation interests of the Druridge Bay
coastal strip. In so far as potential significant
effects are identified for certain species, these
effects can be satisfactorily mitigated.
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The proposed Highthorn scheme is sufficiently
far removed from the Morpeth green belt
(1.5km east of the limit of the new proposed
boundary at Ulgham Grange, and 5km north of
the old green belt boundary east of Pegswood)

9.24

As noted above, the draft Core Strategy will be subject to further consultation during
the determination period for the Highthorn proposal. Banks Mining reserve the right to
provide further comment on the relevance of emerging planning policies contained in
the draft Core Strategy as the development plan progresses.

CONCLUSION
9.25

In the absence of an up to date development plan, the Highthorn proposals should be
assessed against the policies contained within the NPPF with some weight also
attached the policies contained in the emerging local plan.

9.26

The Highthorn proposals are fully supported by the policies contained within the NPPF.
In relation to the emerging Northumberland Local Plan, the Highthorn proposals
provide the required information to demonstrate that the scheme will not have an effect
upon the conservation and enhancement of nature conservation interests and
landscape character along the Druridge Bay coastal strip. The scheme also provides
a number of key benefits highlighted in the emerging policy. The Highthorn proposals
are therefore in compliance with the emerging Northumberland Local Plan.
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10. OTHER POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
The Highthorn proposals will deliver a number of policy objectives contained
with Northumberland County Council’s Green infrastructure plan and Economic
strategy.
The restoration and “Discover Druridge” proposals will help to deliver the key
targets for the Northumberland Biodiversity Action Plan and the
Northumberland Tourism Destination plan.
The proposed works to Chibburn Preceptory will comply with the objectives of
removing it from the Historic England Heritage at risk database.
The site should have not have a negative effect upon the implementation of the
Northumbria river basin management plan or the Heritage Coast defined area.
Northumberland Green infrastructure Strategy – October 2011
10.1

NCC recognises the strategic importance of
protecting and enhancing the County’s Green
Infrastructure (GI) assets to benefit both people and
wildlife. The GI Strategy provides a working
framework for creating new opportunities for GI as
well as protecting existing assets within the county.
The aims and objectives of the strategy have been
incorporated into the draft Northumberland Local
Plan.

10.2

In relation to the Highthorn proposal there are several
key recommendations of the strategy which are
directly applicable to the proposed site restoration,
Restoration First and the Discover Druridge elements
of the scheme. These include:
Landscape Character and Historic Environment
a)

GI should be used as means of ensuring new
developments….support the wider objective of
developing clean, green and safe places for
people to enjoy.

Fig 61 – Northumberland Green
Infrastructure Strategy – front cover

This is one of the main objectives of the Highthorn restoration proposals both for
the site and wider Druridge Bay area. Significant new areas of GI will be created
before, during and after the operational period, consisting of new wildlife
corridors, recreational routes and improvements to existing ecological, historical
and landscape assets (for detailed information please see Chapter 8).
b)

Where possible planning policy needs to consider and enhance the setting of
historic assets
One of the main objectives of the Restoration First element of the Highthorn
proposals will be improving the setting of the Chibburn Preceptory Scheduled
Ancient Monument (Chapters 8 and 15).
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c)

Using the reclaimed mineral and opencast mining works as a means to create
further accessible woodland, lakes and other natural spaces
This policy reflects the approach that Banks Mining has had to the restoration of
the majority of the sites it has worked in Northumberland. Surface mining is a
unique opportunity to redesign and improve landscapes that have often been
degraded or have weak existing GI. The Highthorn proposal will create a
significantly improved network of hedgerows (over 10km), wetlands (100ha) and
woodlands (3.4ha).

d)

The role of the coast needs to be conserved and protected for the benefit of
public access, with GI utilised as a means of deriving these areas as
multifunctional spaces. The opportunity to extend the coastal AONB southwards
at Druridge Bay provides a real opportunity to allow greater access for some of
the most populated areas of the county.
The restoration proposals contained in Chapter 8 seek to improve overall
accessibility and utilisation of the coast at Druridge Bay. The existing role of the
coast as a green infrastructure corridor will be retained and will remain unaffected
by the working site, and the creation of new attractions will help to draw more
people to the coast and will encourage them to use it as a multifunctional space.
Banks Mining supports the aspiration to extend the Northumberland Coast AONB
further south to include the beach and dunes within Druridge Bay. The extant
consent to extract sand from the beach at Hemscott is a significant barrier to
Druridge Bay being designated as part of the AONB. Banks Mining have
negotiated with the landowners of that part of the beach to ensure that, in the
event Highthorn is worked, the consented sand extraction will not take place.
This action should help facilitate the aspiration of extending the AONB into
Druridge Bay. The implementation of the “Discover Druridge” partnership could
also help to promote this designation extension (Chapter 4).

Landscape shaping through Green Infrastructure
e)

To allow people to closely interact with their cultural and historical legacy by
making sites more accessible.
As part of the proposed improvement works to the Chibburn Preceptory SAM,
upgraded access routes will be created to encourage more people to interact
with the site.

Sustainable Green Transport Network
f)

Encourage the use of Environmental Stewardship, Permissive Rights and other
initiatives to enable the development of the green transport network….
The Highthorn proposals include the creation of over 7.9km of new public access
recreational routes for cyclists, pedestrians and horse riders. These paths will
improve existing networks and provide a variety of circular routes that will
connect the nearby settlements of Ellington, Cresswell, Widdrington, and
Widdrington Station with the coast and the countryside. The new routes will
connect to the existing public transport network along the A1068, C110 and
Widdrington Station train station.
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The new routes created on site will aim to incorporate features that relate to the
history (such as the WWII defence infrastructure and the geology of the area)
and ecology of the area.
The new routes will be a combination of both statutory rights of way, upgraded
from public footpath to bridleway to allow a variety of users to access them and
permissive rights of way which will be created alongside a commitment from the
landowners for their long term retention. The new ecologically improved areas
created as part of Restoration First and on site restoration should also be suitable
for long term management via an environmental stewardship scheme.
Northumberland Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP)
10.3

The Northumberland BAP has been prepared by the Northumberland Biodiversity
Partnership. The partnership consists of a number of organisations and individuals that
have an interest and knowledge of the ecological landscape within the county.

10.4

The Northumberland BAP enables the
partnership to focus resources and develop local
projects in order to conserve and enhance the
threatened habitats and species. Action at a local
level in Northumberland helps to contribute to the
conservation of English, UK and worldwide
biodiversity.

10.5

Appendix 14 contains a draft copy of the
Highthorn Biodiversity Action Plan. The
Highthorn BAP sets out how local bio-diversity
objectives (outlined in the Northumberland BAP)
can be achieved through the operational and
restoration phases of the site development. The
Northumberland BAP identifies 24 habitat types
and 22 individual species that are targeted for
improvement within the county. Of the species
types listed in the Northumberland BAP, 15 are
being targeted by the draft Highthorn BAP, these
comprise:
a)

Bats

b)

Red Squirrel

c)

Otter

d)
e)
f)
g)

Fig 62 – Northumberland BAP – front sheet

h)

Tree Sparrow
Birds)

(Farmland

i)

Grey Partridge
Birds)

(Farmland

Lapwing (Farmland Birds)

j)

Reed
Birds)

(Farmland

Yellow
Birds)

k)

Pink Footed Geese (Coastal
Birds)

Yellow Hammer (Farmland
Birds)

l)

Curlew (Coastal Birds)

Skylark (Farmland Birds)

m)

Widgeon (Costal Birds)

n)

Golden Plover (Coastal Birds)

Wagtail

Bunting

(Farmland
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10.6

10.7

In addition to the species listed above the following species not covered by the
Northumberland BAP are proposed to be covered by the Highthorn BAP:
a)

Brown Hare

b)

Whooper Swan

c)

Twite

d)

Avocet

e)

Marsh Harrier

f)

Pond invertebrate assemblage

The Highthorn BAP is a way of ensuring that the operations on site and at restoration,
will contribute to the aims and objectives of the Northumberland BAP.

Heritage at Risk Programme – English Heritage (now Historic England)
10.8

The Chibburn Preceptory, is known as “Low Chibburn
Medieval Preceptory, 16th century house and World War
II pillbox” under the Historic England listing. It is identified
as being on the Heritage At Risk register due to its
isolated location which has encouraged illegal metal
detecting and antisocial behaviour to take place.

10.9

During the site design stage, members of the Highthorn
project team met with representatives of English Heritage
and discussed a number of improvement works which
could be undertaken to help remove the Preceptory from
the Register. These works are aimed at improving the
Fig 63 – Heritage at Risk logo
condition, setting and accessibility of the Preceptory. A
comprehensive list of the improvement works are
contained within Chapters 4 and 8, however selected operations include:


A full condition survey of the building.



A clearly marked and fully surfaced track, (to a standard to allow wheel chair
access) to the Preceptory along the route of the existing right of way
(Widdrington footpath 428/013, see drawing PA20 for location) from Druridge
Pools.



A formal circular stone path will be created within the Preceptory. Currently
there is no formal route, with much of the monument being overgrown with
vegetation.



Metallic parkland fencing will be installed around the site and a wildflower
meadow will be sown into the surrounding field.

10.10 The above works along with those listed in Chapter 8 will be undertaken in year two of
the Restoration First works. If required, a separate Scheduled Monuments consent will
be obtained from Historic England prior to those actions being undertaken.
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Northumberland Economic Strategy
10.11 The recently adopted (April 2015) Northumberland
Economic Strategy outlines a number of priorities for
growth within the county over the next five years. This
strategy is centred on a vision “to deliver a
prosperous Northumberland founded on quality local
jobs and connected to communities.”
10.12 This vision is then distilled in to 3 key challenges,
which are:
a)

Growing a strong economy, increasing the
performance
and
contribution
of
Northumberland–based businesses to regional
output and exports. A strong economy also
means a connected economy with best
possible interconnections in to wider markets.

b)

Ensuring Northumberland has a successful front cover
skilled workforce equipped with the skills and
qualifications needed to support inclusive growth which addresses the
challenges of an ageing population, and enables residents to benefit from
opportunities in the county and region.

c)

Injecting entrepreneurial dynamism into the economy, particularly with the SME
base.

Fig 64 – Northumberland Economic strategy –

10.13 The relationship between the economic strategy and the Highthorn proposals is
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 13. To briefly summarise the findings of that
chapter the Highthorn proposal can meet the abovementioned challenges. This will be
achieved both through the operational and restoration phases of the development. As
a north east based business, with a skilled and growing Northumberland based work
force that exports outside of the region, Banks Mining is a significant asset to the
county’s economy.
10.14 The development of the Discover Druridge programme and the on-site restoration
works are aimed at improving the tourism offer in the county that will attract more visits,
encourage visitors to do more, to stay longer and spend more.
10.15 The Highthorn proposal is significant opportunity to deliver multiple goals of the
Economic Strategy through one innovative project.
Northumberland Tourism Destination Management Plan
10.16 Northumberland Tourism Destination Management Plan highlights the key role that
tourism plays in the Northumberland economy. NCCs economic strategy highlights that
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tourism and culture and capitalising on the
Northumbrian identity, are all major parts of the
Northumbrian economy.
10.17 Tourism will have a key role to play in contributing to
NCCs ambitious target of creating 10,000 new jobs by
2031. The unique nature of Discover Druridge and the
Highthorn restoration, have the potential to contribute
to a number of important NCC strategies and targets
and become an integral part of Northumberland’s
tourism offering.
10.18 Banks Mining have a proven track record in developing
significant tourist assets for the county, which includes
the
development
and
construction
of
the
Northumberlandia public access landform park, which
has had over 100,000 visitors since it opened fully to
the public in 2012.

Fig 65 – Northumberland Destination plan

Fig 66 - Northumberlandia

10.19 Northumberland Tourism has produced a Destination Management Plan for
Northumberland between 2015 and 2020. The plan recognises that the ‘visitor
economy is hugely important to the economic wellbeing of Northumberland’ noting the
“benefits of a prosperous tourism industry are not just economic. Sensible and
sustainable management of the assets enjoyed by visitors, from beautiful landscapes
and signature attractions to walking paths and clean beaches also make
Northumberland a place that residents can both enjoy and be proud of.”
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10.20 The ‘Discover Druridge’ proposal (see Chapter 4 for full details) is set within this
county-wide strategy recognising the aspiration for Northumberland to develop a
sustainable visitor economy which supports the core values of Northumberland’s
environment. The proposals are underpinned by creating new habitats and enhanced
protection of existing wildlife areas. All new
Delivered
proposals will ensure that the local
as part of
Priority Area
environment is protected.
Discover
10.21 Discover Druridge provides an opportunity
to contribute significantly to the tourism
offering in South East Northumberland
following the approach advocated within
the NCCs economic strategy and drawing
on all of the interventions highlighted in the
DMP. The creation of a brand and
marketing campaign will raise the profile of
the area and create a sense place and
identity across the whole Druridge Bay
area, drawing on the ‘Northumbrian
Identity’. All signage, interpretation boards
and entrance features will be consistent,
using the same branding, to help create a
sense of place.
10.22 By designing a visitor experience which
attracts visitors who fit with the DMP brand
of ‘An Independent Spirit’ ‘Discover
Druridge’ will support the local tourism
economy and compliment the wider
strategic vision for the future of tourism in
Northumberland.

Druridge
Heritage

Yes

Northumbrian Culture

Yes

Cycling and Walking

Yes

Landscapes
and
unique/rare wildlife (nature
based tourism)

Yes

Events - A few authentic
and inspirational signature
events plus a wide range of
smaller events

No but with
potential for
others to do
so as part of
long term
vision

Activities

Yes

Dark Skies

Yes

Weddings

No

Out of Season offer

Yes

Food and Drink

Yes

Fig 67 – Destination management plan - prioritising

EU Water Framework Directive and Northumbria River Basin Management Plan
10.23 The Northumbria River Basin Management Plan
(NRBMP) is primarily concerned with monitoring
and improving water quality from surface water
in rivers, lakes estuaries and coastal waters
within the plan area.
10.24 On the advice of the Northumberland Wildlife
Trust, members of the Highthorn project team
met with an Environment Agency representative
responsible for this area to discuss the potential
effects of the Highthorn proposals on the
objectives of the NRBMP.
10.25 The nearest watercourse or body to Highthorn
that would fall under the coverage of the NRBMP
was identified as Cresswell Ponds. Due to its
relatively small size, the Hemscott Burn, which
will be directly affected by the Highthorn
proposal, does not fall under the responsibility of
the NRBMP. A very small percentage of the
Cresswell Ponds catchment area (0.6%) will be
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directly affected by the Highthorn proposal. The surface water run-off from this part of
the site would be caught by the perimeter drainage ditch and then discharged into the
Hemscott Burn. This loss of catchment area was viewed as acceptable.
10.26 The quality of the water that would be discharged in to the Hemscott Burn will be
subject to a separate discharge consent process with the EA and LLFA which will
ensure that it meets the requirements of the NRBMP. The Highthorn will not have an
adverse effect upon the objectives of the NRBMP.
Heritage Coast – Natural England
10.27 The area defined as being “Heritage
Coast” close to the Highthorn site is
shown on sheet 3 of drawing PA22.
This designation broadly covers all
land between the C110 and the sea.
10.28 Heritage coasts are “defined” rather
than designated and is defined by
agreement between the relevant local
authorities and Natural England.

Fig 69 – Heritage Coast webpage header

10.29 Heritage coasts were established to:
a)

Conserve protect and enhance:


The natural beauty of the coastline



Their terrestrial, coastal and marine flora and fauna



Their heritage features

b)

Encourage and help the public to enjoy, understand and appreciate these areas

c)

Maintain and improve the health of inshore waters affecting heritage coasts and
their beaches through appropriate environmental management measures

d)

Take account of the needs of agriculture, forestry and fishing and the economic
and social needs of the small communities on these coasts.

10.30 The Highthorn scheme is wholly outside of the area designated as a Heritage Coast
within Druridge Bay.
10.31 It should be noted that the purposes of the Heritage Coast designation, highlighted
above, are similar to the aims of the proposed Discover Druridge Partnership and
Restoration First activities outlined in Chapters 8 and 4, Appendix 10. The protection
and enhancement of existing terrestrial habitats within the bay, and the proposed
improvement to the Low Chibburn Preceptory are works proposed as part of the
Highthorn application that are compatible with neighbouring Heritage Coast defined
area.
10.32 The removal of the sand extraction permission at Hemscott Hill (see Chapter 3) will
remove a major detracting factor from within the Heritage Coast designation. The
Highthorn proposals are therefore wholly compatible with the Heritage Coast definition.
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Dynamic Druridge Project
Northumberland Wildlife Trust

–

10.33 The Dynamic Druridge Project is run
by Northumberland Wildlife Trust
and is focussed on delivering
improvement works to its own
existing nature reserves within and
close to Druridge Bay, which
comprise:
a)

Hauxley Nature Reserve

b)

East
Chevington
Reserve

c)

Druridge Pools Nature Reserve

d)

Cresswell Pond and Cresswell Shore Nature Reserve

e)

Linton Lane

Nature

Fig 70 – Dynamic Druridge web page

10.34 The project is described by NWT as being the “first step towards creating a connected
mosaic of healthy habitats though Druridge Bay and ultimately a thriving landscape,
rich in biodiversity and well used by local people and visitors”
10.35 A large part of the initial phase of this project has been the delivery of a new visitor
facility at Hauxley Nature Reserve which, at the time of writing (October 2015), is still
under construction.
10.36 In relation to the two nearest reserves to the Highthorn proposal (Druridge Pools and
Cresswell Pond and Cresswell Shore Nature Reserve) the following actions are
planned as part of the Dynamic Druridge:
a)

b)

Druridge Pools


Undertake major landform works around the pools to create shallow feeding
areas, scrapes and islands



Use conservation grazing of grassland areas



Create new hedgerow habitats



Install bird and bat boxes



Coppice the shelterbelt



Upgrade the hides

Cresswell Pond and Cresswell Shore Nature


Develop and deliver a sustainable method of clearing the sand bar to allow
salt water incursion into the lagoon and enhance the feeding areas for
wading birds.
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Involve volunteers in removing marine litter from the ponds and other
aspects of site management



Upgrade the path for disabled access



Install a new interpretation board



Encourage additional usage by the wider community.

10.37 There is no conflict between these aims and the Highthorn working proposals. It should
be noted that similar actions to those listed above are proposed as part of this
application on land adjacent to the listed nature reserves.
10.38 The NWT is only one of several bodies with interests in Druridge Bay and its
surroundings. The Dynamic Druridge project underlines the view that there is a desire
amongst the organisations to see facilities and opportunities for visitors and wildlife to
be improved. The Discover Druridge proposal will provide an opportunity for all
stakeholders within Druridge Bay to collaboratively work together to formulate a
comprehensive strategy to achieve these goals.
Druridge Bay: A strategy for management to 2010 – The Druridge Bay
Partnership
10.39 Produced in 2006 this document was prepared by the former Druridge Bay Partnership,
an organisation that consisted of representatives from the local parish councils, district
councils and NCC as well as local interest groups (NWT, National Trust) and other
consultees (i.e. Environment Agency).
10.40 The strategy was based around delivering the following overall vision for Druridge Bay:
“Druridge Bay is nationally recognised for the outstanding quality of its landscape and
environment. The positive management of these assets is the basis for an exceptional
visitor experience and strong, sustainable and vibrant local communities.”
10.41 The vision was to be delivered through six
separate themes:
a)

Landscape

b)

Historic Environment

c)

Natural Environment

d)

Environmental Quality

e)

Living Communities in and around
Druridge Bay

f)

Enjoying Druridge Bay

10.42 For each theme a series of policies were
outlined, some of which related to specific
actions at prescribed locations throughout
the bay, others were more general.
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10.43 The strategy was a comprehensive document that provided a thorough assessment of
the key threats and opportunities to the bay and identified clear objectives for
improvement, many of which are still applicable today.
10.44 The Druridge Bay Partnership no longer formally exists and as such the strategy that
was produced is no longer implemented. The objectives of the NWT Dynamic Druridge
programme carry forward some of the strategy’s objectives, but it does so based on its
own reserves and interests in the bay.
10.45 The Discover Druridge proposal contained in this application (see Chapter 4) will
provide the financial backing and framework to facilitate the creation of a new
partnership that can take forward some of the still relevant long term aims of the
Druridge Bay Strategy for Management.

CONCLUSIONS
10.46 The Highthorn proposals will achieve a number of key objectives supported by different
policy documents of material relevance to the consideration of this planning
application. In line with the expectations of the NPPF, the Highthorn scheme will deliver
multiple goals of the Northumberland Economic Strategy through one innovative
project. The restoration enhancements are also supported by the Northumberland
Destination Plan and Northumberland BAP.
10.47 The operation of the site will not conflict with the aims of the Northumbria River Basin
Management Plan or the area defined as a Heritage Coast. The “Discover Druridge”
element of the proposals are aimed at building upon the unfulfilled potential of the
Druridge Bay Partnership Strategy document and also complementing the
Northumberland Wildlife Trusts “Dynamic Druridge” goals.
10.48 The Highthorn proposal is a unique opportunity to deliver a number of important social,
economic and environmental objectives and is therefore supported by a wide variety
of adopted Northumberland and national policy statements.
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11.

CONSULTATION
FEEDBACK
AND
CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES

THE

The site has been subject to a constant design review since the proposals were
initially announced in 2013.
As a result of that process the site area has been reduced by 57%, the working
timescale reduced by 30% and stand offs from all residential properties
surrounding the site have been extended.
The design has evolved following a combination of feedback from the local
community, results from ongoing site survey information as well as Banks
Mining’s own internal review procedures.
11.1

The environmental impact assessment regulations refer to the possibility of alternative
sites for a proposed development and require developers to explain, as part of their
Environmental Statement, what consideration they have given to alternatives in
developing their proposals.

11.2

Unlike other forms of development, minerals can only be worked where they are found.
This automatically restricts the scope for alternative sites for mineral extraction project
compared to other forms of development. In addition to being restricted to where
certain minerals occur, it is increasingly becoming the case with coal, as it has been
for some time now with other minerals such as limestone and sand and gravel, that
consideration must also be given to the physical make-up of the mineral reserve to
ensure that it is suitable for its end use.
Alternative Sites

11.3

Alternative coal bearing sites in the UK and even in Northumberland undoubtedly do
exist. The size of the potential reserve at Highthorn and the quality of the coal across
the 6 seams to be worked are however quite exceptional in both a local
(Northumberland) and national (UK) context. As noted above, the Banks Group supply
coal into a range of markets based on a series of rolling contracts. Dialogue with buyers
in these markets allows the project team within Banks Mining to gain an understanding
of future market requirements in terms of quality and quantity of coals and to plan future
sites accordingly.

11.4

As a business, Banks Mining must also consider its future levels of investment (and
employment) based on its knowledge and understanding of future market
requirements. The business will therefore bring forward sites which fit within this
understanding.

11.5

An assessment of alternatives to Highthorn must therefore realistically compare like
with like. As a consequence, the size and suitability of the reserve at Highthorn to meet
the Company’s expectations of future coal contracts mean the availability of sites which
can provide meaningful alternative are very limited.
Alternative Sources of Supply

11.6

As noted in Chapter 2, coal imports carry with them significant uncertainties regarding
the environmental effects of mining in countries such as Russia and Columbia. The
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importation process creates significantly higher transport emissions than the use of
indigenous coal resources, transported predominantly by rail, as is proposed with
Highthorn.
11.7

Further, the importance of indigenous coal resources to national energy security is
highlighted and discussed in Chapter 2. Consequently, coal imports cannot realistically
be considered, for the purposes of this assessment, as a meaningful alternative to
working the reserves at Highthorn.
Site Design

11.8

The characteristics of a surface mine are such that it is very rarely the case that all
adverse environmental impacts can be fully mitigated such that a “zero impact” occurs.
The aim of the site design process has therefore been to;
“To identify an optimal method of working and reinstating the Highthorn site which is
economically viable, accords with national and local, planning policy expectations, has
responded to relevant feedback from local communities and which builds on and will
enhance the Banks Groups reputation in Northumberland”
Site Design Criteria

11.9

As noted above the Highthorn site has been highlighted as a potential coal site since
the early 1980’s when part of the site was under the ownership of British Coal. The
Banks Group however secured a controlling interest in the site in 2013. Following this,
an initial assessment of the potential reserve was undertaken by the Groups in house
mining and environmental team. Drawing on the experience of the team and in
accordance with the groups “development with care” ethos this assessment identified
a number of broad design principles that any proposal to work the Highthorn site should
adhere to:
a)

No excavation or material storage proposals within important national designated
areas such as Cresswell Ponds and Northumberland Shore SSSI and Chibburn
Preceptory Scheduled Ancient Monument

b)

There should be no proposals within existing Nature Reserves and Local Wildlife
Sites within the Druridge Bay (Cresswell Pond, Druridge Pools and Warkworth
Lane)

c)

Avoid HGVs using the minor road network in the area, particularly the C110 and
C116

d)

No excavations or operations should take place within the dunes or the areas
designated as a Heritage Coast

e)

All workings to keep to the east of the A1068

f)

Deliver significant benefits across a broad range of objectives, but suitable for
the sites location

g)

The scheme should aim to work the coal in the most efficient manner possible
and avoid the need for extensions
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DESIGN ITERATIONS
11.10 This section illustrates the key design stages the Highthorn site has gone through and
how the design criteria outlined above have shaped the final package of proposals.

Fig 72 – Design Iteration 1 Maximum Extent (845ha) – Summer 2013

Design Iteration 1 Maximum Extent (845ha) – Summer 2013
11.11 At this stage the Highthorn project team were seeking to gain an understanding of the
maximum potential reserve at the site and identify all land interests
Key Points of this design


Takes little or no account of onsite environmental constraints or planning policy
requirements



Theoretical maximum recoverable reserve in the order of 7 million tonnes of
coal based on available but limited and untested geological information
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Onsite environmental assessment and geological investigations commencing.



No feedback from local communities yet received.

Fig 73a – Design Iteration 2 Initial Community Engagement – Pre Scoping (627ha) – October 2013

11.12 The extent of working is reduced to increase separation from Widdrington Village and
as a result of an initial appraisal of the amount of overburden storage space required.
11.13 As part of Banks Mining’s engagement on its nearby Ferneybeds site a commitment
was made to keep local communities informed of the company’s future programme of
sites should any potential surface coal mine scheme come forward within their area.
11.14 In line with this commitment, soon after initial site investigations began, the Highthorn
project team commenced a community engagement and consultation exercise. Details
of this exercise are discussed further below and are detailed in full in the community
consultation report contained in Appendix 1.
11.15 Initial feedback from those consultations made it clear that the proximity of the
proposed working areas to Widdrington Village in terms of potential effects on
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residential amenity was a major concern to local residents. It was clear to the project
team that any work taking place on land north of Widdrington Village was likely to be
unpopular.
Key Points


Working area pulled back from Widdrington Village to reduce potential effects
on amenity.



Initial geological assessments indicate less storage space in required than
previously envisaged.



Unpopular northern working area retained



Design of crossing point of road C116 required for site vehicles commencing



Ecological/ ornithological and technical surveys and assessments on going

Fig 73b – Design Iteration 3 Scoping report working design (584ha) – December 2014
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11.16 At this stage the Highthorn project team were focussed on production of a detailed
working method for the site taking into account the site design principles previously
established. The drilling and exploration programme also indicated that the expected
amount of commercially available coal to be extracted was around 5 million tonnes
(over an 8-10 year period).
Key Points


Extensive consultation exercise ongoing as part of EIA scoping process.
Dialogue with communities and statutory consultees taking place. First
community workshop takes place.



Lateral extent of the working void defined based on understanding of viable coal
reserve.



Extent of working area reduced to increase separation distance from residential
properties and ecological constraints at Druridge.



Work on the location and design of overburden mounds ongoing taking into
account opportunities to utilise the screening effect of woodland blocks.
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Fig 74 – Design Iteration 4 Scoping Report Feedback – Northern Working Area Removed (370ha) – March 2015

11.17 Feedback on the Scoping Report, particularly from those living in Druridge, and other
consultees continued to raise concerns regarding the land north of the C116 and
gaining access to it was too sensitive and it would be beneficial if it was removed from
the proposals. This view was shared in feedback from consultees on the Scoping
Report, including English Heritage who were concerned about the proximity of a haul
road to the Chibburn Preceptory and the Highway department at NCC who were
concerned about the crossing of the C116 in terms of road safety.
11.18 Following a full review of feedback from the scoping exercise, consideration of findings
from the ongoing ecological and environmental surveys and in response to the first
community workshop held in January 2015, the project team decided the land north of
the C116 should be removed from the proposals.
Key Points


Significant reduction in the footprint of the proposed development, increasing
separation distances from surrounding sensitive locations including residential
areas, Chibburn Preceptory SAM and Nature Reserves.
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Remove highway disturbance and risk caused by crossing road C116



Working method revised to minimise the amount of overburden required to be
stored in mounds



Location and design of site overburden mounds to minimise visibility from
surrounding area by utilising existing features.

Fig 75 – Design Iteration 5 final site refinements (325ha) – August 2015

11.19 At this stage the project team are seeking to achieve an optimal design which accords
with planning policy and which has responded to relevant feedback from local
communities and stakeholders.
11.20 Following site investigation results from the soil survey and the geotechnical and
hydrological investigations provided certainty that the areas immediately south of
Druridge and north of Hagg House would not be required for material storage or water
treatment areas.
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11.21 This information combined with the feedback gained from residents at both locations
who were concerned about the proximity of the site to their properties led to the
removal of three fields around Druridge and an area north of Hagg House from the
proposed site design.
Key Points


Working area pulled back from Druridge to reduce potential effects on amenity
and nature conservation.



Design of all on site storage mounds complete



Separation from residential properties further increased



Proposed depth of working and site duration reduced

11.22 It was on the basis of the
proposals
finalised
through this design
evolution process that
the
environmental
assessments
that
accompany
this
planning
application
were produced. Each
assessment finds that
the Highthorn proposals
will
not
have
an
unacceptable
environmental effect.
11.23 The Highthorn scheme
has been tested and
refined through the
design
evolution
process.
Figure
86
shows how each of part
of the working area has
been
designed
to
maximise standoffs from
important
nearby Fig 76 – Highthorn stand off drawing
locations. The end
result of this is that the final working proposals now occupy an area that can deliver an
important surface coal mine, but also maintain the quality of the nearby designated
sites, and also has minimal effect upon nearby residential locations.

CONSULTATION
11.24 As noted above, the package of proposals which make up the Highthorn development
have been shaped, in large part by feedback received by the project team throughout
an extended consultation period. The section below briefly describes how the feedback
received has influenced the proposed development. Full details of the consultation
process undertaken by the project team including details of attendance at public
exhibitions and community workshops held throughout the site design process are
contained in the Statement of Community Involvement at Appendix 1.
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11.25 Banks Mining attaches great importance on building and maintaining a constructive
dialogue and relationship with the local communities that host their projects from the
early stages of a project’s development, right through to its conclusion. At Highthorn
they have conducted an extensive range of consultation over a two year period using
a variety of methods to inform, discuss and understand local people’s interests, views
and attitudes regarding the area and the Highthorn proposals An overview of the
engagement process can be gained from the figures below

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN NUMBERS
Spoken to

Just under 1,000 people

Delivered

13,500 leaflets

Posted

Just over 1900 letters

Released

22 newspaper articles

Attended

10 Parish council meetings

Supported

at least 15 local initiatives

Held

Four community workshops

Hosted

13 site visits

Presented to

11 schools/youth groups

Hosted

stall at one local event

11.26 As noted above initial proposals for Highthorn were publicly announced in 2013 when
Banks Mining secured sufficient land interests to make the working site viable. . The
dialogue with the community began at an early stage in order to provide an opportunity
to consult at all stages of the project and to work with the local community to shape the
project and its benefits.

COMMUNITY WORKSHOPS
11.27 Following the success of the Ferneybeds workshops, four community workshops were
held for the Highthorn proposals. These workshops provided an opportunity for local
people to discuss and debate Banks’ proposals. The responses received at the
community workshops helped to influence the following changes made to the
proposals:
a)

Reducing the size of the site by approximately 450 hectares

b)

Increased distance from Widdrington Village and other residential areas

c)

Increasing the stand off from ecological designations and residential properties
at Druridge

d)

Removing the site crossing point on road C116 at Druridge

e)

Additional air quality monitoring at Druridge and Cresswell prior to site
commencement was undertaken.

f)

Additional landscape visualisations were agreed
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g)

A comprehensive benefits and restoration package developed meeting local
priorities:


Skilled job creation and maintenance



Investment in local businesses



Supporting training and skills



Improving footpaths, cycle routes and bridleways



Protecting and increasing the wildlife



Supporting and improving the tourism offer

OTHER CONSULTATIONS
11.28 Alongside discussions with the local community and interest groups, regular
discussions have been held with a number of organisations that have interests in
Druridge Bay. The purpose of these meetings was to:
a)

Ensure that the consultee was made aware of the scheme and clearly
understood what was being proposed

b)

Agree methodology for any relevant assessments

c)

Establish any points of concern that the consultee may have identified in relation
to the working proposals for the site. Where applicable any concerns highlighted
have been addressed in the relevant sections of this planning application.

d)

Identify any benefits or improvements that could be delivered by the Highthorn
proposals

Organisations already located within Druridge Bay
11.29 The Northumberland Wildlife Trust are responsible for the Cresswell Ponds and
Druridge Pools Nature Reserves, the National Trust own the car park and dunes at
Druridge, NCC own the Druridge Bay Country Park as well as owning a section of the
dunes north of Cresswell.
11.30 In addition to these landowners, the RSPB who operate the Coquet Island Nature
reserve and Sustrans who are responsible for the promotion of the Coast and Castles
cycle route (National Cycling Route 1) which passes through the bay where also
consulted.
11.31 The Banks Group have worked with the Northumberland Wildlife Trust for a number of
years and have a track record of delivering successful projects together in the North
East, most recently at the Northumberlandia landform park near Cramlington. As a
result of the dialogue with the NWT, the Highthorn site design reflects the following key
points raised in those discussions :
a)

No negative effects on nearby Nature Reserves

b)

Surface water management in relation to Cresswell Ponds was noted as a key
issue to ensure that the brackish nature of the water within the lagoon is
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maintained. As a result, the site design was amended to stay out of the
catchment area of the Cresswell Ponds as much as possible (only 0.6% of the
catchment area is affected)
c)

Noise effects on wildlife and users of the nature reserves (see Chapter 19)

d)

The effect of lighting created by the site should be considered (see Chapter 20)

e)

The site should aim to secure a net gain for wildlife (See Chapters 3 and 8)

11.32 There have also been several discussions with the National Trust, these have included
a site visit to the Brenkley Lane site to observe the operations and completed
restoration activities. Similarly to the NWT, noise was raised as an initial concern as
well as the visual effect of the proposals and how that would affect users of the dunes
and beach. In response to this point a view point was included from a high dunes
(viewpoint 16 in Appendix 2) which demonstrates a low magnitude visual effect at this
location.
Technical consultees
11.33 Several meetings and discussions have been held with various specialist technical
consultees with responsibility for commenting on the planning application. These
organisations include NCC, Natural England, Environment Agency, English Heritage
and the Lead Local Flood Authority.
11.34 Within NCC detailed discussions have been held with the following departments:
a)

Highways – Methodology and approach to the highways assessment was
agreed, up to date accident and traffic counter figures were also provided by
NCC.

b)

Environmental health – The methodology and relevant target limits for the air
quality, lighting and noise assessments were discussed and agreed.

c)

Rights of way – Details on the use of the existing footpath and possible diversion
routes were discussed. Potential rights of way improvements around the site
were also covered and these have been used to influence the site restoration,
Restoration First and “Discover Druridge” proposals

d)

Planning – Planning officer present in most meetings with specialist officers,
separate meetings also held on site with landscape advisor to agree key
viewpoints for the landscape and visual impact assessment

e)

Ecology – Survey methodologies and extent were agreed, input was also
provided into the ecology workshop process (see below)

f)

Conservation and archaeology – methodologies for assessing the effect upon
the setting of heritage assets around the site alongside the initial approach to
investigating the potential archaeological interest on site.

11.35 The Chibburn Preceptory is a Scheduled Ancient Monument, as such it falls under the
responsibility of English Heritage. It is over 750m north of the proposed Highthorn site,
however it is listed on English Heritage’s (now Historic England) “Heritage At Risk
Register”. This is due to its current state and general isolated location. A site visit was
held with English Heritage’s landscape architect and inspector of ancient monuments,
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as a result of which, a number of measures were agreed which aim to remove the
Preceptory from the “At Risk” register. These works are included as part of the
Restoration First proposals for the site (Chapter 8).
11.36 Discussions have been held with the Natural England representatives responsible for
the two SSSIs located close to the Highthorn site, Cresswell Ponds and the
Northumberland Shore. The methodologies for the assessment of proposed effects
upon each of these areas was discussed, similarly to the NWT, concerns were raised
about the effects of lighting, noise and surface water runoff upon each designated area.
Natural England representatives also provided input to the ecology workshop process
(see below).
11.37 A number of separate discussions were held with different sections of the Environment
Agency (EA), covering the following matters:
a)

Coastal flooding – A limit of 4.5m AOD was agreed as limit that all site workings
should stay above to avoid any negative affect upon coastal flooding

b)

Hydrogeology – The proposed groundwater management options of either on
site pumping or via the Coal Authority’s existing operations at Ellington were
discussed and agreed both methods as being suitable for managing water on
site.

c)

Water Framework Directive – it was confirmed that due to the size of the
Hemscott Burn, there should be no effect upon the Water Framework Directive.
It was also noted the whole Northumberland coastal water body was failing water
quality levels due to high levels of mercury, the source of which is currently
unknown. The draft site EMP (Appendix 15) includes measures to monitor the
water quality within the discharges from the site to ensure that it does not have
any affect upon the Northumberland coastal waters.

11.38 In addition to discussion with the EA, a meeting has also been held with the Lead Local
Flood Authority, an organisation based in NCCs office in Morpeth responsible for
coastal erosion and surface water control. The LLFA confirmed that the Highthorn site
should not have an effect upon coastal erosion. It also noted that the surface water
discharge licence would need to be obtained prior to the site commencing and that for
this greenfield run-off discharge rates should be targeted.

ECOLOGY WORKSHOPS
11.39 A series of events were held between April 2015 and August 2015 which brought
together a number of representatives from groups and organisations that have a
mandate and interest in the wildlife and ecology of Druridge Bay. These comprised the
following attendees:
a)

Northumberland Wildlife Trust, who acted as chair for the events

b)

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

c)

Northumberland County Council

d)

National Trust

e)

Natural England
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f)

Northumberland and Tyneside Bird Club

g)

Northumbria University (Dr Mike Jeffries, who has been undertaking long term
studies of the Warkworth Lane ponds)

11.40 The purpose of these workshops was to explain the Highthorn proposals in an open
forum amongst professional experts and also gain a consensus of opinion on where
the priorities for ecological enhancement should be focussed. Other actions included:
a)

A general focus for priority habitats and species to be delivered through
restoration and Restoration First.

b)

The methodology of the ecological surveys was explained

c)

The results of the ecological surveys, most notably bird survey results were
shared and interrogated by the attendees.

d)

Draft copies of specialist reports that accompany this planning application
including hydrology, desk based archaeology and bird survey results were
shared and feedback was received.

e)

Understanding the current resource commitment from all attendees specifically
to Druridge Bay and what their future plans for the area are.

11.41 It is envisaged that many of the attendees that were involved with the ecology
workshop will play an important role in the delivery of the longer term plan for “Discover
Druridge” (see Chapter 4).

PUBLIC EXHIBITION
11.42 In order to understand local views on Banks’ final proposals, an exhibition was held at
Widdrington Community Centre on Wednesday 16th September from 3pm-8pm where,
of the 4500 households invited, 140 people attended the exhibition and 56 of those
completed feedback forms.
11.43 Attendees were asked whether they had any concerns about the proposals, of the 56
who responded, 25% (14) raised transportation of the coal as a concern. Other
concerns raised included environmental impacts and impacts on local wildlife.
11.44 Attendees were also asked what they liked about the proposals and of the 56 who
responded, 29% (16) mentioned that they liked the Highthorn restoration proposals.
Other positive comments included the creation of jobs, Banks Mining’s approach to
involving the community and the potential improvements to wildlife. Full details of the
feedback received from the exhibition is included in the report at Appendix 1. From the
feedback received, the project team identified the following priorities :


Environmental management



Transportation of coal



Restoration proposals



Impacts on wildlife



Jobs, training and apprenticeships
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All of the above are addressed in detail in this statement.

CONCLUSION
11.45 The final site design that accompanies this planning application has been extensively
influenced by the comments received from the local community and key local interest
groups and statutory consultees. Banks Mining have undertaken an unprecedented
level of consultation on the Highthorn proposals which has occurred over a two year
period.
11.46 The company has sought to ensure that those who wanted to express their views on
the planning application had the opportunity to do so from the earliest possible stage,
and that any potential changes to the site design of their comments were assessed
and incorporated where possible.
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12. SOCIO-ECONOMIC
The Highthorn proposals will support the maintenance and creation of jobs in
the mining, quarrying and manufacturing sectors including new apprenticeships
These sectors are relatively more important to the economy of south east
Northumberland than elsewhere in the UK
An estimated contribution of £13.2 million in wages over the life of the site paid
to Northumberland and north east based employees.
Maximising contracting opportunities for local firms to tender for contracts
through the soon to be adopted “Connect To Banks Mining Charter”
Overall financial investment into Northumberland of the order of £87,000,000
over the life of the site.
No significant adverse effects on local businesses anticipated.
12.1

This chapter assesses the potential socio-economic effects of the Highthorn proposal
that may occur during the site operation, restoration and Discover Druridge phases of
the proposed development.

SCOPING RESPONSE
12.2

The scoping opinion produced by NCC in February 2015 stated that Banks Mining
should consider the inclusion of a chapter in the ES covering matters such as the
maintenance and creation of employment and consideration of the potential
significance of the impacts of the proposal on the economy. The following chapter
addresses these points.

METHODOLOGY
12.3

There is no standard guidance or methodology for undertaking this type of assessment
within an ES. In the absence of specific guidance on the matter, this chapter is based
upon a review of the following information:
a)

A review of relevant policies contained within the Northumberland Economic
Strategy

b)

Associated statistics for Northumberland produced by the Office for National
Statistics (ONS)

c)

Case study experience gained from existing sites within Northumberland

BASELINE CONDITIONS
National Statistics
12.4

The following relevant statistics collected from the ONS (Through the National Online
Manpower Information Systems (NOMIS)) provide a picture of the current economic
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baseline conditions within Northumberland in comparison to the rest of Great Britain:
Criteria

Great Britain
average

N’land
average

% difference

% of working age population in
full time employment (2013)

67.7%

63.7%

Northumberland is 6% lower
than the national average

% of working age population
unemployed (2015)

6.0%

6.4%

Northumberland is 6.6%
higher than the national
average

% of workforce employed in
primary service (Agriculture
and Mining) (2013)

0.3%

0.6%

Northumberland is 100%
higher than the national
average

% of workforce employed as
“Process plant & machine
operatives” (2015)

6.3%

6.4%

Northumberland
1.5
%
higher than the national
average

% of working age population
accessing
Job
Seekers
Allowance (2015)

1.7%

2.3%

Northumberland is 35%
higher than the national
average

Gross weekly pay of full time
workers (2014)

£520

£487

Northumberland is 6.3 %
lower than the national
average

Fig 77 – Northumberland compared to national average

12.5

Key points to note from the statistics above:


Unemployment and percentage of population accessing Job Seekers Allowance
are above the national average



The percentage of the working population employed in the primary service
sector, which includes Mining, is double the national average, making up a
disproportionally large contribution to the Northumberland workforce in the
context of national figures.



Northumberland has a higher than national average percentage of the workforce
employed as process plant and machine operatives. These are the majority of
the roles that will be undertaken by workers on the proposed Highthorn site.

Northumberland Economic Strategy (2015 – 2020)
12.6

The Northumberland Economic Strategy, produced in April 2015, outlines a vision for
economic growth within the County between 2015 and 2020. This Strategy covers a
significant proportion of the proposed Highthorn operating period. The strategy is
based on the following central vision:
“To deliver a prosperous Northumberland founded on quality local jobs and connected
communities”
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12.7

The strategy splits the county into four separate
delivery areas. The Highthorn site lies in the South
East delivery area (highlighted in orange in Figure
78). The strategy notes the trends shown in the
national statistics and in particular that the numbers
of the working population employed in mining,
quarrying and manufacturing are substantially
greater than the national average.

12.8

The strategy outlines three separate themes for
delivering economic growth, these are Business,
People and Place. Each theme has a series of
priorities, the headings of which are shown in Figure
116. Within each theme a series of specific detailed
actions are outlined, the relationship between these
actions and the Highthorn proposals are discussed
further below.

POTENTIAL EFFECTS
12.9

The economic effects of the
development can be split
over two distinct phases:
a)

The
phase

operational

b)

The restoration and
Discover Druridge
phase

Fig 78 – South East Northumberland economic
area

Business

People

Place

Attracting
investment
Growing
key
sectors
Productivity and
innovation
Enterprise
and
business growth

Learning to work
transition
Workforce skills
Employability
Skills system

Business locations
Housing
quality
and choice
Infrastructure and
connectivity

Fig 79 – Northumberland Economic Strategy Themes

12.10 The operational phase includes the extraction period of the site up to the final
restoration. This period will be approximately 7 years.
12.11 The restoration and Discover Druridge phase (see Chapters 4 and 8 respectively for
details) will overlap with the operational periods of the site as areas highlighted for
Restoration First are delivered from year 2 of site operations onwards and will continue
over the long term beyond the completion of site workings.
Operational phase
12.12 During the operational period of the site, there will be significant economic benefits
delivered through the life of the site, these are discussed in detail in Chapter 3, but
briefly they consist of the following points:
a)

100 jobs created on site, around 50 of which will be transferred from existing
operations in Northumberland, the remaining 50 will be new jobs created on site.

b)

Supporting an estimated 300 other jobs within the Banks Group, based within
the north east.
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c)

An estimated contribution of £13,200,000 in wages over the life of the site paid
to Northumberland and north east based employees (see Figure 5 for location
details of the existing Banks Group workforce).

d)

An estimated contribution to local suppliers (based on current operations within
Northumberland at Shotton and Brenkley Lane) to the value of £48,000,000.

e)

Continuation of an apprenticeship programme in plant maintenance in
conjunction with Northumberland College. Plans are also in development to
expand the apprenticeship programme to include machine operatives.

f)

Creation of a learning, working and earning fund to the value of £225,000. The
aim of the fund is to help increase the number of local people able to access
employment within the area around the Highthorn surface mine. The fund will
reduce the financial barriers that local unemployed people may be experiencing
by giving them the opportunity to access grant funding to support them with an
apprenticeship or work based learning

12.13 Overall financial investment into Northumberland of the order of £87,000,000 over the
life of the site.
12.14 In addition, at a national level the economic benefits of the proposed development
include :
a)

Helping the UK balance of payments by not importing the 3 million tonnes of coal
that would otherwise come from other countries and help ensure £120,000,000
will be kept in the UK economy.

b)

Using Northumberland based rail infrastructure at either the Port of Blyth rail
loading facility or the Butterwell disposal point to help maintain jobs and
infrastructure.

12.15 The abovementioned details can be directly attributed to the working of the site. Indirect
economic effects of the Highthorn scheme can be estimated by assessing the effect of
existing Banks Mining sites in Northumberland.
12.16 The Shotton and Brenkley sites lie in relatively close proximity to a wide variety of
different businesses. The Shotton site commenced in 2008 and is located in relatively
close proximity to a number of businesses on the western edge of Cramlington.
Concerns were raised by some of businesses in the area that the operation of Shotton
would affect the perception the area and therefore pose a risk to the viability of their
business.
12.17 Since the Shotton site commenced, the concerns raised did not materialise. Most
notably Aesica Pharmaceuticals, who appeared at the planning inquiry opposing the
Shotton site, have experienced a “Tenfold sales growth” (Journal article 8/9/2014)
during the period that the Shotton site has been operational.
12.18 The company’s development with care approach and the implementation of measures
such as the EMP (see Appendix 15 for details of the draft Highthorn EMP) and
landscaped screening ensure that the effects and perception of a site can be greatly
reduced.
12.19 The Milkhope Centre on Berwick Hill Road at Blagdon, has been within 200m of a
surface mine since the Delhi site commenced operation in 2001 through to the current
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operation of the Brenkley Lane site. Over that period the farm shop enterprise and
other businesses within the farm have grown significantly, unhindered by the proximity
of the Banks Mining operations.
12.20 Our experience in Northumberland to date suggests that there is no evidence to
indicate that the proximity of two large surface mine operations has had a negative
economic effect upon local businesses. Indeed there is evidence to suggest that local
companies have grown, this is especially positive given the prevailing economic
downturn since 2008.
Restoration and Discover Druridge phase
12.21 The restoration proposals for the Highthorn site and the Discover Druridge partnership
are described in detail in Chapters 4 and 8 respectively. One of the key aims of both is
to take the opportunity of the Highthorn proposal to put in place elements which will
increase the draw of Druridge Bay to visitors. Increasing a variety of multi user access
routes, new locations to observe wildlife and improve the landscape quality away from
the dunes and beach are some of the broad principles that are aimed at attracting more
people to the area and improving the visitors experience
12.22 Discover Druridge provides an opportunity to contribute significantly to the tourism in
offering South East Northumberland. The creation of a brand and marketing campaign
alongside the physical works to be undertaken, will raise the profile of the area and
create a sense of place and identity which will in turn attract more visitors.
12.23 It is envisaged that the implementation of the proposed restoration works and the
creation of the Discover Druridge Partnership, will have a positive economic effect on
local businesses due to the targeted increased visits to the area.
Northumberland Economic Strategy
12.24 In relation to the specific themes of the economic strategy (Business, People and
Place) the Highthorn proposals will help to achieve the following outlined priorities:
a)

Business – Attract inward investment, re-investment and business relocations
The Highthorn proposal will have an overall value of £87 million to
Northumberland over the life of its operational period. Banks Mining are also
seeking to keep its significant skilled work force within the County. Highthorn will
also require a significant investment in new plant to use on site as the older
machines are replaced re-investment.

b)

Business – ensure that the council and its suppliers “buy local” wherever possible
building on the “Grow Northumberland” campaign
Based on the existing operations within Northumberland, a predicted £48 million
will be spent with local suppliers. Banks Mining’s soon to be adopted “Connect
to Mining Charter” outlines how the company will seek to increase the use of
local suppliers.

c)

Business – Deliver a high quality integrated tourism and culture offer, including
leisure, arts and heritage activity utilising Northumberland’s distinct identity and
assets leading to higher year round visitor numbers and spending
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The Discover Druridge Partnership and restoration proposals are aimed at
delivering an integrated tourism and culture offer within Druridge Bay. There are
a number of separate organisations with significant assets within Druridge Bay,
the Discover Druridge Partnership proposal will seek to bring all of these parties
together, with initial pump prime funding provided by Banks Mining, to help
improve the quality of the visitor experience within the bay.
d)

Business – Maximise the appropriate use and management of Northumberland’s
natural assets in supporting growth including within tourism, fishing, forestry,
farming, energy and associated sectors
The Highthorn proposal will use one of the last remaining large scale
economically viable coal reserves found within Druridge Bay to deliver a lasting
positive legacy for the County. Economic contributions through the payment of
wages and local goods and services, the implementation of the learning, working
earning fund and an apprenticeship scheme will all help to support growth in a
number of different sectors. The restoration and Discover Druridge proposals for
the site will ensure that the Druridge Bay can grow its potential as significant
tourist draw.

e)

People – Increase the scale, quality and choice of apprenticeship opportunities
and other vocational training throughout the county

f)

People – Develop bespoke training packages to support inward investors and
company growth projects
In conjunction with Northumberland College, Banks Mining has developed a
bespoke training package for apprentices based on its existing sites in
Northumberland. The company is also actively working with the College to
expand the number of apprenticeships offered. The Highthorn proposal will allow
this apprenticeship programme to continue and grow.

g)

Place – Develop a long-term programme of place making, capital projects,
conservation and investment in the public realm with a focus on town centres
and other key locational assets such as tourism related infrastructure
The Discover Druridge will be a long term programme for Druridge Bay aimed at
developing a sense of place through increased investment in public realm
spaces, nature conservation and capital projects. Banks Mining will allocate
funding of £400,000 to be accessed alongside the working of Highthorn to set up
and deliver the Discover Druridge proposal with partnership organisations within
the bay.

Context with national statistics
12.25 The Highthorn proposal will help to improve the statistics that relate to employment,
where Northumberland lies below the national average.
12.26 The proposal is also within an industry that is relatively stronger in Northumberland
(Mining) than it is nationally, providing jobs that there is a proportionally higher demand
for within the county than they are nationally (process plant machine operatives). In
order to maintain this relevant strength within the Northumberland economy, a
succession of sites needs to be provided which Highthorn is part of.
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MITIGATION
12.27 No significant adverse socio-economic effects are anticipated as a result of the
Highthorn proposal and therefore no specific mitigation measures in terms of socioeconomic effects are proposed. A number of positive effects would result from the
development as described within this chapter.

CONCLUSION
12.28 No significant adverse effects on local businesses are anticipated. A number of positive
socio-economic effects would occur as a result of the proposed Highthorn
development. These positive effects will include the associated expenditure in wages
and in payments to local suppliers, as well as the long term benefits associated with
the improvements for tourism associated with restoration and Discover Druridge
proposals.
12.29 The Highthorn proposal will deliver a number of the priorities outlined in the Economic
Strategy for Northumberland and will help to improve the economic performance of the
county, which in some areas falls behind the national average.
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13. LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACT
Landscape and visual effects have been minimised by a detailed iterative
design process which has looked carefully at site layout and phasing to avoid
negative effects wherever possible
The extent of the proposed site has been substantially reduced in response to
feedback to minimise visual effects from settlements
Effects on landscape character would be temporary and reversible. Once
restored, negative landscape effects would be reduced to slight and become
beneficial as restoration establishes over a 5-10 year period.
The site lies in the Coastal Coalfield Landscape Character Area (LCA) which
has moderate sensitivity to surface mining. Proposals need to be sensitively
sited in relation to settlements with detailed consideration given to site
restoration
Intervisibility of the proposed working area with the seaward side of the dunes
in the Druridge Bay LCA is negligible.
Annulment and remediation of sand extraction from the beach and dunes at
Hemscott Hill will avoid significant visual effects on the beach.
Effects on visual amenity would not be significant.
The package of restoration and enhancement measures (including elements of
Restoration First) will provide real and lasting benefits including the
establishment of over 10Km of new hedgerows, hedgerow trees and small
copses, over 50ha of wetland habitats and watercourses and 7.9km of green
infrastructure.
The cumulative visual effects of the development in combination with other
major developments would not be significant.
13.1

An assessment of the effects of the Highthorn proposal on the fabric, character and
quality of the landscape resource and how it is experienced has been undertaken by
the Banks Groups own in-house Landscape Architect using experience he has gained
from working on the design and assessment of the company’s mining sites in
Northumberland over the last twenty years. This chapter summarises the detailed LVIA
report prepared, which is reproduced in full at Appendix 2. The report is supported by
photomontages of the proposed working scheme which are also included in Appendix
2.

SCOPING RESPONSE
13.2

The relevant extracts from the Scoping Opinion produced by Northumberland County
Council in February 2015 are summarised below.


The LVIA should be carried out in accordance with the Guidelines for Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessment 3rd Edition.
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The Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) should be agreed with the council as
should the final viewpoints



Changes in land use during site operations and at restoration should be
considered



NCC questioned the sensitivity applied to the users of outdoor recreation facilities
and those on transport routes whose attention or interest is focussed on the
landscape. The scoping report suggested that the sensitivity of the users should
be categorised as medium.



In relation to effects on cultural heritage, the application should clearly identify
the location, nature and significance of both designated and undesignated
heritage assets. The assessment should also consider the contribution that
setting makes to the significance of those assets and explain the direct, indirect,
cumulative effects of the proposal on those assets and their setting. This is dealt
with in detail in Chapter 15.

All of the above points have been taken on board and incorporated into the LVIA
undertaken.

METHODOLOGY
13.3

Landscape effects associated with a proposed development are likely to relate to
changes to the fabric, character and quality of the landscape resources and how it is
experienced. The landscape assessment studies:
a)

Direct effects upon specific landscape elements, especially prominent and eye
catching features;

b)

Changes in character, in the distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern of
elements that create distinctiveness and a sense of place;

c)

Subtle effects that contribute towards the experience of intangible characteristics
such as tranquillity, wilderness and cultural associations;

d)

Effects on designated landscapes, conservation sites, and other acknowledged
special areas of interest.

13.4

Visual effects relate closely to landscape effect, but they concern changes in views.
Visual assessment concerns people’s perception and response to changes in visual
amenity. In this case the LVIA notes that main effects may result from new landscape
elements that cause visual intrusion or new features that obstruct views across the
landscape.

13.5

Both landscape and visual effects can be adverse, beneficial or neutral; short, medium
or long term; permanent or temporary; reversible or irreversible; direct (an effect that
is directly attributable to the proposed development) or indirect (effects resulting in
indirectly from the development as a consequence of direct effects), and cumulative.

13.6

The LVIA was carried out using combined site and desk based survey and analysis
which included the production of ZTVs, representative view points and photomontages.
The methodology used followed recommendations and guidance set out in the
following reports:
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a)

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVI3), Third Edition
(2013), edited by The Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental
Management and Assessment;

b)

Landscape Character Assessment Guidance (2002) Countryside Agency in
conjunction with Scottish Natural Heritage.

13.7

Representative viewpoints were selected from locations that would experience
changes in visual amenity due to the proposed Highthorn development. These were
selected to illustrate a range of different receptors (roads, public rights of way,
residential properties), showing a worst case location. These locations were agreed in
advance with Northumberland County Council based on a series of site visits and are
shown on Drawing HJB/BA795/145 in Appendix 2. A series of photographs were taken
from these representative viewpoints between April and June 2014 using a digital
camera with a 50mm equivalent lens.

13.8

The assessment contained in the LVIA follows the process outlined below:

13.9

a)

Scoping (scoping opinion received February 2015)

b)

Establishing baseline landscape and visual conditions

c)

Identification and description of the landscape and visual effects from the
proposed development and then an assessment of their significance

d)

Inclusion of mitigation measures in the assessment

e)

An assessment of the cumulative landscape and visual effects

f)

Engagement and consultation with stakeholders and the public

g)

Conclusions taking account of residual effects of the proposals following
mitigation

h)

Statement of significance

For the purposes of LVIA, effects identified as greater than moderate are considered
to be significant.

BASELINE CONDITIONS
13.10 A detailed description of the baseline landscape conditions, character and visibility of
the site is contained in the LVIA at Appendix 2. The description should also be read in
conjunction with the information contained in Chapter 5 (existing features).
13.11 In respect of landscape character, the proposed Highthorn development and its
surrounds lie within national character area 13: Southeast Northumberland Coastal
Plain - Character type 39: Coalfields Farmland, which is represented by three
landscape character areas (LCA) of Coastal Coalfields (39a), Seaton Delaval (39b),
and Stannington (39c). It is noted that Highthorn, as with several of the other surface
mines which have been worked in the vicinity of Druridge lies within 39a: Coastal
Coalfields LCA.
13.12 The assessment of the baseline landscape character of the site identified the following
key points;
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The site generally slopes from west to east, from 28m AOD at the A1068 to 4m
AOD at Hemscott Hill Farm



Field patterns are generally rectilinear in the north of the site and more irregular
to the south, with several shelter belt coniferous tree plantations



Hedgerows are generally poorer quality, gappy and low in species diversity.
There is one small copse in the middle of the site, Fox Covert, which consists of
predominantly larch and pine



The threadbare condition of the landscape within the site is heavily influenced by
the poor condition of hedgerows and lack of hedgerow trees.



The application site is broadly characteristic of the Coastal Coalfield LCA.



There is one structure (a decoy airfield building) located east A1068, south of
Houndalee Cottages and one right of way which crosses the site from Houndalee
to Hemscott Hill



There are numerous references to Druridge Bay in publications leaflets and web
sites, however most of these relate to the bay itself and the dunes which is the
focus of people’s interest in the landscape and not the land to the west of the
dunes which is the Coastal Coalfield LCA.

13.13 In relation to the baseline visibility of the proposed site, the following key points are
noted in the LVIA:


Visibility of the site area is very limited from the south round to the west and north
to the A1068. There are some views from high ground south and north of
Widdrington Station.



There are limited views of the site from the south and eastern edges of
Widdrington Village and north around Druridge Pools.



There are more open views from the north and east round to the south at
Cresswell and north of Ellington.



From the key roads surrounding the site, there are limited views from the A1068,
views to the eastern part of the site from the C116 and fairly open views across
the site from the C110.



There are views from numerous public rights of way surrounding the site.



There are isolated properties that are in close proximity to the scheme and have
open views of the site. There are more distanced views from the larger
settlements surrounding the site at Ellington and Cresswell. Properties at
Widdrington are screened by landform and vegetation. Properties at Druridge will
have an open view of the eastern side of the site.



There are no views of the site from formal recreational or open space areas,
however the dunes and beach are an area of open access and there is a network
of paths across the dunes which offer a variety of views to the site.
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POTENTIAL EFFECTS
13.14 Impacts from a minerals site generally relate to the removal of the landscape features
within the working area, the visual effects on the surrounding landscape character from
the elements of the working site, and the restoration of the site post working.
Landscape effects
13.15 The significance of the landscape effects identified in the LVIA is determined by the
combination of the sensitivity of the landscape receptors and the magnitude of the
effects on these landscape receptors.
13.16 The sensitivity of a landscape receptor is a combination of their susceptibility to the
type of change relating to the development proposed and the value attached to the
landscape.
13.17 The
Northumberland
Landscape Character
Assessment
study
makes the following
assessment of LCA 39a
Coastal Coalfields and
its sensitivity to surface
mining:
“Coal mining has been
the main activity across
much of this landscape
in
the
past.
The
landscape is simple,
medium-large
scale,
open, and has limited
views although some
intervisibility. There are
higher
numbers
of
receptors, but fewer
recreational
users.
Human features are
common and there are
higher
levels
of
movement.
Any
extraction would need to
be sensitively sited in
relation to this settled
landscape, with detailed
consideration
of
restoration.”

Fig 80 – Extract from the Northumberland landscape
character assessment

13.18 As noted in Chapter 1 there have been a number of surface mines worked in this LCA.
Many of which have been reinstated in a manner which maximises agricultural
production. The Northumberland Landscape Character Assessment study finds that
the LCA 39a has a moderate sensitivity to surface mining development. It is this level
of sensitivity that has been used to assess the landscape effects of the Highthorn
proposals.
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13.19 The development of the site would result in the loss of the landscape elements within
the site and would require the construction of soil and overburden storage mounds,
visible in the surrounding area and giving rise to temporarily higher effects during
construction and while the mounds are established with a grass cover. The shape and
colour of the mounds would not be entirely out of keeping with the character of the
area, once established with grass. The overburden mounds in particular have a gentle
eyebrow shape to the top similar to the profile of woodland areas visible in the
surrounding landscape and more distant landform.
13.20 The landscape character of the site is characterised by a fairly flat simple landform,
sloping from west to east and with localised variation in the form with undulations
formed by surface water erosion towards the coast. The ridgeline rising up from
Cresswell to Ellington encloses views further to the south.
13.21 Land cover is simple with an agricultural landscape of medium size fields in the south
and medium to large scale fields in the north. There are few intact hedgerows with
some tall outgrown remnants scattered across the site. Linear coniferous shelter belts
cut across the landscape to the north of the site. There are industrial influences to the
south with the chimneys at Alcan and the wind turbines to the west visible on the
skyline.
13.22 The Highthorn site sits outwith, but adjacent to LCA 40a Druridge Bay (see Figure 87),
which has the following assessment:
“This is a large-scale, simple landscape, with open views and a high degree of
intervisibility with neighbouring landscapes. There are some important landscape
features and recreational attractions, but fewer man-made influences.”
13.23 The study finds this character area to have a high sensitivity to this type of development
and this has been taken into account when assessing the effects of the proposed
development on this adjacent landscape character area.
13.24 The comment regarding the degree of intervisibility of this LCA with neighbouring
landscapes does not entirely hold true in relation to the immediate environs of the
Highthorn site for while intervisibility with the landward side of the dunes and views of
the sea from higher ground are influential on the character of the site, intervisibility with
the seaward side of the dunes and the beach is negligible.
13.25 Effects of the proposed development on neighbouring LCAs can only be indirect. The
duration of the site working would be 7yrs which is considered to be short to medium
term and the effects are temporary and reversible with the restoration of the existing
landform, planting of new hedgerows and copses and formation of watercourses and
drainage channels along with new ponds and wetlands with potential for longer term
benefits as restoration, planting and habitats mature.
13.26 The magnitude of the landscape effects during the working of the site is therefore
considered to be medium due to the character of the site and limited extent of the site’s
visibility from the surrounding landscape and the sensitive design of the proposed
Highthorn site fitting into the surrounding landscape. Landscape effects would reduce
to negligible / low negative on restoration of the site and becoming low to medium
beneficial at the restoration establishes in the first five years and beyond.
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Visual effects
13.27 Potential visual effects of the Highthorn surface mine have been identified based on
feedback from the scoping exercise and experience of operations elsewhere in
Northumberland and include the following;


Changes in the visual appearance of the site area arising from the working
proposals for the development.



Construction of perimeter soil storage mounds and two overburden storage
mounds that in some views impact on skyline views.



Visibility of plant during construction of the storage mounds and soil stripping of
phases of the sites working.



Views into the working area of the site and visibility of associated plant.



Visibility of site lighting.

Changes in the visual appearance of the site in relation to various types of location
surrounding the site have been assessed. Taking each in turn.
13.28 The visual effects of the Highthorn scheme have been assessed from the residential
properties and settlements shown in Figure 83.
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Fig 81 – Properties around the site

13.29 The potential visual effects upon the properties highlighted in Figure 81 are
summarised in Figure 82 below:
Property (All properties and settlements are
considered to have a high sensitivity)

Magnitude

Significance

Hemscott Hill Farm

Low

Slight / moderate

Hemscott Hill Farm Cottage

Negligible / low

Slight

Blakemoor Farm

None

None

The Drift Cafe

Negligible

Imperceptible

Properties on the northern edge of Cresswell / eastern
edge of Ellington (including Cresswell Saw Mill, North
Lodge and North View)

Negligible / low

Slight

Kennels Cottage

Negligible / low

Slight

Warkworth Lane Cottage and Ellington Caravan Park

low

Slight / moderate
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Property (All properties and settlements are
considered to have a high sensitivity)

Magnitude

Significance

Ellington (The Knoll)

Negligible / low

Slight

Hagg House and Hagg House Cottages

Negligible

Imperceptible

The Willows

Negligible

Imperceptible
Slight

Teviotdale and Teviot Cottage

Low

Slight / moderate

North Linton Farm

Negligible

Imperceptible
Slight

Highthorn

Medium/High

Substantial

Properties on the eastern edge of Widdrington Station
(including Ramsey)

Negligible / low

Slight

Houndalee Farm and Cottage

Low/medium

Moderate

Houndalee Cottages

Negligible

Imperceptible
Slight

Alma Cottage

None

None

The property opposite the Widdrington United
Reformed Church

Negligible

Imperceptible
Slight

Rookwood House (Widdrington)

None

None

Widdrington Farm and properties on Garth Lane

Negligible

Imperceptible
Slight

Stonecroft

Low

Slight / moderate

High Chibburn

Negligible

Imperceptible
Slight

Properties at Druridge

Low

Slight / moderate

Widdrington Station (Settlement)

Negligible

Imperceptible
Slight

/

Widdrington (Settlement)

Negligible

Imperceptible
Slight

/

Cresswell (Settlement)

Negligible

Imperceptible
Slight

/

Ellington (Settlement)

None

None

/

/

/

/

/

/

Fig 82 – Summary of Visual effects on properties

13.30 The potential visual effects from nearby roads has been assessed from the routes
shown in Figure 82 below
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Fig 83 – Public roads around the site

13.31 The potential visual effects upon the public roads around the site are highlighted in
Figure 83 and are summarised in Figure 84 below:
Roads
(All medium
sensitivity)

Magnitude

Significance

Notes

A1068

Medium
reducing to
Low
/
medium

Moderate
reducing
slight
moderate

to
/

The assessment is of the section of road
between Ellington and Widdrington (4.2km). A
1km section of the road is adjacent to the site.

Medium
reducing to
Low
/
medium

Moderate
reducing
slight
moderate

to
/

Low
medium

Slight
moderate

C110

C116

/

/
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The assessment is of the section of road
between Druridge and Cresswell (3km). A
350m section (11.6%) would have elevated
oblique views to the site (320m away).
The assessment is of the entire length of the
road between Widdrington and Druridge
(2.5km). Views would generally be to the top of
the northern overburden mound above the
coniferous tree belts (430m away).
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Roads
(All medium
sensitivity)

Magnitude

Significance

Notes

B1337

Low

Slight

The assessment is of the section of road
between Widdrington Station and the junction
with the A1068 (1.2km). Views would be to the
subsoil mounds around the compound and the
southern overburden mound (1km away).

C120
Ulgham
Grange Road

Negligible/
Low

Slight

The assessment is of the section of road
between the A1068 and Ulgham Grange level
crossing (1.8km). There would be glimpses of
the southern overburden mound (880m away).

C119
Hill

Negligible

Imperceptible/
slight

The assessment is of the section of the road
between the C120 and Widdrington Station
(760m). There would be glimpsed views to the
site (1.6km away).

Tute

Fig 84 – Summary of Visual effects on public roads

13.32 Potential visual effects from public rights of way around the site have been assessed
from the routes highlighted in Figure 85.

Fig 85- Public rights of way around the site
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13.33 The potential visual effects upon the public rights of way highlighted in Figure 85 are
summarised in Figure 86 below:
Public
Rights
of
Way
(All medium
sensitivity)

Magnitude

Significance

Notes

Footpath
Ellington 012
and
Cresswell
002

Medium
reducing to
low
/
medium

Moderate
reducing to
slight
/
moderate

The assessment is of the footpath between
Ellington and Blakemoor Farm (2.5km). The site
is visible to a greater or lesser degree from the
entire length of the path although at an oblique
angle (1.6km away with the subsoil mounds
600m at their closest).

Bridleway
Ellington 011
and footpath
Ellington 010

Low
medium

/

Slight
moderate

/

The assessment is of the bridleway between the
A1068 and Ellington (2.3km) and a short section
of footpath near Ellington (230m approx.). The
site is visible for a 700m section approximately
(between 300m and 1.8km away).

Bridleway
Ellington 013

Low
medium

/

Slight
moderate

/

The assessment is of the bridleway between the
A1068 and Cresswell Pond (2.6km). There would
be intermittent views to the site along the length
of the bridleway at an oblique angle to the path
(between 1.2km and 200m away).

Footpath
Ellington 004
and 017

Negligible /
Low

Imperceptible
/ slight

The assessment is of the footpath 004 between
Ellington and Linton and 017 between 004 and
the east coast railway line (1.3km and 2.4km).
The site would be visible for the first 300m and
130m to the south on footpath 04 (around 1.6km
away). On footpath 017 there would be
intermittent limited views of the site (around
1.4km away).

Footpath
Ulgham 012

Low
medium

Slight
moderate

/

The assessment is of the footpath between the
C120 at Ulgham Grange and Widdrington Station
(870m). There would be views to the western
edge of the site for the majority of the length of
the path (between 1.2 and 1.5km away).

Footpath
Ellington 001,
Ulgham 013
and
Widdrington
009

Medium
reducing to
low
/
medium

Moderate
reducing to
slight
/
moderate

The assessment is of the footpath between the
C120 junction with Linton Lane and the B1337
near the junction with the A1068 (2.7km). There
would be views to the site for the majority of the
length of the path, generally broken up by
vegetation (between 900 and 400m away).

Footpath
Widdrington
010 and 015

Low
medium

Slight
moderate

The assessment is of the footpath between the
B1337 and footpath 009 at Houndalee Farm
(700m). From the west views are partially
screened by landform initially gradually opening
up from higher ground and becoming closer
(between 1km and 500m away).

Footpath
Widdrington
011

High

/

/

/

Substantial
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A1068 and the C110 at Hemscott Hill (2.5km)
would be diverted to the south (5km).
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Public
Rights
of
Way
(All medium
sensitivity)

Magnitude

Significance

Notes

Footpath
Widdrington
008

Negligible /
Low

Imperceptible
/ slight

The assessment is of the footpath between the
C115 west of Widdrington and the A1068 south
of Widdrington (900m). Initially only part of the
southern overburden mound would be visible
becoming more visible further south but still
partially screened by vegetation (between 1.5
and 2km away).

Footpath
Widdrington
016

Low

Slight

The assessment is of the footpath between the
A1068 south of Widdrington and the C116 east
of Widdrington (600m). Views are initially to the
southern overburden mound and western edge
of the site (1.3km away), once the tree belt is
passed the views are to the northern overburden
mound and subsoil (600m away) with the sea
visible to the northeast.

Footpath
Widdrington
013 and 017

Low

Slight

The assessment is of the footpath between
Widdrington and the National Trust parking area
(2.5km). There would be views to the northern
overburden mound above the northern tree belt
(900m away).

Footpath
Widdrington
015

Low

Slight

The assessment is of the footpath between
footpath Widdrington 017 and the C116 at High
Chibburn (630m). There would be views to the
northern overburden mound above the tree belt
and the eastern soil mounds only when travelling
south, views being screened by the farm
buildings further to the south(between 960m and
420m away).

Northumberl
and coastal
path

Negligible /
Low

Imperceptible
/ slight

The assessment is of the path between
Cresswell and East Chevington (5.4km). The site
would be visible from only two locations on the
beach and the northern overburden mound
would be visible above the tree belt when
travelling south on the path to the west of the
dunes (between 600m and 2.5km away).

Fig 86 – Summary of Visual effects on public rights of way around the site

13.34 The visual effects of the Highthorn scheme upon nearby recreational and open space
areas are summarised in Figure 87 below:
Recreation /
public open
space areas

Magnitude

Significance

Notes

Southern end
of the Gables

Negligible /
Low

Slight

The area of the space is 0.6ha and the site
would be 1.2km to the east and largely
screened by buildings and vegetation.
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Recreation /
public open
space areas

Magnitude

Significance

Notes

The beach

Negligible

Imperceptible
/ slight

Limited views of the site from 1.7km south at
Cresswell Rocks and 3.2km north at
Hadston Links, with two narrow views at
Blakemoor Burn (900m from the site) and
Hemscott Hill Burn (625m from the site).

The dunes

Low
medium

/

Moderate

The overall length of the dunes in the bay is
9.4km. There would be intermittent views of
the site from a 4km section of the dunes
(between 1.5km and 0.5km away). There
would be intermittent distant views from a
2.5km section of the dunes (between 3.5km
and 1.5km away).

Cresswell
Pond

Low
medium

/

Slight
moderate

Druridge
Pools

Low

Slight

There would be views to the site from the two
hides (between 900m and 1km away).

East
Chevington

Negligible

Imperceptible
/ slight

There would be views to the northern
overburden mound and eastern soil storage
mounds from the viewing points on the track
along the southern edge of the reserve
(2.7km away).

Druridge Bay
Country Park

Negligible

Imperceptible

The site is only visible from a small area
within the coach parking area on the
southern edge of the park (3.8km away).

/

There would be views to the site from the two
main viewing areas (between 500m and
700m away)

Fig 87 – Summary of Visual effects on recreational & open space around the site

MITIGATION MEASURES
13.35 As noted in Chapter 11 the design of the Highthorn site has changed significantly
during the consultation process in response to feedback received. The design has also
incorporated mitigation measures based on experience gained from the applicant’s
working sites elsewhere in Northumberland. The potential effects outlined above have
therefore been assessed on the basis of the following mitigation being in place:
Site design (Primary mitigation measures)
a)

Removing over 200ha from the prospective site working area in order to increase
separation from communities (Widdrington) and thereby reduce potential visual
intrusion from residential properties and public areas.

b)

The working method has been revised to minimise the amount of overburden
material required to be stored in mounds above ground, which combined with
maximising the area of land available for the storage of overburden has meant
the height of the mounds could be kept as low as possible.

c)

The overburden mounds have been located to minimise visibility from the
surrounding area. The southern mound is located on the western side of the site
away from the more sensitive coastal area, from where it is visible to a much
lesser degree (see the ZTV Plans appended to the LVIA at Appendix 2). The
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western perimeter topsoil mound screens all but the top section of the mound in
views from closer to this side of the site. The northern overburden mound is
located within an area surrounded on three sides by coniferous tree belts that
screen the lower section of the mound.
d)

The site compound and access have been located adjacent to the A1068 on the
western side of the site away from the more sensitive coastal area and with direct
access onto a main “A” road, avoiding use of the C roads to the coast and vehicle
movements through Widdrington and Druridge. The access road off the A1068
has been designed to prevent direct views into the compound from the A1068.

e)

The overburden mounds have been located to minimise visibility from the
surrounding area. The southern mound is located on the western side of the site
away from the more sensitive coastal area, from where it is visible to a much
lesser degree (see Appendix B sheet 2 ZTV Plan southern overburden mound in
Appendix 2). The western perimeter topsoil mound screens all but the top section
of the mound in views from closer to this side of the site. The northern overburden
mound is located within an area surrounded on three sides by coniferous tree
belts that screen the lower section of the mound.

f)

The tops of the overburden mounds have been designed with a gentle
naturalistic domed shape giving a low profile in the surrounding landscape that
minimises effects on the skyline of views containing the mounds and also
replicates similar profile shapes found in the surrounding landscape, such as
landform and blocks of woodland (see Figure 88 for an image of the existing
Brenkley Lane overburden mound).

g)

Wildflowers to help them to blend with surrounding landscape colours and
increase biodiversity. Seed mixes are designed in response to the location of the
mound, to both maximise speed of establishment and reduce maintenance, or to
maximise biodiversity where visibility is less sensitive.

h)

The gradients of outer slopes of soil storage mounds have been kept as low as
possible where possible to create gentler, more natural profiles in particular
where they are seen from the side. This avoids where possible steep sided
engineered mounds that stand out against the surrounding landscape. Mounds
have also been designed to follow undulations in the topography to give flowing
lines to the tops of mounds.

Fig 88 – Brenkley Lane overburden mound

i)

The phasing of the site has been designed to put in place perimeter screening
mounds necessary to screen the working areas and site compound. Priority has
been given to the western edge around the site compound, adjacent to the A1068
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and the eastern edge of the site screening views of the working area from the
more sensitive coastal area.
j)

The site compound and access have been located adjacent to the A1068 on the
western side of the site away from the more sensitive coastal areas and with
direct access onto a main “A” road, avoiding use of the C roads to the coast and
vehicle movements through Widdrington and Druridge. The access road off the
A1068 has been designed to prevent direct views into the compound from the
A1068.

Site operation (standard management practices)
j)

The phased construction of the overburden mounds has been designed to
minimise visibility of machinery constructing the mounds as they are generally
more visually intrusive than the mounds themselves. The lower sections of the
mounds would be completed first, with the outer slopes created first and the
inside area in filled. Finally the top of the mound would be completed in a short
timescale of approximately 4 months for the northern overburden mound and 4
months for the southern overburden mound.
The initial lower slopes would be spread with a glacial drift “soil making material”
and hydro-seeded to ensure a rapid establishment of grass. The same would be
carried out on the top of the mound once complete. Trials of seed mixes on the
Shotton and Brenkley Lane sites have shown that those containing high
percentages of legumes establish quicker and remain green through periods of
drought.

Fig 89 – Berwick Hill Road with Brenkley soil mounds on the right side of the image

k)

To help assimilate the topsoil mounds along the A1068 into the landscape the
adjacent hedgerow will be managed to allow it to grow taller each year helping
to obscure views of the mounds. A successful example of where this has proven
very effective is on the Berwick Hill Road at the Brenkley Lane site (Figure 89).

l)

Hedgerows around the perimeter of the site will be gapped up or replanted where
necessary, to improve landscape structure.
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Restoration (secondary measures and enhancements)
a)

There is a programme of off-site restoration and landscape enhancements
designed to be implemented from the commencement of site working and
phased throughout the duration of the scheme. These include, enhancement of
Hemscott Hill ponds, new wetland area south of Druridge (Druridge Ponds) and
extending west and north of Druridge Pools to link with East Chevington
(Chevington Pools), footpath improvements to Low Chibburn Preceptory, with
improved fencing to the boundary, a new path around the buildings, improved
signage and interpretation, management of the tree belts to the north of the
Preceptory and planting of new hedgerows in this area.

b)

Restoration of the Highthorn site will include; field boundaries planted with
species rich hedgerows and hedgerow trees to replace existing post and wire
fences and improve landscape structure. Ponds and species rich grassland
alongside the reinstated Hemscott Hill Burn will create a wildlife corridor that will
complement the area of ponds along the Blakemoor Burn to the south of the site.
New footpaths and cycle ways will increase public access to the site and
surrounding area with signage and interpretation that focuses on highlighting
historic heritage assets in the area.

c)

There is also a wider landscape scale scheme for enhancements “Discover
Druridge” that will help strengthen and link the various features and attractions
within the bay.

13.36 The Discover Druridge initiative is described in more detail at Chapter 3, a detailed
description of the elements of the Restoration Strategy for Highthorn is contained in
Chapter 8.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
13.37 The potential for Highthorn to have cumulative landscape and/or visual effects with
other developments was identified in the Scoping Opinion produced by
Northumberland County Council in February 2015. Further, emerging planning policy
specifically identifies cumulative effects as an important criteria in this location
reflecting its past history of surface mine working and restoration. The following sites
and developments are within 5km of the Highthorn proposals were identified as having
a potential cumulative effect:
Completion
Date

Development

Operation

Status

Operator

Maiden’s Hall

Surface mine

Restored

UK Coal

Autumn
2011

Steadsburn

Surface mine

Being restored

UK Coal

Autumn
2012

Stobswood

Surface mine

Restored

UK Coal

Autumn
2011

Butterwell

Surface mine

Restored

UK Coal

Spring 2016

Potland Burn

Surface mine

Operational/Restoration

UK Coal

Autumn
2016
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Completion
Date

Development

Operation

Status

Operator

Alcan Farms

Surface mine

Long term prospect

Banks
Mining

NA

Houndalee

Surface mine

Long term prospect

Banks
Mining

NA

Ferneybeds

Surface mine

Approved

Banks
Mining

NA

Hemscott Hill Sand
Extraction

Sand
Extraction

Operational

Mr.
Bell

Operational
(temporarily
mothballed)

SITA

2039

Approved

Infinis

2015

Approved

Infinis

2015

Operational

Scottish
Power

Complete

Operational

UK Coal

Complete

Landfill
Ellington Road
North
Steads
(formerly Blue Sky)
Wind farm

Wind Farm

Sisters Wind Farm

Wind Farm

Lynemouth Wind
Farm

Wind Farm

Berwick Drift

Wind Farm

W.

2020

Fig 90 – Cumulative sites

13.38 The location of the abovementioned sites is shown on the cumulative impact drawing
PA21.
Cumulative landscape effects
13.39 The landscape effects that might result from the Highthorn site have been assessed
as moderate negative for the 7 year duration of the site with this becoming slight
beneficial as the restoration establishes. The Ferneybeds surface mine was assessed
to have a slight to moderate negative effect on the landscape during (3 year) operation
of the site and slight beneficial on restoration. The simple nature and poor condition of
the Ferneybeds site along with the localised visibility of the working site in the
surrounding landscape and its location to the west of the Highthorn site away from the
more sensitive coastal character area (40a) mean that it would not increase the
significance of the landscape effects of the Highthorn site.
13.40 The Hemscott Hill Sand Extraction scheme lies within the adjacent landscape
character area 40a Druridge Bay and has been assessed in the Renewal of Minerals
Permission (ROMP) as having a potential moderate negative effect on landscape
character until 2020 when the site would be completed, with a moderate beneficial
effect on restoration. The combined effect of the two schemes on character area 39a
coastal coalfields would not increase the significance of the effects of landscape
character. However with the sand extraction being in an adjacent more sensitive
character area, the combined effects of the two developments on the Druridge Bay
landscape character would increase to moderate / high for the duration of the site (7
years).
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13.41 As part of the Highthorn development it is proposed to abandon the permission to
extract sand at Hemscott Hill and so remove any cumulative effects with the Highthorn
site.
13.42 The restored sites of Stobswood and Maidens Hall/Steadsburn conform to modern
standards of restoration design enabling them to fit with the surrounding landscape
pattern and will not lead to a significant change in character of the area in the long
term. The newly restored and immature nature of these sites is not very apparent from
the surrounding landscape, however the immature condition of the restored landscape
features is noticeable from public rights of way across the sites and adjacent C115.
The establishment of the restoration will improve over the next 5 years and would not
have significant cumulative effects with the Highthorn site.
13.43 The currently working sites of Butterwell and Potland Burn are due to be restored in
2016 and would be in the first year of the aftercare process, with landscape features
such as hedgerows, woodland, fences and gates being installed, with the restoration
establishing over the following 5 – 10 years. These two sites are separated from the
Highthorn site (over 4km by road) and will not be visible from the A1068 once restored.
The two sites have localised effects to the north of Ashington and it is felt due to the
separation from the Highthorn site would not give rise to significant cumulative
landscape effects.
13.44 The Ellington Road waste management site is also located over 4km to the south and
is not particularly visible in the surrounding landscape. It is felt that this site would not
give rise to significant cumulative landscape effects in conjunction with the Highthorn
site.
13.45 The Lynemouth Windfarm is located 2.5km to the south and although it is visible above
the Ellington ridgeline to the south of the Highthorn site it is felt that Highthorn would
not have a significant cumulative effect on the landscape character of the area due to
its removal from the site and difference in type of development.
Cumulative visual effects
13.46 The potential cumulative visual effects of the Highthorn development upon medium
sensitivity rights of ways and roads when considered in relation to the sites listed above
is summarised in Figure 91 below:
Location

Cumulative
Development

Highthorn
visual
effects
significance

Cumulative
visual
effects significance

C119 Tute Hill

Ferneybeds

Imperceptible /
slight

No change

Gables open space
southern edge of
Widdrington

Ferneybeds

Slight

No change

Public footpaths
Widdrington 009 and
010

Ferneybeds

Moderate

No change

Public footpaths
Widdrington 010

Ferneybeds

Slight /
moderate

No change

A1068

Ferneybeds

Moderate

No change
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Location

Cumulative
Development

Highthorn
visual
effects
significance

Cumulative
visual
effects significance

Public footpath
Ellington 011

Ferneybeds

Slight /
moderate

No change

Public footpath
Ellington 013

Ferneybeds

Slight /
moderate

No change

Public footpath
Ellington 012

Ferneybeds

Moderate

No change

Public footpath
Ellington 004 and 017

Ferneybeds

Imperceptible /
slight

No change

Public footpath
Cresswell 002

Sand
extraction

Moderate

No change

C110

Sand
extraction

Moderate

Moderate / substantial

C116

Sand
extraction

Slight /
moderate

No change

Public footpath
Widdrington 013 and
017

Sand
extraction

Slight

No change

Public footpath
Widdrington 008

Ferneybeds
Steadsburn /
Maiden’s Hall

Imperceptible /
slight

No change

Public footpath
Widdrington 016

Ferneybeds

Slight

No change

Ulgham Grange to
Widdrington (C120
and A1068)

Ferneybeds

Moderate

Moderate / substantial

Widdrington Station to
Widdrington via Mile
Road

Ferneybeds

Moderate

Moderate / substantial

C115 west of
Widdrington to
Ellington or the coast

Steadsburn /
Maiden’s Hall

Slight /
Moderate

No change

C005 / C006 / A1068

Potland Burn /
Butterwell

Slight /
Moderate

No change

Sand
Extraction

Fig 91 – Summary of Cumulative visual effects

13.47 In respect of the effect of the cumulative effect of the nearby wind farm schemes at
Northsteads and Sisters, the assessment finds that the Highthorn scheme will not have
a significant cumulative effect upon the visual amenity of Widdrington, the closest
residential area. The Lynemouth and Berwick Drift wind farms are located far enough
away from the Highthorn site not to cause any significant cumulative effects
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CONCLUSIONS
13.48 Overall the Highthorn Surface Mine proposals are found to be acceptable in landscape
and visual terms. The landscape and visual effects have been minimised by a detailed
iterative design process that has looked carefully at site layout and phasing to
avoid/prevent negative effects wherever possible. An example of this is the two
overburden mounds, which have been sensitively located and shaped making use of
surrounding vegetation and topography to ensure they will blend with the shapes and
textures in the wider landscape. These elements are present for the short to medium
term (5 of the 7yrs site operation) before being restored.
13.49 In conjunction with the design and shape of the mounds, their construction has been
carefully phased to minimise visibility of plant during formation and removal of the
overburden mounds. With approximately 4 months for the completion of the more
visible top of each mound and a similar timescale for removal of the top section of the
mounds.
13.50 Negative impacts on landscape character would be temporary and reversible during
the 7 years (short / medium term) working phase of the site, with a moderate level of
significance. It is worth noting that the more intrusive elements of the site would not be
present for the full 7 years operation of the site. Once restored negative landscape
effects would be reduce to slight and become beneficial as the restoration establishes
over a 5–10 years period.
13.51 The restoration of the site would provide medium and long term improved landscape
structure with new hedgerows, hedgerow trees, small copses, wetlands and
watercourses, with new footpaths and bridleways to improve the public’s enjoyment of
the landscape.
13.52 The “Discover Druridge” delivery strategy could also provide a range projects which
will have a benefit at a landscape scale across Druridge Bay to further enhance the
landscape character of this area.
13.53 Removing the Hemscott Hill sand extraction will secure a 40ha section of the dunes
that would otherwise be removed as part of the extraction process. The sand extraction
would have a significant negative effect on Druridge Bay (Landscape Character Area
40a) and this being prevented must be seen as a very positive benefit to the landscape
as a result of the proposed mining development.
13.54 The visibility of the Highthorn site has been analysed and assessed to conclude that it
is predominantly of a low magnitude and slight significance. This has been achieved
by good sensitive design that has responded to negative visual effects and kept them
to a minimum.
13.55 Views from the beach are minimal with only two narrow viewpoints within 1km of the
site, where the two watercourses cut through the dunes and then limited to distant
views at Cresswell Rocks (1.7km to the south) and Hadston Links (3.2km to the north).
13.56 Visibility of the site from the landward side of the dunes in the east is more open in
nature and receptors both landscape and visual are more sensitive than elsewhere
owing to the change in character and expectation of the users. The extent of the visible
perimeter mounds is greater than elsewhere, although a buffer zone of between 300m
and 500m would be maintained along the C110 coast road and the magnitude of
effects is still generally low / medium. The design process has looked carefully at the
eastern perimeter mounds to achieve low gradients of outer faces and a natural flow
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to the shape of the mounds while ensuring that views into the working area are
screened.
13.57 Overall the effects on visual amenity would not be significant and the package of
restoration and enhancement measures (including elements of Restoration First) will
provide real and lasting benefits including the establishment of over 10Km of new
hedgerows, hedgerow trees and small copses, over 50ha of wetland habitats and
watercourses and 7.9km of new public access routes.
13.58 Despite the extent of previous working in the area and taking into account currently
committed development history of the area the potential for cumulative effects of the
development would not be significant.

Mitigation proposed in this Landscape and visual impact chapter:
a)

The design of site shown in drawing PA06 Composite working method plan and
subsequent phasing drawing PA07 to PA11

b)

The location and design of the compound show in drawing PA15

c)

The use of seed mixes on the site soil mounds, the requirement to grass seed
the site mounds is contained in the draft site EMP in Appendix 15

d)

The construction phasing of the site overburden mounds as is shown in drawing
PA19

e)

Hedgerows to be managed on the site’s periphery, this can be covered in the
site BAP, a draft of which is in Appendix 14

f)

The restoration scheme of the site as is show in drawing PA13
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14. ECOLOGY
There are no designated sites within the site boundary. The nearest designated
site is Cresswell Ponds SSSI which is 420m south east of the site.
A range of comprehensive ecological surveys have been undertaken. The
results of which have influenced the design of the working site and restoration
strategy. Data collected from various organisations with interests at Druridge
Bay has also been used.
Displacement of pink-footed geese and yellow wagtail from site are the only
predicted significant ecological environmental effects and will be mitigated
through on site actions and the creation of “Druridge Ponds”.
The Site Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) addresses management of the site to
minimise impacts during operation. The occurrence of target species around
the site will be monitored and actions taken to improve opportunities for those
species.
Restoration provides significant biodiversity benefits, linked to wider
management of Druridge Bay, including 100ha of new wetland and wet
grassland habitats, around 10km of native species hedgerows and 3.4 ha of
broad leaved woodland.
The Discover Druridge initiative provides the funding and framework for existing
nature conservation interests to work together to safeguard and enhance
existing ecological habitats and a stronger green infrastructure network.
14.1

14.2

An assessment of the effects of the Highthorn proposal on ecology including flora and
fauna has been compiled on behalf of Banks Mining by Argus Ecology Ltd, in
association with Wardell Armstrong LLP. The assessment reports are reproduced in
full at Appendix 3 and comprise the following:


Ecological Assessment including Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey



Mammal Survey



Bat activity and emergence survey



Ornithological Surveys



Amphibian Survey and eDNA sampling for great crested newt, including all
ponds within 500m of the site boundary.



Invertebrate surveys



Hedgerow Survey

A supplementary confidential report has also been submitted separately to NCC
containing relevant details on protected species.
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SCOPING RESPONSE
14.3

A formal Scoping Opinion has been obtained from Northumberland County Council, in
addition to consultations undertaken over a period of over 18 months with Natural
England as part of its Discretionary Advice Service. These meetings helped to identify
the appropriate survey methodologies and highlight potential effects that would need
to be addressed in the final assessments. The meetings have allowed the assessment
to focus particularly upon the effects of the proposed development upon the nearby
Cresswell Ponds and Northumberland Shore SSSIs.

14.4

The scope of the ecological assessment has also been informed by consultations with
a wide range of other organisations and individuals. These included the establishment
of a Highthorn Ecology Group, chaired by Northumberland Wildlife Trust and a public
consultation session dedicated to ecological matters.

14.5

The extent of ecological survey and assessment was also informed by an initial
Scoping Survey carried out by Wardell Armstrong LLP in September 2012. This
enabled early initiation of the bird survey programme, identified as one of the key
ecological sensitivities of the wider Druridge Bay area.

METHODOLOGY
14.6

Building on the work during the scoping stage and of the ecology steering group the
following methodology has been agreed with key statutory consultees including Natural
England and the NCC Ecology officers. Non-statutory organisations that have an
ecology specialism, including the NWT and the RSPB have also had their comments
on the ecology assessment methodology incorporated in the relevant surveys.

14.7

A data search was carried out, including information obtained from MAGIC (Multiagency geographic information for the countryside), the local biological records centre
(ERIC (NE)), Northumberland Wildlife Trust, BTO Wetland Bird Survey, and
Northumberland and Tyneside Bird Club.

14.8

Full details of the methodologies used for the various surveys undertaken to inform this
chapter will not be repeated here. Full details are set down in the various reports
contained in Appendix 3. Survey methodologies conform to current guidelines.

14.9

The identification of ecological interest features and the assessment of impacts and
their significance followed Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental
Management (CIEEM) guidelines.

14.10 Survey data was also shared with key consultees as part of the ecology workshop
events. As a result opportunities to incorporate appropriate mitigation into the site
design and package of proposals were identified. It was also as part of this process
that it became clear that as a priority in terms of achieving the most beneficial outcome
for ecology, the restoration and enhancement proposals for the site should aim to
increase the amount of wetland and wet grassland habitat available within the bay.
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BASELINE CONDITIONS
Context
14.11 The wider ecological context of the site can best be understood in terms of its location
within the Northumbria Coal Measures Natural Area, and in particular its location within
the Druridge Bay area. Coastal habitats, subsidence ponds, and wetlands created
after the restoration of former surface mines form the basis of a potentially important
ecological network. Statutory designated sites in the wider survey area include the
Northumbria Coast Special Protection Area (SPA), Northumberland Coast Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), Cresswell Ponds SSSI, Hadston Links SSSI, and
Cresswell Dunes Local Nature Reserve. Local Wildlife Sites include Warkworth Lane
Ponds LWS and Hadston Links LWS, while Northumberland Wildlife Trust reserves
include Druridge Pools, Cresswell Ponds and Cresswell Foreshore. The majority of
these sites that are located close to the Highthorn proposal are shown on drawing
PA22. It should be noted that none of these sites lie within the proposed working area
of the Highthorn proposals.
Survey Area (see drawing HJB/BA795/153 in Appendix 3)
14.12 The survey area extends well beyond the proposed site boundary. Habitats within the
survey area predominantly comprise agricultural land, including both arable cropland
and permanent grassland. The arable fields mostly support winter cereals with oilseed rape break crops, while all pasture fields support improved grassland (see
existing features drawing PA04). Hedgerows are of limited extent, with many simply
fenced field boundaries of post and wire, and do not provide good habitat connectivity;
within the site many hedgerows are defunct or becoming so, comprising tall outgrown
hawthorn with frequent linear gaps.
Working Area
14.13 Within the proposed working area, there is one small plantation woodland (Fox Covert),
0.57ha in area. The main drainage within the site is a steep-sided ditch draining northwest from Highthorn into Hemscott Hill Ponds; this has an in-channel pond 0.2ha in
area, but doesn’t typically hold water along its entire length. With the exception of
hedgerows (discussed further below) and a small area of semi-improved grassland in
the vicinity of Hemscott Hill, there are no Priority Habitats listed on Section 41 of the
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 within the proposed working
area.
Protected species
14.14 Protected mammal species recorded during surveys comprised six species of bat,
otter, red squirrel and badger. All species of bat and otter are European protected
species, listed on Annex IV (a) of the EU Habitats Directive. Red squirrel are protected
under Schedule 5 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, and badger are protected
under the Protection of Badgers Act 1992.
14.15 Otter and red squirrel were not recorded within the proposed working area. Otter were
recorded near the mouth of the Hemscott Burn and in Cresswell Ponds, while red
squirrel were found in two plantations, including one adjacent to the proposed working
area. Bats were recorded foraging and commuting over the site, although the main
focus of activity was Hemscott Hill Ponds, which is outside the proposed working area.
Bat species included Nathusius’ pipistrelle, an uncommon species in the region. No
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bat roosts were located within the site, although a total of thirteen trees were assessed
as having a medium potential to support a bat roost.
14.16 Records of brown hare, a Section 41 priority species, were frequent across the survey
area, including the proposed working area and the wider vicinity.
14.17 Reptiles include a record of common lizard on coastal dunes (including one recording
at Hemscott Hill Dunes) to the east of the site, although there are no suitable habitats
within the application site or proposed working area.
14.18 Great crested newt, a European protected species, were confirmed by eDNA sampling
to be present in one pond at Druridge Pools, located 0.6km north-east of the proposed
working area. eDNA and conventional survey methods did not confirm presence of
great crested newt closer to the site, although there may be a further population outside
the survey area to the south.
14.19 Key features of the bird fauna within the wider survey area included:


Internationally important populations of pink-footed geese, with up to 5000
recorded in some winters, and up to 3000 in the proposed working area on
occasion;



Nationally important numbers of sanderling in foreshore habitats in Druridge Bay;



Regionally important numbers of whooper swans on farmland to the south of the
proposed working area, and using Cresswell Ponds as an overnight roost;



Regionally important numbers of common scoter and red-throated diver offshore
in Druridge Bay;



An assemblage of farmland breeding birds of at least local importance, with two
species (tree sparrow and yellow wagtail) of District-level importance;



‘Schedule 1’ Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 birds including avocet and marsh
harrier which were assessed as being of regional importance, and barn owl of
District-level importance (locations withheld, outside proposed working area);



A regularly occurring flock of wintering twite (a Section 41 species) on coastal
dunes (and on one occasion within the site) of District-level importance;



Migratory staging-post function of coastal wetlands of County-level importance;
and



Wintering waders of wetlands and fields, and foraging terns offshore in summer
both assessed as being of local conservation interest.

POTENTIAL EFFECTS
14.20 Potential effects of the proposed surface mine considered in the ecological impact
assessment include the following:


Loss of habitats due to land-take within operational areas;



Reduced habitat connectivity;
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Impacts on the water environment;



Hydrological impacts such as drawdown of the water table;



Air quality impacts, including transport of dust to sensitive habitats, and effects
of vehicle exhaust emissions from road transport;



Disturbance of wildlife in sensitive habitats due to noise and human activity;



Effects of lighting on wildlife; and



Potential reduced quality of restored habitats relative to baseline.

14.21 Potential effects have been considered in the context of incorporated mitigation
measures, including those set out elsewhere in this Environmental Statement,
including in particular the site Environmental Management Plan, Hydrology and
Hydrogeology, Air Quality, Noise and Lighting assessments.
14.22 Potential effects on each identified ecological interest feature have been considered.
There are no predicted disturbance effects on statutory designated sites, and the risk
of disturbance and water quality effects will be negligible due to the incorporated
avoidance measures. No hydrological impacts are predicted on wetland sites,
including Cresswell Ponds and Warkworth Lane Ponds largely due to the fact that the
catchment areas for both features lie outside the areas affected by the proposals.
There is a negligible risk of short-term disturbance impacts on Cresswell Ponds as a
result of noise from the proposed scheme.
14.23 With respect to mammals, there will be a small magnitude loss of habitats used by
foraging and commuting bats (6.82km of currently largely broken and unfavourable
condition hedgerows and 0.57ha of woodland), resulting in reduced habitat
connectivity, and some disturbance by lighting within the working area. There is a
moderate risk of short-term disturbance effects on red squirrel in one plantation, during
one area of peripheral bund formation and removal, and there will be a loss of brown
hare habitat and badger foraging habitat within the working area.
14.24 With respect to birds, there will be a loss of foraging habitat used by up to 3000 pinkfooted geese over the winter period. Farmland breeding birds will be temporarily
displaced, with the largest magnitude of effect on skylark, with up to 26 territories, and
the largest as a proportion of County breeding population on yellow wagtail, with up to
3 territories displaced. Some wintering waders will also be displaced, although
utilisation of the working area is low compared to coastal fields and wetlands. No
effects are predicted on birds using coastal habitats, including dune grassland, the
foreshore and inshore habitats in Druridge Bay.
14.25 The significance of predicted effects has been considered for each of the identified
ecological interest features in the detailed reports contained in Appendix 3. The key
findings are summarised below :


No effects are predicted on common lizard or great crested newt.



No likely significant effect is predicted on the qualifying features or supporting
habitats of the Northumbria Coast SPA or any other European conservation sites
due to distance from site and intervening screening.
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No significant impacts are predicted on the integrity or conservation status of the
interest features of any SSSI, including Cresswell Ponds, Northumberland
Shore, or Hadston Links, or on any locally designated site or Wildlife Trust Nature
Reserve.



Loss of habitat within the working area, principally those habitats associated with
the Hemscott Burn along with other hedgerows, has been assessed as being of
minor significance on a local scale over a medium-term (to 15 year) timescale.



Reduction in bat foraging habitat for Nathusius’ pipistrelle and other species has
been assessed as minor significance, and is not predicted to affect the
conservation status of any bat species in the local area.



Short-term disturbance impacts on red squirrel, and displacement impacts
through habitat loss on brown hare have been assessed as being of minor
significance on a local scale.



Predicted effects on the farmland breeding bird assemblage; wintering waders,
whooper swan and wigeon; and foraging marsh harrier, have all been assessed
as being of minor significance.



Impacts of moderate significance on a regional scale are predicted through
displacement of wintering pink-footed geese; impacts of moderate significance
on a County scale are predicted through displacement of breeding yellow wagtail.

14.26 The ecological impact assessment in Appendix 3 considers legal compliance with
relevant Habitat Regulations, it concludes that any risks to protected species can be
avoided with appropriate mitigation measures. These would be necessary with respect
to breeding birds and are discussed further below.

MITIGATION PROPOSED
14.27 Mitigation measures are proposed for all impacts which have been identified as having
at least minor significance. These will be delivered before and during the operational
phase of the proposed development, and can be summarised as follows:


Allocation and management of an undisturbed refuge area for pink-footed geese;



Creation of wet scrapes (in the area labelled as “Druridge Ponds” on drawing
PA12) in grazed coastal pasture outside the working area for yellow wagtail,
foraging bats, foraging marsh harrier, wigeon, and wintering waders;



Maintaining boundary hedgerows and managing bunds around the working area
to provide sheltered insect-rich flyways for bats;



Management of overburden mounds and other habitats within the site for brown
hare, skylark and other farmland breeding and wintering birds;



Provision of new roosting opportunities for bats around the site; and



Supplementary feeding of red squirrels in plantations around the site.

14.28 Site restoration offers the opportunity for significant enhancement relative to the
current baseline. In keeping with the aim of achieving wider landscape-scale habitat
improvements, shallow scrapes and wet grassland are a key targets, together with an
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improved hedgerow network. These benefits will be targeted at key ecological interest
features such as the farmland bird assemblage.

RESIDUAL EFFECTS FOLLOWING MITIGATION
14.29 During the operational phase of the proposed development there is likely to be some
residual reduction in the population of farmland breeding birds, although there is a
reasonable expectation of no net effect on one key species, yellow wagtail, through
wet grassland creation. In addition, there is good scope within the management of the
surface mine to provide higher quality winter food sources for farmland birds, a key
factor which has been recognised as affecting survival rates and consequent
population declines.
14.30 There is also every expectation that pink-footed geese would utilise appropriately
located and managed refuge areas within the site during the operational phase of the
proposed development.
14.31 Medium term impacts as hedgerows develop and wetland sites mature on the restored
site can be reasonably anticipated to be positive. These positive benefits will be
greater if they are linked to a wider strategy of ecological improvements in the wider
Druridge Bay area.
14.32 Residual effects identified by the extensive ecological survey and assessment work
undertaken are summarised in the table below.
Feature

Construction
phase

/

Operational

Pink-footed
goose

Minor negative impact due to
partial displacement from working
site.

Neutral to minor positive impact
following
reinstatement
of
agricultural land-use on site.

Yellow wagtail

Neutral / negligible negative
impact due to creation of wet
grassland habitat, adjoining arable
fields.

Minor positive impact due to wet
grassland creation along Hemscott
Burn.

Hemscott Burn
habitats

Neutral / minor positive impact due
to compensatory wet grassland /
scrape creation in coastal fields.

Minor positive impact due to wet
grassland creation along Hemscott
Burn.

Bats

Neutral due to range of mitigation
measures
to
maintain
bat
movement and activity around the
site, and establish new coastal
wetlands

Minor positive due to improved
hedgerow network and wet
grasslands / wetlands

Red squirrel

Neutral / negligible negative
impact due to mitigation measures

Neutral / minor positive – high
uncertainty of future status due to
wider pressures of grey squirrel
colonisation.

Brown hare

Neutral / minor negative due to
loss of agricultural land partly
compensated by on-site habitats

Neutral to minor positive impact
following
reinstatement
of
agricultural land-use on site.

Marsh harrier

Neutral impact due to creation of
wet grassland habitat

Minor positive due to further
creation of wet grassland habitat.
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Feature

Construction
phase

/

Operational

Restoration phase

Whooper
swan

Negligible impact due to limited
utilisation
of
site
and
implementation of pink-footed
geese mitigation.

Minor positive due to further
creation of wet grassland / wetland
habitat.

Wigeon

Negligible due to compensatory
wet grassland / scrape creation in
coastal fields.

Minor positive due to further
creation of wet grassland / wetland
habitat.

Wintering
waders

Neutral impact due to creation of
wet grassland habitat, relatively
limited utilisation of habitats on
site.

Minor positive due to further
creation of wet grassland / wetland
habitat.

Farmland
breeding birds

Minor negative impact, after
compensatory habitat creation
within working site.

Minor positive due to creation of
new habitats within restored
agricultural land.

Fig 92 – Summary residual impacts

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
14.33 Cumulative and in-combination ecological effects have been considered in relation to
the following developments (these were agreed as part of the discussion with ecology
stakeholders including Natural England and NCC) :
a)

Hemscott sand extraction;

b)

Sisters and Blue Sky (now North Steads) wind farm; and

c)

Ferneybeds surface mine.

14.34 Hemscott Hill sand extraction could affect barn owl, twite and avocet, the latter
indirectly through increased coastal flooding. There is a limited risk of increased
cumulative impacts on these features as a consequence of the proposed development,
due to limited current utilisation of the application site
14.35 If planning permission is granted for the Highthorn proposal, the threat to habitats at
Hemscott Hill from the consented sand extraction will be removed.
14.36 Potential in-combination effects with Sisters wind farm on pink-footed geese were
identified, increasing the risk of displacement from the southern Druridge Bay area in
the absence of mitigation measures. However, planned mitigation measures at Blue
Sky wind farm could reduce the effects of the proposed development, if they succeed
in creating a safe and attractive area for foraging pink-footed geese in the Maidens
Hall area. In addition mitigation measures undertaken on the Highthorn site will reduce
this potential in combination effect.
14.37 There are possible effects on the farmland breeding birds if the Ferneybeds surface
mine was operated at the same time as Highthorn, but given the lower value of this
feature at Ferneybeds, it is unlikely to increase the significance of the predicted effect
at Highthorn upon farmland breeding birds.
14.38 No other potentially significant in-combination effects are predicted on other ecological
interest features.
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14.39 For those habitats and species that have the potential to be affected by other
developments alongside the Highthorn site, the following level of significance has been
applied to the following possible effects:
a)

Barn owl – possible in combination effects with sand extraction of minor
significance. Planning permission for the extraction of sand from the Hemscott
Hill site is to be removed as part of the Highthorn proposals, therefore this effect
should not occur.

b)

Avocet – Risk of attempted nesting within site may be increased if Cresswell
Pond flooding frequency increases. This would be increased due to incombination effects of sand extraction (proposed for removal as part of Highthorn
proposals). This effect is of minor significance, however it will not occur due to
the sand extraction ceasing if Highthorn is approved.

c)

Pink footed geese - No increase in significance likely as a consequence of incombination effects (displacement and collision mortality) with proposed wind
farm developments.

d)

Twite - Possible minor significance in-combination effect following possible
displacement due to sand extraction (proposed for removal as part of Highthorn
proposals). This effect should not occur due to the sand extraction ceasing if
Highthorn is approved.

14.40 Overall the cumulative effects of the development would not be significant.

CONCLUSION AND MITIGATION SUMMARY
14.41 The application site and areas affected by the proposed development are not of
particular ecological value being predominantly managed intensively for agricultural
purposes.
14.42 There are no designated nature conservation sites within the site boundary. The
nearest designated site is Cresswell Ponds SSSI which is approximately 420m south
east of the site.
14.43 The site and a wider study area have been subject to a comprehensive range of
surveys and assessments. In addition, the proposed working scheme has been
amended in response to feedback from the ecology workshop group formed
specifically to influence the design of the Highthorn working and restoration scheme.
Through this engagement, data collected from various other organisations and bodies
with interests in Druridge Bay have also been used in the assessment process.
14.44 Overall, the findings indicate the development can be undertaken without significant
direct or indirect negative effects on designated conservation sites or protected
species.
14.45 Displacement of pink-footed geese and yellow wagtail from site are the only predicted
significant ecological environmental effects and will be mitigated through on site
actions and the creation of new wetland habitats at “Druridge Ponds”.
14.46 A site specific Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) will address management of the site to
minimise impacts during operation. The occurrence of target species around the site
will be monitored and actions undertaken to improve opportunities for those species
using land in and around the site.
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14.47 Restoration will provide significant biodiversity benefits, linked to wider management
proposals for Druridge Bay, including a total of 100ha of new wetland and wet
grassland habitats will be created, 10km of native species hedgerows and 3.4 ha of
broad leaved native species tree planting. The Discover Druridge initiative aims to
deliver enhancement of existing ecological habitats through the creation of more
wildlife corridors linking newly created habitats with those already established on
previously worked sites such as East Chevington and Radcliffe. (Hauxley Nature
reserve)
Mitigation proposed in this Ecology chapter:
Incorporated mitigation


Design of minerals extraction and operational areas to avoid designated
ecology sites.



Surface water treatment lagoons with discharge rates controlled by
separate Environment Agency consent to control effect upon water quality



Maintenance of flows to Hemscott Hill Pond from surface water lagoons; reinstatement of Hemscott Burn following restoration to control the effect
upon ground and hydrological water



Routing of vehicles away from sensitive habitats, dust suppression
methods within site will control the air quality effects of the site upon
vegetation and sensitive habitats



The location of screening mounds around site periphery; operational noise
control levels; setting 55dB L(A)eq noise limit at sensitive ecological receptors
will limit the disturbance of wildlife in nearby habitats as a result of noise



Lighting duration and extent limited to needs of safety and security; lighting
designed to minimise spillage in order to avoid any disturbance of wildlife
in nearby habitats due to lighting.



The restoration design to increase landscape-scale diversity; best practice
in soil handling and progressive restoration; design of micro-scale features
(such as double hedgerows & hedgerow banks) are aimed at ensuring that
the quality of restored habitats is above relative to the baseline of the
existing site.

Species and habitat specific mitigation during the operation phase and
restoration phase of the proposal
Feature

Operation phase

Restoration phase

Pink footed
geese

Significant environmental effect

Reinstatement of agricultural
land-use within Highthorn
site, including some fields
<5ha in area to allow future
use by geese.

Management of undisturbed land
in early phases of surface mine to
improve habitat quality for pinkfooted
geese;
possible
identification of off-site refuge area
for later operational phases, and
incorporation of management for
pink-footed geese in grazed
coastal pasture.
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Yellow
wagtail

Significant environmental effect
Creation of wet scrapes in grazed
coastal pasture, adjoining arable
fields in the area marked as
“Druridge Ponds” and “Hemscott
Ponds” on drawing PA12.

Reinstatement
of
wet
grassland with scrapes along
the Hemscott Burn

Hemscott
Burn
habitats

Compensatory
wet
grassland/scrape
creation
in
coastal fields in the area marked
as
“Druridge
Ponds”
and
“Hemscott Ponds” on drawing
PA12.

Reinstatement
of
wet
grassland with scrapes along
the Hemscott Burn.

Bats

Maintaining boundary hedgerows
and managing bunds within site to
maintain sheltered, insect-rich
flyways.

Reinstatement
of
wet
grassland with scrapes along
the Hemscott Burn.

Creating
insect-rich
wetland
habitats in coastal grasslands in
the areas marked as “Druridge
Ponds” and “Hemscott Ponds” on
drawing PA12 and the Hemscott
provision of bat boxes in
plantations.

Improving
density
and
condition of hedgerows to
provide
greater
habitat
connectivity
in
restored
landform.

Monitor populations as part of Site
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP).
Red squirrel

Minimise working period on nearby
bunds.
Consider supplementary feeding
using red squirrel- specific feeders.
Maintain / improve suitability of
plantations for red squirrel.

Review status of red squirrel
in wider area of Druridge Bay
with advice from conservation
bodies.
If appropriate, design and
manage new planting to
accommodate
habitat
requirements of red squirrel

Monitor populations as part of site
BAP.
Brown hare

Manage grassland on overburden
mounds to benefit brown hare.
Monitor populations as part of Site
BAP.

Marsh
harrier

Creation of wet grassland habitat
at “Druridge Ponds” and “Hemscott
Ponds” (see drawing PA12) to
improve foraging habitat in coastal
fields, maintaining connectivity
between East Chevington and
Warkworth Lane to east and south
of site.
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Whooper
swan

Minimise working period on nearby
bunds, if works undertaken within
winter period.

Reinstatement
of
wet
grassland with scrapes along
the Hemscott Burn.

Refuge area for geese may also be
utilised by whooper swans
Wigeon

Wintering
waders

Farmland
breeding
birds

Compensatory wet grassland /
scrape creation in coastal fields in
the area shown as “Druridge
Ponds” and “Hemscott Ponds” in
drawing PA12.

Reinstatement
of
wet
grassland with scrapes along
the Hemscott Burn.

Compensatory wet grassland /
scrape creation in coastal fields in
areas shown as “Hemscott Ponds”
and “Druridge Ponds” on drawing
PA12 to increase area with
penetrable ground.

Reinstatement
of
wet
grassland with scrapes along
the Hemscott Burn.

Progressive
restoration
to
minimise soil storage and handling
to reduce loss of soil fauna.

Ensure restoration practice
and
design
promotes
development of soil fauna.

Management
of
overburden
mounds and unworked land to
provide suitable habitat for groundnesting birds including skylark.

‘Wildlife islands’ (see drawing
PA13) and localised wet
areas in reinstated arable
fields.

Management of inner faces of
bunds and top of overburden
mounds to provide winter feeding
for seed-eating birds.

Creation
of
agricultural
landscape with mix of arable,
grassland, wet grassland and
hedgerows to maximise value
to farmland birds.
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15. ARCHAEOLOGY AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
Parts of the site have been disturbed by previous surface mining.
Archaeological interest in these parts of the site have been removed
A desk based assessment and site walkover indicates that the site is of low
potential archaeological interest.
A geophysical survey of the unworked parts of the site has been undertaken.
A written scheme of investigation (WSI) will be agreed with NCC officers which
may include further site investigation to be undertaken prior to determination.
The setting of the nearby heritage assets will not be significantly affected by the
Highthorn proposals
15.1

An assessment of the effects of the Highthorn proposals on archaeology and cultural
heritage interests has been undertaken by Durham University a desk based
archaeological assessment (DBA) and geophysical survey of the application site.
Copies of both of these reports are contained in Appendix 4.

15.2

Alongside these reports as part of the LVIA in Appendix 2, effects upon the setting of
the nearby heritage assets (listed buildings and scheduled ancient monuments) have
also been assessed.

SCOPING RESPONSE
15.3

In relation to assessing the archaeological resource found on the site, the Scoping
Opinion of NCC recommended that a variety of investigation measures may need to
be undertaken. The scoping opinion also recommended further dialogue with the
County Archaeologist as the application progresses.

15.4

The scoping opinion states that the assessment should clearly identify the location,
nature and significance of both designated and undesignated heritage assets within
the area. It also noted that the assessment should also consider the contribution that
setting makes to the significance of those assets and explain direct, indirect and
cumulative effects upon those assets and their settings.

METHODOLOGY
On site archaeological interest
15.5

The DBA is the first stage of archaeological investigation undertaken on site. This
information has then been used to inform the geophysical survey of the areas of the
site that had not been disturbed by previous surface mining activities.

15.6

The DBA reviewed relevant historical mapping resources as well as an available
historical aerial photographs of the site. A search of all sites listed in the Historical
Environment Records within 2.5km of the site and a site walkover was also undertaken
in the preparation of the DBA.
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15.7

Following the completion of the DBA a geophysical survey was undertaken across the
site over the summer of 2015. Findings of the geophysical survey are included in
Appendix 4.

15.8

As a result of the assessment of the geophysical survey results, a written scheme of
investigation (WSI) will be agreed with the NCC Assistant County Archaeologist some
works outlined in the WSI may be required prior to determination of the planning
application, will be undertaken during the autumn of 2015.
Approach to the setting of existing heritage assets

15.9

Historic England (previously English Heritage) produced guidance in 2011 setting out
a systematic and staged approach to assessment of the implications of developments
affecting the setting of heritage assets. Historic England suggests that this approach
can be adopted to provide a sound basis for any Environmental Statement.

15.10 The guidance sets out the following series of steps that apply equally to complex or
more straightforward cases:
a)

Step1: Identify which heritage assets and their settings are affected;

b)

Step 2: Assess whether, how and to what degree these settings make a
contribution to the significance of the heritage assets

c)

Step 3: Assess the effects of the proposed development, whether beneficial or
harmful, on that significance;

d)

Step 4: Explore the way of maximising enhancement and avoiding harm;

e)

Step 5: Make and document the decision and monitor outcomes

15.11 The assessment contained in Appendix 2 follows this approach

BASELINE CONDITIONS
Heritage Assets
15.12 The nearest listed buildings to the proposed site are at Hemscott Hill Farm and
Druridge Farm, and comprise the following:
a)

Druridge Farmhouse – Grade II

b)

Farm buildings and attached yard walls to the north-east of Druridge Farmhouse
– Grade II

c)

Hemscott Hill Farmhouse – Grade II

d)

Cart shed, shelter shed and pigsties to north-west of Hemscott Hill – Grade II

15.13 There are a number of other listed buildings within the wider study area, the locations
of which are shown on the plan in Annex 1 of the DBA in Appendix 4.
15.14 There are no Scheduled Ancient Monuments on site, but there are three within the
wider area. These are :
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a)

Low Chibburn Preceptory, house and WWII pillbox (700m north of the site
boundary)

b)

Widdrington Castle, 18th century gothic castle and gardens (800m to the north
west of the site)

c)

Cresswell Tower House (1900m south east of the site)

15.15 The effect upon the setting of these designated sites and listed buildings is considered
in detail in the landscape and visual impact assessment in Appendix 2.
Onsite archaeology
15.16 The DBA finds that there is no direct evidence of prehistoric or Roman activity within
the site, however the presence of activity in the surrounding area indicates that there
is the potential for some resource to exist.
15.17 The area is likely to have been used as agricultural land during the medieval and postmedieval period rather than for settlement. Evidence of this is supported through the
occurrence of ridge and furrow earthworks across the site (see Appendix 3 for location
details). Further below-ground remains have the potential to exist in other areas of the
site, although these will be of limited archaeological significance.
15.18 Farm buildings are recorded on an 18th century map within the red line boundary of
the proposal (see Figure 93). These buildings are not shown on subsequent maps.
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Fig 93 – Armstrongs map of Northumberland 1769

15.19 During the Second World War the site was part of a decoy airfield. A decoy control
building (see Figure 94) is extant in the part of the site that will hold the compound.
This feature will need to be removed in order to accommodate the subsoil screening
mound SSM4 (see drawing PA06 for location details). Associated anti glider ditches
are also recorded within the site. Druridge Bay was heavily defended during the war,
and evidence of unknown defensive structures may exist further inland within the
proposed development area.
15.20 An extensive physical survey was conducted across the proposed Highthorn site
following the completion of the DBA. The survey detected known man made soil-filled
features i.e. former field boundaries, ridge and furrow. This demonstrated the validity
of the survey data, and indicates that other previously unidentified soil-filled features
would be identified by the survey.
15.21 Occasional possible soil-filled features have been identified on site. Whilst these could
possibly reflect man made features, their age and provenance remains uncertain. The
number of such anomalies relative to the size of the area is very small, and they are
very weak and ephemeral. It is highly improbable that substantive remains of
prehistoric or historic settlement exist on the site.
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15.22 The possible former farm buildings recorded on an 18th-century map have not been
detected in the data, and these would normally be clear. Given this, and the inaccuracy
of the map, it is most probable that these buildings, if they existed, were located to the
east of the proposed development area.
15.23 Extensive field drains have been identified over the site. This may indicate that the lowlying ground was poorly drained prior to modern agricultural improvements.
15.24 No evidence for the anti-glider trenches or other WWII defences were noted. Anti-glider
trenches would not however necessarily be expected to have a magnetic signature.
15.25 Evidence of former coal extraction has been identified in many of the survey areas,
including possible bell-pits or exploratory workings.

Fig 94 – Former decoy building

POTENTIAL EFFECTS AND MITIGATION
Effects upon on site archaeological interest
15.26 Based upon the findings of the DBA and the geophysical survey, the following potential
effects have been outlined for the known features of archaeological interest on site:
a)

World War II decoy building – This structure exists in a reasonable condition and
forms part of the wider WWII defences within the bay. It is an undesignated site
and is proposed for removal as part of the Highthorn application. The effect of
the development upon this structure is moderate, large and its loss can be
mitigated by a programme of archaeological recording.

b)

Ridge and furrow earth works – There are extant earthwork remains of ridge and
furrow which are in reasonable condition and form part of a wider exploitation of
the landscape in the medieval and post medieval periods. They are an
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undesignated asset and will be removed by the proposed Highthorn scheme.
The effect of the development upon these assets is moderate or large and its
loss can be mitigated by a programme of archaeological recording.
c)

Ridge and furrow, below ground evidence – As these remains are compromised
by poor preservation, they have little research potential and their position has
already been recorded. The effect of the development upon these assets is slight
and mitigation will not be required.

d)

Flint assemblage – No assemblage has been identified, but an as yet unidentified
resource has some potential to be present. The significance of this is likely to be
negligible to medium, if it exists, but the significance is currently unknown. The
effect of the development in relation to flint assemblage cannot be fully assessed
at this stage. If required by the county assistant archaeological officer, further
investigatory works can be undertaken.

e)

Pre-historic deposits – The small number of weak geophysical anomalies which
could reflect soil-filled features of prehistoric or later date are likely to be
negligible to medium significance, if they exist, but their significance is currently
unknown The effect of the development in relation to pre-historic deposits cannot
be fully assessed at this stage. If required by the county assistant archaeological
officer, further investigatory works can be undertaken.

f)

Mining deposits – Geophysical anomalies are present which may reflect bell pits
or exploratory workings relating to early mining activity. The effect of the
development is therefore slight to large. This impact can be mitigated by a
programme of archaeological recording.

Effect upon the setting of existing heritage assets
15.27 Based upon the findings of the LVIA in Appendix 2 and DBA in Appendix 3, the
following potential effects have been outlined for designated features around the
proposed site:
a)

Church of the Holy Trinity (Grade I listed) - The enclosed nature of the churchyard
means that there would be no views of the proposed development from the main
area of the churchyard and the only location where it would be possible to see
the development is at the rear boundary wall fronting onto the field containing the
castle mounds (see representative viewpoint 13 in Appendix 2).
The proposed development is located 900m away from the church, which retains
the immediate landscape around the village. The church is not particularly visible
in the surrounding landscape and as such the development would not affect the
significance of the setting of the church.
The restoration proposals will recreate a traditional farmland landscape with
additional footpath and cycle routes with views to the village and enhanced
interpretation of the history of the area with points of historical interest that would
include the church, thus proving beneficial following restoration.

b)

Druridge Farmhouse (Grade II listed) - The Farmhouse along with farm buildings
and yard walls attached to the north are listed. The proposed development is
located 650m to the south and east, with grassed soil mounds screening any
views into the site and blending with surrounding landscape colours. The
immediate farmland and field pattern to the south and north is retained and the
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northern overburden is located to the west beyond a coniferous tree belt, not
affecting the openness of views (see representative viewpoint 17 in Appendix 2).
Therefore the development would not affect the significance of the setting of the
farmhouse and associated buildings and walls.
The restoration proposals will recreate a traditional farmland landscape with
additional footpath and cycle routes with views to the farmhouse. There will be
enhanced interpretation of the history of the area with points of historical interest
that would include the farmhouse and buildings at Druridge. There is also the
possibility of removal of some of the tree belts that enclose views to the west.
The restoration proposals would therefore be beneficial to the setting this
heritage asset.
c)

Hemscott Hill Farmhouse (Grade II listed) - The Farmhouse along with the
cartshed, shelter sheds and pigsties to the north west of the farmhouse are listed.
The development is located 270m to the east and generally screened by modern
farm buildings and vegetation. Views to the south remain open to the surrounding
farmland. The development will have grassed soil mounds screening any views
into the site and blending with surrounding landscape colours (see representative
viewpoint 18 in Appendix 2). There may be some minimal negative effects on the
significance of the setting of the farmhouse and associated buildings, but these
would be temporary (7 years) and reversible.
The restoration proposals will recreate a traditional farmland landscape with
additional footpath and cycle routes with views to the farmhouse. There will be
enhanced interpretation of the history of the area with points of historical interest
that would include the farmhouse and buildings at Hemscott Hill. There is
therefore the potential for enhancement of the significance of the setting of the
farmhouse.

d)

Listed assets at Cresswell (Grade II*) - The site is located 1.7km away to the
north and west, with the development designed to blend with its surrounds and
minimise any views into the site (see representative viewpoint 1). It is felt that the
development would not affect the significance of the setting of these heritage
assets and the restoration proposals have the potential to enhance this with
increased public access routes and interpretation in the area.

e)

Low Chibburn Preceptory (SAM) - The development is located 850m to the south
and is designed to blend with its surrounds with no views into the working area
of the site. Visibility of the development from the Preceptory is minimal and it will
not affect the visibility of the building from the surrounding landscape. It is felt
that the development would not affect the significance of the setting of the
Preceptory.
The restoration proposals have the potential to enhance this with increased
access routes, signage and interpretation, along with the possibility of removing
some of the tree belts that affect views of the buildings from key viewpoints, such
as Widdrington. Subject to agreement of a scheduled monument consent where
relevant, there would also be an enhancement of the footpath access from the
coast with a surfaced path being provided that would enable wheel chair access
to the Preceptory and around the buildings. There would also be a condition
survey of the monument on which to base a management plan. The restoration
proposals would therefore be beneficial to the setting this heritage asset.
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f)

Widdrington Castle Mound (SAM). The proposed development is located 850m
to the southeast and is designed to blend with its surrounds with no views into
the working area of the site. The development proposals retain an area of
farmland around the castle, with the perimeter soil mounds blending with
surrounding landscape colours. The northern overburden storage mound would
be visible from the southern edge of the castle site, but this has been located
beyond the tree belts to the north west of the site and with a naturalistic shape
to the top of the mound. It is therefore felt that the development would not affect
the significance of the setting of the castle. The restoration proposals have the
potential to enhance this with increased access routes and interpretation to the
surrounding area, along with the possibility of removing some of the tree belts
that affect views of the landscape to the south. The restoration proposals would
therefore be beneficial to the setting this heritage asset.

15.28 The proposed Highthorn development would only negatively affect the setting of one
of the heritage assets around the site, which would be Hemscott Hill Farmhouse (with
minimal effects). This would be temporary for the working period of the site and
reversible. At restoration there are potential benefits for all the heritage assets with an
improved field pattern with hedgerows and trees along with small copses and the
potential removal of the linear tree belts that interrupt views. There would also be new
footpaths and interpretation improving public access and enjoyment of the heritage of
the area.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
15.29 There are no predicted cumulative effects as a result of the Highthorn proposals in
relation to on site archaeological interest, or upon the setting of nearby heritage assets.

CONCLUSIONS AND MITIGATION SUMMARY
15.30 Parts of the site have been disturbed by previous surface mining and as such
archaeological interest in these parts of the site have been removed
15.31 A desk based assessment of available historical records indicates that there is a low
potential archaeological interest in the site. A geophysical survey of the previously
unworked parts of the site has also been undertaken and supports those findings.
15.32 In response to the reporting included in this planning application a written scheme of
investigation (WSI) will be agreed with NCC officers which may include further site
investigation to be undertaken on site prior to determination.
15.33 The assessment of the visual effects of the Highthorn proposals has found there will
be no significant negative effects upon the setting of existing heritage assets outside
the site boundary.

Mitigation proposed in this archaeology and cultural heritage chapter:
a)

The extent of archaeological disturbance will be controlled by the approved
working method plans (drawing PA06 and PA011).

b)

The effect upon the setting of cultural heritage assets will also be controlled by
the site design and environmental management measures contained in the draft
site EMP contained in Appendix 15.
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c)

Removal of the World War II decoy building, ridge and furrow earthworks and
mining deposits will require a programme of archaeological recording to mitigate
their removal. This may also be required for flint assemblage and potential
prehistoric deposits identified through further investigations.
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16. HYDROLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY
All site operations will be located above the level agreed with the Environment
Agency as the level potentially affected by coastal flooding (4m Ado).
The implementation of the consented Hemscott Hill sand extraction on the
beach will have a significant effect on coastal erosion and will increase the area
of dunes liable to flooding. The planning permission to extract sand, and
therefore the risk of this occurring will be removed as part of the Highthorn
proposals.
The catchment area of Hemscott Burn and most of its present course will be
removed and subsequently reinstated as part of the surface mining process.
Significant new areas of open water including ponds and water courses will be
created during the working and reinstatement phases of the proposed
development.
Ground water levels in the area surrounding the site have been rebounding
following the closure of the last deep mine at Ellington. Ground water levels can
be managed through standard working practices.
Banks Mining will implement a strict environmental management system
throughout the life of the site to minimise the risk of unacceptable hydrological
effects.
16.1

DAB Geotechnics have prepared an assessment of the effects of the Highthorn
proposals on the hydrological (surface water) and hydrogeological (ground water)
conditions on the site. The report also includes an assessment of the effect the
proposals will have upon coastal erosion within Druridge Bay (Appendix 5).

SCOPING RESPONSE
16.2

16.3

In relation to hydrology and hydrogeology, the Scoping Opinion produced by NCC
noted that the following points need to be considered in the preparation of the
Highthorn scheme:
a)

The effects of the site operations upon flood risk both during working and at
restoration

b)

The effects upon coastal erosion

c)

Impacts upon quality and flow of both surface water and ground water, noting
any potential private water supplies in the area

d)

The impact upon ground water of the nearby mass burial Foot and Mouth site at
Widdrington Station should also be considered.

All of the above mentioned points have been considered and are addressed in this
chapter and the main report in Appendix 5.
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METHODOLOGY
16.4

The hydrology and hydrogeology assessment contained in Appendix 5 has been
prepared on the basis of a study the following data:
a)

“Envirocheck” reports which highlight the locations of licenced surface water and
groundwater abstractions, discharge consents, landfill sites, pollution incidents
on and with 1km of the proposed excavations.

b)

Liaison with NCC to determine the location of any private water supplies

c)

Inspection of British Geological Survey (BGS) plans, reports and borehole logs

d)

Examination of working plans and drawings prepared by Banks Mining

e)

Evaluation of abandoned mines plans produced by the Coal Authority

f)

Targeted walkover surveys

g)

Establishment and monitoring of groundwater monitoring stations (piezometers)

h)

Compilation of NPPF compliant flood risk assessment

i)

Meetings with the Environment Agency and the Lead Local Flood Authority
(LLFA)

BASELINE CONDITIONS
Hydrology
16.5

The average annual rainfall for the site is approximately 667mm. The majority of the
site (97.8%) lies within the catchment areas of the Hemscott Burn. The remaining 2.2%
lies within the catchment areas of Cresswell Ponds to the south and Druridge Pools to
the north (catchment areas are defined by the blue lines shown in Figure 95). All
surface run-off from the site will be intercepted by a series of boundary cut off ditches
and transferred to settlement lagoons for treatment before being discharged to
Hemscott Burn.

16.6

The source of the Hemscott Burn lies in the agricultural fields around the Lances Hill,
which is adjacent to the southern perimeter of the proposed site. The flow in the
watercourse is ephemeral and the contribution from groundwater is expected to be
very low given the nature of the substrate (glacial till with low conductivity).
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Fig 95 – Catchment Area (catchments outlined in blue

16.7

The
majority
of
the
proposed site lies in Flood
Zone 1 (i.e. in an area
assessed as having less
than
0.1%
annual
exceedance probability of
flooding), but Hemscott
Burn, one of its minor
tributaries and adjacent
agricultural land are subject
to extreme coastal flooding
(Flood Zones 2 and 3). This
is because marine water
can flow up the burn and
overtop
the
various
channels during extreme
conditions.
The
area
subject to flooding is
defined by the 4m AOD
contour (see Figure 96)

Fig 96 – Flood zones (extract taken from EA flood map website
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16.8

The Landmark Envirocheck reports make reference to only one licenced surface water
extraction point within 1km of the site boundary at Ellington. This licence concerned
the washing of sand and gravel by British Coal, however, it was probably used for the
treatment of run-of-mine coal at the former Ellington Colliery which closed in 2005.

16.9

The Environment Agency website confirms that there are no licensed surface water
abstractions on the proposed site or within at least 1km of its perimeter. NCC
Environmental Health department has confirmed that there are no unlicensed (private)
water abstractions.

16.10 There are nine discharge licences in and around the Highthorn site, three of which
have been revoked, a summary of licences is included in Appendix 5.
16.11 There are no details of the surface water quality within the Envirocheck reports.
However, Hemscott, Blakemoor and Dunbar Burns are described as having moderate
ecological quality on the Environment Agency’s website. The coastal water and the
main lagoon at Cresswell Ponds SSSI have the same classification.
16.12 The Environment Agency website indicates that no pollution incidents have occurred
within at least 1km of the site boundary.
Hydrogeology
16.13 The Environment Agency classifies most of the soil cover at Highthorn as having “low
leaching potential in which (any) pollutants are unlikely to penetrate the soil layer
because either water movement is largely horizontal, or they have the ability to
attenuate diffuse pollutants”. Soils of high leaching potential are assumed to be present
in the areas of backfilled surface excavations (see Figure 26).
16.14 Underdrainage of the strata is likely to have occurred in the Highthorn area for at least
one hundred years due to the widespread development of underground coal workings
and associated pumping operations. Little or no groundwater is observed to flow from
glacial till when it is exposed in surface excavations.
16.15 Deposits of made ground on the site comprise surface mine backfill. The hydraulic
conductivity will be variable owing to the heterogeneous nature of the material.
Experience gained at numerous sites in Northumberland and Durham has shown that
infiltrating surface water can accumulate along the interface with the underlying in situ
bedrock. Ground water flow in undisturbed coal measures strata is almost exclusively
controlled by natural joints and fissures.
16.16 Some of the land on and around the site has been extensively undermined and these
workings are interconnected by shafts and cross measure drifts, consequently the
effects of mine water abstraction can be far reaching. Ground water remains well below
natural levels which lie at and above sea level. Currently south of the Grange Moor
Fault (see drawing PA05 for location of fault) between -22m AOD and -46m AOD
generally across the site, with levels being lower near the actual underground
workings).
16.17 A number of borehole monitoring stations (piezometers) have been established around
the site (ten at Highthorn, three at the Ferneybeds site, details on their locations are
included in Appendix 5) and have been regularly checked. These show that
groundwater levels in the bedrock are drawn down due to historic pumping at Ellington
Colliery and the surrounding pits, but that limited recovery has occurred since its
closure. It is likely that some of the workings in the proposed excavations are already
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inundated and dewatering will be required. Water collected through this dewatering
process will be pumped to the surface and then passed through water treatment areas
to ensure that it complies with the quality required by the discharge consent issued by
the EA & CCFA.
16.18 There are six historical landfill sites and licensed waste management facilities within
close proximity to the site, these are split between two locations, Chibburn Preceptory
and Warkworth Lane. The last of these facilities finished active waste handling in 1982.
These are not considered to have a significant effect upon the proposed operation of
the Highthorn site.
16.19 The Environment Agency has also drawn attention to the Foot and Mouth disease
burial pit at Widdrington Station (approximately 2km north west of the proposed
extraction void), which was created in 2001 on surface mine backfill on the restored
Sisters opencast (location shown in Figure 4 in Appendix 5). The potential effect of this
is considered in the following paragraphs.
Coastal Erosion
16.20 The foredunes in Druridge Bay are already subject to undercutting and slumping during
period of adverse weather conditions. This regularly occurs in the winter months and
during high spring tides. Sediment transport is directed towards the south by longshore
drift and there are notable changes in upper beach levels throughout the year. Cliff
faces of 1 to 2m in height developed around Cresswell following the winter storms and
surge tide of December 2013, but most of the coastal erosion has occurred around
Hauxley at the northern end of Druridge Bay where an erosion rate of 0.4 to 0.5m per
annum has been recorded. This compares with a rate of 0.1m per annum at Hemscott
Hill Farm (erosion rates collected from existing survey data produced by Royal
Haskoning). The landward dunes are subject to blowouts and whilst most of the
windblown sand has been stabilised by vegetative cover, it is routinely over-grazed
and poached by wintering domestic cattle and horses. The surface mine development
will not affect any of these processes.
16.21 Extraction of sand under the Hemscott Hill sand extraction permission, which is
proposed for removal as part of the Highthorn scheme could have significant effects
on beach and dune processes. The approximate 1 mile stretch of fore dunes that would
be removed as a result of this consent will mean that the movement of sand between
the beach and fore dunes will be prevented. Instead of this important action occurring,
sand will be transported and deposited across the Hemscott Hill sand extraction area
and not returned to the foreshore. This process is likely to result in the lowering of the
beach levels, particularly in winter storms, fundamentally changing the processes and
consequently the habitats and appearance of this part of the Bay.

POTENTIAL EFFECTS
Hydrology
16.22 The proposed development will affect the catchment area of Hemscott Burn and most
of its present course will be removed as part of the surface mining process. There will
increased infiltration when unsaturated bedrock is exposed, but flows in the lower
reaches of the burn will be maintained by the discharge of treated water.
16.23 The very small portions of the Cresswell Ponds catchment (0.6% of the total catchment
area) and Druridge Pools catchment (also 0.6% of the total catchment area) that will
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be affected by the site are unlikely to have an adverse effect upon the hydrology and
level of water in the various wetland features.
16.24 The majority of the site, in particular the proposed working area, lies in Flood Zone 1.
There is presently negligible risk of flooding from streams or rivers in Flood Zone 1.
Some parts of the site are flooded by surface water during prolonged wet weather and
the eastern part of the site is subject to coastal flooding.
16.25 There will be negligible risk of flooding by groundwater because it is planned to dewater
the strata either by pumping at Lynemouth (associated with the ongoing pumping at
Ellington Colliery complex undertaken by the Coal Authority) and/or at the site.
16.26 Surface runoff from the site will accumulate in the excavations, some may also pond
at ground level, especially where soils have been removed. There is a low risk that
during extreme weather conditions the rate of surface runoff will exceed the capacity
of the drainage channels and pumps that are deployed. The excavations could then
become partly inundated. This is a common risk in surface mining operations and is
fully accepted by Banks Mining and as such will not have an effect outside of the site.
The site will be managed to minimise this potential effect as it would have a direct
impact on operations and continuity of production.
16.27 It will still be possible for marine flood water to flow up Hemscott Burn and into the
working area, but it is understood to be low risk. Marine water within the fresh water
treatment lagoons should not affect the quality of the water leaving the site, saline
water will have a similar effect to the introduction of flocculants to the water, and as
such sediment loads will potentially drop further from water discharge forms to
following such an asset.
16.28 There are no proposals for flood defences or mitigation measures that might increase
flood risk elsewhere. The site is relatively short lived (7 years) and the predicted long
term effects of climate change during its planned operation and restoration will be
minimal.
16.29 The discharge of treated water will require the consent of the Environment Agency and
the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) in the form of discharge consent. The LLFA will
determine the discharge flow rate to ensure that there will be no increased risk of
downstream flooding, whilst the EA will define the quality parameters (suspended
solids, iron and pH levels) of the water being discharged. This will ensure that there
will be no adverse impact on the lower reach of Hemscott Burn and the two subsidence
ponds near Hemscott Hill Farm.
16.30 The principle contaminant in the untreated water collected on site will be suspended
solids and this can be suitably remediated by simple settlement in water treatment
lagoons and through the use of flocculants to meet EA discharge consents
requirements if necessary.
16.31 Additional wetland areas will be created on site as part of the restoration and off site
as part of Restoration First activities, these will increase the water attenuation that
would otherwise discharge in to the sea.
Hydrogeology
16.32 The degree and extent of drawdown in the ground water levels in the Highthorn area,
caused by underground old mine workings, has resulted in the overlying superficial
deposits of glacial till being under drained and have remained so for many decades.
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There has been no adverse impact on vegetation and agricultural production as a result
this drawdown.
16.33 There has also been no adverse impact on areas of ecological interest, in particular
those supporting wetland features. For example, Cresswell Ponds SSSI has developed
during the time the superficial cover has been under-drained and its integrity continues
to be maintained due to the very low conductivity of the glacial till. At the Druridge Pools
site, it would appear that some wetland features are perched on deposits of cohesive
surface mine backfill formed during the final stages of the Radar North site (see
geology plan PA05 for location details). Consequently there should be no effect on the
hydrology regime of this feature if the Highthorn site is worked.
16.34 There are a number of waste disposal sites within close proximity to the proposed
scheme, their locations are noted in Appendix 5. Due to factors such as lack of
contamination found in samples taken from boreholes on site, drawn down ground
water levels over the wider area, the fact that some wastes are inert and all sites have
been restored and capped with clean material, it is highly unlikely that any leachate will
migrate from these sites into proposed excavations.
16.35 There is a detailed discussion contained with Appendix 5 regarding the effect of the
Foot and Mouth Burial pit at Widdrington Station (1700m north west of the Highthorn
site boundary). To summarise based upon the information available, it is concluded
that the burial site is not impacting upon the Highthorn site and this will not change if
the site developed as planned in this application.
16.36 It is not thought that the Highthorn proposal will give rise to any renewed subsidence
of the existing mine workings that might affect surface drainage. Changes in
groundwater level and pore pressure can destabilise coal pillars that are left in old
workings. Those workings that could be affected by Highthorn scheme are confined
largely to within the site boundary.
16.37 The development of the Highthorn site will not impact ground water levels beneath
Cresswell Ponds because the strata lies some considerable distance down dip. Upon
completion of mining, the groundwater levels will be determined by the Coal Authority’s
pumping operations at Lynemouth.
16.38 The backfilled overburden material will be tipped, spread and trafficked by earthmoving
plant. It is proposed this process will provide adequate stability for the restoration after
uses planned for the site. Self-weight compaction and time related creep settlement
will occur as the height of the fill is increased, the majority of the settlement will occur
within 1 to 2 years of replacement. This along with collapse settlement associated with
ground water and surface water recovery will limit the amount of post restoration
settlement and is unlikely to exceed a few centimetres, most of which will occur in the
very early stages. It is after this initial settlement phase that site underdrainage will be
installed within the agricultural areas of the site.
Coastal Erosion
16.39 It is proposed to discharge treated water into Hemscott Burn subject to the conditions
of an Environment Agency permit. The discharge flows will be maintained at greenfield
rates as indicated by the LLFA during a pre-application consultation. Consequently, it
is not expected that there will be excessive erosion along the outfall channel into the
sea associated with the proposed activities.
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MITIGATION PROPOSED
Hydrology
16.40 It is planned to reinstate the majority of the Hemscott Burn on to its current alignment
(see drawing PA13 for details) within areas of agricultural use and ecological interest.
As the existing landform will be largely replicated, it follows that the catchment and
greenfield runoff rates will be re-established.
16.41 The surface excavations and the soil and overburden storage mounds have been
designed to exclude those areas at risk of coastal flooding. Where this has not been
possible because of other environmental considerations (i.e. essential visual and
acoustic screening) any loss of flood storage capacity will be more than compensated
by the excavations on the site. It is envisaged that this will only affect a relatively small
scale elements of the site design, the principle of which has been discussed and
agreed with the relevant representatives for the EA.
16.42 Discharges of treated water from the site will be controlled at or below green field rates
and consequently there will be no increased risk of downstream flooding.
16.43 The land use and drainage of the restored site are such that the long term runoff
characteristics can be maintained at not greater than greenfield rates. Additional
attenuation will be provided by creating a number of ponds and wetland areas.
16.44 Cut- off ditches and water treatment lagoons will be excavated within the site to confine
all surface runoff within the excavation and the soil and overburden storage areas. This
will allow surface water within the site to be managed to ensure that there will be no
uncontrolled discharges from the site and any discharges will meet EA quality
standards.
16.45 If the ground water levels in the mine workings that are present on site are drawn down
by pumping at Lynemouth, the majority of the water that will require any treatment at
the Highthorn site will comprise surface water runoff. The location of the water
treatment areas are highlighted on the drainage plan show in drawing PA18. If
required, additional lagoon capacity can be provided on a temporary basis within the
excavation area or on the newly backfilled workings. Treatment facilities can be
constructed in the eastern part of the site in an area not at risk of coastal flooding
should more substantial pumping be required to dewater the strata.
16.46 Surface water run-off collected on site will be retained within temporary sumps formed
within the excavations before pumping to settlement lagoons for treatment and
discharge. Should further treatment be required to remove iron from mine water, this
can be achieved by simple aeration, precipitation and settlement as is presently the
case at the Coal Authority’s Lynemouth pumping station.
16.47 Flocculants are required, their use and dosage rate will be first agreed with the EA.
16.48 The site Environmental Management Plan (EMP) (see Appendix 15) outlines the
details covering how any spillages will be handled and how fuels and oils will be stored
onsite to ensure that the environment is protected.
16.49 At restoration, newly deposited soils may be less permeable compared to their
previous undisturbed state. The installation of a comprehensive underdrainage and
surface water management system will therefore be given priority to prevent flooding
within and beyond the site. Water treatment lagoons (locations shown on drawing
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PA18) will be maintained until such time that the suitability of the restoration drainage
has been proven and there is no risk of pollution from suspended solids.
Hydrogeology
16.50 Mitigating effects on the hydrogeological regime around the site will relate to managing
the ground water that enters the working void and then treating it prior to discharge at
surface level (see above). Ground water levels will either be managed through the
pumping currently being undertaken by the Coal Authority at Lynemouth (which has
been undertaken either by the Authority of the previous mines for decades) or will
managed on site through pumping and treatment lagoons (see drawing PA18 for
details).
Coastal Erosion
16.51 It is not expected that there will be excessive erosion along the outfall channel, along
Hemscott Burn into the sea. Currently the outfall has to be cleared on a regular basis
to maintain adequate agricultural drainage. This is because of the natural accumulation
of sand and the low surface gradients. It is anticipated that this process will need to
continue and is unlikely to have any effect on coastal erosion. Water discharge from
the site will be limited to greenfield flows through controls imposed via and EA and
LLFA issued discharge consent.

RESIDUAL EFFECTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Hydrological
16.52 The majority of the land within the site boundary and proposed working area lie within
Flood Zone 1, but some land in the east is subject to coastal flooding. A flood risk
assessment (see Appendix 5 for a copy) concluded that the development will not
increase the risk of flooding off-site.
16.53 The upper reaches of the Hemscott Burn will require the temporary diversion and a
separate consent will be required from the LLFA.
16.54 Measures will be taken to contain all surface water and ground water collected on site,
these comprise of sumps within the excavations for surface and ground water and
interconnected settlement lagoons which will treat the water before it is discharged into
the lower reaches of the Hemscott Burn. Water quality parameters will be subject to
an Environment Agency consent.
16.55 The discharge rates of water leaving the site will be controlled at greenfield rates, the
specific rate will be agreed by the LLFA under a separate consent, but it will ensure
that there is no increased risk of flooding down stream. As a result, any loss in supply
to Hemscott Burn will be compensated by the discharge from the site.
16.56 At restoration the existing landform and catchment areas will be largely replicated (see
restoration drawing PA13 for details) and will be restored to agriculture together with
woodland and areas of ecological interest. Greenfield run off rates will be reestablished and additional attenuation will be provided through the provision of wetland
areas alongside the re-instated Hemscott Burn and as such there will be no increased
risk of down stream flooding.
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16.57 In conclusion there are no unacceptable adverse effects upon the hydrological regime
in and around the Highthorn site that would occur as a result of the proposals contained
within this application.
Hydrogeology
16.58 Groundwater levels in the bedrock beneath the site are drawn down due to historic
pumping at Ellington Colliery, but limited recovery has occurred since the colliery
closed. Some workings within the proposed excavations are already inundated and
dewatering will be required. The dewatering can be achieved by reducing groundwater
levels at Lynemouth Colliery where the Coal Authority has recently commenced
pumping operations as part of its wider programme of ground water management in
the Northumberland Coalfield. If this were not possible localised dewatering would be
carried out at the Highthorn site.
16.59 There are no known licensed or unlicensed groundwater abstractions within at least
1km of the proposed excavations and as such there will be no derogation of supply.
The glacial till which makes up the superficial cover in and around the site means that
the abstraction of groundwater on site will not have an effect upon the surface water
supply that supports the natural vegetation, agricultural uses and areas of ecological
interest (such as Cresswell Ponds) that surround the site.
16.60 It is highly unlikely that any noxious leachate from nearby landfill sites will enter the
proposed excavation. Similarly the risk that leachate might enter the surface mine from
the former Widdrington Foot and Mouth burial site or the Sisters waste disposal site is
also considered to be very low. Samples taken from monitoring on the existing site
have not produced evidence to suggest that any leachate is present on site.
16.61 The draw down in groundwater level created by the site will be temporary. The level to
which it recovers to will be determined by the Coal Authority and the measures it is
taking to manage ground water within the Northumberland coalfield for the longer term.
16.62 Banks Mining will implement a strict environmental management system throughout
the life of the site set out in the draft site EMP (see Appendix 15).
16.63 In conclusion no unacceptable adverse effects upon the hydrogeological regime in and
around the Highthorn site are predicted as a result of the proposals contained within
this application.
Coastal erosion
16.64 The Highthorn site will maintain greenfield run off rates into the Hemscott Burn
throughout the life of the working site and into the restoration phase. As such the
Highthorn proposal should nether exacerbate nor prevent any of the existing coastal
erosion processes currently being undertaken in Druridge Bay.
16.65 The working areas of the site are 500m away from the top of the beach, with the
majority of the proposed working area being located over 1km away. The retention of
the dunes and beach at Hemscott as a result of the removal of the sand extraction
permission will have a positive effect upon coastal erosion.
16.66 The assessment has considered the effects of site operations on flood risk and coastal
erosion, during the working and restoration phases of the scheme. The effect of the
scheme upon quality and flow of both surface and ground water has been considered
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including the relationship between the scheme and the Widdrington Station Foot and
Mouth burial pit.
16.67 Taking account of the above factors the hydrology and hydrogeological assessment
shows that the Highthorn proposal will not have any significant environmental effects.

Mitigation proposed in this hydrology and hydrogeology chapter:
a)

The re-instatement of the Hemscott Burn as shown the site restoration plan
PA13

b)

Restoration of the site with greenfield run off rate characteristics (mixture of
agricultural and increased wetlands and tree and hedgerow planting)

c)

Working site proposals shown on drawings PA06 to PA11 all located above
flood level of 4m AOD.

d)

The site drainage plan (PA18) shows the location of water treatment areas and
drainage routes throughout the working areas of the site.

e)

Water collected on site will be discharged at a green-field run off rate. The final
details of the quality and quantity of the water leaving the site will be addressed
as part of the separate discharge consent process undertaken post planning
determination by the EA and the LLFA.

f)

The monitoring of the water quality and drainage infrastructure of the site is
covered by the draft site EMP contained in Appendix 15
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17. GEOTECHNICAL
A comprehensive understanding of the geology of the Highthorn site has been
built up following analysis of over 1,700 boreholes.
The geotechnical assessment complies with Schedule 1 of the Quarries
Regulations (1999) and demonstrates that the proposed site has been
designed to the highest standards and can operate without creating a significant
environmental effect on land stability outside the site boundary.
The geotechnical assessment establishes the safe working limits that need to
be applied to the excavation slopes, mounds, haul road and overburden storage
areas on site.
The geotechnical effects considered in the Highthorn assessment are common
to most mining operations and can be satisfactorily controlled.
17.1

DAB Geotechnics have prepared a geotechnical assessment of the Highthorn surface
mine proposals in accordance with the requirements of the Quarries Regulations
(1999). A copy of the full the assessment is contained within Appendix 6.
SCOPING RESPONSE

17.2

The scoping opinion produced by NCC requested the inclusion of a geotechnical
assessment. The scoping report stated that the geotechnical assessment must
demonstrate that the proposed site working scheme can operate without creating an
unacceptable effects on land stability outside the site boundary.
METHODOLOGY

17.3

The geotechnical assessment contained in Appendix 6 has been prepared on the basis
of a study of the following data:
a)

Analysis of the results of a geotechnical site investigation by Allied Exploration &
Geotechnics Ltd., comprising of 15 shell and auger boreholes and a programme
of soil laboratory testing. The borehole logs, test results and factual report are
included in appendix B of Appendix 6

b)

Interpretation of 49 Banks Mining drilled boreholes, including 6 that have been
instrumented for groundwater monitoring purposes

c)

Evaluation of British Geological Survey (BGS) plans, reports and borehole logs

d)

Examination of working plans and drawings prepared by Banks Mining

e)

Computer modelling of abandoned mines plans produced by the Coal Authority

f)

Establishment and recording of groundwater monitoring stations (piezometers)

g)

Experience gained from extensive working within the Northumberland coalfield.
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BASELINE CONDITIONS
17.4

Existing ground levels range from 26m above Ordnance Datum (AOD) along the
western boundary of the site to 2m AOD on the north-eastern perimeter. The land has
a general gradient towards the east and reaches a maximum slope of 4º.

17.5

There is a long history of surface and underground coal mining in the area. Backfilled
excavations are present in the northern and north-eastern part of the site. Exploratory
drilling has confirmed that the fill comprises overburden and there is no record of
foreign material having been imported. Abandoned workings have given rise to surface
subsidence in the south and west, however, there are no colliery spoil tips or mine
openings within the site perimeter. It is therefore unlikely that there is any
contamination, and none has been encountered during extensive ground
investigations. More detail on previous working of coal can be found in Appendix 6.

17.6

A very thin deposit of alluvium (interbedded clay, silt, sand and gravel) is present along
the course of Hemscott Burn which flows through the south-eastern part of the site.
Areas of backfilled opencast workings, ranging from 6m to 58m thick, are present in
the northern and north-eastern parts of the site. The deposits consist of clay, silt,
mudstone, sandstone, siltstone and seatearth. These deposits were loose tipped but
will have undergone self-weight compaction and settlement since their placement.

17.7

Areas undisturbed from previous opencast workings are superficially covered by
boulder clay (glacial till). The deposits measure between 7.5m and 28.2m and
generally thicken towards the north and south-east of the site.

17.8

The bedrock on site forms part of the Pennine Middle Coal Measures of Upper
Carboniferous age. They consist of typical coal measure rocks including mudstones,
siltstones, sandstones, seatearths and coal seams. The proposed excavations will
extend from above the Ashington (4D00) coal seam to the base of the Bottom Yard
(G100).

17.9

The geological structure of the site is dominated by the Grange Moor Fault. This is a
major WSW-ENE fault that traverses the Northumberland coalfield. The fault and
associated subparallel structures down throw the strata to the south by approximately
45m (see drawing PA05). The engineering properties of the superficial deposits and
the bedrock strata on site are documented in-depth in Appendix 6.

17.10 The results of the various assessments indicate that the Highthorn site has normal
engineering properties of bedrock strata for the Northumberland coalfield.

POTENTIAL EFFECTS
17.11 The geotechnical assessment notes that there are no unexpected or abnormal
geotechnical risks associated with the Highthorn proposals. The following effects are
therefore common considerations for all mining operations.
Mound Construction
17.12 Topsoil mounds will be constructed to form visual and acoustic screens of not greater
than 6m in height. They shall be constructed at the locations shown on the Composite
Working Method Plan, Drawing PA06, on well drained ground. The mounds shall be
graded in accordance with the specifications shown on drawing PA06 and in-line with
recognised slope stability calculations referred to in Appendix 6.
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17.13 Topsoil mounds will have a minimum standoff from the site boundary of 3m to ensure
adjacent properties and the public are fully protected. The topsoil mounds will also
have a minimum standoff from the crests of the excavations of 5m and other mounds
of 5m.
17.14 Subsoil mounds will be constructed to form visual and acoustic screens of not greater
than 12m in height and at the locations shown on drawing PA06. The mounds will be
graded in accordance with the specifications shown on the plan and in-line with
recognised slope stability calculations referred to in Appendix 6.
17.15 Subsoil mounds will have a minimal standoff from the site boundary of 3m to ensure
adjacent properties and the public are fully protected. The subsoil mounds will also
have a minimal standoff from the crests of the excavations of 5m and other mounds of
5m.
17.16 Overburden mounds will be constructed at the locations shown on the Composite
Working Method Plan on drawing PA06 on well drained, competent and evenly graded
ground.
17.17 Overburden mounds will have a minimal standoff from the site boundary of 10m to
ensure adjacent properties and the public are fully protected. The overburden mounds
will also have a minimal standoff from the crests of the excavations of 20m and other
mounds of 5m.
17.18 The overburden mounds will be constructed in layers of material, deposited by block
tipping, levelling and spreading in suitably bunded areas. Wherever possible, clay from
the thick superficial deposits should be interlayered with rock fill.
17.19 Ideally, layers of material 2-3m in thickness will be deposited across the full footprint
of the mound, but it is recognised that some parts will have to be developed first in
order to create the necessary visual and acoustic screening. Please see overburden
mound construction drawing PA19 for further details on the timing and implementation
of the overburden design.
17.20 Tipping areas will be of sufficient size to allow safe turning, reversing and tipping
manoeuvres by dump trucks and mobile plant and will have suitable edge protection
bunds throughout the construction of the mound.
17.21 Saturated overburden or silt dredged from water treatment lagoons will be tipped only
in the upper parts of the mound and not deposited in large concentrations.
17.22 The tip surface will be smoothly graded at all times to allow effective surface water flow
towards the perimeter and drainage areas. The mounds will be encouraged to establish
vegetative cover to minimise surface erosion with the use of grass seeding at the
earliest possible opportunity.
Excavations
17.23 Excavations in glacial deposits will be carried out with adequate slope profiles to
provide stability (see Appendix 6).
17.24 Slope profiles in glacial deposits will be graded to a minimum profile depending upon
the height of the slope (less than 5m 45o, between 5m and 12m 33.7o, and greater than
12m, 26.6o) where they form part of the excavation high walls to improve their stability.
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Advice on slope gradients will be sought from the geotechnical specialist should the
need arise.
17.25 Public and private properties will remain unaffected by excavations because of the
isolated location of the extraction areas. The minimum standoff from public and private
properties is approximately 180m (Highthorn Cottages).
17.26 Excavated slopes in the glacial deposits will be stabilised before the underlying
excavations are formed to ensure the integrity of adjacent soil mounds.
17.27 Advance excavations of glacial deposits should have bench faces that are maintained
within the maximum reach of the earthmoving equipment. A safety bench of at least
10m should be formed at the toe of each bench. Sudden collapse of surface deposits
are possible due to the presence of fissures and caution will always be practised.
17.28 Rockhead benches of at least 5m will be formed. This is to counteract the instability
which can develop along the interface of the superficial deposits and underlying
bedrock where it dips adversely into the excavations.
17.29 A small amount of excavation in made ground from previous opencast workings will be
necessary on site in the north-western highwall. Care will be taken to follow the
operational recommendations outlined in Appendix 6.
17.30 Excavations in bedrock material will be formed with a benched profile of 1v in 1h (45º)
as the strata dip is relatively low.
17.31 Safety benches of at least 5m in width and 10m in height will be developed. The
benches will require periodic clearing of loose debris, especially prior to the formation
of underlying excavations.
17.32 Toppling, Wedge Type and Planar Failure have the potential to occur on the Highthorn
site. A risk assessment of the excavated slopes in the bedrock strata is contained
within Table 10 of Appendix 6. Well maintained and appropriate benches and slope
grades in accordance with the recommendations outlined in Appendix 6 should
counteract failures. Further advice will be sought by the geotechnical specialist if, in
the unlikely event, the material remains unstable and benches are considered to be
inadequate.
Underground Mineral Workings
17.33 Instability in the bedrock strata may occur above any of the worked horizons outlined
in Appendix 6. Caution will be exercised when operating large plant above such areas.
17.34 Sudden failure of the strata spanning the old workings may be initiated by blasting
vibration, the removal of confining pressures or dewatering. Plant and personnel will
be withdrawn to a distance of not less than 15m from the excavated slopes during
routine blasting operations.
17.35 It is planned to further reduce the groundwater levels on site. The risk of sudden
collapse due to changes in pore pressure will be reduced if the old workings are
dewatered in advance of the excavations.
17.36 Collapse and fragmentation of strata associated with mining subsidence can initiate
spontaneous instability of excavated slopes. Extreme care will be taken during
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excavation and coaling operations. Adequate safety benches will be formed and the
height of the excavation faces will be restricted wherever possible.
17.37 Although records show that there are no mine openings on site, any encountered will
be treated in accordance with a specification approved by the Coal Authority.
Backfill Tip and Loosewall Slopes
17.38 The Composite Working Method Plan (PA06) and seam contour plans contained within
Appendix 6 indicate that the planned excavation cuts and pavement should not
adversely extend from the loosewall toe.
17.39 The exhausted mineral workings will be cleared of all soft or loose debris and standing
water so that the backfill has a firm foundation. Upon encountering localised adverse
dips, level platforms will be cut into the pavement to form a stable platform for the
backfill.
17.40 Rockfill, as opposed to clayfill, will be placed at the base of the loosewall to provide
greater stability.
17.41 The large proportion of glacial clay on site will result in a necessity to bund areas of
tipping, as the crests of the loosewall slope may not have sufficient strength. Material
will be tipped short of the crest of the slope and then pushed forward by a dozer.
17.42 Tipping areas will be of sufficient size to allow safe turning, reversing and tipping
manoeuvres by dumptrucks and mobile plant. They will be well graded, free of
obstruction and standing water. Tipping operations will not be carried out above other
working areas.
17.43 In accordance with The Quarries Regulations 1999 comprehensive tipping rules will
be compiled by the Site Manager and reviewed by the geotechnical specialist, and
these will be adhered to at all times. The geotechnical specialist will carry out regular
inspections along with daily inspections by site management.
Haul roads
17.44 Haul roads on site will be maintained in a stable condition and, wherever possible, free
from standing water. Edge protection bunds will be utilised on site, specific details of
which are outlined in Appendix 6.
17.45 Roads will not be located too close to excavation faces and constructed on good quality
rockfill. The maximum gradient for a road should be 1v in 10h (5.7º), which maximises
plant efficiency and reduces the risk of spillages from dump trucks. However, it is
recognised that there may be occasions when it is necessary to have roads at steeper
gradients.
Surface runoff and groundwater
17.46 These effects are addressed in the hydrology and hydrogeology Chapter 16 and in the
report at Appendix 5.
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Mineral stockpiles
17.47 Run of mine and processed coal and fireclay will be stored on site. Stockpile areas will
be on stable ground, adequately drained, offer sufficient loading room and segregated
from incoming road vehicles for logistical safety.
17.48 Section 8 of Appendix 6 offers guidance on tipping, bund protection and heights and
slopes for coal and fireclay.
Mine Gas
17.49 A separate assessment addressing the mine gas risk on site can be found in Appendix
7 and its effects are considered in Chapter 23.
17.50 As abandoned mine workings will be encountered in the surface excavations and it is
likely that mine gas will be present where workings are already dewatered. Excavations
on site will implement the recommendations outlined in Appendix 6.
Safety inspections and geotechnical assessments
17.51 Recommended inspection frequencies are presented in Table 11 of Appendix 6. The
recommendations will be adhered to ensure quality control and safety of works on site.

RESIDUAL EFFECTS AND CONCLUSIONS
17.52 Superficial deposits will influence the stability of excavation slopes, soil and
overburden mounds and loosewall slopes. Suitable mitigation measures outlined
above and in Appendix 6 will be undertaken to counter the effects.
17.53 The bedrock on site consists of typical Middle Coal Measures strata. The Grangemoor
Fault and associated structures extend across the northern part of the excavation area.
Mining subsidence has fractured subvertical joint sets.
17.54 Further dewatering of strata on site will be required to enable the safe recovery of some
of the coal reserves. This will either be achieved by additional pumping by the Coal
Authority or by advance dewatering onsite.
17.55 Mounds, slopes, benches and benched profiles shall be constructed, excavated and
formed with the recommendations outlined above and in Appendix 6.
17.56 Safe working conditions around areas with abandoned mine workings will be
maintained after following the recommendations outlined above and in Appendix 6.
17.57 Recommendations from DAB Geotechnics outlined in the report will be adhered to and
have been incorporated into the mine design and proposed method of working (see
drawing PA06)
Geotechnical management
17.58 The Highthorn Site Manager will compile comprehensive excavation and tip rules and
these will be reviewed by the geotechnical specialist.
17.59 Recommended inspection frequencies for the excavations, excavation slopes, soil
mounds, overburden mounds, backfill tip and loose wall, haul roads, water treatment
areas, coal and other mineral storage areas, are presented in Table 11 of Appendix 6.
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The recommendations will be adhered to ensure quality control and safety of works on
site.
17.60 The geotechnical assessment report in Appendix 6 complies with Schedule 1 of the
Quarries Regulations (1999).
17.61 In conclusion, the geotechnical assessment demonstrates that the proposed site has
been designed to the highest standards and can operate without creating an
unacceptable effect on land stability outside the site boundary. The geotechnical
effects considered are common to most mining operations, there are no unusual or
unexpected geotechnical effects associated with the proposed Highthorn site.

Mitigation proposed in this geotechnical chapter:
a)

The site will be worked in full accordance with the working plans (PA06 to
PA11), which include details of the depths and location of the excavations as
well as the gradients and position of the soil and overburden mounds.
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18. AIR QUALITY
The Highthorn site will not have a significant environmental effect on national
air quality objectives.
The predicted air quality affects fall significantly below the recommended limits
outlined in National Planning Practice Guidance.
The Highthorn proposal will not generate any significant air quality effects
associated with road traffic emissions on haulage routes to the Port Blyth rail
loading facility or Butterwell disposal point
18.1

Enviromine has prepared an assessment of the Highthorn proposal covering the
potential air quality effects of working the proposed scheme. The report is produced in
full in Appendix 8.

SCOPING RESPONSE
18.2

18.3

In relation to air quality, the Scoping Opinion produced by NCC noted that the following
points need to be considered in the preparation of the EIA for the Highthorn scheme:
a)

The assessment should follow the approach recommended within the NPPF
Planning Practice Guidance for Minerals

b)

Operations in the excavation area should be considered along with the
processing plant in the compound area - covered under The Environmental
Permitting (England and Wales) Regulation 2010

c)

The impact of the worst case scenarios should be considered for the identified
sensitive receptors

d)

All operational areas should be considered in the assessment and how they
impact on sensitive receptors during the phasing of the site

e)

The assessment should consider human and ecological receptors in addition to
areas used for public amenity

All of the above mentioned points have been considered and are addressed in the
main report included in Appendix 8.

METHODOLOGY
18.4

The air quality assessment contained in Appendix 8 has been prepared on the basis
of a study including the following data and procedures:
a)

Overall procedure followed as defined by the Planning Practice Guidance for
Minerals

b)

Liaison and meetings with NCC officers during the pre-application stage to agree
methodology of assessment. Particulate matter was considered to be the most
important consideration
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c)

Baseline air quality measurements obtained at key sensitive receptors
representative of the site (see drawing PA22 for location details). Measurements
at these locations provide information on the particulate concentrations currently
experienced at receptors near to the A1068 and those on the predominantly
downwind side of the plant (to ensure worst case measurement is taken).
Previous data collected for the nearby Ferneybeds Scheme also referenced.

d)

Comparisons of regional trends as indicated by Automated Rural and Urban
Network (AURN) monitors in the region

e)

Background data for the site derived from the DEFRA background data set

f)

Meteorological data from Boulmer – nearest observation station representative
of the site

g)

Topographic information and plans for each phase assessed – the five
excavation working phases covering key stages of the operation have been
selected for assessment (see drawings PA06 to PA11 for details)

h)

Discussions with Banks Mining engineers regarding operations and material to
be moved during each phase

i)

Identification of sensitive receptors with classification as suggested by Institute
of Air Quality Management (IAQM) guidelines

j)

Distances to each receptor for each operational aspect, percentage of time
downwind and chance of rain

k)

Consideration of ecological data and guidelines

l)

Prediction of particulate matter concentrations based on research by Committee
on the Medical Effects of Air Pollution (COMEAP) (2002) and work undertaken
by Andrew King (2001 & 2010) at the Butterwell and Shotton surface mines in
Northumberland.

m)

Comparison of findings against appropriate Air Quality Objectives as set out in
The Air Quality (England) Regulations (as amended 2002), UK Air Quality
Strategy (2007) and Air Quality Standard Regulations (2010) for locations
surrounding the site

n)

Consideration of changes in traffic flow as a consequence of the development
and how this may affect particulate matter concentrations at properties close to
the access route using the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB)
methodology

o)

Consideration of the cumulative effects of other committed developments in the
area

p)

Compilation of an NPPF compliant air quality assessment

BASELINE CONDITIONS
18.5

Baseline PM10 and PM2.5 measurements were obtained between 2012 through to 2014
at three locations surrounding the proposed site (see drawing PA22 for locations).
Measurements were made to provide a representative indication of the current
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particulate matter concentrations at each location. Data from one of the instruments
was deemed not to be accurate due to the very low figures obtained and DEFRA
background data was used to supplement the data sets.
18.6

Figure 97 provides a summary of the baseline levels currently experienced at the
monitored sensitive receptors and the current/future background concentrations
modelled by DEFRA.
Figure 97 Baseline Particulate Matter Concentrations

Monitoring Location

Current
PM10
Concentration
(µg/m3)
as
measured

Current PM2.5
Concentration
(µg/m3)

Future (2022)
PM10
Concentration
(µg/m3)

Future (2022)
PM2.5
Concentration
(µg/m3)

Hemscott Hill Farm

6.5

4.0

-

-

Houndalee Cottages

15.5

5.4

-

-

Mile Road

15.7

6.0

-

-

10.4 to 13.1

6.9 – 7.6

10.1 – 12.8

6.8 – 7.4

DEFRA
for area

Background

Fig 98 - Annual Average PM10 concentrations for selected sensitive receptors
*Includes existing road traffic

Location

Defra
Background
PM10
concentration
(µg/m3)

*Road traffic
contribution
from DMRB
(µg/m3)

Background +
Road
traffic
(µg/m3)

‘Worst
Case'
+14%
factor
(µg/m3)

Predicted
Concentration
with Scheme
(µg/m3)

2016

2022

Druridge
Farm
Cottages

11.8

11.5

11.8

1.7

13.5

Hemscott Hill

11.8

11.5

11.8

1.7

13.5

Blakemoor
Farm

10.4

10.1

10.4

1.5

11.9

The Kennels

11.7

11.4

11.7

1.6

13.3

Ellington
Caravan
Park

13.1

12.8

13.1

1.8

14.9

Highthorn

12.1

11.7

12.1

1.7

13.8

Mile Road

11.9

11.6

11.9

1.7

13.6

Teviot
Cottage

12.9

12.6

2.4

15.3

1.8

17.1

Houndalee
Cottages

11.6

11.3

0.1

11.7

1.6

13.3

Widdrington
Village

11.3

11

11.3

1.6

12.9

Stonecroft

12.8

12.4

12.8

1.8

14.6

High
Chibburn

11.5

11.3

11.5

1.6

13.1

Chibburn
Farm

12.7

12.4

12.7

1.8

14.5
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18.7

The DEFRA data indicates that background levels will only reduce marginally during
the life of the site and that the measured baseline figures are likely to remain
representative of existing sources.

POTENTIAL EFFECTS
18.8

The COMEAP research, the King study at the Shotton surface mine and DEFRA
background figures have formed the basis of the predictions for the long term annual
mean PM10 concentrations generated during the operation of the Highthorn Surface
Mine.

18.9

Figure 98 provides PM10 predictions for each of the selected sensitive receptors
surrounding the proposed operation.

18.10 The numbers in Figure 98 indicate that annual mean concentrations of PM10 should
increase by no more than 1.8µg/m3 over existing levels based on the COMEAP
predictions.
18.11 Based on the worst case annual mean PM10 concentration of 17.1 µg/m3, it can also
be concluded that PM2.5 concentrations will also meet the guideline annual
concentration of 25 µg/m3. This conclusion can be made as PM2.5 is a proportion of
PM10, and will always be less than the PM10 level.
18.12 This is a clear indication that the annual mean Air Quality Objectives (outlined in the
UK Air Quality Standards Regulations (2010) will continue to be met in the area
surrounding the site. A significant environmental effect would be the creation of levels
above the air quality objectives, which the Highthorn proposals will not create.
18.13 Figure 99 provides worst case hourly average PM10 predictions for each of the selected
sensitive receptors surrounding the proposed operation based on the methodology
developed by King (2001) for the study around Butterwell Disposal Point as
commissioned by the Environment Agency.
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Location

Distance
(m)

Defra
Background
PM10
Concentration
(µg/m3)
2016

2022

Road traffic
contribution
from DMRB
(µg/m3)

Backg’d +
Road traffic
(µg/m3)

Hourly
Process
Contrib’n
(µg/m3)

Predicted
Concentration
with
Scheme
(µg/m3)

Druridge
Farm
Cottages

600

11.8

11.5

11.8

3.4

15.2

Hemscott
Hill

280

11.8

11.5

11.8

5.7

17.5

Blakemoor
Farm

720

10.4

10.1

10.4

1.9

12.3

The Kennels

1250

11.7

11.4

11.7

1.4

13.1

Ellington
Caravan
Park

770

13.1

12.8

13.1

2.6

15.7

Highthorn

140

12.1

11.7

12.1

9.9

22.0

Mile Road

510

11.9

11.6

11.9

2.7

14.6

Teviot
Cottage

690

12.9

12.6

2.4

15.3

4.3

19.6

Houndalee
Cottages

260

11.6

11.3

0.1

11.7

4.4

16.1

Widdrington
Village

680

11.3

11

11.3

2.0

13.3

Stonecroft

320

12.8

12.4

12.8

4.9

17.7

High
Chibburn

320

11.5

11.3

11.5

4.4

15.9

Chibburn
Farm

2300

12.7

12.4

12.7

0.8

13.5

Fig - 99 Worst Case Hourly Average PM10 concentrations for selected sensitive receptors
*Includes existing road traffic

18.14 The above figures indicate that there is potential for increases in particulate
concentrations, but the short term (daily average) Air Quality Objective for PM10 should
not be breached even under worst case conditions.
18.15 To ensure compliance with European Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation
of natural habitats and priority habitats around the Highthorn site were identified in the
Ecological Assessment (see Appendix 3).
18.16 Six main priority habitats were identified within the near vicinity of the site; (i) coastal
sand dunes (ii) saline lagoons, (iii) coastal grazing marsh, (iv) deciduous woodland, (v)
intertidal sands, and (vi) lowland fens. Site relevant critical loads for the surrounding
habitats were subsequently obtained from Air Pollution Information System
(www.apis.ac.uk) which showed the habitats were susceptible to oxides of nitrogen
(NOx) and sulphur dioxide (SO2), with a critical load of 30 µg/m3 and 20 µg/m3 (as
annual mean values) respectively.
18.17 With annual mean background concentrations of NOx and SO2 in and around the site
of 5.8 µg/m3 and 1.8 µg/m3 respectfully, it is unlikely that the Highthorn proposal will
have any impact on surrounding habitats in terms of air quality as any increase would
fall far below the critical loads noted above.
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18.18 Deposited dust has also been assessed for receptors close to the proposed site. Six
receptors were identified within 500 metres of the soil lifting and main site operations;
Hemscott Hill Farm, Highthorn, Houndalee Cottage, Stonecroft, High Chibburn and
Mile Road, (locations shown on drawing PA22).
18.19 Consequently under certain conditions and in the absence of appropriate
management, deposited dust is possible and care needs to be taken when operating
close to these properties to prevent fugitive emissions occurring. Following guidelines
given in IAQM (2014) Guidance on the Assessment of Dust from Demolition and
Construction it can be concluded that the impacts of dust soiling on these premises will
be low. This is owing to factors such as the general prevailing south westerly wind
direction, their distance from the operations and nature of deposited dust.
18.20 Accordingly, even without the full implementation of best practice mitigation measures
adopted by Banks Mining, it is concluded that the proposal will not have any significant
impact on air quality in the area surrounding the site.
18.21 There will be off-site traffic associated with the haulage of coal from the site which will
utilise the A1068. Therefore, it is prudent to determine whether this activity will have
an impact on the air quality at properties close to this road. Teviot Cottage and
Houndalee are within 200 metres of the A1068 and consequently could be influenced
by this change (Highways Agency, 2007).
18.22 Based on this finding an increase in car and HGV movements along A1068 due to
Highthorn operations will result in slight increases in particulate and oxides of nitrogen
at Houndalee and Teviot Cottage. The increase in PM10 of 0.02 and 0.2 µg/m3 PM10
should have negligible impact on local air quality and LAQO. NO2 and NOx
concentrations within the area are also well below the 40 µg/m3 (7.3 µg/m3 NOx annual
mean) and consequently this slight measured increase in oxides of nitrogen should
have negligible effects on human health and air quality.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
18.23 There are no predicted significant environmental cumulative effects upon air quality
associated with the Highthorn proposals.

MITIGATION PROPOSED
18.24 A site specific Environmental Management Plan (EMP) has been produced for the
Highthorn Surface Mine (see draft in Appendix 15). The EMP specifies mitigation
measures, management responsibilities and compliance monitoring requirements that
will ensure the operations on the site comply with the required environmental
standards. Details on how to investigate and respond to any complaints and liaise
effectively with the community is also covered by the EMP.
18.25 Real time monitoring will be undertaken at key receptors near to the site. SMS and email alerts are sent to the site management and environmental teams as soon as a
pre-determined dust concentration has been reached. This allows the site to react very
quickly and rectify the situation rapidly.
18.26 The following mitigation measures have been recommended as part of a best practice
approach:
a)

Maintenance of haul roads using motor graders to prevent the build-up of fine
material;
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b)

Provision of water bowsers to spray haul roads and stockpiles with water to
suppress dust emissions;

c)

Concentration of extraction operations to within the working void in order to
contain dust arising;

d)

Concentration of internal traffic on designated haul roads so that dust control
measures can be focused on particular areas;

e)

Upward orientation of exhausts on site plant;

f)

Mud and dust removed from paved areas by regular sweeping and washing;

g)

Speed restrictions on vehicles within the site;

h)

Construction, profiling and sealing of overburden, coal and soil storage mounds;

i)

Grass seeding of perimeter soil mounds, subsoil mounds and outer faces of
overburden mounds;

j)

Suspension of dust producing operations if it is deemed likely that site derived
dust may affect local receptors.

18.27 In addition the following is recommended:
a)

Below ground tipping space should be maintained for particularly dusty material
which would otherwise result in fugitive dust emissions if tipped at or above
ground level. This measure would also be appropriate for times when
meteorological conditions could result in fugitive emissions of dust if material is
tipped above ground level;

b)

Use of drop chutes and water irrigation on coal processing plant;

c)

Erection of wind socks or flags around site to show wind direction, in addition to
the site weather station. As wind is responsible for the transport of dust off site,
easy identification of wind direction will allow site management to act promptly
when site derived dust may become an issue at local receptors.

RESIDUAL EFFECTS FOLLOWING MITIGATION
18.28 Based on the study undertaken by King (2010) at the Shotton site, with mitigation
measures in place and best practice applied as is currently carried out by Banks
Mining, increases in annual mean PM10 concentrations at receptors surrounding the
site can be reduced to a figure in the region of 1 to 1.5µg/m3.
18.29 Best practice mitigation measures will also significantly reduce the potential for
deposited dust issues at the closest properties. Should an issue occur, the situation
will be investigated and operations will be modified accordingly to control any releases.
18.30 The site is relatively short lived (7 years). Therefore, any effects on the long term
background air quality in the area will be restricted to the lifetime of the site.
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CONCLUSION
18.31 The air quality assessment has followed the approach to assessing the effects on air
quality outlined in the NPPF, and includes an assessment of all works within the
operational and compound areas. The assessment has considered the worst case
scenario for identified residential (human) and ecological receptors.
18.32 With appropriate mitigation measures based on best practice, operations management
and compliance monitoring there will be no unacceptable adverse effects or
exceedances of the Air Quality Objectives around the Highthorn site as a consequence
of the proposals contained within this application.
18.33 It can also be concluded that the proposal will not generate any significant
environmental effects associated with road traffic emissions.

Mitigation proposed in this air quality chapter:
a)

The site will be worked in full accordance with the draft site EMP contained in
Appendix 15 which outlines a number of measures to ensure that air quality
emissions are minimised.

b)

The site working method plans (drawings PA06 to PA11) and compound
drawing (PA16) limit the areas that will be subject to operations that have the
potential to create air quality emissions.

c)

The site compound drawing (PA16) shows the location and layout of the
processing and HGV loading facilities within the compound area of the site.
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19. NOISE
Baseline noise measurements were obtained at 12 locations surrounding the
proposed site, totalling over 8000 hours of background noise data.
Predicted noise levels for all aspects of site operations will be in compliance
with nationally recommended limits for mineral operations.
The proposal will not have a significant impact on road traffic noise along the
proposed haulage route to the Port of Blyth or Butterwell disposal point
Potential for cumulative noise impacts with other mining and onshore wind
developments has been assessed, effects were found to be small and within
recognised limits.
19.1

An assessment of the potential noise impacts of the Highthorn proposals has been
undertaken by environmental noise consultants NoiseMap. The assessment is
reproduced in full in Appendix 9.

SCOPING RESPONSE
19.2

19.3

In relation to noise, the Scoping Opinion produced by NCC noted that the following
points need to be considered in the preparation of the EIA for the Highthorn scheme:
a)

The assessment should follow the approach recommended within the NPPF
Planning Practice Guidance for Minerals

b)

Both mobile and fixed plant should be considered in the assessment

c)

The impact of the worst case scenarios should be considered for the identified
sensitive receptors

d)

All operational areas should be considered in the assessment and how they
affect the sensitive receptors during the phasing of the site

e)

The assessment should consider human and ecological receptors in addition to
areas used for public amenity

All of the above mentioned points have been considered and are addressed in this
chapter and in the main report in included in Appendix 9.

METHODOLOGY
19.4

The noise assessment has been prepared on the basis of a study of the following data
and procedures:
a)

Overall procedure for the noise assessment followed the process defined by the
Planning Practice Guidance for Minerals

b)

Baseline noise measurements were obtained at the identified sensitive receptors
surrounding the site. These positions have good spatial coverage and are
representative of most environments around the site (locations are shown on
drawing PA22)
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c)

Liaison and meetings with relevant NCC officers during the pre-application stage

d)

Determination of sound power levels associated with mining plant and vehicles
based on actual measurements taken on existing Banks Mining sites

e)

Topographic information for the surrounding area and topographic information
and plans for each phase assessed – the five excavation phases (drawings PA06
to PA11 covering key stages of the operation have been selected for
assessment)

f)

Discussions with Banks Mining engineers regarding operations, positions of
plant/site roads and numbers of vehicles required during each phase

g)

Consideration of ecological data and guidelines

h)

Prediction of noise levels at sensitive receptors for each working phase using a
recognised noise modelling software package (NoiseMap 5) in accordance with
the BS8233 methodology and barrier effects in accordance with CRTN

i)

Comparison of findings against appropriate noise limits for locations surrounding
the site. The limits are based on the guidelines within Planning Practice
Guidance for Minerals

j)

Consideration of changes in traffic flow as a consequence of the development
and how this may affect noise levels at properties close to the access route

k)

Consideration of the cumulative effects of other committed developments in the
area

BASELINE CONDITIONS
19.5

Baseline noise measurements were obtained between 2013 and 2015 at 12 locations
surrounding the proposed site (see drawing PA22 for locations), totalling over 8000
hours of background noise data. Measurements were made over periods (several days
to several months) that provide a representative indication of the current noise
environment at each location.

19.6

Figure 100 provides a summary of the average noise levels currently experienced at
each of the sensitive receptors surrounding the site.

Daytime
(0700 – 1900)
Monitoring Location

Evening
(1900 – 2200)

Average
dB LAeq (1 hour)

Average
dB LA90 (1hour)

Average
dB LAeq (1 hour)

Average
dB LA90 (1 hour)

55

41

49

38

Hemscott Hill Farm (1)

44

39

39

34

Blakemoor Farm(12)

45

36

40

34

The Kennels (9)

51

41

46

40

Ellington Caravan Park
(owners house) (11)

56

50

52

46

(Numbering on drawing
PA22)

Druridge
Cottages (2)

Farm
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Daytime
(0700 – 1900)
Monitoring Location

Evening
(1900 – 2200)

(Numbering on drawing
PA22)

Average
dB LAeq (1 hour)

Average
dB LA90 (1hour)

Average
dB LAeq (1 hour)

Average
dB LA90 (1 hour)

Highthorn (8)

52

45

47

41

Hagg Farm Cottages
(10)

58

48

54

41

Houndalee
(7)

63

51

57

44

Widdrington
Village
(School Row) (5)

57

46

48

36

Stonecroft (5)

51

39

47

36

High Chibburn (3)

58

40

49

36

Chibburn Farm (6)

53

44

49

39

Cottages

Fig 100 – Baseline noise levels

19.7

The baseline monitoring undertaken at Blakemoor and Hemscott Hill Farm are also
considered to provide data that will be representative of the conditions experienced at
the ecologically sensitive areas of Cresswell Ponds (SSSI), Druridge Pools, Hemscott
Hill Ponds and in the dune areas that are closest to the site.

PREDICTED EFFECTS
Noise criteria
19.8

Based on the noise survey results shown in Figure 108, and the recommendations for
noise limits agreed with NCC, taking account of advice of the Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG) (Paragraph 021, ID: 27-021-20140306). The following set of noise
limits are proposed:
Receiver Name

Day
(normal
ops)
LAeq, 1h

Day (short
term)
LAeq, 1h

Day
(Exception
al)
LAeq, 1h

Evening

Night

LAeq, 1h

LAeq, 1h

51

55

70

48

42

Hemscott Hill

49

55

70

44

42

Blakemoor Farm

48

55

70

47

42

Kennels Cottage

5

55

70

50

42

Warkworthlane
Cottage

54

55

70

51

42

Highthorn

55

55

70

51

42

Hagg Farm Cottages

55

55

70

51

42

Houndalee Cottages

61

61

70

54

42

Widdrington Village

56

56

70

46

42

Stonecroft

49

55

70

46

42

Druridge
Cottages

Farm
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High Chibburn

50

55

70

46

42

Chibburn Farm

54

55

70

49

42

Ellington Caravan Park
(Caravans)

54

55

70

51

42

Ponds at Hemscott Hill

55

55

70

55

55

Cresswell Pond NR

55

55

70

55

55

Druridge Bay NR

55

55

70

55

55

Druridge Pools NR

55

55

70

55

55

Fig 101 – Proposed noise limits

19.9

The first column headed ‘Day (normal)’ is the criterion for normal operations in terms
of the free-field sound level expressed in the LAeq, 1h index. It is derived from the
measured LA90 + 10dB (A) in accordance with advice contained in the PPG.

19.10 The second column headed ‘Day (short term)’ is the criterion for certain soil moving
and mounding operations where lower limits are not practicable. It is 55dB LAeq, 1 hr
or the normal time limit (whichever is higher).
19.11 The third column ‘Day (Exceptional)’ is the criterion for certain soil moving and
mounding operations where lower limits are not practicable, for a period of not more
than 8 weeks in any one year. It is 70 dB LAeq in accordance with the advice contained
in the PPG.
19.12 The fourth column, headed ‘Evening’, is the criterion for evening operations. It is based
on the evening level of LA90 + 10 dB (A), but not less than 42 dB LAeq, 1 h. At this
site, the criterion exceeds 42dB LAeq 1h at all locations. The fifth column, ‘Night’, is
the recommended criterion of 42 dB LAeq, 1h for night.
19.13 For ecological receptors (Ponds at Hemscott Hill, Cresswell Ponds, Druridge Pools
and Druridge Bay) a blanket limit of 55dB LAeq has been set for date, evening and
night period.
19.14 This is In line with the findings from the University of Hull study, see Appendix 9 for
more details.
19.15 The Ellington Caravan Park is treated as a noise-sensitive receptor. It is immediately
adjacent to Warkworth Lane Cottages and therefore the same noise criteria have been
applied.
Receiver results
19.16 The Noise Model was run for each of the five working phases that are shown on
drawings PA06 to PA11. Noise predictions were then made for all 17 free-field receiver
locations for each of these phases. The predicted results for each phase for each
receiver are set out in Appendix A of Appendix 9. The results show that the proposed
working will meet the prescribed noise criteria (see Figure 101) for each receptor.
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Off-site road traffic
19.17 Appendix 9 contains a detailed noise assessment along the proposed haulage routes.
The assessment is been based on the existing traffic flows along the route, as are
outlined in Highways and Transportation statement in Appendix 12.
19.18 The change in noise arising from off-site traffic is calculated to be below 1 dB(A), along
most of the route and therefore negligible. Sections of the route in the vicinity of
Cambois where predictions indicate levels above 1dB(A) are currently used by HGVs
from the Shotton site which will have ceased coaling before vehicles from Highthorn
will begin. The other locations where predictions exceeded a 1dB(A) rise, were on the
C125 east and west of Linton Junction however there are no noise sensitive properties
at these locations. The effects of these predicted increases is not therefore considered
to be significant.

MITIGATION PROPOSED
19.19 The site workings are designed so that baffle mounds will be placed around the site
boundaries in the initial stages as soils are removed. Work will then take place behind
the baffle mounds to provide screening of the machinery, and as the main excavation
is developed, the edges of the void will provide additional screening.
19.20 Certain short term operations will be curtailed during the evening in Phase 1 of the
project. At night only maintenance work will take place. Water pumps and similar small
items of plant may need to run continuously but will not be audible outside the site
boundary. The noise calculations have been presented with extra noise abatement
measures fitted to larger ridged body dump trucks and mass excavators.
19.21 The draft site EMP (see Appendix 15) outlines a series of measure employed on site
to ensure noise emission are managed and monitored. For example the EMP contains
details of noise abatement equipment fitted to certain machines, the use of broadband
reversing alarms as opposed to reversing beepers, and how frequently noise will be
monitored at sensitive locations around the site.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
19.22 There are a number of other committed developments in the area that may cause
cumulative noise effects:
a)

Sisters Wind Farm

b)

Blue Sky Forest Wind Farm (now known as ‘North Steads’)

c)

Ferneybeds Surface Mine

19.23 The Environmental Statements for each of these developments have been examined
and the potential for cumulative impact assessed at any receptors that may be effected
by the combination of sources.
19.24 The assessment included in Appendix 9 indicates that the cumulative effects will be
small (a maximum of 3 dBA) at one location (The Willows and Hagg Farm Cottages) if
the Highthorn site worked at the same time as Ferneybeds. This would only be the
case if the maximum predicted noise levels from both sites occurred at the same time,
which is extremely unlikely to happen given the sites relative working programmes.
Cumulative effects from noise as result from the nearby wind farms will not occur due
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to the relatively low noise emissions (35dB at Houndalee Farm) predicted from those
operations.

CONCLUSION
19.25 With appropriate plant attenuation, operational management and control backed by
robust compliance monitoring there will be no significant environmental effects or
exceedances of the anticipated noise limits as a consequence of the proposed
development.
19.26 It can also be concluded that the proposal will not have any significant impact on road
traffic noise.
19.27 The potential for cumulative effects of the proposal and other committed schemes has
also been examined and it is concluded that the combined impacts are negligible.

Mitigation proposed in this noise chapter:
a)

The site will be worked in full accordance with the draft site EMP contained in
Appendix 15 which outlines a number of measures to ensure that noise
emissions are minimised.

b)

The site working method plans (drawings PA06 to PA11) limit the areas that will
be subject to operations that have the potential to create noise emissions

c)

The site working plans also highlight the location of the soil and overburden
mounds around the site that will screen site generated noise

d)

The site working hours will be restricted in line with the assessment

e)

The overburden mounds will be constructed in line with the methodology shown
on drawing PA19 which will reduced the noise effect of those operations

f)

The site compound drawing (PA16) shows the location and layout of the
processing and HGV loading facilities within the compound area of the site.
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20. LIGHTING
Baseline light measurements were obtained for 17 locations around the
proposed site including residential properties and ecologically sensitive areas.
The areas nearest the coastal dunes are less affected by light pollution and are
classified as an intrinsically dark landscapes (ILP category E1, normally applied
to National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty)
The location of the site compound in the west of the site minimises the risk of
light pollution affecting the dunes and beach areas of Druridge Bay.
Predicted light levels do not exceed nationally recommended limits for light
pollution.
20.1

Enlighten Design has prepared an assessment of the Highthorn proposal covering the
potential impact of fixed lighting from the site (see Appendix 10).

SCOPING RESPONSE
20.2

20.3

In relation to light emissions, the Scoping Opinion produced by NCC noted that the
following points need to be considered in the preparation of the EIA for the Highthorn
scheme:
a)

The impact of the worst case scenarios should be considered for the identified
sensitive receptors

b)

All operational areas should be considered in the assessment and how they
impact on sensitives receptors during the phasing of the site

c)

The assessment should consider human and ecological receptors in addition to
areas used for public amenity

d)

The assessment should consider the fact that area is noted for its coastal ‘Dark
Skies’, although it is not officially designated as such.

All of the above mentioned points have been considered and are addressed in the
main report included in Appendix 10.

METHODOLOGY
20.4

The lighting assessment contained in Appendix 10 has been prepared on the basis of
a study of the following data and procedures:
a)

Liaison and meetings with NCC environmental health and planning officers
during the pre-application stage. It was agreed with the officers that dark skies
and ecological receptors considered to be of greatest sensitivity.

b)

Baseline light measurements obtained at key locations representative of
residential, ecological receptors and coastal locations around the site, (see
drawing PA22 for locations)
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20.5

c)

Topographic information and plans for each phase assessed – the 5 main
excavation phases, covering key stages of the operation have been selected for
assessment

d)

Discussions with Banks Mining engineers regarding operations and positioning
of lighting units within the compound and excavation areas

e)

Selection of suitable lighting units that will allow sufficient illumination of work
areas to appropriate Health and Safety guidelines and British Standards

f)

Identification of sensitive receptors with classifications as suggested by the
Institute of Lighting Professionals (ILP) based on Commission Internationale de
l’Eclairage (CIE) Environmental Lighting Zones (ELZ)

g)

Consideration of ecological data and guidelines

h)

Prediction of horizontal and vertical light emissions along with the overall Upward
Light Ratio (ULR) for the site using DiaLux software

i)

Comparison of findings for each receptor against guideline criteria appropriate
for the relevant ELZ

j)

Consideration of any mitigation measures required

k)

Consideration of the cumulative effects of other committed developments in the
area

l)

Compilation of NPPF compliant lighting assessment

The assessment is limited to fixed lighting to be used within the compound and
excavation areas. Mobile lighting used for short term activities, such as the building
and deconstruction of overburden mounds and tipping associated with surface mining
activities and attached to the plant is not included. Because of the temporary and
transient nature of this type of lighting its potential to have a significant impact is
considered likely to be low. Further, it is proposed that temporary mobile lighting will
be managed through the Highthorn Environmental Management Plan (see Appendix
15) which will ensure that views of lighting from outside the site operational areas are
minimised at all times.

BASELINE CONDITIONS
20.6

Baseline light measurements were obtained on the night of 26th March 2015 at 17
locations surrounding the proposed site. Measurements were made to provide a
representative indication of the current light intensity at each location. The locations of
measurements are shown in drawing PA22.

20.7

Figure 102 provides a summary of the baseline levels currently experienced at the
receptor positions.
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No.

Receptor location

Baseline results
Horizontal
(lx)

Vertical
(lx)

1

Corner of C116 and C110

0.02

0

2

Hemscott Hill Farm

0.02

0.01

3

Blakemoor Farm

0.03

0.02

4

St. Bartholomew Church, Cresswell

0.02

0.02

5

Kennels Cottage

0.01

0.01

6

Ellington Caravan Park

0.05

0.03

7

Highthorn Cottage

0.02

0.01

8

Hagg Farm Cottages

0.01

0

9

Private property, Widdrington Station

1.49

1.08

10

Houndalee Cottages

2.02

2.02

11

Stonecroft

0.01

0

12

High Chibburn

0.01

0.01

13

Druridge Farm Cottages

0.02

1

14

Dunes by Druridge car park

0.03

0.01

15

Dunes by Cresswell car park

0.01

0.01

16

Cresswell Pond

0.01

0

17

Widdrington Village

0.03

0.01

Fig 102 – Baseline Lux results

20.8

The results of the baseline assessment indicate low levels of light in the areas
surrounding the proposed development site. Readings show that the highest levels
were apparent around Houndalee Cottages, alongside the A1068 due to the proximity
of street lighting and other residential properties.

20.9

The most critical areas are the dunes and Cresswell Ponds due to these areas being
classified as being E1 Zone classification, which is supported by the low level results
gained.

POTENTIAL EFFECTS
20.10 Luminaire information and light positions/heights were used in conjunction with
topographic mapping information for the site and surrounding area to generate
predictions of light intensity associated with the proposed activities using the DiaLux
software for each of the sensitive locations identified. Light fittings were reviewed and
remodelled accordingly to ensure sufficient and even lighting was produced over the
appropriate working areas.
20.11 Figure 103 provides light predictions for each of the receptor positions surrounding the
proposed operation.
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No.

Receptor location

Calculated prediction
Horizontal
(lx)

Vertical
(lx)

1

Corner of C116 and C110

0

0

2

Hemscott Hill Farm

0

0

3

Blakemoor Farm

0

0

4

St. Bartholomew Church, Cresswell

0

0

5

Kennels Cottage

0

0

6

Ellington Caravan Park

0

0

7

Highthorn Cottage

0

0

8

Hagg Farm Cottages

0

0

9

Private property, Widdrington Station

0

0

10

Houndalee Cottages

0

0.02

11

Stonecroft

0

0

12

High Chibburn

0

0

13

Druridge Farm Cottages

0

0

14

Dunes by Druridge car park

0

0

15

Dunes by Cresswell car park

0

0

16

Cresswell Pond

0

0

17

Widdrington Village

0

0

Fig 103 – Predicted lighting effects

20.12 As the majority of the site has been deemed to be in an E2 Zone, the recommended
lux increase limits (set by the Institute of Lighting Professionals) are 5 lux pre curfew
(11pm) and 1 lux post curfew. The more sensitive coastal area has been deemed an
E1 Zone with recommended limits of 2 Lux and 0 Lux post curfew. An increase above
these limits would constitute a significant environmental effect.
20.13 The only potential limited increase in lighting levels is a predicted 0.02 vertical lux
increase for Houndalee Cottage. This receptor is located within an area classified as
being within the E2 Zone and as such the increase is significantly below the ILP
recommended limits. This effect is not considered to be significant upon this residential
property.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
20.14 There are no predicted significant environmental cumulative effects upon lighting
associated with the Highthorn proposals.

MITIGATION PROPOSED
20.15 A site specific Environmental Management Plan (EMP) has been produced for the
Highthorn Surface Mine (a draft version of the Highthorn EMP is included in Appendix
15 of this report). This specifies mitigation measures, management responsibilities,
including lighting, and audit requirements that will ensure the operations on the site
comply with the required environmental standards. Details on how to investigate and
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respond to any complaints and liaise effectively with the community is also covered by
this document.
20.16 The following mitigation measures have been recommended as part of a best practice
approach:
a)

Directional luminaires selected to generate no more light than is required;

b)

Use of cowls to prevent unwanted upward spillage of light;

c)

Active management of lighting on site to prevent units being positioned too high
or at inappropriate angles;

d)

Positioning of void lighting on a bench below ground level wherever possible to
prevent unwanted light spillage;

e)

Use of timers or manual control to switch lights off when site is not active;

f)

Restriction of light usage to the working hours of the site with essential lighting
only for maintenance, safe access and security;

CONCLUSION
20.17 The assessment has considered the worst case effect of fixed site lighting upon the
nearest sensitive receptors. The assessment has noted that the coastal areas are
located in a higher quality dark skies area (ILP level E1), and as such the higher
standards have been applied. When assessed against these higher levels, the
predicted effect of the Highthorn proposals will not have any significant environmental
effects from the fixed lighting used on site. The proposals will only have a very marginal
and insignificant effect upon one location within the E2 lighting designated area.
Overall the lighting design used on the Highthorn proposal will not have a significant
environmental effect upon light levels around the site.

Mitigation proposed in this lighting chapter:
a)

The site will be worked in full accordance with the draft site EMP contained in
Appendix 15 which outlines a number of measures to ensure that lighting
emissions are minimised

b)

The site working method plans (drawings PA06 to PA11) limit the areas that will
be subject to operations that have the potential to create lighting impacts. The
working method plans also show the location and position of the perimeter
screening mounds that will provide a screen for site operations.

c)

The site compound drawing (PA16) shows the location of the buildings and
processing areas within the compound as well as the position and height of the
surrounding screening mounds. These details will be important to ensure that
the site minimises the effect of upon light levels outside of the site.
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21. VIBRATION
Banks Mining has significant experience and knowledge of the factors which
influence ground vibration and air overpressure caused by blasting.
Vibration criterion of 6mms-1 for 95% of blasting events is a satisfactory
magnitude for vibration from blasting at the proposed Highthorn site and can be
achieved at all sensitive locations around the scheme. This is in full accordance
with current best practice and planning guidance.
Blast induced vibration will be monitored at a number of premises around the
site throughout the proposed working period.
21.1

Vibrock Limited have prepared an assessment of the environmental impact of blasting
associated with the Highthorn surface mining proposals. A copy of the full the
assessment is contained in Appendix 11.

SCOPING RESPONSE
21.2

The Scoping Opinion stated that the proposed methodology set out in the Scoping
Report for addressing blast induced vibration was appropriate and that sensitive
receptors should also include sensitive infrastructure as well as residential receptors.
These details have been included within the appended report.

21.3

The response from NCC to the Scoping Report also asked that consideration be given
to how blasting would be monitored and how complaints would be managed. These
details are covered in the draft EMP contained in Appendix 15.

METHODOLOGY
21.4

The vibration assessment in Appendix 11 has been prepared on the basis of a study
of the following:
a)

Examination of working plans and drawings prepared by Banks Mining

b)

British Standards documents – BS ISO 4866: 2010, BS 6472-2: 2008, BS 7385:
1993 and BS 5228-2: 2009 + A1:2014

c)

Planning Practice Guidance to the National Planning Policy Framework

d)

Minerals Planning Guidance

e)

Research carried out by the former United States Bureau of Mines (USBM),
Langefors and Kihlström and Edwards and Northwood

f)

Experience gained from extensive working within the Northumberland coalfield
and as consultants for Banks Mining.

g)

Experience gained from Banks existing blasting operations at Shotton and
Brenkley Lane.
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BASELINE CONDITIONS
21.5

For details regarding the baseline geology of the Highthorn site please see Appendix
6 and Chapter 5. A number of sensitive locations which comprise local residences and
infrastructure have been identified as prediction points for the vibration assessment
(locations shown on drawing PA22):

POTENTIAL EFFECTS
21.6

Limited blasting to remove some of the overburden is likely to be required to allow the
efficient recovery of coal from the Highthorn site. The blasting will be required to
remove some consolidated strata such as sandstone and some mudstones that sit
above the coal seams.

21.7

Blasting at UK surface coal mines is significantly different to that undertaken at hard
rock quarries, in that it is a much smaller operation but occurs on a more frequent
basis. The purpose of the blast is simply to fracture the rock that lies above the coal,
without damaging the coal, so that it is easier to lift with hydraulic excavators. The
blasts generally have a much lower charge than those often used in hard rock quarries,
which are designed to displace large vertical blocks of stone and break the material
down into much smaller fragments for processing.

21.8

When an explosive detonates within a borehole the ground is subject to localised
distortion and cracking. Outside of the immediate vicinity, rapidly decaying stress
waves cause the ground to exhibit elastic properties whereby the rock particles are
returned to their original position shortly following the passage of the stress waves.
Vibration is also generated within the atmosphere where the term air overpressure is
used to identify audible and sub-audible frequency components.

21.9

Figure 104 outlines the predicted vibration levels, using a maximum charge weight of
50kg, for the proposed development at nine of the most sensitive properties around
the site. The table highlights that all of the sensitive properties will receive acceptable
levels of ground vibration apart from Highthorn Cottages where a reduced charge
weight will be required to comply with acceptable vibration criteria.
Location

Closest
approach
distance (m)

Vibration level peak particle velocity
(mms-1)
Mean (50%)

Maximum (95%)

Houndalee Cottages east

600

1.2

1.6

Stonecroft

930

0.6

0.8

High Chibburn

910

0.7

0.9

Druridge Farm Cottages

770

0.8

1.1

Hemscott Hill

440

1.9

2.6

Blakemoor Farm

850

0.7

0.9

Ellington Caravan Park

890

0.7

0.9

Highthorn

180

4.4*

6.0*

Widdrington Station

1010

0.5

0.7

Fig 104 – Potential vibration levels
*Maximum instantaneous explosive charge weights reduced in order to comply with vibration criteria *
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MITIGATION PROPOSED
21.10 Banks Mining have significant experience and knowledge of the factors which influence
ground vibration, such as blast type and design, site geology and receiving structure,
resulting in the magnitude and significance of these waves being accurately predicted
at any location.
21.11 Experience also helps to mitigate air overpressure. Predictions can be made less
certain by the fact that air overpressure levels may be significantly influenced by
atmospheric conditions. The most effective method of control is minimisation at source.
21.12 It is important to note that it is very much in Banks Mining’s interest to reduce vibration,
both ground and airborne, to the minimum possible in that this substantially increases
the efficiency and hence economy of blasting operations.
21.13 The USBM determined that values well in excess of 50mms-1 are necessary to produce
structural damage to residential type structures. For the type of vibration associated
with open pit blasting in the UK, the safe vibration levels are seen to be from 1950mms1.
21.14 A further publication by USBM stated that no damage has occurred in any of the
published data at vibration levels less than 12.7mms-1.
21.15 Guidance contained in the former MPG 9 and 14 suggested a range of between 6 to
10mms-1 at a 95% confidence level measured at a sensitive property, with no individual
blast to exceed 12mms-1. Blast and charge design will be carefully formulated to ensure
that Banks will adhere to the recommendations outlined by Vibrock and keep vibration
to 6mms-1 and below at a 95% confidence level.
21.16 As an example of this, a reduction in the anticipated maximum instantaneous charge
weight will be applied in order to attain the recommended vibration criterion of 6mms-1
at a 95% confidence level at Highthorn Cottages.
21.17 For further details on how blast induced vibration will be monitored and managed on
site please see the draft Highthorn EMP in Appendix 15.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
21.18 There are no predicted significant environmental cumulative effects upon ground
vibration associated with the Highthorn proposals.

RESIDUAL EFFECTS AND CONCLUSIONS
21.19 A vibration criterion of 6mms-1 for 95% of blasting events is a satisfactory magnitude
for vibration from blasting at the proposed Highthorn surface mine and adherence to
this level should minimise any disturbance to nearby residents. This limit is in full
accordance with current best practice and planning guidance.
21.20 All vibration will be of a low order of magnitude and would be entirely safe with respect
to the possibility of the most cosmetic of plaster cracks as detailed within British
Standard BS 7385-2:1993. Vibration will also be within those levels recommended for
blast induced vibration and human perception as being satisfactory within British
Standard BS 6472-2: 2008.
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21.21 Low ground vibration levels will result in accompanying air overpressure being a very
low, and hence at safe levels. There is a possibility that it will be perceptible on
occasions at the closest of properties.
21.22 At any telegraph poles and electricity pylons adjacent to the development a vibration
criterion of 50 mms-1 shall apply.
21.23 The vibration predictions in Vibrock’s report will be supplemented by site specific
monitoring (see Appendix 11) to verify predicted levels and allowable maximum
instantaneous explosive charge weights.
21.24 The predicted vibration levels that will occur as a result of blasting on the Highthorn
site will be controlled and will be within the prescribed limits outlined in Government
policy and guidance contained within the NPPF and the accompany Planning Practice
Guidance respectively.

Mitigation proposed in this vibration chapter:
a)

The production blasting on site will be strictly controlled and monitored in
accordance with the draft site EMP contained in Appendix 15 to ensure it meets
the criteria outlined.
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22. HIGHWAYS AND TRANSPORT
A safe main site access point can be created onto road A1068, no other access
point will be used.
The proposed haulage route to the Port of Blyth or Butterwell disposal point is
recognised on the Northumberland Freight Map as a suitable route for HGVs.
There are no significant capacity or safety issues associated with any junctions
on the proposed route.
The cumulative effect of traffic from the Highthorn proposals with other major
developments in the area has been assessed. No unacceptable effects were
identified.
The removal of the Hemscott Hill sand extraction permission will eliminate the
potential for significant HGV movements on local roads including the C110 and
C116 through Cresswell, Widdrington, Ellington or Lynemouth
22.1

Transport consultants Fairhurst have produced a Transport Statement which assesses
the effects of the Highthorn proposals upon the surrounding road network (see
Appendix 12).

SCOPING RESPONSE
22.2

The formal Scoping Opinion issued by NCC in February 2015 set out the required
scope of the Transport Statement, this includes:
a)

A detailed description of the proposed surface mining operations, including
proposed access points, compound facilities, parking arrangement and haulage
routes.

b)

A description of the existing highways network, including the traffic flows on the
proposed haulage routes and potential future changes due to approved
developments in the area, including future activities at the Port of Blyth,
residential developments in the vicinity of the haulage routes and the approved
Ferneybeds surface mine, which is adjacent to the Highthorn site on the western
side of the A1068.

c)

A review of the most recent 5 year accident data for the local highway network
and haulage route

d)

Consideration of the traffic impact on the haulage route, including consideration
of cumulative impact from adjacent mining operations as necessary.

e)

Detailed assessment of proposed access arrangements on the A1068, including
consideration of the suitability to cater for the largest vehicles that would visit the
site.

f)

An assessment of the haulage route and proposed access for delivery of
abnormal loads, generally comprising items of plant that would remain on site for
the duration of the mining operations.
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METHODOLOGY
22.3

All of the above points have been incorporated into the Transport Statement. The
methodology of the assessment has been agreed with NCC Highways Officers. The
assessment is based on up to date data on vehicle movements, traffic flows and
junction capacities either collected through recent surveying undertaken by Fairhurst
or provided directly from NCCs own traffic records.

BASELINE CONDITIONS
Existing highways network
22.4

The A1068, which runs immediately west of the site, is the main road in the area. In
the vicinity of the site the A1068 is a good standard single carriageway, which is unlit
and has a derestricted (60mph) speed limit. There are no footways on the A1068 in
the immediate vicinity of the site.

22.5

The A1068 is not heavily trafficked close to the site, having a 2 –way daily traffic flow
of approximately 7,500 vehicles per day. Houndalee Cottages are served via a minor
priority access on the A1068 to the north of the proposed temporary site access and
opposite a similar minor access that serves the buildings of Houndalee Farm on the
western side of the A1068. There is a further disused lane that runs south from
Houndalee Cottages before joining the A1068 at a minor access at the location of the
proposed site access. These details are shown on the site access drawing PA24.

22.6

Other than the A1068, the only other highways around the site are the minor roads to
the north and east, which comprise:

22.7

a)

The C116, which runs a short distance north of the site between the village of
Widdrington and the hamlet of Druridge. The road serves a number of agricultural
premises and provide amenity access to Druridge Links and the coast. At its
western end the C116 joins the A1068 at a roundabout in Widdrington Village
where it is subject to a 30 mph speed limit. East of the village the C116 has a
derestricted (60mph) speed limit and the road is of rural character on the route
to Druridge.

b)

The C110 coastal route runs southwards from Druridge to Cresswell along the
eastern boundary of the site. The C110 is of rural character and width and serves
the agricultural premises along its route.

The A1068 is the only main route in the area that would be of appropriate standard to
accommodate the type and scale of traffic serving the proposed surface mine.
Coal haulage routes

22.8

The proposed haulage routes to either the Port of Blyth or Butterwell disposal point are
shown on drawing PA17. These routes would be reversed by vehicles returning to the
site. All haulage vehicles would therefore leave the site to the south and return from
the south.

22.9

All of the proposed haulage routes are key links identified on Northumberland’s
designated freight network, a copy of the freight network plan is included in Appendix
C of the Transport Statement in Appendix 12. The road freight network facilitates
access to a number of industrial destinations in the County including the Port of Blyth
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and Butterwell disposal point. Therefore, the routes are clearly suitable, in principle, to
cater for the haulage operations associated with the proposed Highthorn surface mine.
22.10 The results of a detailed route inspection undertaken in June 2015 are included in
Appendix 12.
Existing traffic flows
22.11 The levels of traffic flow along the proposed haulage routes was established using data
collected from permanent and temporary automated traffic counters (ATC) which were
managed by NCC Highways Department.
12 hr Weekday
flow 2-way
(0700 to 1900)
veh

Daily flow
2-way
5 day mean veh

Total

HGVs*

Total

HGVs*

A1068 (Houndalee)

6,426

381

7,520

415

A1068 (south of Mile Road)

8,488

361

10,023

391

A1068 (south of Ellington)

11,386

386

13,398

422

A189 (QEII Park)

9,763

313

11,840

334

14,783

531

17,556

583

A189 Dual (north of B1334)

19,967

295

23,480

341

A189 Dual (south of B1334)

32,789

600

38,781

635

C415 (Cambois)

2,139

371

2,495

381

C403 (Cambois)

1,196

405

1,371

413

C125 (east of Linton Junction)

2,175

134

2,621

142

ATC Site

A189 single carriage
Summerhouse Lane)

way

(north

of

Fig 105 – Current traffic levels
*HGVs include public service vehicles and HGVs

22.12 The observed traffic flows would not raise any concerns in the context of the proposed
Highthorn site. The assessment shows that there is spare capacity within the road
network to accommodate further increases in traffic.
Committed developments
22.13 There are a number of developments that have been granted planning permission, but
not yet constructed, that could affect future traffic flows on parts of the proposed
Highthorn coal haulage route. This list of sites has been agreed with NCC, and include
the following:
a)

A biomass fuel storage facility at the Port of Blyth

b)

A biomass power station at the Port of Blyth

c)

Ferneybeds surface mine

d)

A residential development of 400 dwellings at Ellington
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e)

A residential development of 97 dwellings at Wansbeck Hospital

f)

A residential development of 323 dwellings at Vald Birn, north of Cambois

22.14 The location of the above sites are show in Appendix 12 as well as drawing PA21. The
likely effects of these proposals upon the highway network are discussed in detail in
Appendix 12.
22.15 If all committed developments were built out, the assessment finds that traffic flows on
the proposed haulage routes would generally increase, although the change would not
be significant in terms of overall performance of the route as flows would remain well
within the capacity of the network.
Traffic accident data review
22.16 There have been on average 27 accidents per year across the 16km study area in the
past 5 years. Of these only 2 accidents (one every 2.5 years on average) have involved
HGVs, both of which were slight accidents. Full accident records have been included
in Traffic Statement. There are no existing accident issues in the vicinity of the
proposed Highthorn access on to the A1068.
22.17 The proposed Highthorn site, which would add less than one vehicle movement every
two minutes to the highway network would not be anticipated to have any significant
impact on existing accident patterns.

POTENTIAL EFFECTS
Haulage routes
22.18 The Highthorn proposals could add up to around 25 vehicles per hour to the haulage
routes plus some staff traffic movements outside of peak period at the start and end of
shifts.
22.19 The potential changes from the baseline traffic flows on the haulage routes, as a result
of the proposed mining activities are shown in table 6.1 contained in Appendix 12. The
assessment demonstrates the following:
a)

The changes in 2-way 12hr vehicle movements on the A1068/A189, which form
the majority of the haulage routes would be 0.9 to 4.5%, which is not considered
significant given the size and grade of the roads affected.

b)

Changes on the Port Blyth and Butterwell access roads are higher at up to 28%,
but this is a reflection of the low existing traffic levels on these routes and does
not suggest any capacity issues.

c)

Percentage changes in heavy vehicle movements are higher at up to 79% on the
A1068/A189, up to 41% on the C415/C403 Port of Blyth access roads and over
200% on the C125 Butterwell access road. This is also a reflection of the low
existing traffic levels on these routes and does not suggest any capacity issues

22.20 These temporary increases in heavy vehicle flows, over the coaling period of the site
(see working programme PA15), are considered acceptable taking into account the
following points;
a)

The total traffic flows would not change significantly on the main road network
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b)

The proposed daily traffic flow increase is associated with the temporary activity

c)

The daily movements associated with the proposed site are significantly lower
than those associated with recently approved residential developments.

d)

The most noteworthy changes in HGV flows would be on the industrial access
roads serving the coal disposal points, where existing traffic flows are low (as a
result of the programmed completion of a number of surface mining operations
in the area and a reduction in operations at Alcan), resulting in more pronounced
changes. In reality the HGV flows are unlikely to be perceived as an increase as
the haulage vehicles from Highthorn would mostly replace existing haulage
operations from other surface mines in the area that have limited remaining
lifespan. In any event traffic capacity would not be an issue as ultimate traffic
flows on the industrial access roads would still be low in the context of the
capacity of the network.

e)

The highway network is designed to cater for heavy vehicles delivering to both
the Port of Blyth and Butterwell, both of which are identified destinations on the
Northumberland Freight Map.

22.21 During the scoping discussions it was suggested that the Ferneybeds and Highthorn
operations should also be considered cumulatively in the unplanned event that both
proceed at the same time i.e. rather than being part of the baseline traffic flows,
Ferneybeds should be added to the proposed development traffic to give a combined
effect over the 2 year period that coal would be exported from Ferneybeds. Table 6.2
contained in Appendix 12 sets out the results of this alternative cumulative assessment
approach.
22.22 Overall it is concluded that the haulage routes, which are designed to cater for heavy
vehicle traffic of the type generated by the Highthorn proposal, could accommodate
the proposed combined haulage operations which would also ultimately replace similar
coal haulage operations from other surface mines in the area that have a limited
remaining lifespan.
Abnormal indivisible loads
22.23 It is expected that a number of abnormal indivisible load (AIL) movements to the site
would be required. These would predominantly be associated with the delivery/
removal of mining plant and would therefore be mainly focussed at the start and end
of the mining phase.
22.24 It is anticipated that all AILs would travel to/from the south via the A189 and A1068.
This is a route that has previously been used to deliver similar plant to other surface
mines in the area and is therefore known to be generally suitable for this purpose.
Notwithstanding this, an assessment of key junctions on the route has been
undertaken for the passage of AILs utilising the AutoTrack swept path analysis
software. This analysis finds the following:
a)

The low loader vehicle can pass through all junctions without any wheel overrun
beyond the edge of carriageway – it should be noted that the central island within
the development access will be designed with low kerbs, surfacing to
carriageway standard and demountable signs to allow overrun if required.

b)

The worst-case load shown (21.7m long x 6m wide) would overhang the edge of
carriageway, although many of the conflicts are with illuminated bollards that
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would be below the height of the load. The main potential conflicts would
therefore be with traffic signs – there are no conflicts with lighting columns. Some
of these conflicts would clearly not occur in reality due to the fact that the widest
loads would not be 21.7m long and the swept path would therefore be much
more compact.

MITIGATION PROPOSED
Haulage routes
22.25 No physical mitigation measures are considered necessary, although Banks would
implement a Route Management Plan including provision for regular highway condition
surveys to be undertaken jointly with NCC to confirm the state of the existing highways
at agreed key points on the haulage route and identify any necessary remedial
measures.

CONCLUSIONS
22.26 Haulage routes to the proposed disposal points (Port of Blyth and Butterwell), both of
which are identified as industrial destinations on the Northumberland Freight Map,
would follow the A1068, the A189 and local industrial access roads. Traffic surveys
undertaken on the proposed haulage routes demonstrate that these roads are
operating well within capacity.
22.27 An inspection of the haulage routes, which are made up of “A” class principal roads
and industrial access roads, confirmed that they are suitable for use by heavy vehicles
and carry regular heavy vehicle movements at present.
22.28 The proposed Highthorn site, which would add less than one vehicle movement every
two minutes to the highway network, would not be expected to have any significant
impact on existing accident patterns.
22.29 The majority of staff movements would occur outside of peak times and would have no
significant impact on the local highway network. Sufficient car parking would be
provided on site (see compound drawing PA16 for details)
22.30 The impact of 25 HGV movements per hour (2 way) at local junctions during the
working day would be insignificant in terms of existing junction performance.
22.31 The overall impact of the development on haulage routes is considered in the context
of existing traffic flows and potential future flows from committed developments in the
area. The analysis confirms that the routes chosen are the most suitable ones available
due to the following:
a)

Traffic increases due to the development would be low, at less than 5% on the
“A” road network, although the change in the proportion of heavy vehicles would
be higher.

b)

Changes on the industrial access roads serving the coal disposal points are more
pronounced due to the existing traffic flows being very low as a result of the
recent reduction of operations at Alcan. However, in reality the heavy vehicle
flows are unlikely to increase significantly as the haulage vehicles associated
with Highthorn would replace existing haulage operations from other surface
mines in the area that have limited remaining lifespan (Shotton and Brenkley
Lane).
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c)

Overall, all highway links along the haulage routes would continue to operate
well within capacity during the 5 year haulage operation and the development
would have no significant impact on the performance of the network.

22.32 Appendix 12 also includes assessments of abnormal loads accessing the site as well
as the capacity of the proposed access. Both assessments find that the proposed
access on to the A1068 is appropriate to serve the site and that subject to the potential
temporary removal of traffic signs (which is standard practice) larger abnormal loads
can reach the site.
22.33 The coal extracted from the Highthorn site will only travel on the highway network for
a relatively small portion of its total journey distance to the power generators in
Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire. The majority of the route coal will travel will be
undertaken by rail, this will reduce the total number of HGV miles on the roads whilst
also supporting important rail infrastructure operations within Northumberland.
22.34 The draft Highthorn EMP included in Appendix 15 provides details on how HGVs will
be managed on site to ensure that the effect of the site operations upon the
surrounding road network is minimised.
22.35 In conclusion, the Highthorn proposals have been thoroughly assessed and will not
have any significant environmental effects.

There are no physical mitigation measures considered necessary in relation
to the effects of the Highthorn proposals upon the surrounding road network.
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23. STYTHE OR MINE GAS
Stythe or Mine gas can form in old underground mine workings and can be
dangerous to human health due to its low oxygen content.
It is anticipated that some old workings will be uncovered on site, however any
gas within these areas should safely dissipate into the atmosphere.
All occupied dwellings around the site are founded on glacial clay which has a
very low conductivity and as such prevents or inhibits the migration of mine gas.
The installation of oxygen deficiency and carbon monoxide monitors on or
adjacent to the site, is not considered necessary but in order to allay any public
concerns monitors could be placed at Hemscott Hill and Highthorn Farms if
requested.
23.1

A mine gas or stythe gas risk assessment has been produced by DAB Geotechnics
and is reproduced in full at Appendix 7.

23.2

Mining has been carried out in Northumberland since Roman times. Large areas of
open and partly collapsed voids have been created; some of which remain dry and
within which mine “stythe” gas or black damp has formed by a slow, but continual
process of coal oxidation. Stythe is a mixture of nitrogen and carbon dioxide with
depleted concentrations of oxygen and as such forms a dense suffocating mixture.
Large volumes of gas can accumulate, some of which may migrate to ground surface.
This does not pose a risk to the public provided that it can safely dissipate in the
atmosphere.

23.3

A potential hazard can be created where stythe gas is allowed to accumulate in
enclosed buildings or under-floor spaces. The rate of migration and hence the risk to
the public is increased where gas is being displaced by rising groundwater. This has
become more acute as the underground mining in the Northumberland Coalfield has
been abandoned and pumping operations have been terminated.

SCOPING RESPONSE
23.4

NCC’s Scoping Opinion supports the inclusion of a mine/stythe gas assessment as
part of the proposals.

METHODOLOGY
23.5

Working the coal reserves at Highthorn will require the exhumation and removal of old
mine workings. Further studies (see Chapter 17 and Appendix 5) have shown that
groundwater abstraction will be required to recover the reserves and maintain safe
working conditions. This will affect the mine gas regime and an assessment of the likely
effects has therefore been undertaken. The study has entailed:
a)

An extensive search and examination of the geological plans, reports and
borehole data provided by Banks Mining or published by the British Geological
Survey.

b)

An inspection of early editions of the Ordnance Survey maps
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c)

An examination of abandoned mine plans and old working plans

d)

Installation of groundwater monitoring boreholes at various locations on the site
and the collation and interpretation of monitoring results

e)

Identification of potential gas migration pathways and those properties
considered to be most at risk.

BASELINE CONDITIONS
23.6

Abandoned drifts and mine shafts represent potential migration pathways and their
proximity to occupied dwellings may therefore pose a significant risk to health and
safety. Conversely, the presence of thick deposits of glacial clay will inhibit or prevent
the flow of gas from mine workings.

23.7

Records indicate that there are abandoned underground workings within several coal
seams within the site boundary (see Appendix 6 for full list). These seams extend over
a wide area towards the former Ellington, Linton and Ferneybeds Collieries. All
workings will act as a potential source of mine gas where they are not already flooded.
The overlying strata are variously broken and fractured and will allow the migration of
gas.

23.8

There are no disused mine shafts or drift openings on the proposed Highthorn site.
Exploratory drilling has shown that apart from the areas of surface mine backfill located
in the northern and north eastern parts of the site (see geology plan PA05 for the
location of previous opencast workings), there is a thick cover of glacial till of low
conductivity. The deposits are known to extend beneath Houndalee Farm and
Houndalee Cottages to the north-west; Highthorn Farm to the south; and Hemscott Hill
Farm in the east.

23.9

Surface mine backfill has a higher conductivity than insitu deposits of glacial till.
However, none of the backfilled areas on the site or on land to the north, north west
and north – east (i.e. the former Druridge, Wallis and Radar South sites – see geology
plan PA05 for location) has been used for residential development.

23.10 Monitoring has confirmed that groundwater levels are drawn down because of historic
pumping operations at the former Ellington Colliery, but they are now rising and will
continue to do so until the process is stopped by the Coal Authority’s pumping
operations at Lynemouth. Mine gas is being displaced, but the risk and consequences
are the responsibility of the Coal Authority. To date, there have been no reports of any
adverse effects.

POTENTIAL EFFECTS
23.11 The Coal Authority has carried out extensive grouting work to stem mine gas migration
around the drift entrance and shaft near to “Ramsey” on Mile Road (i.e. adjacent to
Ferneybeds Colliery). The dwelling lies within in an area where the Bottom Yard
(G120/G110) workings are already dewatered and will remain so until the Coal
Authority fully establishes its pumping operations at Lynemouth. The Ramsey property
will not be impacted by any changes in water level at the Highthorn site. There have
been no reports of any problems at this location since the remedial works were
undertaken. It lies approximately 1km to the west of the proposed excavations, far
beyond the likely zone of influence of any lateral de-stressing strata. The integrity of
the grout seals will therefore not be compromised.
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23.12 There have been no reports of adverse effects around any of the other disused mine
openings that lie beyond the Highthorn site boundary. These may well be acting as
gas conduits dependant on the treatment measures undertaken when they were
abandoned. The proposed Highthorn site will not change this situation nor will it
increase the flow of gas (see Appendix 7 for detailed reasoning on this point). The risks
and consequences of any gas migration at these locations will remain the responsibility
of the Coal Authority who are currently actively involved in the area.
23.13 Some dewatering of ground water that enters the site will be required to allow the safe
and efficient recovery of coal reserves. If this is achieved on a localised basis, by
pumping from the excavations, it is unlikely to lead to any adverse effect on the mine
gas regime.

MITIGATION PROPOSED
23.14 Within the site boundary it is not thought that any specific safety measures are required
on the site during its operation apart from the implementation of appropriate site rules.
Mine workings will not be entered unless they have been properly exposed for the
purposes of coal recovery. Any cross-measures drifts or unrecorded mine openings
that are encountered on the site and cannot be removed by excavation will be treated
in accordance with a specification agreed with the Coal Authority. Precautions will be
taken during any treatment works to protect site personnel (e.g. the deployment of gas
detection equipment). Particular attention will be paid to sharp drops in barometric
pressure as these might lead to an increase in gas concentration or movement.
23.15 The possibility that observable mine gas emissions may occur outside the site
boundary during its operation cannot be ruled out, but these will most likely be the
result of changes that are beyond the control of Banks Mining. They will remain the
responsibility of the Coal Authority. In the unlikely event that any such incidents are
reported to Banks Mining, the Coal Authority will be contacted immediately and support
provided if requested.
23.16 It is not thought that there is specific need for the installation of oxygen deficiency and
carbon monoxide monitors on or adjacent to the site, but in order to allay any public
concerns monitors could be placed at Hemscott Hill and Highthorn Farms if requested.

RESIDUAL EFFECTS FOLLOWING MITIGATION AND CONCLUSION
23.17 Some measure of dewatering will be required at the site to allow the safe and efficient
recovery of the coal reserves. If this is undertaken by pumping from the excavations,
the effect will be very limited and short lived. Additional volumes of mine gas are
unlikely to be developed in the time that the coal will be exposed before it is excavated
and the area backfilled. No other worked seams will be affected other than those
encountered in the surface excavations. Consequently, it is unlikely that gas will
migrate in a manner that will place members of the public at risk. If the groundwater is
drawn down by further pumping by the Coal Authority at Lynemouth, mine workings
that lie beyond the site boundary will be affected. It is not though that members of the
public will be placed at undue risk bearing in mind the changes in water level since
Ellington Colliery was closed.
23.18 All occupied dwellings around the site are founded on glacial clay which has a very low
conductivity and as such prevents or inhibits the migration of mine gas. This protective
cover has been removed where historic surface mining has been carried out and has
been replaced by backfill of a higher conductivity. However, none of the backfilled
excavations that lie on or adjacent to the site has been used for building development
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and any mine gas that is present can continue to safely dissipate in the atmosphere.
Similarly, the proposed site will be restored to agriculture with areas of woodland and
ecological interest. Members of the public will therefore not be placed at risk.
23.19 Any gas that is encountered in the surface excavations will safely dissipate into the
atmosphere. The health and safety of site personnel and members of the public will
not be compromised.
23.20 It is highly unlikely that any landfill gas will be encountered in the surface excavations
as there are no deposits of putrescible waste on the site or within a distance that lateral
migration is feasible.
23.21 In summary, there are no significant environmental effects upon the mine gas regime
in and around the Highthorn site that would occur directly as a result of the proposals
contained within this application.

Mitigation proposed in this mine and stythe gas chapter:
a)

The draft site EMP (Appendix 15) outlines measures to be employed to monitor
oxygen levels at a number of locations surrounding the site. These locations will
be agreed with NCC as part of the determination process.
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24. SOILS AND ALC
Approximately 99% of the land within the site boundary is ALC grade 3b. The
remaining 1% consists of land that is not in agricultural use (woodland, wetland,
and buildings).
The potential temporary adverse impact of the site operations upon agricultural
land quality is considered minor and therefore not significant.
The land will be restored back to a level of comparable agricultural productivity
and grading
24.1

A Soils and Agricultural Land Classification assessment of the application site has
been produced by Wardell Armstrong and is reproduced at Appendix 13.

SCOPING RESPONSE
24.2

The Scoping Opinion supported the inclusion of a soil survey and clarified that an
assessment of the soil characteristics down to a depth of 1.2m should be included. The
effects the proposal (during both working and at restoration) on land drainage,
agricultural access, water supplies, farm structure and farm viability were also
requested for inclusion.

24.3

The effects upon farm viability and structure have not been included in this
assessment. The two farming enterprises will continue on other land outwith the
proposed site and as such the farms will continue to be viable farming operations.

24.4

Natural England also provided specific comments in relation to soils, agricultural land
quality and reclamation. In addition to the points raised by NCC these included an
assessment of the agricultural land classification of the site, soil handling proposals
and soil storage details (these last two points are covered in Chapter 6 of this
application).

METHODOLOGY
24.5

The soil and ALC assessment was prepared following the completion of a desk based
study, a physical soil survey and subsequent ALC appraisal.

24.6

The desk study was undertaken using published sources to provide general soil
characteristics for the site (Soil Survey of England & Wales 1984, MAFF 1993) and to
identify overall Agricultural Land Classification in the region (MAFF 1993). The
proposed site was divided into areas A and B to distinguish between the land covered
by the Post 1988 survey (MAFF, 1995), non-surveyed area, respectively.

24.7

The soils were inspected at a density of approximately one soil profile inspection per
hectare in area B, and per two hectares as verification of the pervious MAFF (currently
Defra) survey in area A, (see Appendix 13 for the extent of the survey areas). Areas
not in agricultural use, such as woodland and hedgerows were excluded from the
survey. Soil profile characteristics were investigated across the site using a 70 mm
diameter hand-held Edelman auger capable of sampling down to a depth of 120 cm.
The purpose of the survey was to provide soil characteristics required for the
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agricultural land classification and identification of appropriate mitigation measures to
protect the soil disturbed as a consequence of the operations.
24.8

Agricultural Land Classification of England and Wales (MAFF, 1988) is a standardised
method for classifying agricultural land according to its versatility, productivity and
workability, based upon inter-related parameters including climate, relief, soil
characteristics and drainage. These factors form the basis for classifying agricultural
land into one of five Grades (for Grade 3 land can be divided into Subgrades 3a and
3b). Best and most versatile agricultural land is classified as Grades 1, 2 or 3a;
whereas moderate, poor and very poor quality land is designated Subgrades 3b or
Grades 4 or 5, respectively. Appendix 13 contains further details on the factors
considered in compiling an ALC assessment

BASELINE CONDITIONS
Desk Study
24.9

The ALC map for the Northern Region (MAFF 1993) shows that this site has an ALC
of Grade 3. There is no differentiation made between Subgrades 3a and 3b at the scale
of map provided (1:250,000) and it cannot be used to identify the ALC grade of the
land at the field level. Consequently, a detailed soil survey was required to establish
this information for the area B.

24.10 A survey report providing distinction between Subgrades 3a and 3b (Post 1988) was
obtained from Natural England (MAFF, 1995) for the area A. The survey was carried
out on a 400 m grid and classed the land as Subgrade 3b. Due to lower survey density
of this survey a verification survey was deemed necessary to establish if any local
variation in land quality is present.
24.11 Soils within the site are mapped according to published sources, as belonging to the
following soil associations (see Appendix 13 for locations of different soil types):
a)

Foggathorpe 1 712 h - This mapped as being present over the majority of the
site, bordering sand dunes to north east, a section of previously restored soils to
the north, and extending to site boundaries to the west and south. The
association comprises mainly slowly permeable seasonally waterlogged clayey
and fine loamy over clayey soils, often stoneless. The major land use of these
soils in Northumberland are grassland and cereal production.

b)

Neutral RST Opencast 962 – This is association is mapped as being present
over northern part of the site, adjacent to the Foggathorpe 1 soil association, the
boundary between the two runs approximately in south-west direction from the
point where the main drainage ditch falls into the sea, through Houndalee Farm,
to the centre of Widdrington Station.

c)

Sandwich 361 - This association is mapped as being present over the north
eastern edge of the site next to the beach. Only a very small areas of soils
belonging to this soil association can be found west of the road C110 from
Cresswell to Druridge. The geology is described as dune sand and marine
shingle. This association comprises mainly deep well drained calcareous and
non-calcareous sandy soils; some sparsely vegetated unstable soils;
waterlogged soils in hollows locally; and shingle bars and spits locally extensive.
Soils carry a risk of wind erosion. Typical land uses of the Sandwich association
include sand dune and some wetland habitats; recreation; and very limited
agriculture and coniferous woodland.
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Soil Survey
24.12 The findings of the detailed soil survey confirm the results of the desk study. Topsoil
within the site generally comprised a stoneless to slightly stony, brown coloured clay
or clay loam extending to a depth of 30 cm. Topsoil had fine to medium size, weakly to
medium developed, subangular blocky structure.
24.13 Site subsoils generally comprised stoneless sandy clay, clay, rarely heavy clay loam
to 120 cm depth.
24.14 Underdrainage is likely to be present on all fields on the site, at various depths with
approx. 8 m between laterals (local knowledge). Surface drainage ditches are included
on the map attached in Appendix 13. There is one main surface drainage ditch on site,
which begins at the A1068 road at Teviot Cottage, and enters the site boundary
between Highthorn and Lances Hill. It flows from there to north east border of the site
where it outfalls into the sea. Surface drainage network is not very intensive, there is a
total of four shorter drainage ditches connected to the main ditch, extending towards
north-west. Three in the south part of the site, near Highthorn, approximately 200 m
long, and one in the central part of the site, approximately 300 m long. Near Hemscott
Hill the main ditch flows through two adjacent ponds with total surface area of about 1
ha.
24.15 Another surface ditch runs at the site boundary from High Chibburn to Hemscott Hill.
There are two short drainage ditches in the north part of the site next to the woodland,
which extends from High Chibburn, they are approx. 300 m long. They are unlikely to
be functional due to lack of connection to the wider network.
Agricultural land classification
24.16 The agriclimatic data of a site influences the Agricultural Land Classification in respect
of growing conditions for crops, and the soil reaction in terms of wetness and
droughtiness.
24.17 Details of the site conditions are extensively covered in Appendix 13. Taking account
of these factors, 99% of the site is classified as being of grade 3b, the remaining 1%
consists of areas of non-agricultural land, such as woodland.

POTENTIAL EFFECTS
Agricultural land classification
24.18 The proposed Highthorn scheme would result in the temporary loss of approximately
250ha of moderate quality (Subgrade 3b) agricultural land as a consequence of soil
removal prior to operations. The magnitude of change would therefore be low which
combined with the medium sensitivity of the receptor (grade 3b land) would result in a
minor, therefore not significant environmental effect.
Soil resources
24.19 Soil resources on site would be subject to temporary moderate term disruption. All soils
would be retained on site and used at restoration. As a result of this, the magnitude of
change would therefore be moderate. It is considered that the damage to the soil
resource quality through handling and storage would be reversible. It is envisaged that
the land would be back to similar level of agricultural productivity after the 5 year
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aftercare period. This combination of the magnitude of change and the sensitivity of
the receptor would result in a moderate, therefore significant environmental effect.
Drainage
24.20 Potential impacts upon drainage could include the disruption, severance, and removal
of agricultural drains on the site and the potential disruption to surface water runoff
from the operations affecting agricultural drainage elsewhere in the locale, resulting in
poor drainage within affected areas. Sensitivity of the drainage as a receptor is
considered to be medium (as per criteria defined in Appendix 13). The site operations
will result in long term reversible disruption to on-site and off-site drainage. The
combination of the magnitude of change and the sensitivity of the receptor will result
in a moderate, therefore significant impact. For more information on surface water and
drainage, please see the hydrology assessment included in Appendix 5 of this planning
application.
Access to off-site agricultural land
24.21 Access to agricultural areas around the proposed site was raised by Natural England
as a potential effect to be considered in its response to the scoping report. A detailed
assessment has been undertaken and is included in Appendix 13. The appended
report clearly states that access to adjacent agricultural areas will be maintained during
the proposed operations and as such will not have a significant impact in respect of
this criteria.

MITIGATION PROPOSED
Agricultural land classification
24.22 Upon the cessation of operations in each phase, the topsoil and subsoil stripped and
stored at the site would be used for restoration of the arable fields and pastures.
Soil handling strategy
24.23 Soil resources would be protected against damage during stripping, handling,
stockpiling and restoration by adoption of appropriate up to date guidance measures,
which would aim to protect topsoil resources from damage. Typical working methods
and techniques used to protect topsoil resources include the following:
a)

The handling of soil resources only when sufficiently dry, generally limiting soil
operations to the months May to September (although this period may be
extended during dry periods);

b)

The stripping, handling and storage of topsoil (top 30 cm) separately from subsoil
movements;

c)

Appropriate seeding of soil storage mounds required on site for a period longer
than 6 months, to prevent erosion and to maintain soil structure, nutrient content
and biological activity;

d)

Subsoil, overburden and other superficial materials handled during operations
would only be stockpiled in areas previously stripped of topsoil;

e)

The handling of all soils by low ground pressure bulldozer, 360° excavator and
dump truck;
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f)

Minimising the number of machine movements across topsoil;

g)

Adoption of a bed/strip system for soil stripping, to minimise compaction; and

h)

The definition of all site haul roads and storage areas.

Drainage
24.24 The mining operations on site would involve the removal of most of the existing surface
drainage ditches and underdrainage routes within the proposed working area. A “v-cut”
drainage ditch will be installed along the sites perimeter to ensure that all surface water
runoff is channelled through the appropriate treatment areas. Any drainage channels
that previously discharged directly into the Hemscott Burn across the working site
would be temporarily picked up by this drainage system and will still discharge in to the
same burn via the site drainage system.
24.25 The site drainage plan PA18 shows the proposed water management arrangements
of the scheme. The draft site EMP also includes measures for the monitoring of site
drainage channels to ensure that water quality and flow meet the required standards.
24.26 At restoration a comprehensive agricultural drainage design would be prepared to
accommodate any changes to the site topography and requirements of the restored
areas. The underdrainage network will be installed in year two of the aftercare period
to allow for the majority of compaction settlement of the restored material to have taken
place.
Restoration
24.27 The site would be restored back to the mixed arable and grassland agricultural use
(see restoration plan PA12 for details). The target restored soil profile would be similar
to the observed profiles within the site. The restored soil profile within the site would
be seeded with an appropriate grass seed mix. The target restored soil profile at the
site would comprise:
a)

30 cm of clay loam topsoil;

b)

Clay subsoil to at least 120 cm.

24.28 Aftercare measures would be adopted at during the statutory five year aftercare period
following the reinstatement of soils. This typically would involve the subsoiling, deep
ripping, cultivation and seeding of restored agricultural land with grass and/or arable
crops and would include the application of compound fertilisers and lime to address
shortfalls in nutrient status. Any grazing would be controlled during the aftercare period
to minimise the risk of poaching by livestock.
24.29 Typical aftercare period is 5 years after the restoration, after that time the land would
be returned to agricultural use and similar productivity should be expected. There are
thus no cumulative impacts anticipated on the agricultural land, soil resources and
agricultural drainage systems following the proposed operations.

RESIDUAL EFFECTS FOLLOWING MITIGATION AND CONCLUSION
24.30 The proposed development would result in temporary loss of approximately 250 ha
moderate quality (Subgrade 3b) agricultural land. Identified potential significant
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impacts can be properly mitigated and no other residual soil or land use impacts are
considered substantive.
24.31 In summary, there are no significant environmental effects upon soil quality and ALC
in and around the Highthorn site that would occur directly as a result of the proposals
contained within this application.

Mitigation proposed in this soils and agricultural land classification chapter:
a)

The handling of soil resources only when sufficiently dry, generally limiting soil
operations to the months May to September (although this period may be
extended during dry periods).

b)

The stripping, handling and storage of topsoil (top 30 cm) separately from
subsoil movements;

c)

Appropriate seeding of soil storage mounds required on site for a period longer
than six months, to prevent erosion and to maintain soil structure, nutrient
content and biological activity;

d)

Subsoil, overburden and other superficial materials handled during operations
would only be stockpiled in areas previously stripped of topsoil;

e)

The handling of all soils by low ground pressure bulldozer, 360° excavator and
dump truck;

f)

Minimising the number of machine movements across topsoil;

g)

Adoption of a bed/strip system for soil stripping, to minimise compaction; and

h)

The definition of all site haul roads and storage areas.

i)

Installation of perimeter drainage ditch to catch surface water run-off from the
site and channel it into the water treatment areas
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25. CONCLUSIONS
Chapter

CONCLUSIONS

Planning policy

The Highthorn proposals accord with the most recent national and local planning
policy. The proposal meet the test outlined in paragraph 149 for coal extraction
(NPPF).

Other
policy
considerations

Highthorn will deliver the key objectives of a number of important policies and
strategies outside of the planning system. It will deliver significant economic
development, green infrastructure, new ecological habitats and tourism
opportunities that fulfil the aspirations of a broad range of plans and strategies.

Design
Evolution
&
consideration
of alternatives

The design evolution chapter demonstrates how the design of the site has been
adapted and refined following feedback from the local community, local interest
groups, statutory agencies and extensive environmental studies.

SocioEconomic

No significant adverse effects on the local economy are anticipated. A number of
positive socio-economic effects would occur as a result of the proposed Highthorn
development.

Landscape
and
visual
impact

The proposals are found to be acceptable in landscape and visual terms. The
landscape and visual effects have been minimised by a detailed iterative design
process that has looked carefully at site layout and phasing to avoid or reduce
negative effects and in particular to minimise the impacts of above ground storage
of overburden and soils.

Ecology

The development can be undertaken without significant negative effects on
designated conservation areas or protected species. The restoration will provide
significant biodiversity benefits linked to the wider management of Druridge Bay

Archaeology

The desk based assessment and geophysical survey indicate low potential
historical interest in the site. A written scheme of investigation (WSI) will be agreed
with NCC prior to any further archaeological survey work being undertaken.

Hydrology and
hydrogeology

The site operations will require the diversion of the Hemscott Burn. All workings
will be located above a level of 4.5m AOD to lower the risk of the site being
affected by coastal flooding. Ground water in the area of the site are currently
controlled by the Coal Authority, any ground water encountered on the Highthorn
site will collected and discharged off site in agreement with the EA and the LLFA.

Geotechnical

The site has been designed to ensure that it can safely operate within the
geotechnical parameters found on site

Air Quality

With appropriate mitigation measures based on best practice, operations
management and compliance monitoring there will be no unacceptable adverse
effects or exceedances of the Air Quality Objectives around the Highthorn site as
a consequence of the proposals contained within this application.

Noise

The predicted noise levels of the site working are in accordance with the levels
specified in Planning Practice Guidance.

Lighting

It’s predicted that the Highthorn proposal will only increase existing light levels at
one location around the site by 0.02 lux which is significantly below the ILP
guidelines. There will be no increase in the lighting levels at locations that lie within
the “E1 intrinsically dark landscape” areas that are close to the coast.

Vibration

The predicted vibration levels confirm that these will be well within national
guidelines and that there will be no unacceptable effects of vibration caused by on
site blasting.
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Highways and
Transport

HGVs transporting coal will use the A1068 and will take coal to either the Port of
Blyth rail loading facility or to the Butterwell disposal point. Both routes are
identified on the NCC Freight Network and the volume of movements proposed
would not have an unacceptable effect upon the junctions to and from those
locations. The majority of the journey that the coal will make to end users in
Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire will be undertaken by rail.
There is also sufficient capacity to accommodate the predicted abnormal loads
visiting the site and there is sufficient car parking provision for staff and visitors.

Stythe/Mine
gas

Any gas released from underground old workings encountered on site is likely to
safely dissipate into the atmosphere. There are no shafts or adits around the site
that could be affected by the proposals.

Soils and ALC

99% of the site is classified as being ALC grade 3b, the remaining 1% consists of
land that is not in agricultural use. Soil resources will be protected on site and the
land will be returned back to a comparable level of agricultural production and
grading

Fig 106 – Conclusion table
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26. DEVELOPMENT CONTROL TOOLKIT
26.1

The following chapter outlines draft development control measures that can be applied
to the Highthorn proposals to ensure that the site complies with the Environmental
Assessment.

MITIGATION
26.2

The mitigation proposals from each chapter are summarised in the table below
alongside the measures required to ensure delivery, either via condition or legal
agreement
Chapter

Mitigation proposed

How
is
mitigation
secured

Landscape
and
visual
impact
Potential
Significant
environmental
effects
predicted for
views
from
Highthorn
cottages and
the
Widdrington
footpath 011

The design of site shown in drawing PA06 Composite
working method plan and subsequent phasing drawing
PA07 to PA11
The location and design of the compound show in drawing
PA15
The use of seed mixes on the site soil mounds, the
requirement to grass seed the site mounds is contained in
the draft site EMP in Appendix 15
The construction phasing of the site overburden mounds as
is shown in drawing PA19
Hedgerows to be managed and on the site’s periphery, this
can be covered in the site BAP, a draft of which is in
Appendix 14
The restoration scheme of the site as is show in drawing
PA13

Planning
condition

Ecology

Design of minerals extraction and operational areas to avoid
designated ecology sites as is shown in working method
drawings PA06 to PA11.
Surface water treatment lagoons with discharge rates
controlled by Environment Agency consent to control effect
upon water quality
Maintenance of flows to Hemscott Hill Pond from surface
water lagoons; re-instatement of Hemscott Burn following
restoration to control the effect upon ground and
hydrological water
Routing of vehicles away from sensitive habitats, dust
suppression methods within site will control the air quality
effects of the site upon vegetation and sensitive habitats.
The vehicle route is shown in drawing PA17 and measures
to control air quality emission from site are outlined in the
draft site EMP contained in Appendix 15.
The location of screening mounds around site periphery;
operational noise control levels; setting 55dB L(A)eq noise
limit at sensitive ecological receptors will limit the
disturbance of wildlife in nearby habitats as a result of noise.
The location of the screening mounds is show in the site
working method plans (PA06 to PA11)
Lighting duration and extent limited to needs of safety and
security; lighting designed to minimise spillage in order to
avoid any disturbance of wildlife in nearby habitats due to

All secured
via condition
except
for
discharge
water quality
and volume
which will be
subject to a
separate
discharge
license from
the
Environment
Agency

Potential
Significant
environmental
effects
predicted
in
relation
to
Pink
footed
geese
and
yellow wagtail
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lighting. Lighting is controlled by the site design and the draft
site EMP contained in Appendix 15.
The restoration design to increase landscape-scale
diversity; best practice in soil handling and progressive
restoration; design of micro-scale features are aimed at
ensuring that the quality of restored habitats is above
relative to the baseline of the existing site.
Species and habitat specific mitigation during the operation
phase and restoration phase of the proposal
Pink footed geese
Operational phase - Management of undisturbed land in
early phases of surface mine to improve habitat quality for
pink-footed geese; possible identification of off-site refuge
area for later operational phases, and incorporation of
management for pink-footed geese in grazed coastal
pasture.
Restoration phase - Reinstatement of agricultural land-use
within Highthorn site, including some fields >5ha in area to
allow future use by geese.
Yellow Wagtail
Operational phase - Creation of wet scrapes in grazed
coastal pasture, adjoining arable fields in the area marked
as “Druridge Ponds” and “Hemscott Ponds” on drawing
PA12.
Restoration phase - Reinstatement of wet grassland with
scrapes along the Hemscott Burn
Hemscott Burn habitats
Operational phase - Compensatory wet grassland/scrape
creation in coastal fields in the area marked as “Druridge
Ponds” and “Hemscott Ponds” on drawing PA12.
Restoration phase - Reinstatement of wet grassland with
scrapes along the Hemscott Burn.
Bats
Operational phase - Maintaining boundary hedgerows and
managing bunds within site to maintain sheltered, insectrich flyways. Creating insect-rich wetland habitats in coastal
grasslands in the areas marked as “Druridge Ponds” and
“Hemscott Ponds” on drawing PA12 and the provision of bat
boxes in plantations. Monitor populations as part of Site
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) draft contained in Appendix
15.
Restoration Phase - Reinstatement of wet grassland with
scrapes along the Hemscott Burn. Improving density and
condition of hedgerows to provide greater habitat
connectivity in restored landform.
Red Squirrel
Operational phase - Minimise working period on nearby
bunds. Consider supplementary feeding using red squirrelspecific feeders. Maintain / improve suitability of plantations
for red squirrel and monitor populations all actions
undertaken as part of site BAP.
Restoration phase - Review status of red squirrel in wider
area of Druridge Bay with advice from conservation bodies.
If appropriate, design and manage new planting to
accommodate habitat requirements of red squirrel
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Brown hare
Operational phase - Manage grassland on overburden
mounds to benefit brown hare. Monitor populations as part
of Site BAP.
Restoration phase - Ensure design of agricultural habitats
in restored site incorporates suitable features for brown
hare.
Marsh Harrier
Operational phase - Creation of wet grassland habitat at
“Druridge Ponds” and “Hemscott Ponds” (see drawing
PA12) to improve foraging habitat in coastal fields,
maintaining connectivity between East Chevington and
Warkworth Lane to east and south of site.
Restoration phase - Reinstatement of wet grassland with
scrapes along the Hemscott Burn.
Whooper Swan
Operational phase - Minimise working period on nearby
bunds, if works undertaken within winter period. Refuge
area for geese may also be utilised by whooper swans
Restoration phase - Reinstatement of wet grassland with
scrapes along the Hemscott Burn.
Wigeon
Operational phase - Compensatory wet grassland / scrape
creation in coastal fields in the area shown as “Druridge
Ponds” and “Hemscott Ponds” in drawing PA12.
Restoration phase - Reinstatement of wet grassland with
scrapes along the Hemscott Burn. Buffer zone of speciesrich wet grassland around Hemscott Hill Ponds.
Wintering waders
Operational phase - Compensatory wet grassland / scrape
creation in coastal fields in areas shown as “Hemscott
Ponds” and “Druridge Ponds” on drawing PA12 to increase
area with penetrable ground. Progressive restoration to
minimise soil storage and handling to reduce loss of soil
fauna.
Restoration phase - Reinstatement of wet grassland with
scrapes along the Hemscott Burn. Restoration of some
fields >5ha in area. Ensure restoration practice and design
promotes development of soil fauna.
Farmland breeding birds
Operational phase - Management of overburden mounds
and unworked land to provide suitable habitat for groundnesting birds including skylark. Management of inner faces
of bunds and top of overburden mounds to provide winter
feeding for seed-eating birds.
Restoration phase - ‘Wildlife islands’ (see drawing PA13)
and localised wet areas in reinstated arable fields. Creation
of agricultural landscape with mix of arable, grassland, wet
grassland and hedgerows to maximise value to farmland
birds.
Archaeology
Potential
significant
environmental
effects

The extent of archaeological disturbance will be controlled
by the approved working method plans (drawing PA06 and
PA011).
The effect upon the setting of cultural heritage assets will
also be controlled by the site design and environmental
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predicted with
the removal of
know features
of
archaeological
in interest

management measures contained in the draft site EMP
contained in Appendix 15.
Removal of the World War II decoy building, ridge and
furrow earthworks and mining deposits will require a
programme of archaeological recording to mitigate their
removal. This may also be required for flint assemblage and
potential prehistoric deposits identified through further
investigations.

Hydrology,
hydrogeology
and
coastal
erosion

The re-instatement of the Hemscott Burn as shown the site
restoration plan PA13
Restoration of the site with greenfield run off rate
characteristics (mixture of agricultural and increased
biodiversity)
Working site proposals shown on drawings PA06 to PA11
all located above flood level of 4m AOD.
The site drainage plan (PA18) shows the location of water
treatment areas and drainage routes throughout the
working areas of the site
Water collected on site will be discharged at a green-field
run off rate. The final details of the quality and quantity of
the water leaving the site will be addressed as part of the
separate discharge consent process undertaken post
planning by the EA and the LLFA.
The monitoring of the water quality and drainage
infrastructure of the site is covered by the draft site EMP
contained in Appendix 15

Planning
conditions

Geotechnical

The site will be worked in full accordance with the working
plans (PA06 to PA11), which include details of the depths
and location of the excavations as well as the gradients and
position of the soil and overburden mounds.

Planning
condition

Air Quality

The site will be worked in full accordance with the draft site
EMP contained in Appendix 15 which outlines a number of
measures to ensure that air quality emissions are
minimised.
The site working method plans (drawings PA06 to PA11)
limit the areas that will be subject to operations that have
the potential to create air quality emissions.
The site compound drawing (PA16) shows the location and
layout of the processing and HGV loading facilities within
the compound area of the site.

Planning
condition

Noise

The site will be worked in full accordance with the draft site
EMP contained in Appendix 15 which outlines a number of
measures to ensure that noise emissions are minimised.
The site working method plans (drawings PA06 to PA11)
limit the areas that will be subject to operations that have
the potential to create noise emissions
The site working plans also highlight the location of the soil
and overburden mounds around the site that will screen site
generated noise
The site working hours will be restricted in line with the
assessment
The overburden mounds will be constructed in line with the
methodology shown on drawing PA19 which will reduced
the noise effect of those operations

Planning
condition
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Lighting

The site will be worked in full accordance with the draft site
EMP contained in Appendix 15 which outlines a number of
measures to ensure that lighting emissions are minimized
The site working method plans (drawings PA06 to PA11)
limit the areas that will be subject to operations that have
the potential to create lighting impacts. The working method
plans also show the location and position of the perimeter
screening mounds that will provide a screen for site
operations
The site compound drawing (PA16) shows the location of
the buildings and processing areas within the compound as
well as the position and height of the surrounding screening
mounds. These details will be important to ensure that the
site minimizes the effect of upon light levels outside of the
site.

Planning
condition

Vibration

The production blasting on site will be strictly controlled and
monitored in accordance with the draft site EMP contained
in Appendix 15 to ensure it meets the criteria outlined.

Planning
condition

Highways and
transport

There are no physical mitigation measures considered
necessary in relation to the effects of the Highthorn
proposals upon the surrounding road network.

N/A

Stythe or Mine
gas

The draft site EMP (Appendix 15) outlines measures to be
employed to monitor oxygen levels at a number of locations
surrounding the site. These locations will be agreed with
NCC as part of the determination process.

Planning
condition

Soil and ALC
Potential
significant
environmental
effects
predicted
upon
soil
resources and
drainage
around
the
site

The handling of soil resources only when sufficiently dry,
generally limiting soil operations to the months May to
September (although this period may be extended during
dry periods).
The stripping, handling and storage of topsoil (top 30 cm)
separately from subsoil movements;
Appropriate seeding of soil storage mounds required on site
for a period longer than six months, to prevent erosion and
to maintain soil structure, nutrient content and biological
activity;
Subsoil, overburden and other superficial materials handled
during operations would only be stockpiled in areas
previously stripped of topsoil;
The handling of all soils by low ground pressure bulldozer,
360° excavator and dump truck;
Minimising the number of machine movements across
topsoil;
Adoption of a bed/strip system for soil stripping, to minimise
compaction; and
The definition of all site haul roads and storage areas.
Installation of perimeter drainage ditch to catch surface
water run-off from the site and channel it into the water
treatment areas

Planning
condition

Socio
economic

There are no mitigation measures considered necessary in
relation to the socio-economic effects of the Highthorn
scheme.

N/A

Fig 107 – Mitigation table
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DRAFT SECTION 106 HEADS OF TERMS
26.3

A number of the proposals contained within this planning application can be secured
through the signing of legal agreement made under Section 106 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990.

26.4

Listed below are the draft heads of terms for legal agreement that will secure a number
of benefits and mitigation measures proposed by this application:
a)

Location – land to the east of the A1068, Widdrington Station, Northumberland

b)

Proposal – Section 106 (Town and Country Planning Act 1990) to secure benefits
and selected mitigation proposals of the Highthorn surface mine

c)

Parties:

d)



Applicant and operator – H J Banks and Company Limited, Meadowfield
Durham



Local planning authority – Northumberland County Council, Morpeth



Landowner 1 – Mr W Bell, Hemscott Hill Farm, Widdrington, Northumberland



Landowner 2 – Harworth Estates, Waverley, Rotherham



Landowner 3 – Mr and Mrs WI Storey and WD Storey, Ponteland, Newcastle
upon Tyne

Obligations:


Removal of sand extraction planning permission (NCC planning permission
reference numbers: X59/134 and 97/CC/17) at Hemscott Hill upon
commencement of coal extraction.



Submit to NCC a constitution for the creation and running of the “Discover
Druridge” partnership prior to the commencement of coal extraction.



Establishment of the community benefits fund and fund management
committee, prior to the commencement of coal extraction.



Establishment of a “learning, working, earning fund” at the commencement
of coal extraction



The applicant to submit to NCC on behalf of the landowners, a Section 39
agreement (Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981) that secures the long term
protection of the following:
a. The Restoration First wetlands (locations shown on drawing PA12)
b. The details of the site restoration plan (details shown on drawing PA 13)
c. Hedgerow planting and shelterbelt improvement works undertaken as
part of the Restoration First actions.
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The provision of permissive routes to a bridleway specification for use by
pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders. There will also be a clause allowing
for the routes to be altered providing that there is no overall reduction in
permissive access route length across the site.



Subject to the achievement of a scheduled monuments consent, works to
improve the Chibburn Preceptory setting and access. These works include:
a. Condition survey
b. Installation of metal parkland style fence
c. Improved access link along the route of Widdrington footpath 428/013
d. Creation of circular route within the Preceptory
e. Installation of upgraded interpretive boards
f. Improved signage to the Preceptory
g. Sowing of wild flower meadow around the monument.

DRAFT CONDITIONS
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of five years
from the date of this permission.

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out strictly in accordance with
Environmental Statement, associated plans, and details set out in the application dated
12 October 2015 unless otherwise agreed in writing with the Mineral Planning
Authority.
Approved documents and plans include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)

3.

Application boundary – Drawing PA02
Composite working method – Drawing PA06
Phase 1 working method – Drawing PA07
Phase 2 working method – Drawing PA08
Phase 3 working method – Drawing PA09
Phase 4 working method – Drawing PA10
Phase 5 working method – Drawing PA11
Restoration Strategy – Drawing PA13
Compound layout – Drawing PA16
Haulage route – Drawing PA17
Surface water drainage scheme and treatment areas – Drawing PA18
Overburden construction phasing – Drawing PA19
Access details – Drawing PA24
Highthorn Environmental Management Plan – Version 1
Highthorn Biodiversity Action Plan – Version 1

The Mineral Planning Authority shall be notified in writing of the date of commencement
of development and the commencement of mineral extraction.
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4.

The extraction of minerals shall cease no later than 6 years from the commencement
of extraction as notified to the Mineral Planning Authority. The whole of the site shall
be restored in full accordance with the site restoration plans listed in condition 2(h) no
later than 12 months after the cessation of mineral extraction and in accordance with
the detailed programme for the phased development and progressive restoration
programme approved by the plans listed in condition 2.

5.

The hours for site operations will be as follows:
a) Soil removal (0700 – 1900 Monday to Friday, 0700 to 1300 Saturday)
b) Excavation and mineral extraction (0700 -2200 Monday to Friday, 0700 to 1300
Saturday)
c) Coal processing (0700 – 2200 Monday to Friday, 0700 to 1300 Saturday)
d) Coal dispatch and HGV loading (0700 to 1900 Monday to Friday, 0700 to 1300
Saturday)
e) Plant maintenance (24 hours a day 7 days a week)
f) Auger mining (0700 to 2200 Monday to Friday, 0700 to 1300 Saturday)
g) Site drainage (24 hours a day 7 days a week)

6.

The operator shall maintain, for the life of the site, a notice board at the entrance to the
site indicating the name, address and telephone number of:
a) A representative of the operators who would be available to deal promptly with any
complaints;
b) The telephone number of the Mineral Planning Authority in respect of any queries
regarding the working of the site.

7.

Until the completion of site restoration a copy of this notice of decision, together with
copies of the plans referred to in condition no 2, and any subsequent amendments,
shall be maintained in the site office and made available at all times the site is in
operation.

8.

Prior to the commencement of development a Site Liaison Committee shall be
established in accordance with details approved by the Mineral Planning Authority.
The Site Liaison Committee shall meet at regular intervals as agreed with the Mineral
Planning Authority to discuss all aspects of the site and site working until the
completion of site restoration.

9.

All loaded wagons visiting or leaving the site shall be sheeted at source or otherwise
treated to prevent the spread of dust/debris onto the highway.

10.

The number of HGV movements shall not exceed 150 in and 150 out on a Monday to
Friday and shall not exceed 75 in and 75 out on a Saturday.

11.

The public highway shall be kept clear of any mud, dust, or other debris that may be
deposited by vehicles associated with the opencast.

12.

Full details shall be kept of all the loaded vehicles (and weights thereof) leaving the
site and their destination shall be kept available for inspection by the Mineral Planning
Authority for the duration of site operations.
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13.

The development hereby permitted shall only take place in accordance with the
archaeological Written Scheme of Investigation

14.

Prior to the removal of soil from the excavation area, a scheme for the installation of
groundwater monitoring boreholes shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Mineral Planning Authority. Boreholes shall be monitored in accordance with the
agreed scheme.

15.

Any facilities for the storage of oils, fuels or chemicals shall be sited on impervious
bases and surrounded by impervious bund walls. The volume of the bunded compound
should be at least equivalent to the capacity of the tank it contains plus 10%. If there
is multiple tankage, the compound should be at least equivalent to the capacity of the
largest tank, or the combined capacity of the interconnected tanks, plus 10%. All filling
points, vents, gauges, and sight glasses must be located within the bund. Associated
pipework shall be located above ground and protected from accidental damage. All
filling points and tank overflow pipe outlets shall be detailed to discharge downwards
into the bund. The bund shall be sealed with no drain for removal of contained liquids.
Any bund contents shall be bailed or pumped out under manual control and disposed
of safely. A mobile spill drip tray shall be made available throughout the duration of the
development.

16.

Prior to the commencement of development, a complaints procedure to cover stythe
gas, dust, noise, vibration, lighting, vehicles, hours of operation, shall be submitted to,
and agreed in writing with the Mineral Planning Authority. The procedure shall ensure
that all complaints notified to the operator, are investigated following receipt and that
an independent expert consultant, is employed to carry this out, if necessary. The
investigation results and any steps taken as a result of the investigation shall be
conveyed to the affected resident(s) and the Mineral Planning Authority and a written
record kept. Any investigation and monitoring costs shall be borne by the Operator.

17.

The development hereby permitted shall only take place in accordance with mitigation
measures detailed in Chapter 26 of the planning application.

18.

Prior to commencement of development a scheme for the retention and protection of
peripheral hedgerows (except where essential access is required) shall be submitted
to and agreed in writing by the Mineral Planning Authority. The development shall be
implemented in accordance with the approved scheme

19.

Blasting within the site shall take place only between the hours of 10:00 and 16:00
Monday - Friday except in the case of emergency. If blasting takes place outside these
hours, in the case of emergency, full written details of the circumstances and the time
of blasting shall be submitted to the Mineral Planning Authority within three days of the
occurrence. No blasting shall take place during the hours of darkness, restricted
daylight or at any time on any Saturday, Sunday, Bank or Public Holiday.

20.

Blasting shall not occur more than four times in any one day. Prior to the
commencement of blasting a blasting scheme shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Minerals Planning Authority. This scheme shall include:
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a) Provisions for a test blast to be carried out, including details of its timing and
notification to be provided to the Minerals Planning Authority and other relevant
parties;
b) Details of how the blasts will be carried out including shot firing rules
21.

Prior to the test blast required in accordance with condition 22 a) the operator shall
submit details for approval to the Mineral Planning Authority which confirm whether
blasting will take place on the hour or half hour. Notices giving details of when blasting
is to occur shall then be placed and maintained at appropriate locations on the
boundary of the site.

22.

Each blast shall be preceded by the sounding of a siren. Red warning flags shall be
placed at appropriate locations on the boundary of the site to indicate that blasting is
taking place. After a blast a siren will be sounded to indicate that the blast has been
successfully completed.

23.

Notwithstanding the times and frequency referred to in conditions 19 to 21 above, any
charges which misfire or any blasts which cannot be detonated within the prescribed
period for safety reasons may be detonated as soon as possible after the specified
period if, in the opinion of the operator this is necessary for safety purposes. Any such
occurrences shall be notified to the Mineral Planning Authority within 24 hours of the
event.

24.

The peak particle velocity resulting from blasting shall at no time exceed 12mm/sec as
measured at the nearest residential or vibration sensitive property Within any three
month period 95% of the recorded blasts shall not exceed 6mm/sec peak particle
velocity.

25.

Prior to commencement of blasting the site operator shall submit to the Mineral
Planning Authority a scheme for the monitoring of peak particle velocity and vibration
attributable to blasting at sensitive properties. The location of the sensitive properties
shall be agreed with the Mineral Planning Authority. The monitor(s) shall then be
maintained at the properties during the period of blasting on site in accordance with
the blasting scheme. If requested by the Mineral Planning Authority additional
monitoring shall be conducted should it be required following any complaint. The
results of all monitoring shall be made available to the Mineral Planning Authority upon
request within 48 hours.

26.

A scheme relating to the monitoring of any stythe gas emissions from the site shall be
submitted to and agreed in writing by the Mineral Planning Authority prior to the
commencement of development. Thereafter, the development shall be carried out in
full accordance with the approved scheme.

27.

Prior to the commencement of the development, a scheme for the type and position of
permanent, and when necessary, temporary lighting shall be submitted to, and
approved in writing by, the Mineral Planning Authority. The scheme shall be designed
to ensure that all lighting / illumination are not obtrusive beyond the site boundary.
Thereafter the development shall be carried out in strict accordance with the approved
scheme.
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28.

Prior to the commencement of development a Soil Handling Strategy shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral Planning Authority. The Soil
Handling Strategy shall contain a record of the pre-working physical characteristics of
the land and a detailed Soils Handling & Management Strategy. Thereafter all soil
stripping and soils handling operations, including soil storage, shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved Soil Handling Strategy.

29.

12 months after the commencement of development an Aftercare Strategy for the
aftercare of the site shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by the Mineral Planning
Authority. The strategy shall identify the broad measures to be taken in the period
immediately following completion of progressive land restoration of all parts of the site
for which an agricultural, woodland or ecological use is intended. The development
shall be carried out in accordance with the approved scheme.

30.

The aftercare period shall extend for a period of 5 years effective management from
the date of final topsoil restoration for the land to be used for agriculture, wetland and
hedgerows.

31.

The aftercare period shall extend for a period of 10 years effective management from
the date of final topsoil restoration for land used for woodland.

32.

Before 30 November of every year during the Aftercare Period, the operator shall
arrange a site meeting with the Mineral Planning Authority on a mutually agreed date
to discuss the Annual Aftercare Report. The developer shall arrange additional
aftercare meetings as required by the Mineral Planning Authority.

33.

Prior to the commencement of the restoration activities of each phase a
comprehensive and detailed restoration scheme in accordance with plans detailed in
condition 2 shall be submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Mineral Planning
Authority. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
scheme.

34.

Before 30 September of every year during the aftercare period, and not less than four
weeks prior to the Annual Review Meeting, a report shall be submitted by the developer
to the Mineral Planning Authority and other interested parties as determined by the
Mineral Planning Authority, recording the operations carried out on the land since the
date of restoration, or previous aftercare meeting, and setting out the intended
operations for the next 12 months.
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